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Finding a New Way Forward 
Peter Bane 

Tradit ional know ledge is one of the founda tion stones of 
Permacu lture. Whil e the synthe sis of nature obse rvation with 
science and grassroo ts action, in a co ntext of global reso urce 
limit s, is novel to Permaculture , the element s used in its design 
syste m are in many cases ancient. So it is appro priate that we exa
mine the deeper laye rs o f humani ty's relation to the wo rld around 
us. The point , howeve r, is not mere unders tanding; rather we seek 
to inform the future with the insight of the past. Another wor ld is 
possible , and we are des igning it. Thu s, in this issue we pair 
Traditi on with Regenera tion. Old form s must be g iven new mean
ing, and new forms found for the expressio n of timeless truth s. 

We are privileged to reprint in this issue some of the teachings 
of Pau l Shepa rd, pionee ring human eco logi st, and unabashed 
proph et of the Pleistocene context for human evo lution. 
Whatever future we make of the pos t-o il era, it will treat us more 
kindly to the degree we preserve in it our esse ntial humanity, that 
small-gro up intim acy with place and myth wh ich gave ou r 
spec ies its opening on the plan etary stage. 

Albe rt Bates too harkens to an earlier time in hum an expe ri
ence, when Earth 's geo logic upheava l sorely tested our capacit y 
for surv ival. Whether the next catac lysm we face may be volcan ic, 
extraterre stria l, or human-caused. we cannot know , but if we are 
not to blink out like the lights of a failing powe r grid. atten tion to 
preserv ing and trans mittin g our co llec tive know ledge is in o rder. 

Follow ing the threads of this theme broug ht repea ted delights 
(as much as the lugubri ous pace of product ion bore endless frus
trat ions and disappo intments) as stories appeared from unexpecte d 
quarter s. Peru loomed large, thoug h from no plan of ours. Tob y 
Hemenway 's fine explicat ion of slash-and-bum forest culture 
dra ws on the pract ices of the Bora peop le of eastern Peru , while 
David Johnson's exc iting repo rt of water mapping on the arid 
Peruvian coas t is sure to rock the staid world of anthropol ogy and 
earth science for years to come. In betwee n, the peoples of the 
Alt iplano are findin g new value in old farming sys tems; we are 
plea sed to bring their melodiou s word for raised water gardens, 
waru want, into the Permacu lture lex icon . 

From the Arct ic, Nei l Lewis repor ts on the modern reviva l of 
Inuit herbal knowledge , while from Bolivia, Nepa l, and Ca liforn 
ia, Sasha Earnheart- Gold bring s goo d news of the crea tion of 
village orchards and the empowerment of local peop les with new 
sk ills in tree cultur e, as App le Tree Intl. both rev ives and extends 
tradi tiona l knowledge and deepe ns an eve n older trad ition of 
buildin g com munit y by sharing wea lth . Eric Hum e! and Wood y 
Wodraska remind us that an endurin g source both of wea lth and 
rege neratio n- the very tradition al practice o f seed sav ing- rests 
on the bedrock of intim acy betwee n the farmer and the land. But 
that intim acy, and the ski lls of observation underlying traditional 
knowledge , are not ju st a thing of the past , as Hub Knott and 
Scott Brint on both assure us; they can be cu ltivated by us all. 

Sandor Katz lays ope n for us the roots- not entirely pretty
of some modern trad itions, the imbibing of fermented stimu lants, 
even as he points to more profound layers of our connection to the 
earth throug h food. We reco mmend his new book, Wild Fenn en-
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ration, as a rich introduct ion to the tradition o f live-cultur e foods. 
There were surpr ises as well: innovation in sculptur e and in 

ritual (See Phil Forsyth on BioSc ulpture and Rael Bassa n on Th e 
Helion s), and a small groundswell of response to Michael Kramer's 
"Challe nge to the Move ment;· ( PcA #49). Travis Beck presents 
New Urbanis m as a likely ally for Permacultur e in tack ling the 
disaster of urban spraw l; Phil Forsyth urges us to wed art and eco
logy as a way of extend ing Permaculture ·s reach; Alice Kidd offers 
some gentle advice abo ut the depth of the strugg le we are in and 
how allies might be found in unexpected places-if we are open. 

I am excited to offer such a wide range of stories. Beyond the 
features there are report s from Ecuador, Brazil , Ontario , Quebec , 
the prairies of Oklah oma and Kansas, Costa Rica, inner city 
Austin , Texas . Permaculture takes a swing at elec tora l politics, 
there is good news of hemispheric so lidarity in El Salvador , and 
moun ting conce rn for su tainabil ity by civil soc iety around the 
worl d: A ll effo rts to recharge the tradit ions of decency and 
communit y which alone can see us thro ugh the present crisis. 

And on that note I' m obliged to address the shadow of all this 
pleasu re I have in presenting such a fine line-up: the product ion 
of this magaz ine has beco me a job for more than one person , but 
we yet lack the staff to get that job done. I died the death of a thou
sand cuts as three months work turn ed into nine. Part of the delay 
was circumstantial: 1 struggled with illness this summer. But much 
of the difficu lty is simpl y structural. Over three yea rs we have 
grown , imperceptibly, into a new and still chaotic form: all- digital 
layout, more color and photo work, remote editing, and the vagaries 
of e-mai l have introdu ced demands on our fragi le organization 
that are nearly insupportabl e. We arc barely recove red from three 
yea rs with our office in little more than a barn. Now proper ly 
housed, we have yet to reorganize files , hardware, and production 
systems to fit the needs of a new publi shing environment. 

I will be fac ing this chal lenge unti l we have the help we need 
to ensure the Activist's continuation on a good basis. Immediately 
I am seek ing an addit ional editor for the autumn issue (production 
in June and Jul y) when I am unable (becau se of the requiremen ts 
of my other career as a teac her) to give 100% to editing. Assoc i
ate Editor Toby Hemenway has been a great help over the past 
four years in moving us forward, and I expect his deft hand will 
co ntinue to turn the editorial whee ls for some time to co me, but 
we also need someone to produ ce artwo rk, someone to solicit and 
manage advertising, and a departments editor to handle the continu
ous flow o f event information. letters, and news items. These can 
be paid posit ions. I hope the Act ivist"s well-wishers wi ll put their 
thoughts towa rd helping us find the pub lishing team that the 
magaz ine, now the oldest exta nt Perma cultur e journal in the 
world , needs and dese rves. 

We send you best wishes for peace and healing in the New Year. 

- Future Issues: Themes and Deadlines 
#52 Aquaculture 
#53 Educat ion 
#54 Fire & Catastrophe 

March 1 
June 1 
September 1 
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Contemplating 
Megadeaths 

Albert Bates 

W e live in a myopic time, a time measured in nano
seconds but with no sense of history. In 1898, a leaking 
coal bin blew up the boilers of the warship Maine, 

which was anchored in Havana harbor, an incident that became the 
pretext for the Spanish-American War. My father was born nine 
years later. When I was a child we had 
Spanish-American War veteraas in our 
Memorial Day parade. I followed behind with 
streamers on my bike, crepe paper in the 
spokes. Today the Spanish-American War is 
mostly forgotten, occasionally mentioned by 
historians as a disembarkation port for the 
American Empire. The students in their 
history classes were most likely born after the 
Macintosh. They don't need to commit facts 
to memory, they can Google them as need 
arises. Our sense of our place in time is be
coming less a saga, more about search tenns. 

This essay space in the Activist has 
become a long-periodicity blog for me (blog: 

dozen years before it was widely accepted that indeed, astrophys
ical events may affect the course of evolution, even of history. 

As recently as 1985, the editorial page of The New York 
Times-referring to the discovery of the 120-mile-wide Chicxulub 
crater under the tip of the Yucatan and its connection by Luis 
Alvarez and others to the extinction of the last of the big dinosaurs 
65 million years ago---declared, "Astronomers should leave to 
astrologers the task of seeking the cause of earthly events in the 
stars." At that time.just 18 years ago, 96% of scientists thought 
there was no connection between comets or asteroids and mass 
extinction events. By 13 years ago it was generally accepted, and 
publis-hed in school textbooks, that Chicxulub was the smoke from 
a celestial pistol that had extinguished 75% of life on Earth. 

These days we look a little more closely at large, crater-like 
depressions in E.arth's surlace. That 
closer look has led to the discovery 
of a few dozen "supervolcanoes" 
which have, like comets and meteors; 
punctuated Earth's history with 
mass e,ctinction exclamation points. 
The largest of these is in Yellow
stone Park, marked by a caldera 70 
kilometers (43 miles) long and 30 
km (19 mi.) wide. Eight km beneath 
Yellowstone lies a huge magma 
chamber(40 km x 20 km x 10 km/ 
25 mi. x 12 mi. x 6 mi.), slowly 
gathering pressure. Vulcanologists 
do not know when Yellowstone will 
blow again, but it popped its cork 
1.8 millio~ years ago, 1.2 million 
years ago, and 640,000 years ago. 
You do the math. 

English n. from web-log, a tenn used by 
internet programmers for shared prosress 
reports; any progress report published on a 
regular basis for general dissemination). I 
have used this space to describe the politics 
of climate change; population and settlement 
patterns; forest fungal networks; a cosmic 
billiard-ball theory of biogenesis. This one is 
about civilization-ending astro-geophysical 
events, but it follows a theme in all my blog 
entries, which is where we, collectively as 
Homo sapiens, lie along an awareness curve. 

Jan van Schley, Het Bandende Eiid11d (The 
Burning Island, etching), showing two Dutch 
East Indies caravels passing through the Java 

Straits in front of Krakatoa, c. 1680. 

Supervolcanoes are 
designated VEI 8-they are an & on 
the Volcano Explosivity Index. 
Each point on the index represents 
an eruption IO times more powetful 
than the pr~vious one. Mol.!nt St. 
Helens is a VEI 5. The Greek 
Island of Santorini is a VEl -6. 

The past emerges 
Thirty years ago Alvin Toff\er made waves with his Third 

Wave and Future Shock, predicting far-reaching cultural shifts to 
accompany accelerating technological change. While change may 
indeed be speeding up, it still takes a Jong time to derive 
something approaching understanding. When, in 1807, 
microscopic analysis by two Yale professors of meteor fragments 
suggested that celestial bodies occasionally impacted the earth, 
Thomas Jefferson allegedly remarked that he "would find it 

easier to believe that two Yankee professors would lie, than that 
stones should fall from the sky." That was ten years before the 
discovery of the first dinosaur bones in Dorset, England, a 1.7-
foot lchthyosaurus that went extinct 95 million years ago. It 
would take 153 years to make the connection between the 
Connecticut meteorite and the fossil record, and another couple 
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When Santorini popped off 3500 years ago, cinders the size of 
Volkswagons were thrown out at speeds approaching Mach 2, 
rising 21,000 feet before beginning descent. When Toba erupted 
in Sumatra 74,000 years ago, at VEI 8, the force was l000 times 
more explosive than Mt. St. Helens, and it ejected more than 
I 0,000 times more ash. 

Yellowstone could be a VEI 9. It's the largest caldera on Earth. 

Volcanic winter 
Lets consider what a sudden event like that means for humans 

and other living things. 
A supervolcano erupts somewhere on Earth about every 100,000 

years. When a normal-scale Indonesian volcano, Tambora, erupted 
in 1815, several years of global pneumonia followed, with the 
world's mean surface temperature about 1 °C below normal. Mt. 
Pinatubo in the Philippines had a similar effect in 1991, but the 

I 



half-degree change through the early 90s was masked by global 
warming. Ice-core records show that the eruption ofToba may have 
caused global cooling of 3-5°, and perhaps as much as 10° during 
growing seasons fu middle to high latitudes. 

At the 2003 meeting of the American Academy for the Advance
ment of Science there was a vigorous debate about whether people 
should be warned in advance if a supervolcano is going to blow or a 
giant meteor is on a collision course with Earth. Professor Bill McGuire, 
of the Benfield Greig Hazard · 
Research Centre at Univer
sity College, London, des
cribes what we can ex
pect: "It's just like a nu
clear winter. The effects 
could last four or five 
years, with crops failing 
and the whole ecosystem 
breaking down." 

In the dim light of 
day, a 5°C average drop 
worldwide would 
translate into 15° summer 
cooling in the temperate 
to high latitudes. The 
effects on agriculture, on 
the growth of trees, on 
life in the oceans would 
be catastrophic. It might 
be several years, perhaps decades, before survivi~g seeds would re
establish field and forest. 

Genetic markers 
Scientists have been studying human DNA for traces of extinction 

events. By knowing the rate of mutation of mitochondrial DNA and 
by a complex analysis of the distribution of these mutations, Lynn 
Jorde and Henry Harpending have estimated the size and distribution 
of our gene lines in the past They discovered that roughly 70-80,000 
years ago, human population ex.perienced a "bottleneck"-when its 
large and well distributed gene pool of millions of individuals passed 
through mass extinction of family lines, leaving perhaps as few as 
5000 individuals, from whom we are all descended. 

Like the passing of Tolkien's ages of Middle Earth, we have only 
inklings of life in the earlier ages-------some 80,000,-yr-old human 
remains in Brazil; the Terra Amata campsite in France, occupied 
400,000 years ago; the million-year fossil record in various parts of 
the world. But a few of our ancestors went through every cataclysm 
and came out alive, or, we would aot be here. The memory of how 
they did that is lost. 

Or is it ? 

The mythological record 
According to the creation stories ~f the African bushmen. people 

did not always live on the surface of the earth. At one time people 
and animals lived underneath the earth with Kaang, the big chief, 
who eventually got around to making a tree, and at its base or through 
roots, trunk, and branches, humans and animals emerged from the 

underworld. 

Among the tribes of Inner Mongolia there are traditions of 
tunnels and subterranean worlds of antediluvian descent, 
somewhere in a recess of Afghanistan, or amid the peaks of 
the Hindu Kush. According to Theosophical tradition, the last 
remnants of a super-civilization which once flourished in 
what is now the Gobi fled into two underground cities known 

• respectively as Shambhala and Agharti. 
Hopi/fewa legends describe a race of "Lizard" people 

who, to escape an era of fire and darkness, built three 
great underground cities near the Pacific Coast, 

including one beneath present day Los Angeles. 
The Hopi say Spider Old Woman led them 
back to the surface of the earth, and that's when 
they became hwnans. 

A Pueblo tale relates that the Third world 
was ended by a great flood and humans were 
rescued by ant people. The ant people were 
much larger than today (about four foot tall), 
although they did live in the ground. At the end 
of the Third world, the ant people stored away 

- food, brought humans down into their tunnels 
and plugged aU the holes to the surface. The 
calamity lasled longer than expecled and 
rations ran low. The ant people, being 
honorable, kept the humans safe by giving 
them their own rations. Eventually the humans 
got back on the surface, emerging from a hole, 
still represented in the shape of the kivas. But 

the ant people, having not eaten for some time, had shronk to 
their present size. 

Some Navajo believe that they, and the ancient Anasazi, 
came from the underworld, and four worlds preceded this 
world. When the Third world was destroyed by supernatural 
forces, the Dine and Kiis' aan.ii were forced to move into the 
Fourth world. The Anasazi, descended from the Kiis'aanii, 
brought com with them from the Fourth world to reseed the 
Fifth world. 

Lakota oral tradition tells us that human life on the surface 
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of Unci Maka (Grandmother Earth) began 
when Wasun Wiconiya Wakan provided 
an opening from which people emerged 
from their subterranean refuge to the 
surface of the world. They followed the 
trickster Ink-tomi ("spider") to learn about 
the opening to the surface. Some say this 
was at He Wakinyan Hohpi (Bear Butte), 
in the Black Hills near present day Sturgis, 
South Dakota. 

In Iceland we find the legendary 
"Hidden People," something like elves or 
leprechauns, who turned their eyes to look 
after Lucifer as he fell from Heaven, and 
were punished by being sent into the earth 
and commanded to dwell there in the rocks 
and mountains. Similar stories are found 
in Norse, Swedish, German, and related 
legends. 

Seneca cosmology tells a story of the 
creator, known as "Good Mind" who 
grapples with Wind. In a terrible battle 
Wind tears great rocks from the 
mountainside and lashes the water below, 
but Good-Mind prevails. 

"Once more Good-Mind called, 'My 
father, where art thou?' In awesome tones 
the voice replied, 'A son of mine shall 
endure the flame,' and immediately a 
flame sprang out of the mountainside and 
enveloped Good-Mind. It blinded him and 
tortured him with its cruel heat, but he 
threw aside its entwining anns and ran.,," 

There is also a cataclysmic origin story 
in the Judeo-Christian tradition. It's the 
story of Adam and Eve. The Forgotten 
Books are the work of unknown 
Egyptians, part of a larger body of pre
biblical oral history known as the 
Pseudepigrapha. Parts of the 
Pseudepigrapha are found in the Talmud, 
the Old Testament and the Koran. 

In the Forgotten Books, Adam and Eve 
leave the garden in a hail of sand and stones, 
which covers the ground in front of them. 
The sky is completely dark. They make it 
into a cave, where they stay for a week, 
and then venture out for water from a 
spring nearby. Adam notices how searing 
the heat of the sun has become, and so 
they retreat again to the cave, remaining 
for a long time, living off the flesh of 
animals that stray into the cave; finally 
they get out again and gather some food. 

These days we don't pay much 
attention to these tales told by the history
kupers: folk fables, lyric poems, 
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troubadour music, 
and children's 
bedtime stories. 
They are "old wives' 
tales," part 
superstition, part 
cultural fossils. And 
yet, there must be 
something very deep 
about these 
archetypes because 
we keep reiterating 
similar motifs in 
film, television, and 
works of fiction. 

,] 
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Loss and recall b 
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are starting to say 
that, while our 
experiences occur in 

Lascaux cave: elevations (I); plan view (2). (Kostov, S,: A 
History of Architecture. NY: Oxford Univ. Press, 1995.) 

linear time, our memories are stored in the 
folds of our brains as a woven matrix, 
accessible from multiple directions, along 
different search routes. We don't have to 
review our entire lives in reverse in order 
to notice similar patterns between a sea 
shell and a sunflower. We have evolved 
very elegant internal retrieval 
mechanisms, much of that fabric spun 
during dreamtime. By comparison, our 
cultural memory is nearly as short and 
foggy as the memories of our dreams. 

In April, 2003, looters broke into the 
Baghdad Museum. Some brought 
pushcarts and went through the museum 
like a supermarket. Lost were musical 
instruments from 3200 BCE; the Ram in 
the Thicket from the Kingdom of Ur; the 
copper head of an Akkadian king; an ivory 
head from Uruk that is perhaps the earliest 
realistic representation of a woman; and 
pottery from the earliest agricultural 
villages, ipcluding the first depiction of a 
spiritual ritual. Some observers have said 
that this event was in essence a theft of 
history, because without these artifacts, we 
have lost our most ancient storyteller, and 
we will never hear the tales she had yet to 

tell. 
I started off saying the Activist has 

become a long-periodicity blog for me. 
The blog is the way the Internet Age is 
beginning to shelve and catalog its cultural 
memories. It is far more decentralized than 
cuneiform, parchment, or papyrus 
catalogued by a caste of curators, 

testaments translated by monks laboring in 
candlelight, or multivolunie memoirs of 
former heads of state. So here we are, 
modem griots, rhyming the tales of our 
fathers and our fathers' fathers, because 
somewhere deep inside are precious truths 
that our children must not forget. And we 
are storing these precious bytes in moving 
electrons; in media that read only ones and 
zeroes! 

We prosper between catastrophes, and 
m those times of peace and plenty we tend 
to forget the horrors of our past, even, 
eventually, our collective near-death 
experiences. In designing our future we 
need also to consider designing new forms· 
for propagating cultural memory. Fables 
and rhyme have worked remarkably well 
in preserving information, but the 
ambiguity inherent in their formula for 
longevity bas also left them open to wide• 
ranging interpretation, reducing their 
fidelity and credibility. The paintings in 
the Lascaux cave give a real glimpse into 
a 12,000 year-old worldview, but they are 
also very vulnerable to the ravages of 
time. Rather than having to repeat 
unpleasant experiences endlessly, we 
humans would do well to find ways to 
boost the transgenerational signal strength 
and r!!duce the noise distort.ion of our most 
important memories. ,:\ 

Albert Bates is director of The Ecovillage 
Training Center at The Farm in Summer
town, Tennessee.ecovillage@t~efarm.org 



Nick Bostrom , another one of those Yankee professors at 
Yale , observes that mathematically there is a 98% chance of all 
human life being extinguished, and soon, 
The Doomsday argument in a nutshell 

The Doom sday argument was conceived by the astrophysicist 
Brandon Carter some 15 years ago, and it has since been 
dev eloped in a Nature article by Richard Gott [1993), and in 
several papers by philosopher John Leslie, and especially in his 
recent monograph The End of The World (Leslie [1996]). The 
core idea is this . Imagine that two big urns are put in front of you, 
and you know that one of them contains ten balls and the other a 
million, but you are ignorant as to which is which. You know the 
balls in each um are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, ... etc. Now you take a 
ball at random from the left um, and it is number 7. Clearly, this 
is a strong indication that that urn contains only ten balls . If 
originally the odds were 50/50, a swift application of Bay es' 
theorem give s you the posterior probability that the left um is the 
one with only ten balls, (Posterior (L=lO) = 0.999990). But now 
consider the case where instead of the ums you have two possible 

human races, and instead of ball s you have individuals, ranked 
according to birth order. As a matter of fact, you happen to find 
that your rank is about 60 billion. Now, say Carter and Lesli e, we 
should reason ir. the same way as we did with the urns. That you 
shou ld have a rank of 60 billion or so is much more likely if only 
100 billion persons will ever have lived than if there will be 
many trillion persons. Therefore, by Bayes' theorem, you should 
updat e your beliefs about mankind's pro spects, and realize that 
an impending doomsday is much more probable than you have 
hitherto thought. .. 

"Strictly speaking, what the Doomsday argument purports to 
show is that the probability that there will be many more humans 
has been overestimated. Titis does not imply impending doom. 
The conclusion is compatible with the human species surviving 
for a very long time if population size declines sufficiently 
(which arguably, however, may const itute a type of doomsday 
scenario)." 

http ://www.anthrop jc-principl e.com[pr eprints/inv/ 
investi~ations. html. 

See too: The Do-omsday Argument, Adam & Eve, UN++, and 
Quantum Joe 

hUJ>:1/www .nickbostrom.com. ~ 

CUL TURES EDGE:AT EARTHAVEN E.COVILLAGE: 

<st PERMACULTURE 
Fundamentals of Permcaculture - July 23 - 31 

Village Design Practicum - September 24 - October 2 
with Peter Bane, Chuck Mqrsh,_· Andrew Goodheart Brawn. and kefth Johnson 

NATURAL BUILDING 
Intro to Ncrtural Building - May 28-30 (Mollie Curry. Paul <:aron) 
INTENSIVE Intraduction - .J'uly 2 - • (Mollie a Paul) 

Building with Earth & Straw - July !J - 9 (Mollie) 
Th& Fine Art of Earth Plasters - July 10 - 11 (Mollie & Chuck Marsh) 

STARTING SUCCESSFUL ECOVILLAGES , ~ 
OR INTENTIONAL COMMUNmES /' ,,.,;._ _.. 

with Diana Leafe Christian and Valerie Naiman ~ 

DON~T MISS THIS YEAR'S SOUTHEAST SUMMER GATHERING 
Also co-sponsoring courses with Red Moon Herbs in nutrition, herbal medicine and women's health. 

www.redmoonherbs.com 

contact Culture's Edge, worlcshops@earthaven.org, 828 669 3937,, www.earthaven.org 
or write to us at 1025 Camp Elliott Road, Black Mountain, NC 28711 usa 

IN THI:: J:->EAUTlr-LIL r,LUE: RIDGE MOUNTAINS 
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Permaculture and Natural ·Building 
at the Lama Foundation 

Land Apprenticeship and Permaculture Happening "LAPH" 
May 16th - July 10th (8 weeks) 

Hands-on work and classroom discussion will propel the students into an in-depth 
permaculture and beyond expenience! Small class size, field trips, independent projects, 

and permaculture design certification, An ideal course for those who want to use permaculture 
in their future livl ihood. S days class; 2 days off each week. $1800 

Permaculture Design Certification 
July 31st -August 14th (2 weeks) 

Permaculture design together with wide and various applications in a wilderness setting. 
Re-growth of the Lama Foundation since the 1996 firehas r;reated an exceptional 

permaculture classroom. Permaculture design certification included. $750 

Build Here Now! Natural Building Convergence 
June 13th- June 20th (1 week) 

Lama's 6th annual Build Here Now! offers a wide variety of hands-on workshops, 
discussion groups and lecture presentations by more than 20 professionals 

in their varied and diverse fields of expertise. Great networking and great fun! $500 

Natural Building Internship 
May 8th - July 25th (11 weeks) 

A FULL curriculum in natural building and alternati \ie el)ergy .systems. Course includes 
the building of a hyb.rid mu·d, straw and wood .structure from the ground up, 

classroom disc~s~ions, ~rid .Build Here Now! natur f ~ b.~ilding ~onvergence. $1500 

from a moul"lta in spring, The lama Foundation is 
located in the S,angre de 
Cristo mountains, 20 
miles north ofTaos, New 
Mexico. Situated at 
8600 feet, Lama enjoys 
a breathtaking pan
orama of the Rio Grande 
valley to the west and 
Carson National Forest 
to the east We are off 
the grid! The water is 

~ the power comes from ...: . 
the sun, and the Foun-
dation retains a beauti- . 
tu1; rustic I ifestyle. As 
one of the oldest inten
tional splrltual commu
nities in America, the 
Lama Foundation brings 
together all walks of 
people in a colorful, joy
ous dance of life. 

For more informati~n, .~i~ase visit 6 u~ w~bs.ite:' 
. www.la111afoundation.org · 

phone 505-586-1269, or e-mai·I registrar@_larilafoundation.org 
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Renee Wade 

In permaculture, coote:xt is everything. Where a-re you? Wbat 
soils, climate, micr«limates, and species do you share your 
physical location with? What skills do you have? What are 

yow f'mancial resources? J!ow many good friends do you have? 
These things together detennine how you will proceed and what 

. is appropriate. 
Equally important is the conte:xt in which yve imagine these 

elements to e:xist. What is our worldview'/ What q11estioJ1s do we 
ask:.? What questions don't we ask? In what landscapes do our 

. minds li-ve? 

myth-while pretending that modem science is not myth.) 
Western and Westernized societies dismiss this piece of 

traditional knowledge only at their peril - and we are in peril 
This is a key piece of knowledge because it places humans into a 
different context. We become part of an intelligent whole, not the 
intelligent part of a whole. We become the children of the 
bacteria and plants, who are our parents and not our resource 
base. We become members of a tribe, participants in a mostly 
cooperative whole, all of whom have a stake in making a living 

here (but not in 
Pemuculture 

instructs us to start by 
observing nature , by 
observing the contex.t in 
v.hich 011r actions will 
take place. So, let us 
start by looking with 
vmnder at the 
knowledge embedded 

.<l:,he. k11on,l11, thtt.t 2a.izth tt.11d all o-J 
£at.th ls a.live, 4.h1a.t€, a11d l'llttlli 7ent . .. 

lg the kno.1t1l€d.~e at the hea.11,t oJ · 
sustal11a6le ttttd "-e:,i11eta.tlve cultu'l.eg. 

making a killing). 
The knowing that 

Earth and all of Earth 
is alive, aware, and 
intelligent, that these 
physical materials are 
imbued with Spirit , is 
the knowledge at the 

in everything around us : Nature 's knowledge is em.bedded in the 
affinity <>f protons for e lectrons, of hydrogen for ox.yge11. Her 
knowledge is embedded in the spiraling of V1ater as it pours from 
a teapot, the spiraling DN" A, the spiraling veins of a tree trunk, 
the spiraling coJ1ch sbell. Her knowledge is embedded in the 
bacteria that learned to photosynthesize ,and built all atmosphere 
rich ill oxygen, then created ox.ygen-breathillg to keep it all in 
balance . These are patterns of ancient knowledge which speak 
deeply of coUabo~ati.ve, infinite, transfomti11g power. 

How were these pattems created? Did the atoms «know" which 
arrangements would lead to molecule, capable of building 
biological life forms? Kow do tbe molecules "know" how to 
arrange themselves? lfad"randorn cllance" been the only force at 
-work these past 4 billion years, the odds are impossibly high 
against us. We would still be waitiJJg for the creation of alJ 22 
amino acids, still waiti11g for even one strand of DNA to be builL(l) 
The fo1.1ndatio11 Df know]edge 

Why thea. do the people of W estem civilization prefer to 
assume that all these things were mere chance, lucky accident ? 
Why do we wish to avoid assigning any semblance of intent, of 
awareoess, of lc:nowing to these e-vents? Our ancestors knew 
better . This is the first and foundational knowledge held in 
common by peoples all oveC' tb.e world and throughout all time: 
Toe world, indeed the universe, is brilliantly alive, and every 
piece of it is intelligent, intent-full, and aware. 

I realize many people at this point might think I have misunder
stood the difference between knowledge and belief, labeling as 
]mowledge traditional peoples' "belief' in the inherent intelligence 
<Jf the world and univene. Ask traditional people. For them, this 
is knowledge. It is knowledge based on personal experience, the 
shared experience of others, and cultural or collective experience. 
(And yes, some of the latter i~ embodied in what we label as 

heart of sustainable 
and regenerative cultures. It's there because it is useful, practical, 
life-enhancing ·information. The actions it breeds are actions of 
respect, gratitude, balancing, and reciprocity. 

TJze la,iguage of materialism 
I bave always been fascinated by my own culture 's denial of 

this basic knowledge. How and why did this denial come about? 
In many ways the answer is obvious: critical self-esteem issues 
manifesting as pride, jealousy, and fear have never gotten the 
resolution they need. As a result we became obsessed some 5,000 
to 10,000 years ago with the idea of "object and subject" or "ruler 
and ruled ." We became empire builders. Imperialists. 
Materialists. We began to see "things" as objects, not patterns 
aod processes. We began, literally, to perceive nouns, not verbs. 

We have been practicing this perceptual mode for thousand s of 
years now, as evidenced by the l;>iblical story of Eve, the Serpent, 
and the Apple. According to the story, one of the trees in Eden is 
the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. God forbids the 
eating of the fruit of this tree saying, "In the day that ye shall eat 
of this tree, surely ye shall die." (King James Version) 

Now God as d.epicted in Genesis is an object. The first three 
lines of the story hlnt at an older, process -oriented story on which 
Genesis is built. However, in every line tbereafteC', God is 
portrayed as an object creating and then directing a subject 
outside of himself. He is a ruler engaged in a relationship of 
domination. The infatuation with "object/subject" was obviously 
well established by the time Genesis was written, otherwise god 
would bave been depicted as the verb that s/he is. 

Eve, as verb, is the creative, intuitive, force/awareness that 
courses through all hum.ans. That awareness is beguiled by a 
serpent. [ first undentood the serpent on a night in 1993 when I 
saw the play "Up From Genesis." Adam and Eve were in the 
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garden being hippies, when that clever snake hissed in her ear. I 
don't remember the snake's exact words that night, but I do 
remember the clear recognition that my mind hisses the same 
general drivel to me: "You could do, be, have m,ore. Really, what 
you have, who you are, it's not enough. But with more 
time ... more money ... that new career ... that Apple from the 
tree •.. you could ... " I learned that night that the snake process 
lives in my mind, in all our minds. Those critical self-esteem 
issues whisper to all ofus, calling on our fears and prides, and 
most of us listen at least some of the time. 

What then is the Tree of 

Humans are not purely rational beings, however (though many 
pretend other-wise), and none of these aspects of pennaculture 
reaches through to heal the very emotional wound that lies at our 
culture's core. 

The forces of economic imperialism are massive and will 
continue to thrive as long as we allow them to teach us that we 
are chance mutations on a rock in the middle of nowhere, nothing 
but curious and interesting anomalies with no intrinsic value. 
This teaching denies to human beings not only the context of 
being Gaia-tribe, but also of being wanted and beloved children. 

We are kicked out of 
the Knowledge of Good 
and Evil? From what 
process does it derive? [ 
believe that the Knowledge 
of Good and Evil is nothing 
less then the ability of our 
minds to judge ( different 
than our ability to discern). 
The word judge comes 
from the Latinjus, law, and 
decrier, to declare. Our 

q,zlfln, to make 'l.eallt1( 061ec.tlfle 

tu,ng danci11, l11to NA'l.-nu;.k.ln, and. 
creates tV1 inia,lned. pv1ceptio11. 06 
death x,he,ze onlit tt,v1s~otma.tlfle 

livln., exists. 

Eden and ostracized from 
the rest of the tribe, 
without hope of 
reconciliation, became 
this view denies that a 
Gaia-tribe even exists. It 
denies that a plant can 
understand and love you. 
It denies that your heart 
can be healed. 

ability to judge is our . 
ability to declare law in the opinions we hold in our minds. It is 
the mechanism we use to deal with the insecurities that the snake 
brings. It is our ability to perceive reality as a solid object. 

The Chinese have a wonderful parable about an old peasant 
whose horse runs away. All the villagers come by to commiserate 
with him on his bad luck, but the old peasant only says, .. How do 
you know it is bad?" When the next day his horse retums with 
another horse, all the villagers exclaim over his good luck, but 
the old peasant only asks, "How do you know it is good?" The 
story goes on in this vein, flip-flopping between apparently good 
or bad outcomes. It clearly shows that judgements can only be 
made when we take an ongoing process and examine a piece of 
it, assigning what are essentially random beginnings and endings. 

When we make the mistake of "declaring law," as though our 
current perceptions are the ultimate and only reality, we are 
pretending to make life an object. We are pretending that infinite, 
ecstatic, luminous dancing is an accident. Trying to fix processes 
into solids, trying to make reality objective, turns dancing into 
war-making and creates an imagined perception of death where 
only transformative living exists. 

I had the opportunity at a recent Bioneers Conference to ask. 
two native women (Navajo and Okanagan) whether literal 
translations of the word "god" were object word's or action 
words. Both said that in maoy native tongues, god is a verb. 
Jeanette Armstrong went on to share that the word in 0kanagan 
usually translated as "God" is literally translated as "to be 
continually creating oneself." 

A ground in endless trans/ onnation 
The Pennaculture movement has embraced much traditional 

knowledge, particularly in the fonn of traditional technologies. 
Pennaculture ethics (the care of earth, people, and the sharing of 
surplus) are traditional ethics. Pennaculture design describes 
human participation in an ongoing, transformative process. 
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We have aU the 

technical answers. What 
we, and especially Americans, need at this point in our story is 
motivation . Motivation comes from emotions . 'In acknowledging 
people's b.eed not just for food and shelter, but also for 
connection and belonging, for care, for compassion, etc., th.e 
pennaculrure movement can begin to speak the language of the 
heart. This is the language of feelings and needs, a language that 
can dissolve our judgements and move us through the object/ 
subject/domination/infatu .ation split. It is a language that moti
vates actions of respect, gratitude, balance, and reciprocity. (2) 

Traditional knowledge tells us that Creation is one alive, 
intelligent, unified whole. There is no possibility of stepping 
apart from it. The eviction from Eden happened only in our 
minds. It was and is an illusion, the misperception of a flowing, 
living reality. Returning intelligence, intent, awareness, and 
aliveness to all of Earth returns to us the possibility of our tribe's 
embrace. It is a step that reconnects us deeply. emotionally, to 
this place, and in doing so retllrns u:; to the context of home. 

Notes 
l. See Jeremy Narby, The Cosmic Serpent for a detailed look at 
the mathematics involved in our creation by chance. 
2. To speak-the heart's language, check out Marshall Rosenberg's 
work and the Center for Non-Violent Communication: 
www.cnyc.or~ or 1-800-255-7696. To develop skills in relating 
to the world's inherent intelligence, plants are a great place to 
start: Plant Spirit Medicim. by Eliot Cowan. The Herbal 
Medicine-Maker's Handbook, by James Green. Sacred Plant 
Medicine and The Lost Language of Plants, both by Stephen 
Harrod Buhner. 

Renee Wade began her study of eco-agriculture at The Evergreen 
State College (WA) in the early 80s. She took a Pennacu/ture 
Design Course in 1997 and is cunently collaborating to grow 
synergistic human communities and gardens in Nevada Co., CA. 



Wildness and Wilderness 
The nature of our nature 

Paul Shepard 
© 1998 Florence Shepard 

W ildnes s js a genetic state. 
Wildemess is a place we have 
dedicated to that wilda.ess, both 

in ourselves and in other species. The hom e 
of our wildness is both etymologically arid 
bioJogicall)' wilderness- AJlhough. we 
define our selves in terms of nationality, 
race, profession. and so on, it is eviderit 
that the coote:xt of oUI being in the past is 
wilderness-to -wruch, one might say, our 
genes look e,cpeclantly for those 
circurnstarices that are their optimal 
ambience , a genetic expectation of our 
g enome that i s unfulfilled in the world we 
have created. It is as though we need a 
shield to keep from being mashed by tile 
great juggemaut of modern times. Imagine 
the weight of 10,000 years offarms and 
civilization rolling heavily along . 

The mapping of genes on chromosomes 
is reported in. almost daily bulleti11s from 
medical research specifying !he loca tion 
and identity of deleterious genes. 
Some anticipate that invasive 
teclmiques will enable us 
to .i:eplace bad genes 
-with desired alternatives 
early in the life of an 
indi vidual _ Althollgh 
pu.rs11it of total lteal th 
and perfect crops drives 
this research, at a less 
conspicuous Jevel this 
research is also defmin_g the 
ienetic bas is and :reality of the 
"normal" or optimal human individual. 
Wbat'. was often thought to be "'cultural" or 
"learned" is now shown to have a genetic 
basis and experieace or "education" is 
mostly a k::iod of facilitation. At last we 
approach the hard truth: being human is 
heritable . (Just as being chimpanz ee is 
heritablt: witness 40 years of failed 
attempts to make chimpanzees human by 
rearing them in human homes.) In the light 
of genetic research, the tall tales told by 
humanists and sociologists for so long of 

children who, lost in the woods and suckled 
by wolves. grew into "wolf clrild.ren" are 
clearly a fantasy. No matter what the 
circumstan ces, chi ldren will be children, 
not wolves. 

The idea of wilderness, both as a realm 
of purification outside civilization and as a 
special place with beneficial qualities, has 
strong antecedents in the High Culture of 
the Western World. The ideas that wilder
nes s offers us solace, naturalness, nearness 
to a kind of literary, spiritual esthetic, or to 
unspecified metaphysical forces, escape 
from urban stench, access to ruminative 
solitude, and locus of test, trial, and special 
visions-all these extend prior traditions . 
True, wilderness is something we escape 
to, a departure into a kind of therapeutic 
land or sea, a release from our crowded 
and overbuilt envirownent, healing to those 
who serne the presence of the disease of 
tameness. We think of wildern~ as a place, 

a vast uninhabited 
hoIDe of wild things. 
It is also another kind 
of place. It is that 
gen etic aspect of 
ourselves that spa
tially occupies every 
.body and evecy cell. 
To "go into" tllat 

wilderness is seme
thiq we do coRStantly. 

We are immersed in iL Our 
coasdouso~ 8lld our cwture 

buzz arouad it like tiny lights, not illu• 
minati.ng a great darkness but drawing 
energy that makes a self possible. 

The nature of our nature 
Whether hum.ans are "domesticated" 

has been argued for decades, but it is 
mostly a semantic problem . "Domestic" 
means a "breed" or "variety" created by 
the deliberate manipulation of a plant or 
animal population's reproduction by 
humans with a conscious objective. We 

ourselves are genetically wild rather than 
domesticat ed. The metaphors of "domes
tic" have confused this truth. (1) We are 
also lame, for almost any animal can be 
conditioned to accept the human environ
ment, dome stic or not. The tameness of 
captive wild animals is like our own 
tameness: it is conditioned to appropriate 
behavior in the household . Our tameness 
not our domestication, makes us at home 
in domesticated landscapes , in the 
sedentary life surrounded by household 
artifacts and the romance of the hearth and 
homestead, restraints in the interest of 
civic order that cloud the definition of 
"domestic." None of these affects the 
human genome and therefore its wildness. 

The domestication of plants and animals 
typically produces rapid genetic changes 
and exaggerates both selected and unin
tended traits. Some deleterious character
istics earned by one gene are nonnally 
hidden in the mixed genetic bag, which is 
ralher like a safety net. For example, if one 
gene carries a recessive trait that would 
make the individual susceptible to a 
certain disease, the person is protected 
from the disease by the other dominant 
gene. Toe anomalous features for which 
we select plants and animal s at the expense 
of overall adaptability-often by breeding 
for pairs of recessive genes-are the heart 
and soul of domestication . Typically such 
fonns cannot survive without human pro
tection, in gardens, fannyards, hou seholds, 
laboratories, or greenhouses, because their 
overall stamina or intelligence bas been 
sacrificed for special features. 

Today we live not only in the 
structures we build but in domestic 
associations with dandelions, bluegrass, 
grainfields , and early plant successlonal 
forms that are often weeds-all together 
composing relatively stable-appearing, 
made landscapes whose durability is 
illusory, not so much in equilibrium as in a 

continued on page 13 
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Review 
The Seventh Sense 
Review by Peter Bane 

RUPERTSHELDRAKE 
The Sense of Being Stared At 
And other aspects of the extended 
mirul 
Crown Publish ers. New York. 2003. 
www.sheldrake.o~ 
369 pp + xii. hardcover. illustrated. $25 . 

Building on' his popular and well-received 
Dogs Who Know When Their Owners Are 
Coming Home, Rupert Sheldrake, pioneering 
biologist at Cambridge University, has delivered 
an understated but potent broadside against one 
of the great shibboleths of modern science: that 
com.ciousness is confined to the interior of the 
human skull, if incleed it can be said to exist at 
all! Writing about a commonly sensationalizecl 
subject in a modest style, Sheldrake takes the 
reader step by step through anecdotal accounts 
and experimental proofs of the e1tistence of 
parapsychological phenomena: telepathy, clair
voyance, premonition, precognition, presenti
ment, and other unexplained abilities of the 
human mind. Th'ough the unavoidably statistical 
basis of these proofs is dry, and the book's few 
illustrations are primllrily graphs and charts, the 
text is leavened by often charming, always 
fascinating accounts of real people and their 
astonishing experiences. Among the hundreds of 
examples, Sheldrake matter-of-factly cites 
incidents of telepathy within his own family and 
even his participation as a subject in 
precognition experiments by others. Throughout 
the book, and especially in the extensive 
appendices, Ile encourages readers to participate 
in th~ e,tperiments and to contact him with 
their experiences of the extended mind. 

Refreshingly free of the boosterism and 
hype that often accompanies accollllts of this 

field of study, the author's 
argument steadily demo
lishes the scientific basis 
of orthodox skep-ticism 
about psychic phenomena. 
He cans this ability, which 
he claims is biological, 
rooted in evolution, and 
consequently quite 
common, "the seventh 
sense" to distinguish it 
from some kinds of 
sensory phenomena 
already noted by biolo
gists among non-human 
animals, such as electrical 
and magnetic sensitivities 
in eels and birds, heat
sensing by reptiles, or 
vibrational communication between spiders. To 
these he cedes use of the otherwise time-tested 
and non-derogatory tenn, "sixth sense." 

Sheld.rake can refrain from glamorizing 
psychic phenomena because proving their 
existence is not his main aim. Kis own and 
others• carefully designed and replicated 
experimental work has shown the virtual 
certainty of the eristence of telepathy and other 
aspects of the seventh sense, with astronomical 
odds against the hundreds of thousands of 
documented examples being "merely 
coincidence." Just because these kinds of 
phenomena can be tested, they are useful to 
establish the case thal "we are interconnected." 

He asserts that vision is a two-way 
phenomenon: light enters the eyes, and 
attention reaches out 10 the object seen. It is 
this attention, moving through fields of 
consciousness he speculates, that engenders in 
others "the sense of being stared at." Not 
restricted to visual contact or local events, the 
seventh sense can reach around the planc:;t in 
real time, traosferring information and feelings 
between jndividuals. As precognition it appears 
to link the future with the present through 
dimensions not yet well mapped. If this is true 
(and the experiments in this book woulcl be 

difficult to refute}, then it • 
must be explainable. Current 
theories of causality fail. We 
are peering beyond the 
frontiers of science, 
presently shackled by the 
dead hand of materialism to 
a brittle worldview about to 
come crashing down like the 
Twin Towers. 
Sheldrake has written in 

earlier works (The Ntw 
Science of Life: Presence of 
the Past), about "morpbogen
etic fields," a fonnulation of 
causality that attempts 10 

incorporate the emerging 
understanding of a chaotic 
universe. He believes tb~e 

fields may be able to explain the way protein 
molecules take shape, for example, something 
for which cellular biology has no plausible 
story. And they may help explain'the evolution 
ofleamcd behavior within sp~ ies: the SO· 

called "Hundredth Monkey Effect." 
"Attractors" organize the polentials of energy 
and matter by "pulling events toward a future 
not yet realized. "Morpbic resonance" allows 
monkeys to learn the washing of sweet potatoes 
from their fellows miles away with whom they 
have never been in touch. Ths distant "learning" 
isn't restricted to primates either (though the 
implications for humanity are staggering), birds 
bave been shown to adopt new behaviors 
simultaneously across a wjdely dispersed 
population without apparent communication. 

Sheldrake' s seventh sense will be more 
familiar-in the camps of religion, w-here the 
efficacy of prayer (effect at a distance by the 
focusing of attention) has loog been underst911d 
and accepted, than in the c..,amps of science. AU 
the more reason to welcome his careful testing 
of this commotlplace but I:icretical idea. Am.011g 
a broad range pf signs, legitimation of the 
seventh sense heralds the reintegration of spirit 
and matter, a civilizational struggle which is 
the chief work of our age. 6 

FRIENDS OF THE TREES SOCIETY 
2004 PERMACUL TURE DESIGN COURSE 

Earth-Healing Permaculture Design • February 7-21 
at the Sahale Retreat Center in western Washington , 

with Michael Pilarski, Christopher Mare and Marisha Auerbach. 

A special opportunity for farmers, restorationists, land managers, and others who work the growing season. 

We also offer a series of shorter workshops in westem Washington in Apdl/May. 

For information contact Michael Pilarski, Friends of the Trees Society, 
PO Bo>< 4469, Bellingham, WA 98227 (360) 676-7704. friendsofthetrees@yahoo.com 

www.friendsofthetrees.net 
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WILDNESS continued from page 11 

kind of ecological suppression caused by hwnan and domestic 
animaJ pressures. One of the oddest and most compensatory 
tbillgs about this domestic landscape complex is the conij11oed 
existence of genetically wild ronns in it as microorganisms 
and, at its margins, wild legumes 3Jld flowering planes, 
insects, fo:xes, crows , langul'S, shrews, and oursehes. None is 
bound strictly to the mosaic or domestic plants and animals in 
order to Slln'ive in the way that domestic life forms are . 

SllCh landscapes Induce ill us llD unease-a fugitive sense 
that we persistently nlisdiago.ose because the symptoms tend 
to be sodal as we]) as ecological. The radical i.mplia.tion is 

t.itat we, like 
Urn other 
wild 
inltabitants, 
may actually 
be less 
healthy in 
the 
domesticated 
en\lironmenls 
than in 
those wild 

laudscapes tCI "'1hich o-ur DNA remains tuned. When we do 
md nral la.udsca!)t!S beautiful,. it is probably because they 
superiiciaJly resembte the sa,vannas of our evolution. Indeed, 
the pattenis of typical agrarian. life seem to echo on a rough 
scale the dim memory of mixed open and wooded lamd. 
llumans out of place 

But that appearance is superlicia.l. Our domesticafed 
sunoundings are humall ilweotions-the results of empirical 
technology over the )'.last ten millennia and scie11tific technology 
during tli.e past 300 yea.rs. Immersed in landscapes dominated by 
built and domestic fonns, we are not yet confined to them, and 
our human potential is less m such artificial landscapes than in 
those places and cultures shaped more directly by the terms of 
our evolutionary ge11esis, where we are realized as mature 
individllals UJd communities of ge11erous and peaceful character. 

Like raccoons and bears, we are omnivorous, edge-dwelling 
forms whose movement tbrough different habitats tends to mask 
our ecological constraiots. Modern life conceals our inherent need 
for di verse, wild, natural communities, but it does not alter that 
need. Evidence for this deprivation is so omnipresent that we can
not see it directly, since much of it is expressed as psychic stress 
and social disorder. Masking the effects of deviating from the world 
to which we are adapted is tlie universal act of modern denial. 

That we (like oposs11ms and cockroaches) can endure deficient 
envirolll1lents has been interpreted as evidence of human 
transcendence over biological specialization, an error, widely 
ridiculed as a hateful trap, of dinosaurs and other extinct forms. 
Some observers have insisted for generations that ours is a 
"generalized" species, while alJ around us the fossil animals 
made the "mistake" of becoming "too specialized." That the 
dinosaurs lasted 170 million years (indeed. still ex.ist as birds) is 
irrelevant to those celebrants of the great reptiles• ephemerality. 

Our self-deception culminates in the notion that the hwnan 
brain, the magic means of our intelligence and mastery. is the 
instrument of our exception from the biology that has burdened 
and extenninated so many other species. Yet this is the same 
brain and the same nervous system now found in dysfunctional , 
humans in the scarified lands of the Near East and Middle East, 
much of Africa, Asia, and all urban existence. What was a good 
(and very highly specialized) brain for positioning a terrestrial 
primate in a Pleistocene niche is evidently maladapted for life in 
the throes of its own glut of people and barrenness of nature. 

We are not the generalized species we claim. Indeed, human 
ontogeny~the intricately structured, human life cycle-is, like 
our central nervous system, a delicately equilibrated biological 
complex. The paradox of what we have thought was unlimited 
adaptability and extreme specializ.ation of the human will probably 
untangle its own contradictions in the 21st century. Theo, perhaps, 
when we have taken our adaptability to the brink of physical and 
psychological endurance, we will discover that cultural choices, 
unlike our bodies, do not have built-in limitations and requirements. 
Constraints are not welcome in an ideotogy of unlimited expec
tations among affl~ent societies, where, in the rush of individuals 
creating 
themselves, 
the self is left 
as an open 
sore. Our 
cult\Jl'al 
choices are 
rewarded or 
punished 
according to 
011r given 
natures.Such 
constraints are 
part ofa 
universal 
biological 
heritage, 
honed to a Pleistocene reality, to those three million years that 
ended about 10,000 years ago. 

l magi.ning the wild 
In the late 20th century a renewed sense of human nature began 

to emerge. People began to question the assumption of inevitable 
progress and the premise of human dominion over, or exemption 
from, the "laws of nature." The shift away from this illusion-that 
we can be anything, go any~here in space, or remake the planet 
according to taste--was foreshadowed by the words and works of a 
few hardy thinkers, (2) all of whom shared the best idea in the last 
5,000 years: Charles Darwin's concept of the evolution of life. (3) 

Until recently we have portrayed human wildness in one of 
two contrasting fictions: the Noble Savage, living in or having 
lost his golden age of human perfection; or the Cave Man, a 
slavering brute, lurking at the fringes of humanity itself, destined 
. to consort with the beasts as one of them. Both images are fictions 
. of ourselves: the first as the lonely outcast of lost paradise, the 
second as a savage barely emerged from a hairy, grunting 
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Aspects of a Pleistocene Paradigm 
Ontogenic 
J. Formal recognition of stages in the whole 
life cycle 
2. The prog ressive dynamics of bondi11g and 
separation 
3. Earth-crawling freedom by l 8 months 
4. Richly texmred play space 
5. No reading prior to "rymbolic" age 
(abour 12 years) 
6. All-age access to butchering scenes 
7. All-age access to birth, copulation, death 
scenes 
8. Fewtoys 
9 Early access via speech to rich species 
taxonomy 
JO. Formal celebration of life-stage passages 
such as initiation 
JI. Rich animal-mimic play and other 
introjective processes 
12. Non-peer group play 
13. Par111rition and neonate "su.ft" environment 

· 14. Access to named places in connection with 
mythology 
15. Extended family or dense social stmcture 

, 16. Extended lactation 
17. Play as internal prediction of living world 
18. Little storage, accumulation, or provision 
/9. Diversity of "work" 
20. Handmade tools a11d other objects 
21. No monocullure 
22. lndependentfamily subsistence plus 
customary sharing 
23. Ecotypic econom)~keyed to place 
24. No landownership in the sense of "fu simple" 
25. Little absolute territoriality 

movement and sensibility, the predisposition 
emerging from genetic past and early 
grounding, affecting every aspect of one's 
expressive life. In our wild aspect such 
unconscious expressions are elaborated in 
dance and narration, surrounded by innu
merable and wonderfully varied moral and 
esthetic presences, nourishing like food that 
provides both energy and sacrament, Per
ception provides us with an intuition toward 
diversity whose forces are sentient, purpose
ful, and synergistic-a way of ex.peeling, 
encountering, and experiencing a vast con
gregation of those unlike us, yet whose sha
dow reality is part of our deepest self, wild. 

Notes 
l. Use of "dome stic" to allude to warm 
oatmeal and a nice horse like a Vermeer 
painting glazes over the many uses of the 
term, reducing its usefulness. 
2. Notably Niko Tinbergen, Konrad Lorenz., 
Desmond Morris. Lionel Tiger, Robin Fox, S. 
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26. No fossilftu/ use 
27. Millimal housekeeping 
28. No domestic plants or animals 

Social 
29. Prestige based on demonstrated integrity 
30. little or no heritable rank 
31. Size of genetic/marriage/linguistic group or 
tribe: 500-3000 
32. Clan and other membership giving 
progressive identity with age 
33. Limired UJJ(}SU.re 10 strangen 
34. Hospitality to outsiders 
35. Functio,wl roles of aunts and uncles 
36. Postreprod11ctive ad~isory junctions such 
as grandparental roles 
37. Size offire .-cirr:le group: JO adults (council 
of the whole) 
38. Occasional larger congregations 
39. Emphasis on mneumonics with its 
generational upository 
40. Participant politics vs. representa1ional or 
authoritarian 
41. Vernacular gender a11d age f1111ctions 
42. Totemic analogical thought of eco
predi cate d logos 
43. Dynamic, emergent, dispersed leadership 
44. Decentralized power 
45. lntertribal tension-reduction rites (song 
duels, pear:epipe) 

Other 
47. Periodic mobility, no sedentism 
48. Conceptual notion of spirit in all life, 
numinous otherness 

Boyd Eaton, Marjorie Shostak, Melvin Konner, 
Robert Ardrey , and E.O. Wilson. 
3. One could add notions like individual 
freedom or democracy or systems of legal 
justice, but these "ideas" were present long ago 
in the egalitarian hunter/gatherer six.: ictic,. 
4. Hugh Iltis, "Flowers and Hu mun l'.1:ofu~y ," 
in Cyril Se)ves, ed., New Movement i111hr 
Study and Teaching of Bioloi:y (Lonuun: 
Maurice Temple Smith, 1974). 
5. John Fowles, A Maggot (Boston: Little, 
BroWTI, 1985), p. fl. 
6. James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New 
Science (New York: Viking, 1987), p. 117. 
7. Rene Dubos, "Enviroruoental Dctenninants 
of Human Life," in David C, Glass, ed., Environ
mental Influences (New York: Rockefe1ler 
University Press. 1968), pp. 149-150. 
8. Ibid., p. 154, from Lewis Mumford, The Myth 
of the Machine (New York: Harcourt B~, 
1966). Mumford probably got this from Loren 
Eiseley' s "Man of the Future" in The Immense 
Journey (New York: Random House, f959). 
9. Walter J. Ong, "World as View and World 

49. CenJrality of narrative, rouri11e recall a11d ,tory 
50. Dietary omnivory 
51. Rare-species demography 
52. S11bordi11otiot1 of ort to cosmo/(>gy 
53. Participatory, 11ot audience-focused m11sic 
54. Sensual science ( "science of tlie concrete") 
vs. i11tangible science 
55. Celebration of social and cosmological 
functio11 of meat eating 
56. Religious regulation of the special effects of 
plant substa,1ces 
57. Extensive foot travel 
58. Only organic medicine 
59. Reguklr dit;1/ogue on dream experience 
60. The "game approac/i"-tolove, not liote, 
the opponent 
61. Attention to listming, to the sound 
environment as voice 
62. Ru11ning 
63. Attention to /cinsliip and the "prese11ce" of 
ancestors 
64. Attunement to the daily cycle atid seasm1a/ity 
65. No radical i11teivention on fetal genetic 
malformations 
66. Immediate access to the wild, wilderness, 
solit11de 
67. No11linear time and :space-no history, 
progress, or destiny 
68. Sacramental (not 1acrificial trQphism) 
69. Fomw/ recognition of a gifted subsistence 
70. Participalio11 in hunt ing and gat/1ering 
71. Freedom- to come and go, to choose skills, 
to marry or not, etc. 

From Coming Home to the Pleistoce11e, by Pawl 
Shepard (Copyright ©1998 Florence Sl,epard) 
in Table 2 of Chaple r IX. 

as Event," American Anthropologist 71 (1969): 
634-647. 
10. Morris Berman, 'The Roots of Reality: 
Maturan.a and Varela's The Tree of 
Knowledge," Journal of Humanistic 
Psychology 23(2) (Spring 1989): 2817. ~ 

This es.say is an excerpt of chapter Vlll 
from Coming Home to the Pleistocene, by 
Paul Shepard. Copyri gh t©19 98 Floren ce 
Shepard. The sidebar appears in the book 
as Table 2 of Chapter IX. Reprinted by 
permission of ls/and Press, Washington, 
DC. Paul Shepar4(1914-1996) was 
Avery Professor Emeritus of Human 
Ecology at Pitzer College and the 
Claremont Graduate School. He also the 
author of The Tender Carnivore and the 
Sacred Game, 'Thinking Animals, and 

Nature and Madness. Coming Home to 
the Pleistocene was Shepard's last 
published . work. 



The Source of Tradidonal Knowledge 

Connecting to Place 
Hu.b Knott 

How was Traditional Knowledge 
gained? If we wish to e!Ilploy 
it, we must understand traditional 

knowledge's origins . 
Some traditional knowledge comes 

from brief visionary moments, but most of 
it derives frQm experience Md study. 
Though i1 may have universal application, 
traditional knowledge always has roots in 
a living community 3.lld bioregion-that 
community's place on Earth. The 
Jrnowledge fonned a map or guide to 
living ill that p lace. Valuable and 
significarit experiences, passed on through 
stories, were adapted anc:I enriched over 
time. Cnformation not deemed valuable 
was not preserved. Thus traditional 
laiowledge becante the best of tbe best. 
Continuously tested, and testified, by the 
peoples whose ancestors first gave it 
voice, it was kept alive and relevant for 
current and future geoeration s. If the 
stories stopped growing. the lcnowledge 
passed 01Jt <lf l!se and died. No longer 
grounded in a connection to the living 
world, it becante a cultwal artifact rather 
than a part <lf culture itself, SOIIlething 
more fitting for history books. 

It's the co1inectio1is that matter 
It is a deep interest of mine to keep 

what wo1Jld be considered traditional 
knowledge gr<lwing and to add to its 
wealth so that generations to come will 
have a heritage on which to build. To take 
a gardening example: the movement of the 
stars and the appearances of certain wild 
plants indicate the times for planting cr<lps. 
Passed down thro11gh the generations, 
knowledge of these indicators and the 
ability to read and inttrpret the signs are a 
survival tool in a very real sense . In 
contrast, it seems modern society's highest 
aim is to pass on an inheritance of money. 
But wekoow the limits of such 
endowments. Traditional knowledge of the 
seasons for planting and harvesting, on the 
other hand, is a true form of wealth, an 

insurance policy that pays real dividends 
for those living connected to place. 
Traditional knowledge, derived· from 
relationship , depends on connnectedness. 
We must be connected ourselves in order 
to understand it. 

Traditional knowledge comes from 
knowing one's place deeply and 
intimately. Yet many modern people feel 
di sconne cted from the Earth, from 

themselves, aod from eac.h other. This 
disconnection is the source o{ much 
suffering and destruction. In my Ufe I have 
learned that the connections are what 
matters, a view reinforced by my 
pennaculture design training, We must 
ask, ••Are we conn ected ? And. if not, how 
do we reconnect?" 

A way to read the Earth 
The core teaching of design in 

perrnaculture is based on observation. We 
often hear that we need to observe and be 
more aware. We hear about "connecting 
with the Earth," about "being at one with 
everything, " But connecting to place is so 
much easier said than done. And it is often 
said, rather than dooe. In my own search to 
connect I rarely found tools that helped me 
stay connected over time. I've heard others 
express similar frustrations. Sure, we may 
have fleeting moments of connection, and 
these are important, but how do we stay in 
that reality? Many barriers seem to 

separate us from Earth and its knowledge. 
Mollison said that Earth is the greatest 
library. How do we read it? 

There are certain awareness practices 
that build the ability to see clearly and in 
more detail. In the manner of Steven 
Covey's book, Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People, these might be thought 
of as habits of .. highly aware" people. Of 
all the methods I have come across , I 
believe one to be the most important, 
hands-down. It's been practiced in native 
cultures all over the world, and considered 
too ordinary to be significant. In a sense, it 
is the way traditional knowledge is 
absorbed , how it becomes second nature. 
If practiced long enough, this way of 
seeing and acting 'become a way of being. 
I would even say that if these practices 
were all one did, they would still have a 
profound effect on consciousness, and 
thus on ethics, transfonn.i.ng the 
individual's relationship to the life of the 
community. 

A place to sft 
The practices of this discipline are 

called by many names; the ones I use are 
"sit spot" and "secret spot." What is 
required is simply a place on Earth to 
which you go by yourself everyday, for a 
little while, to connect with the pulse of 
the living world, a place to listen, 
experience, and look within. Here you can 
observe the seasons, the ebb and flow of 
birdsong throughout the day, the weather, 
the plants, how animals interact with the 
environment, the phases of the moon, your 
own moods, emotions ... whatever comes 
up. From this place you can reclaim your 
heritage as a native; here you can begin 
your journey back to Earth. 

By getting to know one place really 
welJ, you will begin to feel grounded in 
the web of life. You will come to 
understand what is "baseline" for your 
area, and will know when something is out 
of sequence. The practice provides a 
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strong· foundation from which to pass on grounded traditional 
knowledge; and it is a respectful way to begin permaculture. I 
like to think of it like taking time to get to know friends really 
well. You have to see them over and over (redundancy), in many 
situations, so that eventually you can understand who they truly 
are (pattems). And 
like the Earth, they 
are always 
changing, thus you 
need to stay 
connected. Over 
ti.me you begin to 
understand them 
more; you have 
those profound, 
knowing moments. 
The relationships 
deepen , become more meaningful; and from that great thiogs 
happen. The pattern is the same for getting to know the land. 

After some time, your sit spot begins to feel like home, it 
becomes a part of you. You might find yourself talking to a 
specific tree, or the rock you sit on will feel like an old friend. 
Your heart will feel full when you are in this place: wisdom and 
love will flow out of you. The words you use in this frame of mind 
will show connectioo to place. They will come, as the words our 
ancestors used, from lhe heart. You will have moments of child
like wonder, where the mind will fall away, and you will be 
standing in awe, tasting the perfect peach, and watching butterflies 
dance elegantly arou.nd a sunflower. This will be the earth 
speaking through you and teaching you to walk in a good way. 

I have observed that the best pennaculture practitioners , 
caretakers, storytellers, and plant people have this deep 
connection to place. Like them, I crave to know all the beings 
(plants, animals, rocks ... ) of my area and their many uses. 

When I go to my sit spot I feel l'rn amongst friends. I lay out 
my intention before I go, "Help me to learn more about my place 
and myself so that I can be a better caretaker." I aim to be 
present. Sure, I could go and think about work I have to do or 
phone calls I should make. But I do my best to surrender, quiet 
my mind, empty my cup, and just be there. Then amazing things 
happen. The natural pallems begin to reveal tpemselves. Like a 
sponge, I soak up whatever I can. I wonder about things I 
perceive; questions draw my curiosity outward, creating a 
vacuum, then deepening my understanding . (Sometimes I find 
answers.) But no matter how much I think I know my place, new 
things reveal themselves, and new questions arise. I go for other 
reasons too, I need time away, to sort through problems, look 
with.in, and most importantly for me, to pray. It centers me for the 
day. If I go too long between visits, my life loses its fluidity. My 
sit spot has become my anchor: now, even when I travel to 
distant lands . it is with me. 

Choosing a spot 
There are many ways to find a sit spot; these guidelines may 

help you in your search. Using topo or real estate maps that show 
the natural details of the surrounding area, you can quickly scan 
the flow of creeks and valleys; also consider the views. You may 
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already have a place in mind; if so, that is good. Or you might get 
a flash of inspiration about a place you want to check out. 

First and most importantly, your spot should be convenient , so 
that you can go there everyday. In A Patt em Language, 
Alexander, et al suggest that parks need to be within three 
minutes walk from home or else people wm seldom use them. 
Distance oveiwhelms need. 1 would say the same goes for a sit 
spot. Access at all times of day and in all weather is important ! 

You'll want to find an area that feels good, where you can be 
comfortable and enjoy yourself. Choose the location carefully 
because you will spend a lot of time there . Look for a diverse 
landscape, ideally where there is water, some wood s, a meadow, 
even a garden. It would be ideal if the area could be connected to 
a vast wilderness, but that is not so likely. Some bit of wildness is 
a plus , and the larger the natural area the better. And though a 
s11borban yard might begin to feel small after a while, it still bas 
good potential. 

It is best to have at least a little view over the surrounding 
landscape and some brush to shield you so you won 't stand out 
like a beacon on a hill. Blending in is helpful ; you will see more 
and disturb l ess. But don't get hong up on the perlect spot. 
Selecting a sit spot is the beginning of a~oumey: what happens 
on the journey is more important. After you select your spot , 
however, resist the urge to change it. 

Think of the sit spot in tenns of the zones in pennaculture 
design (though ~e needn't be tbe same as the zones around 
your home). Zone 0 is your anchor point, the place you actually 
sit. You get to know Zones I and 2, surrounding Zone O and on 
the way to it, by roaming into them regularly. The size of the area 
around your sit spot will depend on context and plac e. I sit in an 
acre-sized area that I aim to know intimately , but my curiosity 
pulls me further out into the landscape to get a bigger picture. I 
will sit and wonder, "What's up on that ridgeline, or in that 
'dead ' space?" Curiosity will tug at me until [getup to go see. 
And I am always rewarded with something special. 

What to do there 
Again, I offer this as a guideline to help you connect with 

your place-there are no strict rules. Ultimately, you must fiod 
your own way. 

Wander around the area for some time, going where your 
curiosity calls you. Walk quietly. Some nati ves would tell their 
children to walk as if they were on the most sacred ground. 
Always visit your sit spot or anchor point every time you go to 
the area. Sit as long as possible ( 15 minutes to an hour). observe , 
and focus on each of your senses. What are the hazards of your 
spot (things that could harm you), its mammals, plants, indicator 
species, trees, birds? It will take some time after you arrive and 
get quiet for the animals lo resume their activities. Work on your 
natur e awareness skills, trying to identify th(. habitats of these 
living beings, what they like, their functions in the environment, 
their uses for food, medicine, and other needs . Consider the area 
from many pen;pectives. 

I have a master map of my sit spot on the wall, and I add to it 
weekly as I discover more about it. I mark the map to show wet 
areas, rocks, where plants grow, which animals I've spotted, 
trails, etc. This has helped me build a strong mental map of the 



land, and has strengthen ed my mind's eye. 
I suggest yo11 enter by a different route each time you go and 

also that you walk in at different times of day. In nature, animals 
that fall into deep ruts SQOn die. Try visiting your sit spot in 
di fferent conditions of light and weather. Don't, however, force 
you.rself to go out in a really intense stonnj ust because you think 
you "should. " Eventually your cu.riosity will pull you out to 
experience the big storm s. Wait till you feel called . 

Basically. get to know your neighbors and let them get to 
know you. Talk to the place. Don't forget to relax and dream, 
dream away. When you are ready , leave quietly. 

From ohs ervotio 11 to kaowledge 
Sit> spot is an essential step in getting to know a place. It is 

where the mysteries of the Earth will reveal themselves, and where 
you can develop a deep reverence for all things. It is here you will 
learn valuable patterns you can share for creating communities and 
gardens, and for living in them. If that knowledge is deemed 
valuable by others, it wi11 be passed on. If it l asts through the 
genera tions, it may be called traditional knowledge. ln this way 
each of us might come to Ii ve in a region where people know how 
to care for the land aad each other. 

II takes commitment and passion to connect with the Earth, and 
to lolow :yourself truly. At first l had trouble going to my spot 
everyday, but in time it h as become one of the most important 
features of my day. It has enriched my world. and helped me to feel a 
part of tile circle of life. 

ihis practic e is not without its challenge s. The mind jumps in, 
wanting constant change and q11ick action, trying_ to pu11 me away 
from the present moment. This modem mind needs time to re
adjust to new patterns and ways of seein g, hearing. and behaving. 
It's just something we have to <leal with until we can re-en train 
ourselves to the pace of the natural world. 

Joumal what you learn, beca use it's easy to forget. Our brains 
today lack the templ3tes for remembering details the way our 
ancestors once did. And most of us don't have elders around to 
reinforce our memories by asking us what we saw in the 
landscape on a give n day. It can take some time before the value 
of sitting reveals itself. There is n o one way to do it; your heart 
will g\Jide :you. I know people in big cities wn(\ find a way. 

ln pennaculture, as in so many other things in life, too many 
people depend on "the book" while disregarding their own . 
experiellce. They follow tile words of others like a recipe, only to 
find that things don 't happen as expected. Books have tlteir place 
in the learning process. But the core of learning about place is to 
connect with the land, Listen to it, and intera ct with it. Then a 
great dance begins . Then we will be truly alive. and our 
experie11ces will be worth sharing, so that we can engage and 

grow a.s a community. 
Today at my sit spot I sat 

observing the creek, Iook.iog at the 
tracks of animals that had passed in 
the night. I noticed how the stonn 
winds had broken branches, saw 
that the flowers of the fow-leaved 
milkwyed were fading and that 
those of the elderberry were about 

to burst. Something disturbed the Carolina wren from her nest; 
when I went to iook, I found a black rat snake nearby. The birds 
are more active now that the storm has passed and the sun is 
shining. There are so many more planes than in the dry spring of 
last year. My mind wondered, "Where are the coyotes now who 
were pushect down here because of the deep snow in the 
mount ains last winter?" My heart sett;ed into a deep thankfulness 
for this place, all that it shares, all that supports me in so many 
ways. I am thankful to be alive. 6. 

Hub K1101t lives itr Charlottesviffe, Virginia, where he is a 
gardmer, seed saver, and teacher. He has spent time studying with 
Tom Brow1t Jr .. and Jon Young, amongst many others. Along with 
his wife, he rrms The Livi11g Earth School, teaching children a11d 
adults skills for com1ecti11g with the Earth. For more info see 
www.circleqfseeds.com If you Ju111e any sit-spot experiences you 
would like to share, he would love to hear about the: 
hubk11ott@yahoo.com. 
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Toby Hemenway 

Lately I've been Jucky enough to 
teach permaculture courses on the 
Big Island of Hawai'i at La'akea 

Gardens. But at each course an odd thing 
happens. First, let me point out that 
La'akea generates all its own solar 
electricity, collects its water from rooftop 
catchment, uses composting toilets, 
recycles greywater, sheet mulches 
copiously, and has a mature food forest 
(intercropped with nitrogen-fixing trees, of 
course) hung so heavily with fruit tbat in 
five minutes I can fill a five-gallon buclcet, 
in season, with avocados, citrus, abiu, 
papayas, or spike-skinned rolinias. And 
don't get me started on all tbe different 
varieties of bananas and timber bamboo. 

Revealing an open secret 
Eut regularly I hear new students or 

visitors say, "I'm disappointed that 
La' akea isn't doing much pennaculture." 
The first few times that happened, I just 
stood there with my jaw hang.ing open, 
wondering how someone could miss 
something so obvious. However, I've 

' finally figured out why people feel that 
way. It's because La 'akea doesn't have 
many garden beds full of vegetables. And 
food is at the.center of most people's 
concept of pennaculture. A garden 
bursting with tomatoes, lettuce, and other 
favorite veggies screams "food 
production?" in a recognizable, comforting 
way. To the untrained eye, even one in the 
middle of an off-the-grid, food-forest 
paradise, "no vegetables" equals ''no 
permaculture." It's a preconception so 
firmly ingrained that it takes the ftrst few 
days of a tropical design course to shake it 
loose. But vegetables-especially familiar 
temperate ones like broccoli, lettuce, and 
pear-can be difficult to raise in the 
tropics. Other foods, such as tubers and 
tree crops, are much easier and more 

• appropriate to grow. 
Novice pennaculturists aren't the first 

to visit the tropics and mistake a Jack of 
garden beds for a lack of food production. 
Until the late 20th century, western 
anthropologists studying both ancient and 
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current tropic.al cultures viewed equatorial 
agriculture as primitive and inefficient. 
Archeologists thought the methods were 
incapable of supporting many people. and 
so believed Central and South America 
before Columbus-<mtside the realms of 
the Aztec, Maya, and Inca-held only 

• small, scattered villages. Modern 
anthropologists scouted tropical settlements 
for crop fields-the supposed hallmark of a 
sophisticated culture-and, noting them 
largely absent, pronounced the societies 
"hunter-gatherer, with primitive 
agriculture." How ironic that these scientists 
were making their disdainful judgements in 
the shade of brilliantly complex food forests 
crammed with several hundred c11Icfully 
tended species of multifunctional plants, a 
system perfectly adapted to permanent 
settlement in the tropics. it just looks like 
jungle to the naive eye. 

A new 11iew of slash-and-burn 
Even those westerners who recognized 

the fantastic productivity of these tropical 
homegardens still had nothing good to say 
about the underlying rotational pattern that 
maintained fertility in tropical soils, the 
much maligned slash-and-bum system. I 
remember, as a grade-schooler, \,eing 
taught this concept in words that soured 
my mouth: Ignorant villagers bum a patch 
of beautiful tropical forest, plant some 
annual crops, ruin the soil in just a few • 
years of brutish scratching, and then are 
forced by their own stupidity lo move to 
another section of virgin rain forest and 
bum it dOWJ? in turn. The image -combined 
the worst aspects of nomadic rootlessness, 
plundering of nature, and subhu.man 
consciousness. Oh, the stupid savages! 

As is often the case, the truth is far 
different. Slash-and-bum, technically 
referred to as swidden-faJJow, has 
undergone a rehabilitation comparable to 
that of Stalin's dissidents when 
perestroika swept communism. For 
swidden-falJow agriculture turns out to be 
a model for sustainable living in both 
tropical and temperate lands. Far from 
being a system of burning, depleting the 

soil, and walking away, it is a careful and 
complex fonu of permanent husbandry 
that yields copious and diverse resources 
from a single patch for decades. Few 
anthropologists had the mindset, the 
patience, or a grant cycle lengthy enough. 
to notice that the supposedly abandoned 
plots were anything but. 

The word fallow-to rest a piece of land 
from cultivation-is familiar to most of us. 
Swidden, a less-encountered word, means a 
plot temporarily cleared of cover by 
burning. Details of the systern vary across 
the tropics, so let' s look at a few examples. 

Beyond the Three Sisters 
The Lacandon, Kekchi, Huastec, and 

other Maya of Central America practice an 
intri cate sequential agrofore.stry on plots 
called milpas that includes the famed trio of 
com, beans, and squash. Since the process is 
a cycle, I must pick an arbitrary beginning 
point. We'll $!art with the clearing of a 
fallowed plot. The fanners cutd own most of 
the trees on a site, but spa.re many nitrogen 
fixers, timber trees, and good fi.tewood 
species. Then tbey fire the remaining brush. 
The burning coats the soil with nutrient-rich 
ash, and cures the firewood trees, which a.re 
cut and later canied home on the return leg 
of planting visits. 

Coro, beans, and squash fill m11ch of 
the milpa the first two years or-more, but 
after the first .harvest, the tanners clig in 
banana slips and seedJings of papaya, 
guava, and other tree fruits, interplanting 
them with manioc, tomatoes, chlles, herbs, 
spices, other favorite food and fiber plants, 
and some native forest seedlings. 
Nitrogen-fixing and firewood tree 
seedlings (such as Gliricidia, which is 
both) weave a border around the plot. The 
Three Sisters and other annuals cover the 
remaining ground for a few more seasons, 
but over the next five to eight years, the 
fruit-tree cant>py closes in, and the fanners 
stop planting annuals. That activity shifts 
to a new plot, but meanwhile, back at the 
milpa . .. new cycles begin. By now most 
anth(opologists have gone home, missing 
the rest of the picture. 



SEEING THE GARDEN IN THE JUNGLE 

In some spots, fanners pull out a few 
no11-flowering trees and bring in beehives. 
They also coppice trees known to stump
sprout ( often leguminous) and begin 
growing firewood or craftwood. The tree 
fruits attract game animals, which supply 

meat, skins, and feathers. Cattle, tied to 
large trees, forage amid the greenery. 
Some of the other originally spared trees 

· become trellises for vanilla beans and 
other vines, which yield for 10 to 12 years. 

Fruit rains down. 
About this time, wh.en the canopy is 

furiously s_preading to complete closure, the 
farmers begin directing the milpa toward 
its final stage in the cycle, the managed 
forest. Sometimes they'll spare a particu
lar set of species: palms, or timber trees, 
or certain fmits, and develop a plantation 
or orchard. But more often they'll nudge 
the mi/pa toward a heterogeneous and 

seemingly haphazard assortment of lightly 
cultivated trees enriched with useful 
understory species. This is what is usually 
called "fallow," although these managed 
forests are yielding plenty. 

The managed forests of the Huastec 
Maya in northeastern Mexico are 
packed with up to 300 plant species, 
including 81 species for food, 33 for 
construction materials, 200 with 
medicinal value, and 65 with other 
uses (the numbers add up to more 
than 300 since these are rnultifunc
tioJJal plants). In these forests, Maya 
farmers often create different patches 
that concentrate specific guilds of 
domestic species (such as coffee 
and its associates) amid a background 
of natives. And all the while, they 
are tucking small gardens of bananas, 
chiles, manioc, and other edibles 
into any clearings. The managed
forest stage may last for IO to 30 
years. Then the cycle begins anew. 
Since the whole process is rotation
al, any given area will hold swiddens 
and fallows at all different phases. 
This complexity would understand
ably delude a cornfield-program
med anthropologist into thinking he 
was looking at raw jungle. 

Food for11sts of the Bora 
1his sort of farming is widespread 
throughout the tropics. I'll briefly 
give another ex.ample from the Bora 

Indians of eastern Peru, in the Amazon 
Basin. The Bora dear small plots of forest, 
one-ltalf to two acres (0.2-0.8 ha) in size, 
with axes and machetes. Again, they spare 
valuable timber and other useful species 
such. as palm and cedar. After drying for a 
couple of weeks, the fallen plants are 
burned. Next, the crops go in. The staple is 
manioc-the Bora cultivate 22 varieties of 
sweel and bitter manioc. Among the 
manioc they plant pineapple, com, rice, 
peppers, cowpeas, bananas, peanuts, coca, 
and medicinal herbs. Clustered on higher 
ground are guava, avocado, cashew, peach 
palm, breadfruit, and many other fruit 

trees less familiar to us. Manioc and other 
annuals are replanted for several years, but 
in year three, the canopy cover reaches 
30% and the annuals slow down. The fruit 
trees are beginning to yield. 

By the time the swidden is six years 
old, the trees are crowded, so some are 
removed for timber or firewood. Others 
are coppiced. A few patches of coca and 
peanuts remain in deliberate small clearings, 
but elsewhere the canopy is completely 
closed. Over the next few years, the swidden 
is tweaked toward the orchard-fallow 
phase by selective cutting. For the next 
decade or two, food comes mostly from 
large palms, breadfruit, and macambo 
trees, while other species are used for 
thatch arid timber. The Bora also take 
game and edible grubs from the maturing 
forest. Twenty to 40 years after the first 
clearing, the Boi:a begin the cycle again. 

Seeing the people in the fore st 
Both of these systems, and similar 

techniques in Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Africa, and other tropic locales, show an 
intelligent blending of human stewardship 
with natural succession. After all, clearing 
a forest is har<l work-why replant annuals 
every year when you can plant trees and 
be rewarded over 20 years instead of one? 
Combined with intensely cultivated door
yard gardens and occasional permanent 
cropland, the swidden-fallow system 
offers renewable resources over the long 
term. It's not hard work, either: People 
using these practices spend no more than 
two hours a day tending their plants. With 
food taken care of, only a c,ouple more 
hours a day need be spent obtaining life's 
other necessities, leaving plenty of time 
for leisure and art. Not a bad life. 

Discovery of these immensely produc
tive food forests has forced anthropologists 
to revise upward their guesses of bow 
densely populated the Americas were 
before Columbus. And with their eyes 
now opened, they overturned another 
myth. We've all been told how terrible the 
Amazonian soil is: cut down the trees and 
you're left with nothing. But at least 
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10%-possibly much more--of the Amazon Basin (an area the Plants Cultivated by the Bora of Peru 
size of France) is covered with a rich black earth called terra 
preta. These soils hold their nutrients even in tropical downpours, 
and are rich with soil life. They seem to regenerate themselves, 
and-were used by Amazonian Indians to inoculate less fertiJe 
soils, kick-starting nutrient cycles. It also lasts for many centuries. 
And terra prera, scientists havl.! finally agreed, is human-made. 
Using nitrogen-fixing trees, permanent crop cover, deep mulching, 
manure, and other techniques so familiar 10 pennaculture, the 
Amazowans built feet-thick soil over much of the basin. 

Earth as a garden 
.As researchers examine the Amazon more carefully, it appears 

that huge areas contain not only wild plants, but have been 
stocked with people-friendly cultivars of useful species. More 
and more, it looks as if the Amazon, like much of the Americas, 
was a carefully cultivated garden before the Europeans showed 
up and abused it into a thicketed wilderness . It appears that our 
idea of wilderness-black forest so dense you can barely walk, 
where people "take only photographs and leave only 
footprints"-is a notion burned into our psyches by an anomalous 
blip: the first two centuries following the Mayflower. in which 
the gardeners who had tended the Americas for millennia were 
exterminated, leaving the hemisphere to descend into an 
abandoned tangle of "primeval forest." It's likely that this so
called intact forest had never existed before, since humans 
arrived here as soon as the glaciers receded and began tenrling the 
entire landmass with fire and digging stick. Tho first white 
exploren describe North America's forests as open and easy to 
move in. Two centuries later these agroforests were reduced to 
the black tangles described by Whitman and Thoreau. 

Wilderness may be merely a European concept imposed on a 
depopulated land. The indigenous people of the Americas were 
master terraformers, using a hard-learned understanding of 
ecological processes to preserve the fundamental integrity of 
natural systems while utterly transforming the land into a place 
where humans belonged and could tl\rive. They were truly a part 
of nature, and likely did not make a distinction, as 
environmentalists do, between land where people belo0ged and 
land where we do not. I'll certainly agree that people carrying 
chainsaws and riding bulldozers don •t belong everywhere. But 
I'm beginning to think that gardeners, with gentle tools and 
sensitive spirits, have been and might again be the best planetary 
land managers the Earth can have. 
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Common Name{s) 
Annatto* 
Annona,• chcrimoya 
Assai* 
Avocado• 
Balsa* 
Banana* 
Barbasco• 
Basil 
Breadfruit"' 
Caimito* (star apple) 
Calabash tree 
Cashapona.* 
Cashew* 
Cedar* (tropical) 
Chambira* 
Chili pepper 
Citron 
Coca* 
Cocona* 
Coconut 
Cocoyam 
Copa!* 
Cotton 
Cowpea 
Culantro 
Cumala, • cuuruco 
Dale-dale 
Genipa• 
Guava* guayaba 
Huaca 
Huacra• 
Huarnansarnana * 
Huicun go• 
Katulibah 
Lemon 
Lemon grass 
Llanchama• 
Macambo• 
Maize, maiz 
Manioc. cassava 
Mauritia• 
Orange 
Papaya* 
Peach palm,• pejibaye 
Peanut 
Pineapple 
Plantain* 
Pomarosa 
Rice 
Shapaja 
Shimbillo* 
Soursop 
Sugar cane 
Sweet potato 
'I)ngerine 
Tobacco 
Umari* 
Ungurabe 
Uvilla* 
Yam 
Varina• 

* Plants appearing in fallows. 

Scientific Name 
Bixa orellana 
Annona cherimola 
Euterpesp. 
Persea americana 
Ochroma sp. 
Musasp. 
Lonchocarpus sp. 
Ocimu.m micranthum 
Artocarpus altilis 
Pouteria caimito 
Crescent/a culett 
lriartea sp. 
Anacardium occidenta/e 
Ctdrela odorata 
Astrocaryam chambira 
Capsicum sp. 
Citrus sp. 
Erythroxylon coca 
Sola11um sp. 
Cocos nucif ero 
Xanthosoma sp. 
Hymenaea courbaril 
Gossypium barbadense 
Vigna unguiculata 
Eryngium foetidum 
Iriartea sp. or Virola sp. 
Calathea allouio 
Gen/pa americana 
Psidium spp. 
Clibadium asperum 
lriartea sp. 
Jacaranda sp. 
Astrocaryam hulcungo 
Cyclanthus sp. 
Citrvs limon citratus 
Cymbopogon sp. 
Olmtdia sp. 
Theobroma bicolor 
:lea mays 
Manihot esculenta 
Mauritia flexuosa 
Citrus sinenris 
Carica papaya 
Bactris gasipaes 
Arachis hypogaea 
Anonas aJmosus 
Musa sp. 
SyzygillTII maiaccensis 
0ryta sativa 
Schee/ea sp. 
Inga sp. 
Annona muricata 
Saccharwn officinarum 
Ipomaea batatas 
Ci tru.s reticulata 
Nicotiana tabacum 
Poragueiba sericea 
Jessenia ba1aua · 
Pourouma cecropiaefo/ia 
Dioscorea trifi,kJ macrocarpa 
Phytelephas 

Data from Denevan, 1984. 
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Reading the Landscape 

The Nasca Lines: Geoglyphs reveal an ancient water map 

David Johnson 

The province of Nasca on Peru's 
south coast is a severely arid 
region, watered only by scattered 

river valleys. Yet it has been the site of 
ex.tensive human settlement for over 
2,000 years. The area is famed for the so
caJJed "N' ao;ca lines, " in fact a series of 
geometric glyphs, some up to a kilometer 
ia. er.tent, which are dramatically visible 
from the air. Made by removing lhe dark 
stones from the s\lJ'face of tlie desen to 
reveal the lighter soil beneath, the lines 
represent an enonnous and clearly 
purposeful effort of mysterious origin. 

flooding during infrequent El Nino 
conditions, rainfall in this arid region 
averages less than 50mm (2") per year, 
while evaporation under the tropical sun 
is high. Swface water draining from the 
Altiplano and the high Andes to the east 
flows across the desert sporadically; 
much of the time the river-beds are dry. 
Water may flow in some sections but 
sink out of sight in the next stretch of the 
drainage. In many areas the only reliable 
source of water are the ancient 
aqueducts, called puquios. Even wells 
often fail during the driest years. 

A source of controversy since their 
discovery in 1927, the Nasca Lines have 
never been adequately e1tplained. Specu
lation, some disproven, sorne quite unbe
lievable, has linked them to astronomical 
obse1vation, space ~ens, crop fields, tex
tile workshoJlS, irrigation systems, cerem<>
nial spaces, and even a:ocient Inca kinship. 
Some observers ltave suggested the lines, 
lri.angles, circles, spirals, and trapezoids, along 

The ancient puquiosprovide the only reliable 
•water in the arid Nasca basin. 

The puquios, also known as filtration 
galleries, are of unknown origins. The 
first written records of their existence are 
Spanish accounts of 1605 (R. de 
Liz.arraga), earlier writers having failed 
to mention them. However, 
archaeological evidence suggests they 
are pre-Columbian. Built by digging 
trenches, sometimes several hundred 
meters long, down to the water table and 

with a few plant, bird, and mimal glyphs, are associated with water 
flows, fertility, and vaiious religious beliefs about the mountains. 

My own introduction to the region was far more prosaic. In 
1995, after completing a -variety of photo assignme nts in Ecuador, 
Peru., and Bolivia my wife and I travelled to Nasca to see the 
famous geoglyphs. Visiting a group of American priests who live 
th.ere, [ leamed of the severe water shortages in the area and sug
gested I might be able to find subterranean sources of water using 
the technique of dowsing with. metal rods. My offer was met with 
skepticism, so I suggested they test lllY system by having me dowse 
a subterranean water resource which they knew but I did not. 

They accepted my offer. and by dowsing I accurately 
measured the width and depth of the water source. Father David 
Ritter and his coUeagues were so impressed they persuaded their 
diocese, in J effersoo City, Missouri, to invite me back to Nasca 
the following July to assist in locating additional water resources 
for tbe province. Since then, our search for undergro11nd water 
bas evolved into a new inteipl"etation of the hydrology and 
geology of tbe region, and of the N as~a Lines themselves. 

Water in the desert 
Nearly b.a1f of Pem's 27 million people live along the dry and 

narrow coastal plain, of which the basin west of N~ca fonns the 
widest part. However, most of the long coast is sparsely 
populated, save for Lima and a few other cities. Despite erratic 

lin,ing them with stones, the puquios channel water by gravity to 
dryer regions of the valley. While some are left open, others have 
been filled with stones to reduce evaporation. These aqueducts 
carried water that sustained life in the valleys through even the 
harshest droughts. 

Despite the seemingly harsh conditions, the coastal plain 
offered a number of advantages to the area's early inhabitants, 
provided they could secure adequate fresh water : the offshore 
fisheries, fed by cold Antarctic currents, are among the richest in 
the world, and tbe soils are suitable for agriculture. There remains 
tlien tbe question of how the ancient dwellers of Nasca found 
water in the desert. 

For several decades writers have suggested that the Nasca 
lines are linked to water, but have never been able to prove it. 
Mejia, discoverer of the Nasca geoglyphs, writing in 1940, was 
one of the first to remark on their linear form and apparent 
relation to the puquios in the valley of the Rio Grande de Nasca. 
Most of the theories have &sumed that the puquios channeled 
subsurface river flow, and that the geoglypbs in some way 
marked surface irrigation lines or field lines. 

A window opens on the past 
The assumption that the puquios were fed from the rivers was 

commonly held, and for a long time went unchallenged. Certainly 
during the rainy season some water enters those puquios adjacent 
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to the riverbeds, however this source of water dries up from 
September to January. 

My own investigations led me to think that the puqu ios tapped 
into two sources, one from the rivers--which was seasonal, the 
other from veins of concentrated groundwater not beneath the dry 
streambeds, but rather flowing along geologic faults that intersect 
the valleys from the sides. This latter sornce varied little 
throughout the year, providing the puquio s with a steady base 
flow. This was surprising in itself, as it contradicted the 
assertions of previous researchers . But the truly startling 
discovery was the correlation 
between the geoglyphs and the 
system of subterranean 
"streams" that followed these 
geologic faults. It seemed that 
the ancient inhabitanls of this 
region had been able to detect or 
locate underground water flows 
across a broad area and had 
mapped them painstakingly by 
laying out a detailed series of 
symbolic markers over many 
kilometers in extent. 

against the findings of my dowsing rods. For example, a long 
triangle, or pointer, identified the source of a concentraled vein of 
groundwater er the point where it crossed the ridge or hilltop. By 
following a pointer to the ridge line, it was usually possible to 
find evidence for the fault in the bedrock exposures. Trapezoids 
lay directly over veins of groundwater and their width revealed 
the width of the subsurface flow, while an isolated zig.zag 
pattern indicated that no water Jay below. Circles or spirals 
marked places where the veins changed direction. The geoglypns 
carried a clear and vital message; they told how to find water in 

the desert! 
As I realized the extent of the 

geoglyphs and their strong 
correlation witb the veins of 
grollJldwater, it dawned on me 
that J could reverse my research 
method. Previously I had 
sought the veins and found the 
geoglyphs. Now I began to 
follow the geoglyphs, letting 
them lead me to the 
underground water. In some 
cases l found water where it 
seemed least likely. The first clue came from 

observing that most of the 
aqueducts paralleled the 
riverbeds. Yee, if the objective 
had been to intercept the greatest 
amount of water, sur-ely the 
builders of the puqilios would 

Thi$ trDpezoid fonnation at Cantalloc points to a fault in a 
ridgeline, where a groundwater vein orig inates. 

For example, the geoglyphs 
crossing the Pan American 
Highway near Pajonal. just 
south of Nasca, traversed an 
utterly arid stretch of pampa. 
How could water etist there? 

have placed them perpendicular to the stream channels. The 
second clue came when I discovered that three puquio s, Aja, 
Cuxve, and Achaco, previously thought to be independent, were in 
fact connected by unseen channels to form a single system some 
four kilometers (2.5 miles) long. Dowsing the eastern (upstream) 
end of this system showed that no water entered it from the river. 
Nor were there any flowing wells in that area. However, to the 
north of the puquio, I located a vein of groundwater which entered 
the valley from beneath the north ridge. Other puquios showed 
themselves connected to similar veins entering the valley fiom the 
north or south, not from the east. 

My initial investigations revealed nine concentrated veins of 
groundwater in the Nasca, Aja, and Tierras Blancas valleys (I have 
since located six others), varying in width from 40 to 500 meters. 
All of them enter the river valleys at points where there is a fault 
or some other change in the geological fonnation, and at each point 
there is an ancient puquio, construcled by a vanished culture 
which had learned how to identify sources of subterranean water, 
and redirect some of it to support settlement in this arid region. 

Groundwater and geoglyphs 
Gradually the association between the veins of groundwater 

and the geoglyphs also became evident. Without exception, in 
those areas where I found groundwater flowing, and where 
surface soils had not been disturbed by alluvial flooding, 
agriculture, or construction, there were geoglyphs. Other 
relationships began to appear as I checked the surface markings 
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Yet the geoglyphs led to a fault and an intrusive dike at the end of 
a ridge, just west of a large archeaological site in the Taruga 
valley. Closer observation indicated a major fault crossing north
south between the Taruga and Nasca Valleys, and intersected by 
other faults crossing east-west beneath the mountain Ceno :Blanco. 
Where this fault enters the Taruga Valley, there are geog]ypbs, an 
archaeological site, three aqueducts, and two abundant modem · · 
wells. _Where the fault enters the Nasca Valley stands Cantalloc 
Aqueduct, numerous geoglyphs known as El Telar, and two 
abundant wells. The El Telar geoglypbs also point directly to other 
faults in the mountains. A complex picture was emerging. 

Shortly after aoivin g in Nasca in 1996 I met Dr. Don Proulx:, 
an archaeologist at the University of Massachusetts who was in 
the area investigating prehistoric sites in the lower Nasca valley. 
He introduced me to the ancient settlements of the region, and I 
became klscinated with their close links to tbe water sources. 
Later, as I found the geoglyphs to reveal the flows of underground 
water, and as they led me to archaeological sites, I shared my 
discoveries with Don. Out of our conversations has grown a close 
collaboration to test the hypothesis by checking my findings 
against more co11vention~I hydrogeological testing techniques. 

A scientific project takes shape 
I retired from teaching in 1997 and continued my 

investigations at Nasca. The following year I was appointed a 
Research Associate in the Department of Anthropology at the 
University of Massachusetts, and our research project took off in 



earnest. We obtained initial grant support from the National 
Geographic Sociey and the H. John Heinz ill Trust, and in 
subsequent years from the University of Massachusetts and 
Rotary International to test the hypothesis that: 

I. Faults in the Nasca region intersect the valleys and often 
conduct aquifers (subterranean concentrated hydraulic flows), 

2. Aquifers 
supply water to 
the puq1dos via 
fault systems, and 

3. Geoglyphs 
map the course 
of the aquifers. 

We assembled 
a team consisting 
of myself, Don 
Proulx, Stephen 
Mabee of the 
Department of 
Geosciences at 

seeps, and where our investigations show that it has been tapped 
by puquios running parallel to the river valleys. 

Water survey data show that many of these concentrated veins 
of groundwater are well above the levels of the valley streambeds 
and thus could not have their source in alluvial flows. Chemical 
analysis confirms that water in many of the puquios has a higher 

pH (more dissolved minerals) and temperatures as much as 
6°C (l0°F) higher than samples taken from the river. This 
would be consistent with ~e hypothesis that the puquio · 
waters had flowed along volcanically influenced fault lines 
or at great depth. In other words, the puquios tapped 
aquifers running out of the mountains which were 
independent of the stream valleys. 

How did the Nasca people find the water? 

U. Mass., Rick 
Ponti, a private 
sector hydro geo
logist, Hilary 
Barber, a gradu
ate student in geo-

The coast of Peru and northern Chile, though normally 
arid, is subject to irregular and infrequent inundation by 
heavy rains associated with the El Nino cycle. Larger 
climate cycles have also disturbed the regional equilibrium. 
For example, during the Nasca 5 phase (400-500 A.D.) 
there was-a severe drought. The already limited supply of 
water in the ~egion would have been severely curtailed, 
providing a sharp stimulus to the inhabitants to identify 
water sources n:ot affected by the climate. Many of the 
archaeological sites in the valley are associated with this 

Spring water entering the farm at Casma. The 
geoglyphs led us to this location. 

phase of settlement. And they occur in proximity with fault 
lines, groundwater veins, aqueducts, and geoglyphs. It seems the 
ancient dwellers of the region settled near places where the 
mountain-driven groundwater could be tapped. Only in this way 

science and archaeology at U. Mass., and Jorge Moralis, a local 
Nasca resident who has worked with me from the project's con
ception. The Dept. of Geosciences contributed a variety of scien
tific instruments, including a seismic refraction unit, magnetometer, 
surveying equipment, electromagnetic induction logging unit, 
resi,stivity unit, and an assortment of water analysis equipment. 

Testing ottr hypothesis # 

We proposed to map the underground water flows of the area 
using seismic refraction, VLF (very low frequency) sound, and 
ground pen~trating radar_ This would be compared to analyses of 
satellite imagery to detect bedrock structures and faults. We further 
planned to map surface and subsurface water resources, including 
their respective levels, and to analyze water samples from different 
sources to compare their chemical and electrical "signatures." The 
other major overlay .to ow survey would be an archaeological 
analysis of sites in the targeted drainages to determine their dates 
and the basic functions of the architect11Ie at each site. 

Preliminary investigations in 1998 were expanded in 1999 to 
cover five widely separated sites in the Rio Grande de Nasca 
drainage basin_ Our findings to date strongly support the 
hypothesis that subsurface water flows by gravity fro.Q.1 the 
mountains to the east into the Nasca basin along highly 
permeable geologic faults. These faults are extensive and 
interlinked as a result -of the intense seismic activity of this area, 
caused by the subduction of the Pacific Plate and the upthrust of 
the South American plate, the same forces that are raising the 
Andes to heights of over 22,000 feet (7 ,OOOm). Many of the faults 

I 

run aorth to south as might be expected from the underlying 
geologic forces. These intercept westward moving water and 
direct it into the valleys where it sometimes emerges as springs or 

- were they able to 
endure and prosper in 
an otherwise harsh 
environment. 

Being able to find 
water was thus a cri
tical skill, while tap
ping into the ground
water veins took 
considerable effort. 
Some of these veins, 

lying high on the 
sides of the valleys, 
come to the surface 
as springs and seeps. 
These would have 
been among the 
earliest sites 
exploited. Over 200 

The scale o! the geoglyphs i~ best archaeological sites 
appreciated from the azr. were recorded during 

the last four years of field work, many of which were at or 
adjacent to natural springs emanating from faults above the 
valley floor. The most important of these were at U saca, 
Coyungo, and along the lower Nasca Valley near Agua Dulce. 

Once the association between groundwater and fault lines had 
been established, locating sites fo.r puquios and wells would have 
~n made easier. Certainly this bas proved the case in my 
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experience. Investigations of the lngenio, Nasca, Taruga, and 
Trancas Valleys consistently showed that where aquifers enter 
the valleys there is a fault or formation change and an aqueduct 
or fresh water source. Using this data I have successfully located 
wells in the Nasca Valley with high rates of flow and a constant 
recharge throughout the year. The first two of these were in Vista 
Alegare and have run constantly for three years. 

In many instances, the faults are visible to the eye where 
exposE,d, and are discernible OIJ the ground for several kilometers. 
Any individua(having some familiarity with the environment can 

.... 'I'~ --. 

Ancient koch.as. such as this surviving example, were dug to 
retain the precious water, probably first located: by dowsing. 

"see" the faults on the ground. However; ihe faults do not run 
consistently in the same direction and the water running through 
them often changes direction where fau(ts cross. The 
subterranean geology of the area is quite ~omplex. It is also likely 
that the ancient Nasca people used methCJds not unlike my own 
dowsing process to sense tb.e flowing:.water:underground. The 
strong correlation between the width of trapezoids (indicating 
flow along a fault) and the width of the subterranean flow 
suggests these early water engineers knew how to reveal unseen 
hydrological information; how they gained their lrnowledge 
remains a matter of speculation, but it was certainly not by the 
use of modern scientific equipment. 

Using the water 
Exploiting the water resource of the fault aquifers is not 

everywhere possible. The ancients realized that in the mountains 
and on the pampa the water table is too deep for wells and 
aqueducts, however, where a fault conducting water crosses a 
valley one can dig deep enough to reach the water table. The 
surviving water management structures, many still functional, 
give us clues to their understanding of the area's hydro geology. 

Within the Rio Grande de Nasca drainage there are numerous 
examples of puquios (aqueducts for moving water to settlements 
and fields) and kochas (trenches dug into the ground to retain 
water) constructed by the ancient cultures. They placed aqueducts 
where the groundwater veins entered the valleys to capture water 
from the concentrated flows and redirect it to zones where there 
was none. The kochas may have been used as reservoirs for 
irrigation or perhaps even fish culture. One pond at Usaca still 
used by local residents is most likely a remnant of an ancient • 
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kocha. Another lcocha is located one kilometer downstream frcm 
Usaca. In each case, they were situated where faults crossed the 
valleys. The labor investment required to create these diversions 
and catchments would only have been justified if the water 
sources were secure. We believe the kochas and puquios were 
constructed at these locations because the groundwater 
discharging from the faults was the only reliable source of water 
during drought conditions. 

Keying the geoglyphs 
And what of the geoglyphs? Do they chart the water or the 

settlements? 
It seems they most often indicate both. During the last four 

years of field work, more than 200 geoglyph systems were · 
examined in the Rio Grande de Nasca drainage. In 95% of the 
cases, a habitation site or cemetery is associated with the 
geoglyphs. Yet my initial investigations and our additional 
studies both came to the same conclusion: the Lines of Nasca · 
chart the source and course of concentrated veins of groundwater, 
with symbols marking specific infonnation about the flow. This 
juxtaposition of faults, subterranean water, and geoglyphs is 
evident in every drainage of the Rio Grande basin in southwest 
Peru. The Jines map the water, and unsurprisingly, the settlements 
follow the water. Five components were consistently present at 
each location our research learn explored, as if part of an 
equation: faults, veins of groundwater, fresh water sources, 
geoglyphs, and archaeological sites. Where one or more of these 

. features are found there is a high probability the others are 
present. The Lines of Nasca are a text imprinted into the 
landscape providing the inhabitants of the region, both past and 
present, with the solution to their water problems. Since our 
investigation began, over twenty succe~sful wells have been 

excavated based on 
this correlation. 
What else can they 
tell us? 
Now thatthe 
relationship between 
the faults, veins of 
groundwater, fresh 
water sources, 
archaeological sites, 
and geoglyphs has 
been established 
throughout the Rio 
Grande de Nasca 
drainage, additional 
mysteries of the 
coast of Peru can be 
explored. For 
example, l 50 miles 
north of Lima near 

The width of the base of the trapezoid Casma our team 
indicates the width of the vein of water. documented 

additional geoglyph 
patterns that bad escaped the attention of previous archaeological 
surveys. The Casma geoglrphs led us directly to springs 



emanating from a fault along a mountain 
ridge. Last summer I surveyed the lea 
Valley north of Nasca Se-veral 
archaeologists infonned me that there 
were very few geoglyphs there. But during 
the six weeks of our survey we 
docUD1ented over 200 geoglyphs 
throughout the drainage, and all five 
components of the correlation were found 
at each site. Cunentl:y our in-vestigation is 
expanding into the Altiplano where 
preliminary surveys have indicated the lea 
also ~eployed this knowledge. The Nasca 
Lines are not unique to the region around 
Nasca: a more appropriate name for them 
would be the Coastal Geo glyphs of Peru. 

The Coastal (}eoglyphs of Peru reflect 
• a sopbisticated understanding of the water 

resource of the area, an understanding that 
was and remains key to settlement in the 
region. This emerging water map is not 
merely of academic interest either. My 
initial explorations, which brought the 
matter to light, were aimed to increase 
available water for th.ose who live tltere. 
We hope that our coatinui11g efforts can 
assist the valley's prese11t dwellers to 
improve their quality of life. 

Though the discoveries have been 
exciting, a caution is in order loo. Having 
unveiled this once hidden traditional 
knowledge, we have an obligation to aid in 
its preservation. Daily, unprotected 
geoglyphs are being damaged by 
agriculture and construction. [f this 
continues, one of the greatest manuscripts 
of the ancient world \Vill be erased forever. 
The power of traditional knowledge 

It has been a great honor for me to 
have participated in the efforts of our 
interdisciplinary research team and to 
have assisted in revealing the power of 
this great riddle of the ancient world. Yet 
it would be incomplete to rest on 
scientific laurels. The builders of Nasca 
had no magnetometers, satellite 
photo1;raphy, radar, nor any of the 
impressive instruments of our research. It 
is unlikely that they understood the 
tectonic forces creating the fault lines 
which. channel mountain waters into the 
desert. Yet th.ey were able to locate water 
far un.derground, and to follow it across 
miles of barren terrain. They could read 
the signs written in the rocks and they 
trusted tlieir sut.tle connection to the 
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water energies; these simple tools of the 
body enabled them to make the desert 
bloom and bear fruit. And more, they left 
an enduring message that requires no 
common denominator of language to 
understand today. It still speaks to us, 
many centuries into their future, of the 
essentials of life. Can we hope to do so 
well by those who follow us? A 

David Johnson is a retired social studies 
teacher and an active field photographer 
specializing in wildlife, wilderness, 
environmental, cultural, and humanitarian 
photography. He continues 30 years of 
archaeological research in New York's 
Mohawk and Hudson Valleys, and has 
produced video on West African 
development for the United Nations. His 
travels in recent years have taken him to 
Latin America, Africa, much of south Asia, 
and various parts of Europe, North 
America, and Australia. For five years he 
has been the lead researcher with a team 
investigating the Lines of Nasca and the 
hydrogeo/ogy of coastal Pero. He lives in 
Poughkeepsie, New York and may be 
contacted at global<ii@optonline.net. 
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WARU WARU: A New Life 
for Traditional Farming in Peru 

Ancient farmers in the Altiplano of southem Peru and Bolivia developed effective systems to adapt to the 
challenging environmental conditions of their highland region. In the last 20 years these systems have come 
under increasing attention and study , and are beginning to be restored to use with good effects. 

Among the most important elements in the traditional agriculture of the area was the waru warn, an 
assembly of raised beds a!}d channels that took advantage of the unique climatic conditions of the Altiplano to 

improve crops yields. ..,...._~~~"";_.~,..~~ilt'.~-..:;~~- ---~---------..._ Venezuela, Bolivia, 
A case study from southern Peru ~~~~~ Ecuador, in Asia 

shows how this relatively simple .-.....air!:::.: •if!!i,I and elsewhere. - ~ 

innovation can dramatically ~ 
improve the produ ctivity oif soils Local history 

The main arche-
and the yield available to farmers ological studies on 

in the area. waru waru in the 

Background and problems 
The Department of Puno, located on 

the border with Eolivia, covers 72,382 sq . 
km.- an area slightly smaller than the 
state of Maine-within the broader 
geophysical region of the central Andes 
known as the ~tiplano. Most of the Puno 
area sits on a high plateau surrounding the 
western end of Lake Titicaca which is 
dominated by mountainous terrain with 
elevations from 3,808 up to 5,000 meters 
(12,5 00-16,500 ft.) above sea level. 
AJmost 60% of the Department' s 
population of one and a quarter million 
people live in rural areas where most 
families derive their sustenance from 
raising livestock. The climate of the region 
is marked by droughts, floods, frequent 
frosts, and warm spells, making cultivation 
of crops a risky activity. Recent climate 
shifts have resulted in a shorte,ning of the 
summer rainy season (Nov.-Mar.), which 
is increasingly late and lasts no more than 
90 days. This leads directly to problems in 
the seeding and development of crops. 
Indi scriminate use of the natural resources 
and ignorance of appropriate technologies 
for the region have contributed to poor 
environmental management, increasing 
desertification, and water shortages 
throughout the Altiplano, as well as to the 
degradation of agricultural soils . 

The soils in the Altiplano of Puno are 
relatively thin, and are threatened by water 
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Combinilig frost protection with continuous irrigation, waru waru 
meet the agricultural challenges of the Altiplano. 

altiplano of Puno 
were carried out in 
the Pampas of 
Huatta by Clark 
Erickson during the 
1980s. This work 
included 
excavation.sand 
reconstruction of 
the ridges, also 

and wind erosion of different intensities: 
approximately 10% of the soils suffer 
from severe erosion . Inappropriate 
fanning practices and technologies, poor 
water management, and overgrazing of 
natural pastures compound problems of 
serious fragmentation of ]and ownership, 
with the result that crop productivity and 
the local economy have suffered. 

Traditiooal cultivators of the area 
created a pattern of ridges and channels, 
called waro waru, which are still visible 
over wide areas of the Altiplano. Largely 
abandoned by the modern era, these 
ancient structures came under 
investigation by archaeologists within the 
last generatio11. 

This type of agricultural infrastructure 
for water and soil management is not 
ex.elusive to the Peruvian-Bolivian 
altiplano, though i( is still practiced in 
several places within the region, where it 
is derived from the oldest fonns of 
intensive agriculture. Similar sys le~ are 
currently used in Mexico, Colombia, 

called wan, warn. Erickson has proposed 
two phases in the construction and use of 
wamwaru. 

Dupng Phase I (1000 BC - 300 AD) 
the earliest evidence of the use of 1varu 
waru in the Bolivian-Peruvian c!ltipla110 
corresponds to the Pr e-Pukara societies 
(QaJuyo and/or Cusipata), with an iacrease 
of intensity of use between 800-600 BC. 
After the collapse of Pukara (300 AD), 
artifacts associated with the Tiwanalru 
people are not found in association with 
the waru want. This gap has been 
interpreted as a decline ia tbe construction 
and use of these structures relative to 
previous periods; some of the area under 
cultivation would have been abandoned 
(Erickson, C.). 

The abandonment would have occurred 
during the Inca period, probably as a result 
of their policies of conquest and 
domination. Expansion of the [nca empire 
through war led to reductions in population 
as well as to the transfer of rebellious 
populations through the system of mitmaq, 



wbereby natives were replaced with 
foreign populations to facilitate control of 
newly conquered areas. Lackin11 
understanding of the management of waru 
waru, these t:Jansplanted peoples would 
have abandoned them (De la Vega, E.). 

During Phase TI (1000-1450 AD) there 
were changes in the siz'e of the waru waru. 

Re~toration and PIWA's work 
Some older wani warn were 

reconstructed between 1986 and 1989, bllt 
without knowledge of the principles and 
technical and scientific criteria of the 
technology. 'That led to adverse results by 
many institutions. ln such circum-slances, 
thePIWA 
Project, whose 

The waru waru agroecosystem 
W aru warn are created by altering the 

surface of the field, constructing raised 
beds, alternating with narrow channels, 
from wh..ich soil is ex:tracted in order to 
form the beds. The resulting interaction of 
elements: soil-water---dimate-plant
rnan greatly ameliorates problems of poor 
drainage, frequent light frosts, occasional 
flooding, and low soil fertility. Increasing 
the soil-air edge, and especially working 
with water drainage are keys to unlocking 
the prodllctive potential of this region, 
wh.ere drought and frost are limiting 
factors to agriculture. This was well 

Spanish acronym 
translates into 
"lnterinsti tuti onal 
Program of W aru 
Waru," began its 
activities in 
August 1989 
with a·mission to 

RAINY PER IOO 
ORCIOO Ill' PERIOD 

restore and 
sustain the 
operation of 
wane warn 
systems. PIW A 
drew support 
from COTISU, 
the Swiss 
Agency for 
Development and 
Cooperation. 

Since its foanding PIW A has worked 
with state and nongovernmental entities, 
among them rural cornmunities, mothers' 
clubs, family groups, and livestock field 
schools. In this context, PIW A established 
two axes ofintervention, research. and 
extension: the first to ensure the recovery 
and reassessment of the technology, 
articulating and enriching it with 
principles of contemporary science; the 
second to socialize the technology among 
its associated entities and toward the meal 
population generally. As research findings 
were obtained they were regularly tested 
with the help of these cooperators. The 
interdisciplinary research ~as carrieo out 
with the participation of"investigators" 
from the associated groups, and was 
applied in the fields of local farmers, 
includin.g tbem in the process. 

Schematic of the waru waru 

understood by the ancient inhabitants. of 
the Altiplano and is now being 
rediscovered by their modem descendants. 

Principles of the technology 
The waru waru system, by modifying 

tbe soil medium through the fonnation and 
expansion of the planting beds, and tbe 
shaping of canals in order to collect, lead, 
retain, and distribute water, creates a 
unique microenvironrnent that generates 
favorable conditions for the developrnent 
of crops. The principles by which the 

.system works are: 
1. Enrichment of the crop bed. In this 

area of thin soils the construction of raised 
beds concentrates and deepends the 
available top soil, thus aiding growth and 
development of the crops. 

2. Maintaining more constant levels of 

adequate moisture through: 
• Drainage of excess moisture due 

to heavy rain. When heavy rains fall, the 
architecture of the ,beds allows moisture to 
drain toward the canals, thus avoiding 
saturation of the soil. 

• Sub-irrigation as water accumulated 
in the canals returns to the planting beds 
through processes of infiltration and 
capillary uptake. 

• Retention of adequate water by the 
soil, due to the improved aggregation and 
porosity of the soils of the crop bed. 
C. Microclimatic effects. Frosts of as 

much as -2.5°C (28.5°F) are buffered, 
preventing much damage to crops. This is 

SllOW FLURRIES 

due to: 
• Drainage of 

the heavier cold 
air toward the 
channels and 
away from the 
plants. 

• Thermal 
regulation, as the 
water held in the 
canals wanns 
during the day, 
then releases its 
heat toward the 
beds and into the 
air surrounding 
the crop at night. 

•The 
irregularity of the 
surface, which, 
with the 

alternating levels of the beds and channels, 
causes turbulence of the cold and warm air 
masses, thus limiting much of the harmful 
effect of the frosts~ 

D. Leaching of sa1ts. Minerals 
dissolved by precipitation are flushed 
toward the channels, preventing their 
harmful buildup in the growing beds, as 
might otherwise result from the high levels 
of evapo-transpiration in this region. 

Results 
Between its inception and 2001, PIW A 

has achieved: 
• Expansion of the area under 

cultivation through the construction or 
reconstruction of 2,127 hectares (5300 ac) 
of warn warn systems; 

• Support of various fonns for 7,093 
hectares (17,700 ac) in production of 
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Effects and Socioeconomic Impacts 
A recent study of the area impacted by PIWA (1) examined economic and social changes among families that work with the waru 

waru, compared to those that do not. The study looked at results by economic strata and by fonns of social organization of the 
production, with these results: 

• Increases in Production, Yields, and Economic Profitability. 
Crop Yields (Tm/ha) Otlier Syst. 
Bitter Potato 13.70 7 .07 
Fresh Potato 15.50 7 .07 
Quinoa 1.56 0.90 
Cafiihua 1.40 0.68 
Forage Oats m.v. 30.88 16.44 
Fattened up Forage m.v. 26.71 14.95 
Alfalfa + Dacty lis 7.51 
Bean forage m.v. 13.50 

Net Benefit (US$) 
601 
855 
68 
17 

1,237 
917 
416 

Profit(%) 
68 
78 
28 
08 

940 
842 
109 

Maca 9.80 2.46 2,914 253 
Onion 30.76 16.61 1,688 156 
Chard 47.94 8.0 3,091 148 
Pore 43.97 2,171 121 
• Increase in the gross value of agricultural production and net income. Fann.ers with waru waru obtained a~ average gross income 

from agricultural activity of US $2,004, while producers without waru waru earned US $&39. 
• Greater availability of food for personal consumption. Families with waru waru achieved an average increase of 2.5 months in the 

availability of food for personal consumption, a dramatic improvement in food security. 
• Reduction of migration. The improvement in farm productivity resulted in less migration by heads of household with waru 

waru (10.2 months in the last five years) compared to those without waru waru (15 .5 months), which helps not only to hold the 
population in the field, but in better overall socioeconomic conditions. 

• Generation of employment. The construction of waru waru generated a total of 5,952 jobs (in addition to work by family 
members) that were paid under wage forms or with products of the harvest. In the agricultural development temporary eITTployment 
was generated for 36,322 people, totalling 188,840 situations of employment. 

• Improvement of general living conditions. When asked about the impacts of the use of waru waru, the following percentages of 
producers responded that it has improved, for example, their availability of seed (71 % ), the total area of crops cultivated, (60% ), the 
quantity of the family's livestock (40.5%), and the possibilities for their children's education (51.4%), among other effects. d 

forage potato, quinoa, cafilhua, barley, 
oats, and cultivated grasses; 

• Introduction of promising crops 
(onion, pore, and chard, and reevaluation 
of maca) into the mix of traditional crops 
in the region. 

• Participation of7,188 rural families, 
grouped in different forms of social 
organization for the work; 

• Construction of 37 new rural 
warehouses, each with a capacity of up to 
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5 tons, and designed for the climate of the 
altiplano, for the conservation and 
improvement of seed potatoes by rural 
producers: 

• Extension of its work into two agro
ecological zones: Circunlacustre and Suni, 
located in 43 districts of 9 provinces of the 
department of Puno. 

• Completion of 160 interdisciplinary 
research projects on the following issues: 
reconstruction, agricultural development, 
crop rotation, integrated pest management, 
introduction of new crops, socioeconomic 
evaluation, effects and impact, and studies 
of institutional intervention, among the 
more relevant. 

• Fonnulation of a technical proposal 
for the reconstruction, use, and sustainable 
management of the warn waru. 

It is exciting to discover that the 
application of this relatively simple 
traditional IO!owledge has made such a 

profound effect on the lives of thousands 
of Andean villagers. We are reminded that 
the manipulation of climate near the • 
ground is in.ore than any other approach 
the basis of de$ign for diverse, .stable, and 
productive ecologies. 
Notes . 

[ 1 J Socioeconomic impact of waru 
waru among rural families of the PIW A 
area. 1995-1998. A 

Infonnation provided by PlWANDES
lnstitute of Technological Innovation and 
Promotion of Development, telephone 54-
366577 e-nuiil: piwandes@terra.com. 
piwa@terra.com.pe. Hugo Rodr{guer. 
Benavides, Jaime Villena Soria, Samuel 
Ordonez Colque, andMarcoFerndndez 
Valdivia contributed to this report. 
Further info11rUJtion is available at the 
Bishkek Global Mountain Summit£. 
Consultation website f:Um;/L 
www.mtnforum.arifbrms. 



Creanng and Conserving Diversity 

Traditional Seed Breeding 
Eric Hume] 

In these times <Jf cheap and easily obtainable seed packets, it's 
easy to forget that fanners and gardeners were the original 
breeders and conservers of the food, fiber, and medicine 

plants tllat sustain human life today. In evolutionary terms we 
have only recently lost touch with the context in which these 
methods of selecting plants arose. Our ancestors understood the 
importance of selecting plants for tlieir adaptability to local 
climale, pests, and soi!s, and 
for qualities that satisfied 

pest genotypes. Horizontal resistance is based on the 
accumulation of genes over time with favorable additive effects. 
This complexity is very difficult for conventional breeders to 
incorporate, but it provides a solid foun,dation for the 
heterogenous and dynamic landraces maintained by traditional 
fanners. Such resistance is also found in heirloom varieties, and 
in seeds from such innovative breeders as Peters Seed & 

Research and Wild Garden 
Seed. 

hwnan tastes and needs. Today, 
with control of the world's crop 
genetic reso111ces in fewer and 
fewer corporate hands, it is 
urgent that many people take 
up the arts of seed-saving and 

The wisdom of traditional farmers may be 
key to the design of on-farm seed 

production and maintenance. 

These diverse populations of 
land.races; which are variable, 
genetically dynamic, and in 
balance with the environment 
and with pathogens, constitute 

varietal. maintenance. 

Diverse habitat t;upports genetic stability 
Many tn.d.itional farming communities have developed 

methods of plant bieeding for genetic staoility. Invariably, these 
are integrated with landscapes and management practices that 

support diversity ooth witqin and among species. Such practices 
include separating cultivated :fields, managing vegeta.tion in 
different ways, leavio.g some natural areas u11touched, practicing 
fallow, aml incorporatini ecological variety witbin farming areas 
by connecting riparian z<Jnes, forests, etc. The resulting diversity 
and complexity of habitat influe11ces the possible interactions 
among pest organisms, rnicroclimatic influences, and crop plants. 
In this context "breeding" efforts an: often focused on maintaining 
a high level of genetic variation. Traditional famiers do this by 
applying a range of selection pressures on landraces fropt 
different sources. Novel traits are put to use as tliey show up. 
Creating and using 18Ildraces 

Landraces have been defined as "named farmer varieties that 
usually have a reduced gec,graphic range, are often diverse within 
particular types, and are adapted to local conditions" (Harlan 
1995). Zeven (1998) adds from his review of definitions that a 
landrace is a variety with a "high capacity to tolerate biotic and 
abiotic stress resulting in a high yield stability and an 
intermediate yield level under a low•input agricultural system." 
The ability to deal with stresses while providing stable yields 
points to the crucial role such diverse gennplasm (within 
populations, among populations. and among species) plays in 
low-input agricultural systems. 

Another important characteristic oflandraces is that they often 
exhibit horizontal resistance. "Horizontal" means resistant to a 
broad range of pest ienotypes. Modem crop breeding efforts are 
characterized by vertical resistance. which is easier to achieve in 
the short tenn. Such varieties are only resistant to one or a few 

an invaluable heritage from 
past generations and cultiva

tors. Every regio(I needs to conserve and further develop its own 
landraces of locally adapted crops. As agriculture worldwide is 
destined to move toward lower levels of inputs, we must begin 
now to shift our fanning and breeding practices if we hope to 
ensure continued productivity. A key to this will be,to bring 
famtlng and plant breeding back together again on a broad scale. 

Dynamic gardens create dynamic varieties 
'Traditional farmers maintained their crops in a genetically 

dynamic condition. Introgression from wild relatives of the crop 
plants. as well as from other varieties of the same species was 
expected and belped to maintain a lively integration of the crop 
with the surrounding natural communities. As scandalous 
examples from tlie world of genetic engineering have clearly 
demonstrated, there is an unavoidable drift of genetic infonnation 
between wild and crop plants. The wisdom of traditional farmers 
in accepting and using this tendency may be key to the design of 
on-farm seed production and maintenance. 

Another crucial characteristic of traditional fanner breeding 
efforts is the dynamic nature of specific varieties. In commercial 
seed systems, named varieties each have a distinct genetic 
identity. In traditional cropping systems, names may be used 
casually, and are loosely associated with a geographic origin or 
plant type (Wright and Turner 1999). The commercial system 
seeks wide distribution of generally homogenous varieties bred in 
the laboratory or test-field. In contrast, traditional varieties and 
landraces are always adapting to the changing conditions, 
selection practices, and management regimes of the fanners in 
the field. Among the variables that contribute to dynamic stability 
among landraces are: 

1. temporal and spatial variation in selection pressures, 
2. the use of varied fields supporting multiple microhabitats, 
3. planting patches of intercropped varieties, 
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Hollyhock seeds. 

4. acceptance of crossing with wild 
relatives, and 

5. the varying use of different farming 
methods ancl. choice of seed in several 
field types. 

All these conditions help to insure the 
persistence of a diverse portfolio of genes 
and landraces by traditional cultivators. 
"Old friends," or even "relatives" (specific 
phenotypes) that come back periodically 
are cherished. Yield stability is the most 
important objective. No attempt is made to 
maintain "ideal" varieties. It is accepted 
and encouraged that varieties will change 
(Almelcinders and Louwaars 1999). 

Managing gene flow 
Gene flow, whether from wild crop 

relatives, or other farmers' crops, is vital 
to maintain landraces in the face of 
changing ecological conditions. An 
example can be seen in the valley of 
Cuzalapa. Mexico, where local varieties 
are widely exchanged within the 
watershed. Continuous infusion from other 
regions also occurs. Both measures 
expand the effective size of the gene pool 
for the affected crops. Geneflow between 
seed lots and among farmers is very 
important in this system. Within varieties, 
considerable exchange of seed occurs 
among farmers (Louette 1999). Gene flow 
from wild crop relatives and from 
introduced varieties plays a key role in 
stabilizing local crops for which there is 
an insufficiently large population to 
prevent genetic drift. It is interesting to 
note that in Cuzalapa introduced seed lots 
are almost never bought as seed. They are 
gifts from friends or family members 
living outside the area-reflecting 
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intelligent prior selection, or are selected 
by farmers from seed bought for food. 
New (even "modem") varieties are 
integr<\ted into the local portfolio through 
breeding and selection, evenlually become 
locally-adapted. 

Chinese fanners exchange seed types 
among different places and with other 
farmers as a simple and effective method 
against variety deterioration. These 
practices help support an abundance of 
landraces in China. Planting the same 
landrace in different places was said to 
increase yield while maintaining yield 
stal>ility. After a few yea'rs of planting 
populations in new locations (e.g. seeds 
from sandy soil being planted in clay soils, 
ar seeds from non-irrigated farms being __ 

Sweet Cicely seeds. 

planted on irrigated farms), the landrace 
would be grown again in its territory of 
origin; the result was generally a recovery 
of disease resistance, increased yield, or 
enhanced stability (Li and Wu 1996). 

Shifting populations between two 
different fertility environments seems to 
be common in different farming locales 
around the world as a way of keeping 
varieties healthy and dynamic 
(Ahnekinders and Louwaars 1999). While 
exploring the highlands ofTigray in East 
Africa, a Norwegian plant breeder found 
that barley and wheat were rotated within 
the fann on a two-year cycle. Selected 
seed heads were picked from a main field 
and planted in a separate field for 
propagation the next year. That field was 
located on the the fann's most fertile land. 
In raitifed areas of Mexico it is common 
for beans and maize to l>e cultivated on 
land of differing qualities over a number 
of years (Wright and Turner l 999). This 

"seed rotation" broadens the Jandrace, as it 
builds in genetic adaptation to fluctuating 
ecological conditions. 

While some fanners kept these rotated 
varieties separate in storage, others mixed 
them either in storage or at planting time. 
It can be argued that such. mixing in the 
field is unnecessary-the different 
varieties would be more easily harvested if 
planted separately, but I am reminded of 
Masanobu Fukuoka's (1985) method of 
scattering mixed clay balls of seed in order 
to let nature decide what will grow where, 
thus optimizing the use of 
microenvironments and dynamic and 
variable soil conditions. 

In wild11ess is the 
prest!rvation of the seed 

Besides human-drive11 genetic 

e,cchange and diffusion of varieties, 
introgression of germplasm from wild 
species contributes significantly to 
maintaining the health and productivity of 
cultivated forms. Crossing with wild 
plants may enable crops to adapt to new 
ecological conditio11s or to integrate novel 
traits. These wild plants may grow in the 
sunounding ecosystem, or may be part of 
the fanning system, deliberately left in the 
field to "make the crop stronger." 
Volunteers of maize are often considered 
sacred in traditional farming communities, 
and are left to mix their genes. It was 
observed by Zeng (200 l} in China that the 
common wild rice of Jinhong County 
grows near cultivated rice and frequently 
crosses naturally with it. Such ex.change 
with wild reratives keeps the cultivated 
rice varieties healthy, productive, and 
adapted, and also points to the be11efit of 
maintaining "wild" or natural areas 
adjacent to or within the fann. 
Jntrogression of wild genes has l>een 
studied in potatoes (Johns and Keen 1986, 
Quiros et al 1992), maize (Salick et al 
200 l ), cassava (Elias et al 2001 ), sorghum 
(Johannessen et al 1982), millet (Teshome 
et al 1999), and tomatoes (Rick I 958). 

Even though potatoes-which are 
clonally propagated-have limited access 
to wild genes, and their sexual 
reproduction is further discouraged by 
frequent field rotation, in Andean fanners' 
fields they are still outcrossing! It has been 
concluded that Andean potatoes form a 
large and plastic gene pool which is 



Gallardia seeds. 

"renovated" by outcrossing with wild 
relatives (Brush 1995, Quiros et al 1992). 
Wild potatoes are left in the fields, to keep 
a source of feral genes alive. Crossing 
between wild and cultivated forms 
produces a "hybrid swarm" of new genetic 
diversity (Johns and K.een 1986). These 
researchers determined that Aymara 
subsistence cultivators in Bolivia 
"facilitated the introduction of genetic 
recombinants into cultivated gene pools" 
througll management practices. The level 
of cross fertilization depends on the 
proximity of wild species populations to 
the cultivated area, and the density 
allowed in tile crop field itself. 

Indigenous farmers everywhere 
respected the wild progenitors of our 
crops. For e:xample, the wild form of 
African millet is named "father of the 
millet" in Niger, and "God's millet" in 
Senegal (Zeven 2000). Perhaps, next time 
we curse lhe wild cucurbi~ canot, or 
mustard that promises to cross with our 
seed, we should think again: Interesting 
results may occur. 

Promiscuous 11U1.ize 
and its many hybrids 

The wild relative of maize, teosinte (Zea 
me:ricana and Z pereimis ), still plays a role 
in the maintenance of vigorous, productive 
maize lines (Mangelsd~rf 1974). This is not 
everywhere the case, however, as many 
communities in Mex.ico live where wild 
species of maize do not grow. 

Wild relatives such as teosinte offer 
increased introgression of diversity. Often 
teosinte and naturall y occurring hybrids of 
maize -mai ze or maize-teosinte are allowed 

to ex:ist on and off the farm. In this way 
wild genes are periodically mixed into the 
Jandraces. 

In the 1940s and 5Os, studies found 
many Fl hybrids or backcrosses of such 
hybrids of teosinte in and around maize 
fields . Some fields seemed to contain as 
much as half teosinte plants. Most of the 
hybrids occ11rred not in the fields but in 
thick: stands along the margins. Farmers in 
the valley of Mex.ico recognize the se 
maiz.e-teosinte hybrids, and say that in 
three years or so they will become maize. 
The farmers also recognize the increased 
vigor of maize which grows around 
teosinte (Ma.ngelsdorf 1974 ). 

Tho11gh bybrid seeds have acquired a 
bad name because of their association with 
coJJJorate programs for control of genetic 
resources and because most of their 
offspring do not grow out true to type, 
before we dismiss thern we hacl best 
consider their possible benefits. Hybrids 
show increased vigor, a phenomenon 
called heterosis. They can also display 
novel traits that inay be valuable. Some 

• traditioml Meidcan farmers intentionally 
breed h:ybrid varieties. The two parents 
might be grown together in an isolat ed 
upper field. Seed of the cross thus obtained 
would then be planted in more.fenile and 
intensively cultivated fields below. 

Mai2e varieties get recognized as 
ac riollada, meaning "gone native," much as 
hybrids adulterated by local variety genes 
for many years eventually come to resemble 
a landrace. The distinction between local 
and improv ed maize varieties eventually 
loses its significance as new hybrid 
varieties combine the characteristics of the 
two parents. (Almekinders et a1 1994, Brush 
and Bellon 1994) 

Selecting valuable traits 
Traditional fanners often recognize 

important genetic traits by the color or 
markings of the seed. The Western 
Apache and Navajo select seed from 
maize plants with the tallest stalks and 
with two or three ears of red kemels. 
These exemplary seeds are planted in the 
four corners of the field as "guardians" of 
the crop. Some farmers don ' t plant the red 
kernels in the comers, but add them to the 
sowing mix if they' re not already present. 
The Navajo also add to the common seed 
some striped seed, to "ensure yield." 

(Zeven 2000) 
Ecologically-minded gardeners will 

find special interest in crops for perennial 
agroecosysterps: species and varieties 
which self-seed easily, and those tending 
to perennialize, such as some of the grains 
and oilseeds. These are available from 
perennial vegetable breed ers. Check Tim 
Peters' work at Peters Seed and Research. 

Remember that to preserve valuable 
genetic traits, you must leave the 
healthiest or most peculiar or drought
resistant plants in your garden. Let them 
go to seed. Experiment: let varieties cross. 
Let some wild plants mingle with your 
domesticated varieties. Many self
maintaining traits exist within wild 
relatives of crop plants, and offer us 
fruitful opportunities for observation and 
interaction. Dont be afraid to mix it up, 
staying consciously observant and ready to 
let seed-saving acts progress toward self
=volving breeding projects, led by nature! 
Fukuoka's vision remains ever pertinent. 

Farmer and gardener seed production 
plays a huge role from the local region to 
the global arena. Many more growers must 
leam the cultural practices of seed 
production. Diversity is not an accident; it 
results from the practice of observin~ 
"accidents" or natural variations, and 
working to select and preserve them . 
Traditional fanners the world over have an 
enormous amount to teach us about 
creating and preserving valuable plant 
species and varieties. Achieving 
permanent culture will depend on doing 
this work of diversity, leaving the edges of 
oUI crop genomes open, drawing in the 
essence of the wild to reinvigorate the 
domesticated. With an unprecedented mix 
of plants, people, and environmental 
conditions, and the awesome challenge of 
climate change confronting us , it is urgent 
that as many of us as possible heed the call 
to help the people and the crops become 
more native to our bioregions. 6. 

Eric Hume/ is a recent graduate of tlie 
University of California-Santa Cmz. He 
wrote his senior thesis 011 traditional 
farmer seed breeding methods, and 
provided material/or this article. Comact 
him at ehumel@exdre.com. 
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Seed Saving-Consciousness is Key 
Woody Wodraska 

A living seed! What joy there is in it ... what potential it 
bolds ... what hope springs from it. 

I have before me rank on rank of colored glass 
canning jars-the old-fashioned kind with rubber gasket and 
snap-down wire closure--each filled with Aurora Farm seeds, 
seeds destined to bring life to gardens all over North America. 
Every time we send out a packet of seeds, it seems to us it makes 
another node on a web of living energy that starts here and lights 
lives unbeknownst to us, far away but connected. 

Time and again in his 1924 Lecture on Agriculture, Rudolf 
Steiner speaks of peasant wisdom in almost wistful terms. "In the 
course of this materialistic age of ours. we've lost the knowledge 
of what it takes to continue to care for the natural world ... Before 
any science of these things existed, everything people did was 
guided by instinct, and these instincts were often quite specific 
and reliable." (I) 

One piece of nearly lost instinctive wisdom that will rapidly 
become current again as the Big Pharma Corporatio •s gain a 
stranglehold over industrial agriculture is that righteous seeds 
have value ... GREAT value. Seeds are life, concentrated. Seeds 
are wealth, held close. Seeds are the future, encapsulated. Seeds 
are abundance made manifest. They can't take our seeds away if 
we don't let them. 

In the days when a family's prosperity was measured by the 
size of its compost pile, peasant folk didn't leave home without a 
pocket or a _pouch of seeds to barter or give as gifts. No matter how 
scant an immigrant family's possessions might have been when 
they stepped off the boat in the New World, somewhere safe 
among them was a package of carefully hoarded seed from home. 

These people knew what was important; they cherished the 
seed they had saved. They didn't let the experts handle their seed 
saving. THEY were the ex.perts. 

We are not so far from the days when most of us were 
gardeners and fanners, the days when the seasonal cycle of seed· 
plant-seed was as familiar and natural to us as our own breathing. 
Despite the aberrations of industrialized agriculture-genetic 
engineering, poisons spread on crops, the Terminator technology 
that sterilizes living seed for profit-we can all participate in the 
joy, potential, and hope of seed growing. There will come a time 
when we or someone close to us must do this. 

A packet of intention 
A seed carries with it far more than the genetic material for 

the next generation. It also conveys the good intentions and 
aspirations of the grower. How can it be otherwise when, in the 
moment of chaos as germination begins," ... then the whole 
siµrounding universe begins to work on the seed, to leave its 
imprint ... " (2) You will not find better seed for your own garden 
and farm than the ones you grow right there, in your soil, in your 
microclimate, and in your love and attentiveness. This is not a job 
be to left to the corporations. 
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Carrot seeils 
In our Aurora Farm gardens as I write in mid-September are 

thousands of plants going to seed, reaching their culmination. This 
morning I cut prickly heads of Milk Thistle into a bucket for 
processing, gathered slim dark Cosmos seed, eyebatled the 
Feverfew (not ready yet, but soon) and Lutz Greenleaf Beet (quite 
a while until they're mature), saw that the Provider Beans are 
almost ready. I checked to see that the dozens of varieties
Iettuce, brassicas, flowers and herbs--in the drying room in the 
barn were OK ... no mouse droppings, no mold, good drying 
conditions. This kind of inspection of the garden is a twice-daily 
ritual this time of year, for, while gooo seed-saving technique is 
important, the most essential element is consciousness. It's easy to 
lose a seed crop, for the plant's agenda is to shed its seeds when 
ripe, not to wait until we get around to gathering them. 

Authentically-grown seeds ARE better. A few days ago we 
received a letter from a customer who bought seeds from us th.ree 
years ago. Sh.e was astonished that leek and parsnip seeds 
germinated nicely for her this past spring, two years out of date. 
All the gardening books will tell you that these are short-lived 
seeds ... one or at best two years viability. Grown here on ground 
that has been treated with biodynamic compost for 10 years-soil 
and plants sprayed with hom manure, hom c!..y, horn silica, 
equisetum; planted, cultivated, harvested, and processed 
according to the biodynamic calendar-these seeds remain 
vibrant with life energy for many years. 

Look around you 
Observation is the key. Look to the volunteers in your garden, 

on your fann, the plants that come on their own and unex:pectedly 



as the scene unfolds in Spring. Cc.nsider this ... these volunteers 
represent a major selection process by the garden itself, by the 
fundamental, cosmic/devic intelligence there. The seed of the 
tomato seedling that shows up amongst tile com or the potatoes 
was one of dozens or hundreds that fell to the ground. This one 
survived frost, dampness, birds, soil fauna, mice, deer, winter 
freezing and thawing, competition from others of its kind and 
different. It lay dormant until the right moment, then sprouted. 
The selection process guarantees that this seedling is hardy and 
adaptable and, moreover. that it wants to grow there. Do not 
underestimate or disrespect the intention of the garden 
represented there. And the selection process guarantees that it 
wants to grow~. 'which may be much earlier that you would 
have th0t1ght to sow the same variety in the same place. Again 
respect and honor th.e garden's own design. 

Let yollr eyes and imagination find, recall, and predict the 
volunteers in y<mr setting. Seed from these plants (and produce 
for that rnatter) is of the highest qualit)' and value. Don't uproot 
volu.nteers, cherish them. In our garde11 now axe the following 
volunteers: poppies of all kmds, calendula, <lill, sqL1ash, tomatoes, 
hollyhock:s, kale, potatoes, lettuce, cosmos, parsley, mullein. And 

these are just the annuals I saw this rooming. How many are in 
yours? Recall tile eaJ"lier ones, that have corne and go11e by high 
summer: the so called weeds .. .lambsq_uarteu, the amaranths, 
chickweed. Predict, by seeing which plants are shedding seed, 
what volunteers to expect next year. Don't be in a buny to clean 
up the garden .. .let tile plants II.ave their season. 

Perennials: yanow, comfrey, miot, lupiC1e, nettle, ech.inacea, 
chives, lovage, sweet cicily. 

What seeds can yoll wildcraft? locust. maples, nettle. berries, 
wildflowers, 1vell adapted plants ... 

The economics of the thing 
For the moment, don't invest a di!Ile in seed saving. 'You don't 

need all the paraphemalia yet: the silica gel, the envelopes, the 
seed screens, the books, and the rest. [ 'm going to show you how 
to gather wealtlt into your hands for free. That's what we're 
talking about here ... time plus some attention equals real wealth. 
Concentrated wealth. Liglltweight wealth. There is more value in 
an ounce of seed by far than in. a bushel of produce ... m• ch more. 
Don't trunk, as I catalogue the seeds you can save, just looking 
around and paying attention, "'Wei! J can't grow that 
commercially .. .it doesn'tpay."Think instead, '"There's real 
wealth, right there for the gathering, in the seeds." Wealth that is 
easily stored, easy to carry around, and that somebody, 
somewhere, can feed someone with. 

Seize the moment 
You must learn to see the plants in a different way, focusing 

on the seed, rather than the flower, fruit, or foliage. A visitor to 
our garden last week couldn't believe wh.at he was seeing rn·a 
bed of lettuce seed: eight varieties. Ea.ch plant was reaching for 
the cosmos in its own peculiar fashion, more or less cone-shaped 
and chest high, spteading out an aura of stemmed flowers, fruits, 
and seed heads. some witb the white fluff that signals the plant is 
ready to shed them to the surroundings. He• d never seen lettuce 
past the point wh~re the food-to-table centered gardener says. 

"Oh, that lettuce is starting to bolt. .. might as well pull it up." The 
plants, with their beautiful and powerful gestures toward 
completion and fulfillment, toward reproduction, astounded and 
baffled him. You can see the same gestw-es in the globe seedhead 
of 3 leek, or the lacy umbel of the carrot, both of which normally 
take two years for the process. Observe ... really see ... the 
intricacy and force of that fecund, feminine gesture. Be awed by 
the beauty and strength of it, and watch it progress from bud to 
flower to seed over a period of weeks. 

The timing is different for each of the plants I mention and for 
the hundreds of others. If you will gather wealth from them you 
must do it cleverly. You must see and feel and then insert 
yourself into the process at the moment the plant is about to say 
"NOW!" and gather. 

While seed production, harvest, handling, and storage can be a 
highly technical endeavor, you don't have to know everything 
and do everything right to have some success. OBSERVATION 
is the key. Observe the transition from flower to seed. Watch the 
seed mature on the plant. Note when the plant is ready to release 
the seeds; gather them then. 

Many good g1rrdening books have a chapter or two on saving 
your own seeds, but the definitive work is Suzanne Ashworth's 
Seed to Seed, published by Seed Saver Publications, RR 3, Box 
239, Decorah, IA 52101 (ISBN 0-9613977-7-2) and available 
from Permaculture Activist. This is also the address of the Seed 
Savers Exchange, a membership organization which eac~ year 
offers many thousands of varieties of seeds saved by gardeners. 

Notes 
I. Rudolf Steiner.Spiritual Foundations for the Renewal of 
Agriculture, pp. 11 and 17. 
2. Ibid. p. 34. 11 

Woody Wodraska partners with Barbara M. V. Scott, founder of 
Aurora Fann, 3492 Phillips Road, Creston, BC CANADA VOB 
JG2. email: aurora@kootenay.com. ph/fx 250-428-4404 Web: 
www.kootenay.com/-aurora. Printed catalogue $3. Email 
catalogue free. 

Three Sisters Permaculture 
7th Annual Pennacutture Design course 
at Three Sisters Fann: August 8-2Z, 2004 

Three Sisters Farm is a bioshelter and market garden farm 
in rural Western Pennsylvania. Students participate 
in planning and design to bring our site closer to 
the ideal of sustainability. This certificate course 

uses hands-on training and team learning. 

Course leader Darrell Frey is joined by Daninne 
Egizio-Hughes, Jeanine Jenkins, Chris Leininger, 

Christine McHenry-Glenn, and others. 

$950 includes food, comping, course materials. 

Defrey@bioshelter.com. 724-376-2797 
Three Sisters Farm 134 Obitz Rd. Sandy Lake, Pa 16145 

www.bioshelter.com 
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Grafting New Traditions on Old Roots 

Creating Village Orchards 
Sasha Earnheart-Gold 
March 18, 2001: Dadaphaya, Humla, Nepal; Lat. 
28°N-Long. 83 °E-

I sit on a path hewn into the mountainside and dangle my feet . 
off the edge. A precipitous 3,000 feet below, the Kamali 
River winds through the gorge. From the opposite bank, the 

rocky spine of a ridge rises abruptly into snowcapped peaks. 
Ravines gouge into the dark flanks of these mountains as if 
carved by a giant chisel. 

As I catch my breath, three men cross over the pass from the 
opposite direction-where we are headed-and come sit with us, 
dangling their feet next to mine. Two of them wear flip-flops. 
The third wears can-vas sneakers. His toes stick through holes in 
the front. The men tell us they are from Dadaphaya village-a 
four-hour walk from this spot-and are headed to Similcot to buy 
supplies. "We are going to Dadaphaya," I say, "These are apple 
and walnut trees we are carrying-they are for a grafting 
workshop there." 

The men talk amongst themselves for a moment, then one 
responds to me, "We want to know this grafting. We go with you 
back to Dadaphaya." We begin down the mountain toward the 
village. Halfway down we meet another group of people sitting 
on a rock promontory. A young woman is with them. The others 
press her to sing for the benefit of the out-of-breath Westerners. 
She blushes, then begins to sing. From somewhere across the 
gorge comes the echoing cry of her ancient song. 

When we reach the village, we rest on a mud roof as word 
spreads that we have arrived. Within an hour 100 people have 
gathered. We ask 2S villagers-one from each family-half 
women, half men. to participate in the workshop. Under the 
shade of an adobe-and-rock house, we lay out our duffel bag of 
trees. Large copper urns full of water are brought out for the roots 
to be set in once the trees are grafted. I nudge away two scrawny 
chickens to make room for the trees. The participants sit in a 
large circle arounc,I the urns. The women wear traditional Chechri 
nose rings. The men wear brimless cloth hats. Everyone is 
chatting excitedly. I look up to see that the other 70 or 80 
villagers have remained, watching intently. 

When we are finished with the workshop we are ushered into 
a small dark room. Several animal skins hang from the low 
rafters. One of the three men from the trail-the one with the 
canvas shoes~proudly serves us each a small cup of spicy 
potatoes and a piece of bland buckwheat flatbread. The shadows 
are already long and the chill of nighttime in the mountains is 
setting in. But we are expected at another village tomorrow, on 
the far side of Simikot. A group of children and the three men 
who had been our travelling companions that morning follow us 
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A view from the trail, Humla, Nepal. 

to the edge of the village. We say goodbye once more and begin 
up the many switchbacks as the sun sets at oUI backs. 

Soon we unpal:k our headlamps and continue workin~ our 
way up the rocky path. Inky darkness presses in from both sides, 
and as we near the pass a light breeze gathers, whipping along 
under a vast reach of deep black sky that is literally filled with 
stars-a sky that can only be seen in a place such as this. Then 
we cross a rock outcropping and stumble upon a small stone hut. 
I knock, then I reach for the rough bark of a wooden door panel 
and pull. ·Inside. Two herdsmen sit huddled around a small fire. 
They motion for us to join them. We don't talk, just sit staring 
into the fire. One of the men pours me a cup of tea. As he lifts the 
kettle from the flame, I see his face illuminated in the firelight, · · 
the deep crevasses etched into his weathered cheeks and the folds 
of his dark tanned forehead. I remember the hard-edged gullies 
and ravines in the mountain ridge acr.oss the gorge. The man 
looks up and sroi1es, handing me a steaming cup. Firelight 
catches his eye. For a moment I think I hear sipgi!lg i,i the 
distance, but then realize it must be the wind. 

August 14, 2001: San Miguel, Bolivia; Lat. 22 °S
Long. 64°W-

l glance up from my work and see, under the dappled light of 
an overhanging willow tree, the many faces of San Miguel. 
Families. Mothers, grandmothers, men and boys, wd small 
children clinging to their parents' knees. I finish demonstrating a 
saddle graft on a seedling apple tree and hand it into the crowd 
for inspection. "You know," says one middle-aged woman as the 
tree is passed around. "Our parents knew how to do this, but we 
never learned. We have forgotten. So it is good that you have 
come. Do you see those trees?" she asks, making a sweeping 
gesture at the trees around us. We stand among the remnants of 



an old apple orchard on a knoll above the vaUey, '-These trees are 
sprouted from the roots of trees planted over 100 years _ago. But 
the fruit is sour because it grows from the root. And ·we have 
forgotten how to grafr sweet apples onto wild trees, so the weeds 
grew 10 feet higll here, and we forgot these trees. Only now. we 
heard -you were coming, so we cleared tllis." 

There is one man in this valley who still remembers how to 
graft-the last of a generation. He is Don Lucio Segovia, 75 
years <lid. We have found him and brought tum to help us teach 
this workshop. I now look on as he demonstrates how to top
graft an existing tree. We hand out rootstock:. and scion and 
knives and help these people begin to graft their own trees. 
When they are finished, they gather up their damp bundles of 
trees wrapped in shawls arid cloth, thank us, and start toward 
home. Don Lucio and I stand on the knoll and watch as the 
crowd moves down the hiU and slowly fans out over the · 
floodplain, trees in hand, carrying with them a knowledge that, 
like th.is orchard. was once lost. We watch. the families disperse 
in separate directions across the river valley. I look over to Don 
Lucio_ He nods, then smiles. 

Onward 
This year we continue our work in southern :Bolivia and the 

Lake 'Titicaca region of west central Bolivia. In Nepal, our 
projects also continue in Humla. and we plan to expand into the 
region of Dolpa. 

Again and again we see how important a few fruit and nu_t 
trees ca11 be to a family. Apple and walnut trees provide 

• .i: 
Agricultural Director Jeffrey Creque and Sasha Eamhedrt-Gald 

planting one of the first "parent trees" at lscayachi, 
· Tarija state, Bolivia~ 

dependable, \ow-maintenance food sources. Some of the 
harvest-particularly the nuts---can also be sold or traded locally. 
nus translates into staple foods, shoes for childrea or fuel to boil 
and purify water. 

In both Nepal and :Bolivia, we work with people who live in 
steep areas where'erosion is a serious problem. The tree crops we 
teach them to propagate provide the additional benefits of helping 

to hold unstable soils. 

· Working in partnership with local organizations in each 
• project country, the focus of Apple Tree International is on 

training rather than direct giving. This distinction defines the 
eventual difference between a few trees and many orchards. Our 
goal is to !eave in place projects that are self-sustaining and 
capable of expanding throughout each region. To reach this goal 

we must 
accomplish 
three things. 
First, we must 
ship trees to 
project 
locations to act 
as "parent 
trees" that will 
supply future 
scion (varietal) 
wood foron
site grafting 
and 
propagation. Ser 
far we have 
shipped 2,000 
one-year-old 
parent trees
of more than 2S 
varieties-from 
our nursery in 
Bolinas, 
California 

Second, we 
must establish 
local nurseries 
at our project 

First graft. Thehe village, Humla, Nepal. 

locations to provide rootstock to surrounding communities. We 
currently have successful nurseries in both Bolivia and Nepal. This 
year we plan to establish additional nurseries in each country. 

Finally, we must train local tanners as grafting teachers for 
their respective areas. We now have a half-dozen teachers in each 
country and are training more. 

Through our ·_workshops we have already trained several 
hundred people J.Il each country in grafting and propagation 
techniques. Eventually our teachers will be ·capable of continuing 
projects without our presence. All necessary plant materials will 
be available in their local areas. Apple Tree International, with 
the help fo our country directors and partner organizations, will 
provide assistance and support while focusing our resources on 
new project areas. 

Apple Tree International can continue this work only with the 
support of individual donors. We hope you will consider making 
a tax.-deductible contribution to help further our efforts. 6. 

Sasha Earnheart-Gold is the founder and director of Apple Tree 
International. Readers interested in contacting him can do so by 
email at ap_pletreeintl@aol.com or via a letter addressed to Apple 
Tree International, PO Box 1002, Bolinas, CA 94924. 
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Apple Tree International: 
a Vision for the Future 

At the age of 14, I left high schC'ol lo pursue an independent course of 
study. A year later, as part of those studies, I found myself hiking with a 
group of students through the Himalayas, from Mt. Kailas in far-western 
Tibet back inlo Nepal. Every day I encountered starving children with 
bone-thin arms and bloated stomachs. One day a woman approached me, 
clutching a small infant in her arms. The baby had been sufferiI1g from 
diarrhea for three days, "ls there anything you can do for him?" she 
asked. Other Nepalis nonchalantly ex.plained, "He will die soon." It 
seemed this was a common fate for young children in such places. I had 
seen similar impoverishment while traveling through other areas of Asia. 
But now', having lost 20 pounds and suffering from parasites myself, I 
saw the children in a way J had not ·seen them before. I wondered how I 
could be of service to these people. It seemed to me that what r could 
offer in the way of unskilled labor was not worth the cost of my airplane 
ticket. I needed to offer more; I 11eeded to offer a skill. 

Later I stayed in another village where the people were not starving. I 
noticed several large apple trees in the center of the village, their branches 
heavy with ripening fruit. The children were playing in the trees, eating 
the still-green apple$. I thought of other villages I had passed, how much 
those starVing children would benefit from apple trees like these. 

I asked the people in this village where the trees had come from "Did 
you graft them?" I asked. They told me the trees had been brought there 
many years ago from a provincial agricultural station, and were planted 
by villagers now deceased. "We would grow more if we knew how to 

propagate them," they said. 
I thought back upon my training in a teaching garden-skills that I 

had acquired as part of my independent high school program. There 1 
had learned about grafting and pruning and orchard maintenance. 

I returned home with the words of the villagers and the images of 
starving children fresh in my mind. r was determined to share a skill with 
the people I had seen and others in similar situations. I gathered people . 
with the expertise il!ld e,:perience I needed to assist me in this endeavor. 

In 2001, four years later, Apple Tree International has a home nursery 
in Bolinas, CA, and conducts projects in the Nepalese districts of Humla 
and Dolpa and in the Bolivian states ofTarija, Chuquisaca, Potosi, and La 
Paz.. We work with local organizations in each country: training subsist
ence farmers in fruit- and nut-tree propagation techniques, giving them 
the tools to feed themselves. Our focus on training creates the potential 
for each project to reach unlimited numbers of people. This is the differ
ence between a few trees and many orchards. We work in areas where 
average yearly family income is $200. A few a11ple trees rnean a lot to a 
family. Apples are sold or traded locally. The trees are low-maintenance, 
dependable food producers often living a hundred years. They talce up 
little land, making them even more attractive for smalJ fanners. 

In 2000 we began working with walnut trees in addition to apples. 
Walnuts are a source of protein, and fetch a higher price at market than 
apples. Light and easy to transport, they are not damaged on their way to 
market. Villagers in Nepal, in particular, e.1:pressed interest in walnut-trees 
as a sowce of cooking oil, which is currently imported at a very high price. 

Our focus is on subsistence nnd small-scale food production. Of 
course, once people are trained to graft and care for fruit trees, they can 
talce these skills to whatever level they choose. 

We are working with about 20 villages. We teach grafting to groups 
of 20 to 30. Every panicipant must agree to teach to two others how to 
graft and propagate fruit trees. We also require that half the participants 
be female and half be male. Local reception to these worksllops has been 
so positive that often we must tum away dozens of eager villagers for 
lack of teaching materials and staff. 
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We work in steep, 
high-elevation areas 
with erosion and intense 
ultraviolet exposure. 
Tree crops stabilize soils 
and help protect other 
crops frorn the harsh 
sunlight, helping to keep 
the ground moist during 
the dry season. In these 
areas fresh vegetables 
are available for only a 
small part of the year 
and fresh fruit is rare. 

Our Bolivia and 
Nepal projects are on a 
seven-year time!ine. We 
are halfway to our goal 
of ma.king them self
sustaining by 2005. In 
order to accomplish this, 
we work: closely with 
partner organizations in 
each country and train 
farmers to be project 
coordinators and teachers 
for their local areas. 

A family watering in a new apple tree 
below their house. Torpa village, 

Hum/a, Nepal. 

Scion sources (varietal wood) for on-site propagation are in place, and we 
have established rootstock nurseries at project sites ID provide locally 
available hardy rootstock of both native and domestic varieties. 

Once parent stock is established in these areas, the project 
infrastructure is in place, and local people trained, a project can be 
operated at minimal cost. Since local people are most adept at facilitating 
work: in their areas, a given project will also be run more effectively, 
thus reaching more people. · 

As we work toward the goal of self-sustaining projects, we are 
introduci.JJg projects to other areas of Nepal and Bolivia. We intend to 
bring these newer projects to a self-sustaining level by 2'>05 as well. 

I hope to return to these areas when I am an old man and see well-fed 
children climbing in the branches of large apple trees in every village, a 
well-established, widespread, self-sustaining addition to the agriculnm; , 
of each region. 

At home in Bolinas, I can also see the profound effect of this work on 
the volunteers who each year gather first tu lift 1,000 seedlings from the 
nursery beds, then, over the course or sev,eral weekends, 10 graft a new 
crop to replace the trres being shipped. And later there is the planting and 
mulching and watering in. Our oldest volunteer is 76, our youngest iv 4. 

Men and womi:n, young and 
old, all join in the task of 
providing for communities 
less fortunate than our own. 
These are 1101 abstract 
models or economic 
constructs that are difficult to 
Wlderstand. This is up close 
and personal, with your 
hands in the soil, caring for 
Ii ving p 1 an ts that transport 

StuhtJ in the California nursery. our care and hope to hungry 
peop]e. 

Again and again I have read in letters from our donors and heard in the 
conversations of our volunteers: "Yes! This is the way it sb.ould be done. 
Simple and direct., from our hands to yoUT hands, working together." 

We invite you to joill us. ..1 



BioSculpture some of the mosses growing on them! 

Jackie IJrookner Joins Art with Ecology 

As we reached each sculpture, Jackie 
!Urned on the recirculation system to 
demonstrate the different ways in which 
water was delivered. It was fascinating to 
watch water creep across the surfaces, tiny 
rivulets causing the mosses in their path to 
bloom into life. She passed me a 
magnifying glass to examine the process 
more closely. I commented that children 
must love the sculptures, and she replied 
that people of all ages seemed to be 
entranced by them. Once she came across 
an old man, staring motionless at a 
particular spot on one of the biosculptures; 
as if he bad become transfixed there as a 
young man, and grown hunched and old 

Phil Forsyth 

0 n a cold, rainy day last winte,, I 
went tu visit J ackie Brookoer's 
studio in SoHo. Jackie is a 

sculptor and a professor at Parsons School 
of Design who has pioneered some 
unusual sculptllral forms that employ 
plants as part of their surface textures. She 
was introduced to me by my allnt Rya11, 
who has li ved in the Village for almost 
thirty years and knows an astowding array 

of artists and unusual characters. 
J ackie's space was filled with the 

quiet energy of creation and a sense 
of serenity uncomm011 in the city. She 
seerned a patient and positive soul 
and certainly a welcomil'lg host. We 
sipp ed tea and compared our pers onal 
nistories: we had both been raised i11 
the same neighborhood in 
Providence, Rhode Island. I described 
to her my project at the Wyckoff 
Famihouse (a s,nalljar,n in Broolclyn 
with!vew York 's oicjestbuilding: See 
PCA 49). and she suggested some 
sources of historical information. 

We soon moved 011 to the studio. 
The space was filled with sculJJtures 
of different kinds; I was surprised to f111d 
myself as much dra~ to the other pieces 
as to the bio sclllptures I had come 
specifically to see. Her explication of each 
group of sculptures unfolded as a narrative. 
revealing the evolution of the biosculpture 
concept. Jackie's art had always been 
abollt earth, nature, anrl culture. 

The bi osculpture process began with a 
project called ''Of Earth and Cotton." This 
involved Jackie's travelling through the 
South: she interviewed aging cotton
pickers, molding sculptures of their feet 
with clay from the very fields tlJey had once 
worked. The clay/earthen theme carried 
through another sculpture series in which 
she fashioned earthen chairs in the shape of 
giant tongues (these were amazingly 
comfortab le!). A friend of hers had then 
suggested to grow moss on the chairs, and 
from thls idea biosculpture was bom. 

There were five or six. different bio
sculptures in the half of the room closest to 

the soutb-facU1g windows. For these projects, 
Jackie bad explored her interest in biology; 
she work ed closely with a number of 
experts in the field. Essentially, the idea 
has been to create living sculptures that 
also fun ction to purify polluted water. 
Jackie places mosses, Ii veiworts, and other 
moisture-loving plants so they take root on 
an earthen fonn . When water passes over 
the sculpture's sud ace, the plants and 

associ-ated bacteria clean the water of · 
pollutants. The sculptures are biogeochemi
cal filters that function ecologically, 
aesth.etically, and ltlelaphorical)y. 

There were a nwnber of different 
biosculpnues oo djsplay, each an 
ex.perimea.t with different forms, plants, 
and water delivery methods. The largest, 
titled "Prima Lingua," also in the shape of 
a broad to11gue. displayed a mosaic of 
different plant species which created a 
painting in shades, tones, and textures of 
green. Stullned by the aesthetic chann of 
the arrangement, [ asked her if the mosaic 
had been designed. She replied that the 
pattern had evolved on its own, Iler only 
input being to trim back the more 
aggressive species occasionally. Some of 
the other sculptmes , in a series called "I'm 
You," took u.nusual ringed shapes that 
looked vaguely like sb. .fingered hands. 
, She explained that these shapes were ba$ed 
upon the microscopic cell fonnalions of 

under its spell, like some 
strange character from 
Greek myth. At the same 
time there had been a 
group of children playing 
where the water was 
dripping into the collecting 
pool at its base. 

After we had finished 
the studio tour, Jackie 
described to me some of 
her other biosculpture 
projects, completed or 
pending. In 2001 the town 
of Grossenhain, Germany 
(near Dresden) 
commissioned her to 

create a work she titled "The Gift of 
Water." This biosculpture of two mossy, 
cupped hands is part of a remarkable new 
public swimming complex, where the pool 
water is filtered entirely by wetland plants 
withou t the use of chlorine or other 
chemicals. One of her latest endeavors is 
part of a biofilter for the Salway Park 
W eUand and Storm water Filtration Project 
in Cincinnati , Ohio. There, working with a 
variety of partners, she is creating a series 
of biosculptures and wetland habitats that 
will filter runoff from parking lots, 
sidewalks, and ballfields before it enters 
Mill Creek After collecting in a small 
plaza, tbe stormwater will pour into a 
stream of biosculptures , over "schools" of 
hands that gradually transform into fish as 
the stream flows toward the Creek. 

In West Palm Beach, Aorida, she is 
contributing "Elder' s Cove," a thirteen~ 
foot biosculpture, to the redevelopment of 
Dreher Park. Paying homage to Seminole 
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history, the sculpture will be a focal point amidst eight acres of 
interconnecting Jakes and dry retention ponds being built to catch, 
bold, and drain stormwater within this large regional urban park. 

Finally, here in New York, Jackie is working on a proposal for 
a large outdoor wall sculpture-to filter stonnwater runoff from 
adjacent rooftops-that will be a centerpiece of the developing 
Jardin del Paraiso community garden on the Lower East Side. The 
image of the sculpture will incorporate the same hand-like micro
scopic moss structures as in 'Tm You." These will be 111D1ed with 
elements based on the hands of children from the garden community. 

Jackie and I discussed our feelings about the global 
environmental crisis, and discovered similarities in how we 
perceive our role in its possible resolution. While Jackie brings 
practical ecological function to art, I see an opportunity, through 
my background in landscape design, to bring art and aesthetics to 
the permaculture movement. In this way, we are both edge
dwellers, providing larger communities access to the world of 
ecological design through the use of art. 

I would like to posit that Jackie Brookner is one sort of person 

Alice Kidd 
Good ideas take work, I have found. And grand ideas take a loi 

of work. An idea taldng lots of my time and effort is the notion that 
we are al! connected, that we share this planet with other species, 
and that we need to learn to live within· our own ecosystem. 

This is the story of an experience with a young bear that 
brought me up short, nose-to-nose with the difficult work of 
living up to this belief. Close encounters with our wild neighbours 
are often filled with. fear and dread and this was no exception. 

. Yet I also found beauty in a young wild creature, and a startling 
empathy, and I wouldn't have missed the meeting for the world. 

For three days last summer we were visited by a bear. S/he 
was probably a yearling, not very big. If you had thrown us both 
in the water I would probably have emerged looking fatter but no 
taller. S/he came for a visit to our compost pile and was seen by 
several neighbours in the days that foUowed. My partner was 
away at the time, repairing a tractor to bring home. I was alone 
with the dog, the cat, and the chickens. 

The first moming I found the chicken-pen door open, with 
most of the chlck:ens hiding in the coop, and several more birds 
outside the fence. There were small pil~s of feathers-wh.ite and 
brown-in the pen. Hiding in the coop was the big, fierce rooster 
I had been unhappy with since he attacked me two weeks before. 
His diminished tail told me that his karma had come quickly .. 

While trying to catch the escaped ch.iclcens, and watching my 
dog Micah chase them, I had some hard thoughts about the dog. 
In our neighbourhood, chicken killing is a capital offense. I really 
didn't want to kill my dog but I was seriously concerned that he 
had developed bad habits. I was relieved to discover my error as I 
watched Micah hunt but not injure a hen. He chased her all over 
the property before bringing her to ground in a hollow down by 
the river. He held her there by sheer force of will until I came to 
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the pennaculture movement would do well to "frnm strategic 
partnerships with''. as Michael Kramer suggests in his "Challenge 
to the Movement." (PCA #49). Her work or the work of other 
ecological artists would make a powerful focal point for any 
perrnaculture demonstration site. Good art can successfully convey 
a message or :.way minds and hearts where words and abstract 
ideas might fail. We desperately need to make a greater impact on 
.American society; art is one way we might hope to do so. Ii 

''The major theme of my work is that humans are part of larger 
natural patterns and are dependent upon the natural systems that 
support our lives. The images I use are intended to foster conscious 
understanding of th is and to instill an emotional connection to 
nature and a sense of literal kinship." -Jackie Brookner 

Phil Forsyth is the caretaker and gardener for Wyckoff House, nn 
historicfann and botanical center in Brooklyn, New York. 
Contact him at p4forsyth@yahoo.com. Jackie Brooker's art may 
be viewed at iackiebrookner.net. 

pick her up. The hen was completely unhurt, and quickly got 
back to the business of being a chicken. Micah had every 
opportunity to catch and kill several other birds but didn't do so. 
The puzzle of tile open chicken-pen door remained a mystery. 

Primal instincts 
A few hours later the dog and I spied a young bear eating a 

dead chicken on the driveway. With Micah barking furiously and 
cliarging to within ten feet of the bear, I grabbed a snort board 
lying beside the house and raised it over my head, trying to 
appear as large and tall as possible. Thoroughly frightened for 
Micah, and for myself, hlanced behind the dog-and-bear act. 
picking up small rocks to throw and trying to keep my distance. 
This was a challenge as they couldn't decide who was chasing 
whom much of the time. They raced toward me and raced away 
again several times. Taking advantage of higher ground, I got in a 
few lucky shots with the rocks, and the bear began to back away. 
Out of my mouth came a banshee wail from some other life! The 
rout was complete; the poor bear disappeared into the trees. 

Frustrated but evidently not discouraged, s/he returned about a 
half-hour later looking for her kill, but we had disposed of the dead 
bird. Again the dog and I worked to persuade her to go on her way. 
F'or the rest of the day neighbours worked down by the river. and 
as far as I know the bear did not return. 

The next day, thinking the bear was gone, I let the chickens 
out of the coop and into the pen. An hour later when I went to 
check for eggs, the bear was in the pen, eating another chicken. 
The dog and I chased her off again and confiscated the dead bird. 
This time s/he wasn't so happy to leave, and was back beside the 
pen minutes later. We used our intimidation tactics and l heaved 
a sigh of relief to see her jump in the river and swim away. 



Several 
hours later 
the bear was 
in the chicken 
yard for the 
third time 
eating anoth~r 
chicken. This 
time the small 
chicken door 
had fallen 
closed and 
mostoftlle 
hens were 

trapped <>Utside the coop watching the carnage. T)le rooster-:--who 
has now been totally redeemed in my eyes--,-showed further 
injuries, but Ile was still trying to rule t.lle flock:. While herding 
the chickens back int<> the safety of the coop I let one escape, and 
in the confusiol\ I forgot about her. Micah and I once. aga in 
worked <>trr threat magic, and the bear seemed to-go·away. But a 
few mimites later [ watched her catcb t.lle escaped bird down by 
the river and ltaul it off to the swal!lp for .i snack.. This time l 
made sure there were boards or tools at every doorway before I 
went back to my cbores. Micah spent the late evening and night 
rousing frequently to patrol the property and bark intruders away. 

In the morning 1 fou11d that the bear had come back--,-two 
windows propped up agai11st the chicken :ho-use had been knocked 
over, breaking tl1e glass, a:nd the compost pile was disturbed-but 
there were no other signs. This time I left the birds in their coop 
and fed and watered them inside . No more freedom for them until 
the bear was dealt with. About noon I noticed the bear thro\lgh 
the front window. l grabbed my trusty pitchfork and h.eaded 
outside with Micah A lot of barking , large displays with the 
pitchfork, and several banshee wajls later, the bear was running 
off up the hill away from our place . 

Ti1nordei ... 
I spent three days dealing directly with that bear, cleaning up 

after her intrusions, trying to keep on with daily life. During the 
beareucounte rs I hadn't much time to thiJ!k.. And I was very 
afraid. Part of my fear was for the bear, "you beautiful, stupid 
idiot, someone is bound to shoot you if you don't stop harassing 
people and their animals ." Some fe.u was for my dog, "Don't get 
so close, s/he could kill you with one swipe. " Some fear was for 
the chickens; the rooster was so brave, and lost some feathers and 
skin in consequence. The hens were very wily but I w.atche<l who 
wins when a chicken is alone with a bear. But much of my fear 
was personal_ "How close can I get and still be safe?" "Micah, 
don't get so close, and don't provoke her to ch.arge back at me." 

I experienced a great deal of regret. "Why didn't I train my 
dog better to pay attention to me?" Why didn't I close up the 
chickens in the first place?" ·"Why have I helped train this poor 
bear that there is good food here?" 

.. . principia sapientiae 
It was long afterward before I began to think about ''the next 

tim e." Turning regret into foresight was a protracted process. 

Why didn't I ask for help? Would a stronger pen have kept the 
bear out? (The chicken wire walls just crumbled when s/he 
leaned on them). Should I close up the chicken door every night? 
What can we do with fresh chicken manure on the compost pile 
so as not to attract more bears. Is there a timing issue: when they 
have just emerged from hibernation and are desperate for food? 
What about yearlings who linger down in the valleys later in the 
season than the rest of the bears? Are our garbage practices good 
enough ? I have so many questions! 

Several days later the bear hadn't returned, but my partner was 
home and we began to think about future meetings with bears. We 
recognize that we live in one of the few places wild animaJs have 
left. It is very probable that our home is actually a wildlife "high
way," the route many animals take through the valley between 
one ridge and the next. That means extra respon •sibility for us to 
ensure that we share this place with our non-human neighbours. 

After sharing stories of our time apart, my partner and I both 
regretted that we hadn't been better prepared. We contributed to 
the situation in many ways. We talked about all the things we 
could have done b etter. I recalled my latest mantra - "We only 

·1ook back to decide how to d_o better the next time." 
So, J went off to town to pick up some bear spray. We agreed 

the new tractor would make it easier to ensure that the compost is 
well treated so that it doesn't attract wild animals to the yard. We 
also resolved to rebuild the chicken pen so that it would be harder 
for a bear or another large animal to catch our chickens easily, 
and I beg.an planniog some bush plantings around the back to 
make animal traffic less likely. 

I haven't yet come up with a plan to re-train my dog to more 
rapid obedience , but it's on my list. 

A week after the events recorded above, our bear story was 
pretty much complete. S/he had been "hanging around" the 
neighbourhood for some weeks, grazing in the fields, visiting 
homesteads and compost bins. At one neighbour's house three 
chickens were killed, at another the beehives were broken into. 
The bear met her end, shot by a man down the road a few days 
after we ran her off. For some of my neighbours that is what you 
do with problem bears. It certainly made it easier for me to let the 
chickens out of the coop ioto their pen again. I can understand the 
economy of the killing. It's done, the bear is dealt with. 

At the same time my partner and I felt good about our thinking 
and planning for future bear encounters. We will follow through 
on our plans. Most of our concern has been to ensure that fewer 
and fewer bears become "bad bears, problem bears." We have 
been talking with the neighbours in ones and twos , trading bear 
stories, asking for their insights about co~post, garbage, live stock, 
and bears. What we had hoped for is emerging, a general 
consensus on preventive behaviour, suggestions for minimizing the 
impact on the bears. I'd like to think that this bear did not die in 
vain, that we will create few er "bad bears " in the future. ~ 

Alice Kidd has been a bioregional activist, writer, and 
homesteader in the interior of British Columbia for over 25 
years. A mammal with an affinity for coyotes and ravens, her 
current focus is 011 improving relations with her non-human 
neighbors. Write her at ravensister@yalakom.com. 
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Reviews 
Everything You Ever 
Needed to Know about 
Community ..• 
But Didn't Know to Ask 
Review by Peter iBane 

DIANA LEAFE CHRISTIAN 
Creanng a Life Together 
Practical tools to grow ecovillages 
and intentional communities 
New Society Publishers. Gabriola Island, 
BC.2003. 
250 pp + xx. paper. $22.95 US, $32.95 
Canadian. 
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HI hadn't learned much of what Diana 
Christian writes about in Creating a Life 
Together by actually founding and living in an 
intentional community for the past nine years, I 
think I would have gone slightly crazy trying to 
absorb the vast range of knowledge she 
presents here by reading it 1 know that I could 
never have written a book of this scope on this 
subject, but I am glad that she bas, because 
many people will benefit from it 

This is not ligbtreadiug. Despite Diana's 
remarkable ability to explain complex subjects in 
matter-of-fact language and to 11se homely 
analogies to illuminate abstruse aspects of 
business and legal esoterica, only those dedicated 
to creating or man@glllg successful communities 
will bear up under the density of the subject. For 
those of us with this unusual predilection, the 
book is a godsend. Weighing in at just over one 
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pound and 250 pages, with an attractive cover 
and a light-hearted title, you might be fooled into 
thinking this was a feel-good story about having 
fun with your friends. Not. It is a serious book in 
a sprigh ti y sty le that packs a wallop! The 
committed reader will be months digesting what 
is condensed in these pages. 

Written on the thesis that nine of ten recent 
community start-up efforts have failed, and that 
those failures have an identifiable group of 
causes in common, Diana looked at the 
successful ten percent to see bow they had, ill 
various ways dealt with the issues that had 
brought the other, mostly well-intended, hai:d
working, or reasonably capitalized groups to 
grief. Then sh~ wrote a book ex:plaiuing what 
was esseoti al to the process and ill ll5trated it with 
examples from the communines that persisted. 

The factors cntical to success with 
inteationaJ COlllillurucy are n11D1erous, and any 
short list I would give risks leaving out_ 
something. For a really thorough checklist you 
will need to read the book, however, some 
things stand out: vision, timing, the characler 
of founding members and their skills, legal 
structures for owning land, financing the 
purchase of Jana and infrastructure, 
communication skills, screening new members 
for psychologicitl fitness, writing good 
documents and agreements, choosing a process 
for group decision makmg, shanng power 
effectively, dealing with local authorities and 
regulations, making a good land choice, 
intelligent planning, creating an ongoing 
internal economy, and managing conflict In 
each of these areas the author has reviewed the 
experience of seven successful intentionn1 
commuruties founded in the 1990s and given 
accounts of how several have adapted 
effectively to each challenge. 

The wealth of knowledge on which the 
book rests is considerable and has only heen 
possible for a few people to approximate during 
the past decade. Diana Christian has been able 
to synthesize this large field of legal, business, 
and psychological information became she has 
studied it and has been m contact with 
communitarians of all persuasions for the past 
ten years as editor of Communities Magazine. 

Most of the people Ill America wbo leam 
the kinds of things Creating a Life Together 
reveals are called developers. They are a small 
sliver of the society, mostly highly paid. They 
make it their business to know about land 
values; the cost of roads, utilities, and housing 
infrastructure; zoning regulations; and how to 
get aJoog with local government officials. They 
know about tax codes, corporate structures, 
finances, and contracts. But even they don't 
know the half of what's here. The half the 
conventional real estate developers mostly 
don't know are all the aspects of a new 
democratic culture that intentional 

communities have been pioneering for tIUUJY 
decades, let alone the ecological insights that 
ecovillages have brought to the communities 
movement during the past t,5 years. 

Relying primarily on the experience of 
Earthaven Ecovillage for the bulk of her 
slender chapter on ecological planning, Diana 
gives a goocl overview of a subject which 
deserves broader research and more thorough 
understanding by community founders and 
managers. Of the three legs on which the book 
restll, finance and Jaw, ecological design, and 
group psychology, this is certainly the shortest 
and tbe one which I would urge its readers to 
e11:plore further. Nevertheless, the infonna9on 
here wiil serve as a fair introduction to a 
complex and Jittle-understood subject which 
bas many pennutations in conunllllicy. Like 
Chapter 8 on Legal Structures (the sbortest in 
the book), which concludes by recommending 
that erstwhile community founders get a good 
lawyer, Chapter 13 on Developing Sustainab]e 
Hum.an Settlements (the second slioctest) might 
better have concluded by suggesting that 
forming communities seek permacul.ture design 
consultancy early in thell" planning process, 
rather than leave to chance or inspiration tlle 
hope of success engendered by telling 
Earthaven's relatively upbeat story. 

To have mastered and written a coherent 
manual that encompasses these diverse areas of 
knowledge and makes them democratically 
accessible and user friendly is impressive. This 
is quite literally a do-it-with-friends handbook 
for community fo11nders. {Or as the author 
would point out, maybe don't do it with 
friends. but do do it with sane and mature 
people who share your values and visions, and 
bave complementary skills to your own.) 

Useful also to anyone alieady involved 
with community, Creating a Life Together wilr 
be the prime reference in its field for many 
years to come. _ ,1 

A Mapmaker's New World 
Review by Peter Bane 

ROBERT G. BAILEY 
Ecoregion-Based Design for 
Sustainability 
Springer-Verlag. New York. 2002. 
175 Fifth Avenue, NYC 10010 
www.sprin~er-ny.com 
222 pp. illus. hardcover, $119. paper, 
$49.95. 

This slender and colorful volume completes 
a trilogy of works by Robert Bailey addressing 
the concepts of Ecosystem Geography (1996) 
and Ecoregioru (1998), and how our working 
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Transforming Food Production in Cuba 
edited by Fernando Funes, luis Garcia, Martin Bourque, 
Nilda Perez, and Peter Rosset 
Cuban researchers describe a successful nation-scale 
conversion to organic agri cu Ltu re a~er their economy 
kicked its petroleum "habit'' cold-turkey in 1991. Detailed, 
thorough, and amazing. With valuable lessons for the U.S. 
(2002) Sl9.00, 307 pp. paper. illus. tables. 

THE POWER OF DUCK 
by Ta kao Furuno 
Ducks and Rice were made for each otlier. Careful. 
well illustrated, meticulously tested and documented 
description of a working integrated organic d ucl<-rice
azolla-fish polycultu re for paddy, yielding $75,000/yr. 
from five acres in Japan. A pattern for domestic food 
security for half the world. Large format. 
(2001) $24 .00, 94 pp. + 4 color plat es. paper. illus. 

SEED TO SEED, 2nd Ed.: Seed Saving and 
Growing Techniques for Vegetable tiardeners 
by Suzanne Ashworth 
The best single-volume guide to saving our veg
etable heritage. Revised to in du de seed-starting. 
Discusses techniques, and references botanical 
classification, pollination, crossing and isolation, 
seed production, harvest, processing, and viability 
for more than 150 common vegetables and herbs. 
2nd ed. (200 2) $25.00, 228 pp. paper. illus. 
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GROWING FOOD 
in the SOUTHWEST 
MOUNTAINS 

FOUR-SEASON HARVEST 
by Eliot Coleman 
Using simple techniques and goo 
design the author grows and eat! 
abundant fresh food 12 months c 
the year in Maine. An excellent 
resource for cold climate garden
ers, with crop profiles and a step 
by-step illustration of methods. 
2nd ed. (1996) $2:i, 272 pp. pap. illu 

by Lisa Rayner with illustra
tions by Zackery Zdinak 
A perrnaculture garden primer 
for the Four Corners region. Covers ordinary and unusual 
crops, planting and ha1Vest calendars, frost- and drought
tolerance, water management, sun, wind, birds & insects. 
(2002) $13.00, 128 pp. paper. illus. 

PLAN TS FOR A FUTURE 
Edible & U sefu l Plants for a Healthier World 

b~ Ken Fern 
THE book for temperate climate gardeners. Useful 
trees, shrubs, plants for shade, water plants, peren
nial vegetables, hedges, ground covers, and mo re. 
Describes plant characteristics and cu ltu ra l require
ments in depth. Cross references uses and habitats. 
(1997) $30.00, 300 PJJ +- 16 color plates. paper. illus. 

CORN UCO PIA II: A Source book of Edible Plant! 
by Stephen Facciol; 

Lists 3,000+ species with all commercially available cultivars, see< 
sources, plants, descriptions, uses, cultural notes, food products. 0 

unsurpassed value to Landscape and garden designers 

Agriculture & Ecology 
BREED YOUR OWfi VEGETABLE VARIETIES 
A. Gardener's 8t Farmer's Guicle to Plant Breeding & Seed Saving 
by Carol Deppe 
An authoritative, easy-to-understand guide to plant breeding for the 
home gardener. Take control of your food supply starting with genetics! 
Stabilize hybrids; dorn esticate wild plants; select for flavor, size, shape, 
color, or liardi ness. Explains all major breeding methods clearly. 
(2000) $28.00, 284 pp. paper. 1.~., 
,~~~4 
~~ 

DAY RANGE POULTRY 
Every Chicken Owner's Guide to Grazing 
Gardens & Improvin!) Pasture 
by Andy Lee and Patricia Foreman 
Raising chickens and turkeys on range: brood
ing, feeds, fences, shelter, p races sing meat, 
predator protection, and how to make it pay. 
(2002) $22.00, 308 pp. paper. illus. 

2nd ed. (1998) $45.00, 713 pp. paper 

INSECTS & GARDENS 
In Pursuit of a Garden Ecology 
by Eric Grissell, photos by Carll Goodpasture 
Brilliant photos and witty text make this a 
top-notch overview of insects and their role 
in the garden. Learn insect reproduction anc 
feeding strategies to improve garden ecolog~ 
(2001) S30.00, 340 pp. cloth. illus. color photos 

THE LOST LANGUAGE OF PLANTS 
The Ecological Importance 
of Plant Medicines to Life on Earth 
by Stephen Harrod Buhner 
A brilliant exploration of plant medicine 
and a startling expose of the costs of our 
alienation from and ignorance of the living 
world. Personal, elegaic, and captivating. 
(2002) $20.00, 325 pp. paper. illus. 

Visit our Website
permacultureactivist.net 
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INTRODUCTION TO PERMACULTURE PERMACULTURE: A Designers' Manual 

by Bill Mollison and Reny Mia Slay 
The basic argument for permanent agricul
ture: how to feed and house yourself in 
any climate with least use of land, energy, 
and repetitive labor. Follows the Design 
Course syllabus. Replaces Pc I and II. 
2nd ed. (1994) $24.00, 218 pp. paper. illus. 

INTRODUCCION a la PERMACULTURA 
por Bill Mollison con Reny Mia Slay 
Principios y ejemplos para disenar pueblos, 
casas, y huertos sostenibles. Traducido de 
la edicion ingles original, contiene las 
mismas ilustraciones y listas de plantas y 
tambien un glosario de palabras que son 
Ctnicas en la Perrnacultura. 
( 19 94) $ 28 .00, 2 02 pp. papel. illus. 

PERMACULTURE TEACHERS' GUIDE 
edited by Andrew Goldring 
Invaluable essays on Permaculture teach
ing curricula and methods with many 
sample lesson plans for a wide range of 
subjects. Written by 8 ritain's best teach
ers, this well-organized compendium is 
easy to use and will be helpful to new and 
experienced teachers alike. Many valuable 
resources are listed. 
(2000) $45.00, 312 pp. paper. illus. 

Design & Teaching 
PERMACU LTU RE: Principles & 
Pathways Beyond Sustainability 
by David Holmgren 

by Bill Mollison 
A global sourcebook for creating cultivated 
ecosystems in all climates and landforms. 
Lucid illustrations by Andrew Jeeves bring 
Mollison's concepts to life. Offers essential, 
in-depth treatment of earth repair and 
practical design in spare & powerful prose. 
(1990 ) $ 65. 00, 576 pp. hardbound. illus. 

PERMActrLTURE 

GAIA'S GARDEN 

TEACHER'S NOTES 
Earth User's Guide to Permaculture 
by Rosemary Morrow 
This essential guide supplies overview, learn
ing objectives, suggested graphics, syllabus 
content, activities, resources, and references 
for 40 subjects from ethics, ecology, and 
climate through creative problem solving, 
bioregions, amd suburban Permaculture. 
{1997) $17.00, 160 pp. paper. illus. 

A Guide to Home-Scale Permaculture 

by Toby Hemenway 
f\ practical and user friendly guide to back 
yard permaculture with examples from US 
sites. Soil Building, Water. Management, 
Choice of Plants, Guilds, Forest Gardening & 
more. Excellent tables and references. 
(2001) $25.00, 238 pp. pa per. illus. 

,..;~,:"?-~i.,i::.:"« BOUNDARIES OF HOME 

~ lft•1)1jl t;.:: :d~:e~i~: ::~
9
L:~::le:mpowerment 

'~f,'..~f';f{Y.t'lltfJ1: Mapping is the first step in reclaiming the 
-';·.---,~,,.,., ·''f · · h L d f h 19 -~i~l)it-~f.-. _. territory. Env1S1on t e an scape o ome: 

A powerful re-organization of Pc principles 
by its junior co-author, this startling look 

~.!'.f.._,,.,f"'~.rr../· passionate essays on bioregional mapping give 

. 
" :,·~-/~:; theory & examples from 

. , _,.,,. ~ . city and country. Info on 
at the implications of "energy descent" puts 
Permaculture at the center of global debate. 
(2002) $28.00, 286 pp. paper.illus. 

also by David Holmgren-
Collected Writing 1978-2000 

GIS, resource assessments. 
(1993) $10.00, 138 pp. paper. illus. 

I ,DA'IIDRg!!!illll . THE BREAKDOWN OF NATIONS 
_ by Leopold Kohr 

These 28 magazine articles, conference papers, public lectures. etc., 
show deep insight into the evolution of the PermacultLne concept. 
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(2002) $19.DO, CD_ROM Mac/Windows 

A PATTERN LANGUAGE 
Towns • Buildings • Construction 

by Christopher Alexander, 
Sara Ishikawa & Murray Silverstein, et al. 
The bible of human-scale design for the built envi
ronment. A paradigm-shifting book and a m1Jst-have 
for all serious designers. 
(1977) $65.00, 1177pp. cloth. illus. 

PERMACULTURE IN A NUTSHELL 
by Patrick Whitefield 

An excellent primer for introducing Pc to friends, this 
book draws on the best examples in Britain and 

elsewhere to show how and why perrnaculture works. 
2nd ed. (1997) $9.00, 80 pp. paper. illus. 

A classic source text for bioregional thinkers: 
erudite and witty. Defines the age-old problems 
of power in terms of scale: Divide and prosper! 

(2001) $15.00, 256 pp. paper. illus. 

The Permaculture Activist 
Post Office Box 1209 

Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 
Payment must accompany order. Please add shipping: 

Video shipping: 1 item, $4. 2 - 3 items, $6. 
US book orders, 10% shipping, minimum $2. 

Canadian shipments, please add 15%, minimum $3. 
Other foreign shipments, add 20%, minimum $5. 

NC residents please add sales tax. 



knowledge of lan.dscapes might be enh~nced by 
reconceptualizing their boundaries. 

A geographer with the US Forest Service, 
based in Fort Collins, Colorado, Bailey's love 
affair with the western US shines through in 
the book's many fmecolorphotog111phs and 
period postcard images of Boulder Dam. Taos 
Puebio, and other landrnarks. These and the 
clear color illustrations by Lev Ropes add great 
deprJ:i and <;:oltural interest to the author's 
sweeping and cornpreheosive o.rgument. 

.Written primarily as a teaching text, 

Ecoregi<Jn-Based Design presents a broad 
panorama of tectonic and biotic fortes that, 
interacting uniquely in each place. give the 
regions of the world their particular character. 
By examining regimes of vegetation :and 
geology, Bailey argues, we will di.scover 
regional identities, palpable to tl!e senses ;md to 
ecological science, that escape the notice of 
governments and the more conventio11al 
academic divisions of knowledge, butwhich 
hold the key to creating a. sustainable future. 

Though rnuch of the 11nderlyiag ugument 
for the value of ecoregions was developed in 
the earlier voh1mes of this series, the author 
recapitulates the main lines sufficiently that 
this work stands alone as a coherent case for 
changing our thinking about people's pince in 
the world. 

Students of permaculture design will benefit 
greatly from Bailey's building a bridge between 
the scientific worlds of ecology, geography, and 
cartography with a layperson 's 2ppreciation of 
both lived and mytruc places. Key ecological 
tenns are highlighted in bold type throughout 
the text. and many concepts fundamental to 
integrative design are carefu Uy explained and 
illustrated. For example, he describes the 
interaction of forests with snowfields to show 
how a mosaic of different environments acts 
differently than the component parts alone. 
Forests, gathering solar energy, accelerate snow 
melt at their edges, but also retard runoff, both 
important factors in design for water supply , 

avalanche and flood control, home heating, and 
many other human systems. 

Reading this book would be enhanced by 
study of Boiley's "Ecoregions Map of North 
America,., first pll.b\ished in 1981 by US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, and revised and re-issued 
by the US Forest Service in 1997 (Misc. Publ. 
1548), and of the Descriptions of t1ie 
Eco regions of the United States, also from the 
Forest Service (Misc . Publ.1391). A small
scale map of the world' s ecoregions appears as 
Figure 3. 13 in Ecoregio11-Based Design, as do 
various small-scale maps of US and North 
AmeriC.lfl ecoregions. 

With a long-standmg love of geography and 
maps, ruid n professional interest in ecological 
design, I came to this book disposed to favor it. 
l was p !easantl_y surp rised to discover the 
e~tent to which Bailey's study has overlapped 
my own. His bibliography is a trove of 
wonderful reading , including, along with many 
academic works, the more familiar pillars of 
populist landscape desi.gn: William Morris, 
Lewis Mu!llford, Frank L1oyd Wright, Ian 
Mcllarg, Christopher Alexander, J . Kunstler, 
Stu.rut Brand, Sim Van der Ryn, and B ill 
Mollison. Less ex:pected but equally welcome, 
I found there other deep explorers of cu]tu..-e 
and place: Chellis Glendenning, Bill Bryson, 
Mike Davis, and Willia m Least Heat Moon. 

The American West is abroad domain where 
developinentofhuman settlements ms· 
dramatically altered the natural landscape and 
continues to push intensely against resource 
l imils~ It should be no SI.Uprise then to find that 
Bai1ey. who has !hied and worked across the 
West, concludes his book with a plea to u:Match 
Development to the Limits of the Regions Whert 
Vie Live ... Milking only a few suggestions as to 
whatlhat might actually look like. the author 
stops far short of writing a mamaaf of design. In 
this way the title may mislead slightly, for the 
concept of Ecoregions gives us only a starting 
point, al~it a c:i:itically important basis, for 
creating t1te sustainable human settlements the 
21st centu?y demands ofus. 

I learned a great deal from the author's vast 
knowledge (he has worked in public service 
geography for nearly 40 years) and thoughtful 
exposition of important coocepts, and I enjoyed 
his willingn.ess to advocate for ecological 
literacy and for cdib]e landscaping everywhere. 
The book i.s enormously enriched not only by 
Bailey's knowledge, but by his passion for 
places of character. He argues compellingly for 
the New Urbanism as an a ttempt to recreate a 
humane geography that Bailey (along with 
so'me others of us) knew as a youngster: 
"compact American towns built from the 1890s 
to 1930, with narrow streets, small lots. closely 
spaced houses located close to the street, mixed 
residential and commercial uses. and plentiful 
public spaces." Many charming personal notes 

from his life and work grace the book. 1 
recommend Ecoregion-Based Design for 
S11stai11ability highly to Pennaculture teachers 
and designers and to everyone with an interest 
in creating a better quality of life. 

I must remark on some disappointing aspects 
of this rich and fascinating work. The author is 
not a great writer. He uses a simple style that 
is, perhaps because of the book's intended 
academic market, stodgier than it needs to be. 
Words are many times repeated uselessly and 
some examples are cited more than once with 
little vllriation in text. At times syntax deteri
orates disconcertingly, suggesting poor editing. 
Also, a table of the 93 excellent illustrations 
would have been helpful to the reader. 

Shocking in a book that sells for over a 
hundred dollars (hardbound), the typography is 
dismal! Articles ("the," "a,") are dropped 
inappropriately; spelling errors abound: 
"perrenial" (the hind end of a dog?). "mozaic," 
••savvanna," and verge comically on the 
Freudian. "drownstream." There are noticeable 
errors in the bibliographic citations, leading me 
to wonder how many of the more obscure 
references might be in error. Place name 
orthography is more than quirky: "Ubekjstan," 
"Taschkent," "Khartum," and "Moskva," are 
identifiable, if weirdly Germanic-looking . 
Since the publisher is the prestigious Gennan 
imprint Spri11ger-Verlag, a division of the 
Bertelsmann media empire, I wondered if this 
wasn't some bizarre new European convention 
that spells names in the manner of their native 
place. But what is to be made of names that are 
spelled by their na.ti ves in Arabic or the Cyrillic 
alphabet? If this is the future of English in a 
global economy. I'd rather it stayed home. 

This reviewer's fussiness aside, persuade 
your library to buy this book (Oh, how [ 
loathe rewarding the publisher's laziness) so 
that you can n:ad and re-read it. It bears a 
careful gleaning. 6. 

Sold Down de Nile 
Review by Peter Bane 

RICHARD HEINBERG 
The Party's Over 
Oil, War and the Fate of 
Industrial Societies 
New Society Publishers. Gabriola Island, 
BC. 2003. 
275 pp. paper. illustrated. 

I couldn't put thls book down. Not because 
I was fascinated by its i.nformation: I know 
virtually every fact the author presents and most 
of his conclusions, but because I have 
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desperately needed for years to have some 
"authority" validate what I know with certainty. 
Th.is is the book to end denial of the oil crisis. 

Heinberg states openly, and supports with 
careful argument and research, that the peak 
production of oil and gas worldwide, if not 
already behind us, will be upon us within 3-12 
years. When it happens, everything will 
change. This, not the arrival of extraterrestrials. 
wi!l be the "singularity" of history predicted by 
the likes of Terence McKenna and ec6oing 
through both traditional (Jrophecies and 
millenial madness. 

l ll !1 

PARTY'S 
OVE R 

Oil, W,,r ,md the Fa1e 
of Industrial Societies 

When the world received its first wake-up call 
to the global resource crisis in 1973, with the 
publication of the Club of Rome report, 
"Limits to Growth," there was stunned 
disbelief, massive skepticism, and a fair 
measure of rational acceptance a11d action 
leading to early innovation in renewable 
energies, resource conservation, and 
sustainable agriculture. Pennaculture itself as a 
conceptual discipline and social movement 
stems from this early awakening. The skeptics 
prevailed however, the course of sanity was 
pusheo to the margins of society, and with the 
elections of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald 
Reagan in 1979 and 1980, a well-orchestrated 
counter-revolution of the industrial world's 
elite gained ascendancy. We will all s0011 be 
reaping the whirlwind of this self-indulgent 
folly by the rich. 

Jfad the road less travelled been adopted by 
the leaders of the world's industrial societies. 
we would today be well into the era of reduced 
human impact on the planet, (Jerhaps a bil!ion 
births (and thus premature deaths) could have 
been avoided, and impact of much of the 
cnvironmenta1 devastation of the past 20 years 
could have been brunted. AJas, Rome burns. 
Nero fiddles. Heinberg's message is not a 
pretty one. He assures us that we cannot go 
through the transition to a smaller, less 
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complex:, potentially sustainable human 
civilization, a traTJSition which is now 
unavoidable, without a lot of human suffering 
and further destruction of the natural world. 
However, he argues, it is better that we face the 
music and begin immediately todo whatever 
we can to conserve the values and resources 
essential to a democratic, peaceful, and 
c:ulturally satisfying future. 

The book i~ itself aJmost breathless in its 
urgency. Hein berg writes well, but he lakes us 
on a capsule tour of world history and ecology 
which is.just barely, absorbable. Kudos to the 
editing on this tcmr de force. The style is not 
lyric, but it is clear and the outline essential to 
understanding where we are today and where 
we are headed. The author hinges his 
arguments on the compelling testimony of a 
group of retired prof~sional petroleum 
geologists with im(Jressive credentials: several 
lifetimes of sterling academic 
accomplishments, worldwide field experience, 

, and fami)arity with the oil giants and with 
governments. He does us the intellectual 
service of presenting the arguments against an 
early end to oil as welL 'Iqere is• not much to be 
said for these however. as on close ei.amination 
they prove to be resting ~n fo.ulcy logic or one 
or another set of illusions. 

The clincher for any last doubts, however, 
should be the by now transpil.llnt adoption of 
the author's basic conclusion by the Bush 
junta. A short review of history shows that we 
have been in the end game for ~ontrol of oil 
resources at leas! since 1979, the year of the 
global peak in world per-ca()ita energy 
production. Gulf War I under George the First 
demonstrated the willingness of the industrial 
elite to intervene militarily to manipulate oil 
markets, while the events of 11 September 
2001 pulled the wraps off the whole Megillah. 
An orchestrated attack on a US city was used 
to consolidate illegitimate political control and 
provide a pretext for unlimited global war over 
resources. Remember the Maine? 

Though it is inimical to the prospects for a 
we!l-manage{! energy descent. people tend to 
move in exactly the wrong direction when they 
are scared, and though the public has been 
artifically terrorized recently, real fears are 
lurking not far beneath the surface as war and 
imploding financial markets destabilize the 
glob al economy. Real shortages of essential 
goods and services (food. heat and cooking 
fuel, transport) will begin to move from the 
Third World to the First over the next few 
years. Conditions for recovery from oil 
indulgence have worsened since 1973: Much tif 
the natural world has been damaged quite 
severely, populations have doubled worldwide, 
traditional agriculture and industry and their 
bases of skills have eroded and will not be 
easily restored, and the political system in the 

United States particularly but also in the other 
major industrial nations has become corrupt and 
sclerotic. Industrial societies and indeed 111ost of 
the world are addicted to cheap energy: addicts 
are notoriously irrational and destructive. 

The Party's Over is written in six chapters. 
The first outlines the energy basis of nature and 
society, it provides an excellent introduction to 
energy and ecology. This basic science is the 
foundation for the Permacu!ture Design cou.rse. 
The second chapter reviews the history of 
civilization from the perspective of energy. 
Chapter Three turns the spotlight to the 
petroleum experts and the meaning of their 
predictions. The fourth chapter surveys 
alternatives to oil, both fossil and renewable, ns 
well as conservation strategies, and what and 
whether they might contribute to stemming the 
debacle. Chapter Five makes a thoughtful 
extrapolation of the impacts of energy decnne 
on various aspects of modem civilization: the 
economy, transport and agriculture, the 
environment and public health, the infonnation 
infrastructure, politics and social movements. 
The final chapter presents strategies and 
recommendations for managing the co]lapse at 
personal. household, com111wiity. national, and 
world scales. 

In the rush to make this urgent case, and 
with the comprehensive overview of history 
and science demanded by his own argument,, 
Heinberg has little time to develop 
sophisticated or detailed approaches to a low
energy future, though his limited suggestions 
are all reasonable and well-chosen. For a guide 
lo where we go from here, [ stro11gly 
recommend David Holmgren's groundbreaking 
book oflast Decembe1: Permaculture: 
Principles and Pathways Beyond Sustainability. 
Hein berg develops and documents the argument 
for energy decline and the collapse of our 
complex civilization. Holmgren takes the case 
for energy descent and societal collapse as a 
given, and discu.sses principled and eco1ogically 
informed respenses. . 

Though not as a main thrust of his 
argument, the author makes an important and 
weighty point about the role of mind in the 
creation and resolution of this crisil. We will. 
he asserts, have to create an economic system 
that is based in ecology-the holistic science of 
the living world- if we are to survive. He 
points out that a system of money economics 
rooted in folk custom and primitive thinking 
from the dawn of civilization has been running 
in parallel if not quite in loclcstep with a 
technology- driven extrapolation of the laws of 
matter and energy for about the past 200 years. 
The infantile money-centered theorists and 
their devotees in business and industry ( or in 
the former Communist countries, in 
government) have largely controlled (or 
appeared to control) the system of matter and 



energy (the industrial economy) up to this 
point, and nave been able to do so because 
some number of doub!ings of energy and 
matter used by burnaru was possible within the 
limits of the laws of nature and lhe only-once
available treasure of fossil fuels on planet 
Earth. The two systems are now bifurcating as 
that ueasure proves inarguably finite: the laws 
of matter are not in danger of breaking down. 
Ile madness of compound interest will soon 
be revealed for what it is: a thin theolo 1;ical 
shilJ for the vain pursllit of eternal life. Lile the 
sorcerer's apprentice, the money economists 
have been blithely co:tnrnanding the brooms to 
carry more and more water, but they (and we as 
horrified witnesses) are about to discover that 
their conceit of control was no more than 
magical child's play compared to the great a11d 
terrible wisdom of Gaia. 

Jump froggy. Now! 

Wilderness Within the Farm 
Review by Micllael Pilarski 

JEFFREY A. MCNEELY and 
SARA J. SCHERR 
EctJagric ulture ~ 
Strtitegies to feed th~ world 
and save wild biodiversity. 
Island Press, .Washingtoo. 2003. 
322 pp. paper. illus. $27 .50. 

This is one of tbe JOOS! important books [ 
have read lately. The authors' main thesis is 

, that biodiversity preservation and improved 
agricultural productivity are not only 
compatible, but mutually reinforcing. The book:. 
gives many case srudies from around the world. 
Many different agricllltural systems are 
contrasted including pennaculture, HRM, and 
other forms of sustainable agriculture. The 
authors conclude that permaculture does not 
enhance productivity much in comparison to 

ecoagriculture. is only fair al restoring 
ecosystem. functions, and does not improve 
wild biodiversity. My guess is thattbe authors 
have not attended a permaculture course or 
looked at permaculture in gnat depth or they 
would give perrnaculture better marks in the 
above categories. Perrnaculture has always 
emphaciz.ed these topics. The authors do credit 
perrnaculture with good marks for 
"sustainability of production." . 

At any rate, I b.ighly recommend this 
book to anyone working in agriculture. There 
is a lot of good infonnation on policy, 
working with various sectors of the 
population, social structures that reinforce 
biodiversity enhancement by farmers, and 

funding mech1U1isms. Restoration and 
biodiversity preservation and enhancement 
are important topics that should be 
considered on every farm. This is an 
impressive work and deserves wide 
circulation at all levels of agriculture 
policymaking. /'l 

But What to Do with Them? 
Review by Peter Bane 

CHARLES 8. HEISER 
Weetfs in My Garden 
Tim be• Press. Portland, OR. 2003. 
www.timberpress.com 
247 pp. cloth. b&w illus. 29 color plates. 
$22.95 

The 140 plants profiled here are 
representative of the many weedy species 
common to eastern and central North America 
(a.nd also distributed across many western 
landscapes). Toe author is Emeritus Professor 
of Botany at Indiana University and the garden 
he refers to is the Botany Experimental Field in 
Bloomington where these plants have been 
found, some deliberately introduced. 

Useful as a survey of common weeds of 
North America (about half the entries are 
Eurasian in origin). the book provides for each 
plant historical backgrnund on the names, 
common and Latin, the regions of origin, the 
season of flourishing, a common language 
description, and a list of the p Jan t' s virtues. 
since one of the author's expressed purposes in 
wriling the book was to bri11g fresh light to our 
understanding of this oft-maligned flora. 

Despite some historical woodcut 
illustrations and the color plates, the book is 
not a field guide. Readers are referred to 
several no-doubt excellent resources for the 

purpose of identifying these uninvited garden 
guests. [ couldn't help but feel some 
disappointment at this, in part because Timber 
Press does such fine work with color. 
Doubtless, more illustrations would have raised 
the price of this sturdy and attractive volume, 
but it might also have made it more useful to 
the novice gardener. 

The author draws on a variety of scholarly 
sources and his own experiences to provide us 
some historicaJ perspective on weeds. 1 enjoy 
historical references in plant guides: I find that 
one can learn much by crossing between 
different epochs. And I liked Heiser's subtle 
sense of humor, as when he rambles impishly 
on about the naming of Queen Anne's Lace, or 
wild carrot. But the selection of entries itself is 
perhaps the most helpful aspect of the book, in
somuch as it reveals potential connections among 
an otherwise little studied group of plants. 

The author elected to organize his weeds 
into plant families, revealing thereby some less 
obvious taxonomic and potentially phytochemi
cal or economic links to other plants. However, 
I might have preferred a different ordering, or 
at least a supplemental one: It would have been 
revealing, for example, to consider this group 
of plants systematically for their uses, both in 
landscape, and as crops. Heiser begins his 
listing with Box Elder. I thiril: of Box Elder 
(Acer negundo), or Manitoba Maple as it is 
called in Canada, as a pioneer mulch plant, a 
cold-h.ardy, fast-growing, soft- and brittle
fibred tree that can be slashed or even snapped 
by hand to produce copious quantities of green 
mulch for the forest garden. It makes a good 
candidate for a nurse tree in a windbreak, or to 
shelter and fertilize young fruit trees. Few 
would consider planting it but for its speed of 
growth, yet with many wind-borne seeds, it 
plants itself quite well, and often in 
inconvenient comers. 

How can we work with weeds? For if we 
see them as helpers we'll truly value and not 
merely tolerate them. 

At times I was delighted by what Heiser 
had to teach; for a number of the plants his 
listing of "Virtues" seemed rather tepid. In 
other essays 1 was frustrated by what I knew or 
could figure out that he appeared not to see. He 
asks interesting questions, but whether from 
cast of mind or academic training, or simply 
lack of time. fails to get at the answers in this 
book. For example, the discussion of Privet, 
Ligustrum vu/gare, by Heiser's own estimate 
the quintessential hedge plant, recognizes that 
it has a small, berry-like fruit, which he, as an 
ardent hedge-trimmer, rarely if ever saw on his 
own plants (they never flowered from all the 
trimming). He speculates ru; to whether the 
name privet is related to privity, an old English 
word for privacy (as in privacy hedge), and he 
wonders why, when his mentors in the 40s and 
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50s didn't consider Privet an escaped plant.:._ 
that is, weedy-it had by the late 1990s, • 
become a widespread invasive. The sociology 
is there to be interpreted by the perceptive 
reader, but the good bolanist can't quite see his 
own shadow. The older neighborhoods in 
which privet was a common hedge plant are 
now full of students and poor immigrants who 
don't trim their Hedges as Heiser does and so 
many others once did. This leaves the privet to 
its own devices and, as plants are wont to do, it 
flowers, fruits, and of course feeds the birds, 
which distribute its seeds widely. Out of 
control, this polite p!ant of picket-fence 
neighborhoods has escaped into an urban il!ld 
peri-wban environment far less humanly 
tended than the landscapes of the 40s and 50s, 
and is making more of a place for itself than 
ever it could before. In my own grand way of 

1\vo Videos 
Faradise, Not Paved 
.Review by Peter Bane 

JOHN de GRAAF 
Beyond Organic: 
The vision of Fairview Gardens 
Bullfrog Films. Oley.PA. 2000. 

www.buHfrogfilms.com 
Video. 33 min. VHS-NTSC. color. 

Michael Ableman is a gifted gardener and 
photographer whose 20-year effort at 
sustainable farming in Goleta, California ha.s 
become one of the best documented and most 
suc~ssfu! small fann operations in the U.S. 
This film tells the story of the farm• s 
evolution from humble rural beginnings to 
commercial prosperity and national fame as 
The Center for Urban Agriculture. In a twist 
on the usual American tale, big city here 
comes to the farmboy. 

The twelve acres of Fairview Gardens were 
once part of the Chumash. homeland. a lush 
subtropical region with some of the best soil in 
California. Surrounded by walnut and citrus 
groves a. hundred years ago, the farm today is 
an island in a sea of suburban development. 
Preserved from development by the determined 
efforts of Ableman and his cohorts in 1994, it 
employs 20 people to grow over a hundred 
fruits and vegetables that feed some 500 
families. We see cherimoyas, avocadoes, 
peaches, apples, carrots, Swiss chard, and 
asparagus among the cornucopia of lush 
produce grown on the farm. 

This production by John de Graaf is 
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synthesis. I would say that privet's success is a 
measure of the cost of war and empire, brought 
about by social breakdown and the 
depopulation of the countryside. 

Since weeds are by definition intimate 
companions of human beings, we ought to be 
willing to tell the human half of their story 
along with the botany. 

Weeds in My Garden is ultimately a veiy 
personal book, written in an avuncular, 
anecdotal style: its strengths are the author's 
knowledge and love of plants, the central 
location of his garden {central to North 
America), and the quality of lhe paper, print, 
and illustrations. which are high relative to its 
price. It could have been a better book with a 
more focused aim, emphasizing economic 
botany and/or field identification of this 
fascinating group of plants. t!. 

beautifully filmed and carefully edited. 
Narration by Meryl Streep contributes to very 
high production values. Particularly appealing 
is the inclusion of photo clips from Ableman' s 
travels to five continents documenting 
sustainable fanning cultures: Sicily, Africa, 
China. Peru. The viewer is enticed 10 look 
further into his 1993 collection published as 
From the Good Earth. 

Education and extension have become a 
hallmark of the work of the Center, and it's 
clear that Ableman is a natural with people. At 
ease with Chicano field hands, young college 
interns, second-graders on tour, or yuppie 
neighbors irate about his roosters, no less than 
he appears to be with the audience, the gifted 
fanner-artist has done the seemingly 
impossible: made farming pay in the midst of 
half-million dollar houses. 

The fann pays its way financially
primarily by marketing direct to CSA and 
retail customers, but its survival was inade 
possible by a detennined campaign that 
raised $800,000 to buy the property and spare 
it from the fate of the other untold thousands 
of fertile acres now paved around it. There 
can be no criticis~ of the righteous work 
going on at Fairview Gardens, but this viewer 
has to wonder if the magical qualities it 
embodies and the fairy-tale story of its 
salvation could be re-enacted, say on the 
southwest side of Detroit. 

An inspirational film for those with a dim 
view of agriculture, a model for other 
educational farms, and a glimpse of the rich 
heritage of sustainable agriculture through an 
American lens, Beyond Organic belongs in the 
collections of many public Jibraries. t.. 

21st Century Range Wars 
Review by Peter Bane 

JEROME OSENTOWSKI 
& LAU.REN SWAIN 
Natural Controls for Noxious 
Weeds 
Central Rocky Mountain 
Pennaculture Institute 
BasaJt, Colorado. 2002. 
www.crmpi.org 
30 minutes. NTSC-VHS. color. $14-.95 

This fast-paced and information-packed 
video presents an overview of biological 
controls for noxious weeds. Mu.ch of the ~·. 
footage was ~hot on Colorado's Front Range 
but lhe problem of leafy spurge, dame's rocket, 
purple loosestrife, and a baker's dozen of otlter 
agressive Eurasian weeds is common to much 
of the North Central Plains and Rocky 
Mountains from North Dakota to Alberta to 
Utah and Colorado. At a time when herbicide 
sprays dominate the public land management 
arena but many citizens and land managers are 
actively seeking non-toxic alternatives, this 
film should be a welcome find for many 
communities in the throes of reaction against 
chemical poisons. 

The video makes no bones about its 
agenda.: chemical vendors are fighting hard 
to hold onto market share as the public 
struggles to express its increased 
apprehension toward biocides_ Resistance to 
bio-control methods has taken the form of 
hearsay and propaganda. Seizing on small 
early missteps in the release of some insect -
controls, and hammering on the very real 
threat to sensitive native ecosystems which 
exotic weeds pose, the petro-phanna
chernical mon,opolies have used their 
enormous economic clout to l>lanket 
decision-rriakers with an image of chemicals 
as the only responsible answer. The 
recession has handed Dow, Monsanto, and 
the rest of the noziiehead mafia an extra 
card: chemical sprays are often cheaper up 
fronl because they require less labor to 
apply. "Natural Controls ... " gives no 
ground. Taking on its opponents· point-by
point. it should provide considerable 
encouragement to citizens and government 
officials concerned to baJance public health 
and safety ~th the need to blunt the spread 
of agressive plants. 

The script is well-written, presenting a 
logical progression of methods and providing 
a good overview of vegetation management 
strategies that are much more widely 



applicable. These include the us.e ofinsects 
that prey on specific ]!tUblem plants, hand
pulling of smaller infestations and new weed 
outbreaks, strategically-timed mol'ling, 
grazing by animals, alternative herbicides 
such asextra-stre11gth vinegar, and in some 
situations, mulch. The fihn takes an ecological 
approach: Much of the problem of non-native 
weeds arises in disturbed landscapes where 
soils have been damaged. 'Thus, support for 
degraded soils can help native plant 
communities resist invasion. Application of 
minerals, the use ofrnyconhi2al fungi, and a 
reevaluation of so-called "11uisance" weeds 
s \JCh as dandelion can get at the root of the 
perceived problem, 

In addition to its useful overview of 
Integrated Pest Management. this video 
documents producer Jerome Osentowski ·s 
successful design for !PM at the Roaring Fork 
Golf Club at Basalt. In one of the first and 
most impressive e::xarnples of ap])lying . 
ecological principles to the interisively 
managed envirooment of a pr<Jfessional golf 
course, Jerome's strategy centered on the 
c1eatio11 of8iolslands: These srnall areas of 
rough along waterways and separating holes 
provide habitnt for predi!I0I)' insects, birds, 
and useful plant species that control pest 
insects and plants typically threatening tile 
p,lay areas.~ he explains <m camera, the 
Biolslands are small forest gardens, which, as 
they mature, will provide an ever stronger 
natural backbone to an artificial (and therefore 
ecologically fragile) environme • t. 

Though tile word ''pennaclllt\lre" is never 
mentio11ed, tllis wc,rk: lays out many practical 
principles foHcological la11d manageme11t, 
and since its intended audience encompasses 
both an educated public and professional land 
managers, the script makes a p;itent and 
intelligent case. A wide 1ange of public 
officals, scie11tists, and professionals appear as 
"talking heads" but Lauren SwaiD's crisp 
editing keeps these less fluent sections on track 
with the up-tempo pace of the script. Narration 
by Rita Baysinger is clear and well-modulated; 
production values are high. A good example of 
the power of the video medium t<J convey 
ecological concepts, "Natural Controls for 
No,c..ious Weeds," which. was produced on a 
modest budget, should inspire othea in the 
pennacu\rure movement lo take up this 

persuasive tool. 

Central Rocky Mountain Pemiaculture 
Jn.stitute's promctio11 of Integrated Pest 
Management in public land m~magement 
continues: Jerome Osentowski wi/1 leaJ a 
series of "Weed Teach-ins" across Colorad<J in 
thespring of 2004. 

• 

Back to Books 
The Politics of Scale 
Review by Peter Bane 

LEOPOLD KOHR 
The Breakdown of Nations 
Green Books. London. 2001. 
256 pp. paper. illustrated. $14.95 

I limned about the work of ~opold Kohr 
fro~ Ivan Illich, who claimed the great 
Austrian philosopher to have been one of his 
chief teachers. The Breakdown of Nations was 
first published in 1957, at the height of the 
Cold War. It is, thanks to the wise efforts of the 
folks at Green Books, once again in print, and 
in a sturdy and attractive edition, A taste of its 
puckish thesis was captured many years ago in 
the comic spoof, The Mouse Thal Roared, a 
little book, and later a film starring Peter 
Sellers, about a fictitious European duchy that 
declared war on the United States in an attempt 
to solve its economic problems. 

Kohr, writing wit11 great elegance and a 
delightful sense of humor. has given us a 
seminal treatise on the beauty of the small. 
This book, less well-known than it deserves to 
be, is one of the key sources for bioregionalism, 
movements for local economic regeneration, 
md all aspects of the campaign against 
globalization. For the author addresses what is, 
in my opinion, the central issue of the age: the 
problem of power, specifically its concentration. 
Today, Gargantua rules and the obsession of 
politicians, journalists, businessmen, and 
a.nyone they can influence, lies with size. 
Economic blocs must be continental or 

hemispheric. Monopolies like Microsoft are 
sanctioned, even lauded. A retailer of house
wares and groceries, WalMart, has become the 
400-pound gorilla of small-town America, 
dominating thousands of local markets. Corpo
rations span the g!obe and dwarf ancient nations 
in their economic might. But who talks of the 
obvious: breaking these monsters down to 
size? Virtually no one. The obvious answer to 
the obvious problem is taboo. And so most 
political commentary is vapid, with the excep
tion of a few (mostly foreign) radical econo
mists and activists, who realize we must abo
lish the organs of global capital (IMF, WTO, 
World Bank), and strength national sovereign
ties if we are to reclaim our humanity. 

The Breakdown pf Nations, 46 years young, 
is a draught of fresh air in a world where 
political conversation has grown sta1e and 
putrid. Kohr writes, in a charming style, from 
first principles. He quotes Aristotle and St. 
Augustine as if he had just been in 
conversation with them. What is the nature of 
power? What makes one state different from 
another? Were the Germans uniquely bad to 
have produced a Hitler? Or did the monstrosity 
of Nazism threaten the world because of 
Germany's size? Huey Long, governor of 
Louisiana in the same era, may have been no 
better a person: a thug, a fascist, a demagogue, 
but Louisiana never threatened to taJce over 
· America, let alone the world. And in the end, 
when his policies became intolerable, the 
people of Louisiana managed to get rid of Long 
(he was shot on the steps of the capitol). 

Arguing that the elements supporting 
cultural brilliance are all present in far smaller 
aggregations than we customarily acknowledge 
(witness Athens, F1orence, Salzburg, or 
Shakespeare's London), Kohr postulates that 
states ought be no larger than 10, 12 or at most 
15 million people, so that influence can be 
much more widely spread through the 
population, and the dangers of social fusion 
limited. Such a system of small states (the U.S. 
federal system is one example: the Holy 
Roman Empire another), does not in itself 
guar~tee against incompetence or tyranny, but 
it does I imi t the risk to others. Think of 
national boundaries at a set of fire doors: if one 
state becomes consumed with tyrannical 
government or any other social malady, the 
effects can be contained, as each state is weak, 
and therefore its ability to hurt its neighbors is 
sliglit. If sovereignties (as distinct from the 
entities themselves) are weak, however, power 
flows into central hands and when these 
become corrupted (as they inevitably do) the 
cost is hideous. 

The cause of wars has almost always been 
for unification or peace, says Kohr. So let us 
divide. Let small states flourish. This is the 
solution to the problem of minorities. Hopeful 
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obseivers of the world scene can see a plethora 
of recent ex.am pies where this is happening, 
foremost in eas1em Europe and the fonner 
Soviet Union. Citing Switzerland as a sterling 
example of successful division, he points out 
that this nation, in which the 70% majority 
Gennan-speaking population has coexisted 
peacefully for centuries with French-, Itali an, 
and Rornansch-speaking minorities, has had the 
wit to create minority states, not minority 
rights. New cantons were carved from older 
ones whenever issues of language, religion, or 
economic interests began to clash. If you think 
this must be an historical anomaly, a thing of 
the past, to whlch the Swiss have been the 
fortunate heirs, think again. Switzerland,has 
added one new canton since Kohr's book was 
published! Jura was carved from Bern. This 
nation of village democracy has been 
continuously at peace for 200 years amids t the 
greatest wars the world has known, through a 
time when larger aggregations of French, 
Germans, and Italians were blowing each other 
up about once a generation. 

I imagine that if this principle were still 
applied among the United States {it was the 
pattern that formed the states originally, and as 
!ale as 1863 led West Virginia to cleave from 
its neighbor, the Old Dominion), we wouldn't 
be concerned about the speclllcle of a sexually 
predatory, egomaniacal, neo-N azi weiglillifter 
becoming govemor of our largest state. Did 
anyone freaJc out when Minnesota elected Jesse 
the wrestJer its governor? He haso 't been 
especially progressive or successful, but it 
hasn't mattered very much either. If Arnold had 
been elected governor of the state of Ventura, 
we could've had O\lI" laughs without looking 
over our shoulders, confident lhat his and its 
influence on the national economy and polity 
would be easily buffered by its rather different 
neighbors: Sierra, Shasta, two or three other 
California states, Nevad;i, and Arizona. Why 
sbouldn • t there be 65 or 70 states afterall? 

Though this book addresses political issues 
primarily, Kohr makes clear that the principles 
of size and scale can be as well applied to 
economics. There is no earthly eitcuse for 
economic entities the size of NAFfA. FTAA, 
the European Union. or the USA for that 
matter. Only a very tiny number of industries, 
automobiles, rurcraft, nuclear energy, require 
huge market units, and it would seem that lhese 
are lik:ely to vanish over the next hundred ye~ 
from one cause or another anyway. The • 
adequacy of small-scale economies is actually 
more true today than when Kohr wrote, as 
minilltUrization and the pressures of just-in 
time manufacture have made smaller and 
smaller production units economic in more a:nd 
more industries. This technical advance has 
been m3Sked by the aggregation of capital 
through monopolies of trade, but in truth 
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perfectly fine consumer goods for most needs 
can be manufactured profitably in factories 
employing fewer than 100 workers. Towns of 
10,000 can meet 90% of their need for basic 
goods and services from local production. 
Within the past 25 years Denmark became the 
world leader in wind energy technology based 
on small-scale, cooperative manufacture and 
instnJJntion of windmills. 

If localizers are ever going to move the 
political debate as it needs to move, we will 
need the strength of the arguments Kohr has ~o 
brilliantly and appealingly assembled in 17,e 
Breakdown of Nations. Highly recommended. 6 

............ .,, ....... . 

On the Power of Social 
Capital 
Review by Peter Bane 

EMMYE. WERNER 
A Conspiracy of Decency 
The rescue of the Danish Jews during 
World War II 
Westview Press . Cambridge. 2002. 
212 pp . hardcover . illustrated. $26. 

Let us say something in a time of war and 
mendacity for the tradition of human decency. I 
heard :i radio interview with Robert Rubin, 
Treasury Secretary under Bill Clinton, during 
the time I read this inspiring book. Asked about 
the Enron and subsequent corporate sc&ndals, 
Rubin dismissed them as a phenomenon of 
human nature. He said, in effect. 'There will 

always be rotten apples." Emmy Werner's tale 
of how the Danish nation prevented almost its 
entire population of 8,000 Jews from being 
transported to the Nazi extermination camps 
during World WM TI makes a very different 

kind of claim about human nature. 
Setting aside some widely held myths: that 

the Danish king put on the yellow Star-.of
David in solidarity with the Jews (the Danish 
governm.ent never let the Nazis treat anyone in 
Denmark ihat way), and bringing forward 
impressive scholarship on a little known aspect 
of the war. Werner gives us an important lesson 
in the pc,wer of collective resistance to evil, 
even in the face of state terrorism and military 
occupation. Honest about tragic events and not 
negkd ing the real drama of this benevolent 
subterfuge, her writing nevertheless refrains 
from dramatizing the violence of war. Werner 
draws heavily on the narratives of many of 
those involved in the rescue. Her method allows 
the matter-of-fact qunli ties of her protagonists 
and their culture of decency to shine through. 

Denmi!J"k was occupied by Germany in.April 
194-0 but retained its government sovereignty, 
and even the integrity of its small army and 
navy, until late summer or 1943, by which time 
resistance (inspired by Allied victories and by 
increw;ing resentment of the occupiers) h.ad 
triggered reaction and repreision. Warned of the 
impending deportation of the Jews, a German 
consular official with a comcience p3Ssed word 
to the Danish Resistance, which quickly 
organized evacuation of the Jewish community 
in Copenhagen to safe houses near the coast. 
whence, over the course of a few weeks, 7600 
of them were canied to safely in ne-utral Sweden 
by fishermen in small boats. There were many 
individual acts of heroism, but thk was a 
broadly-based "conspiracy" involving thousands 
of ordinary Danes doing no more than what they 
saw as "their duty." The influence of the Danish 
nation extended to some of the occupiers them
selves: the German harbormasters ananged for 
all the coastal patrol vessels to be in drydock 
during the planned exodus. Not a single life ~'aS 

lost in the crossing to Sweden. Even the 480 
Jews wh<J wefC sent to Theresierutadt in 
Czechoslovakia (mainly 1l.lf111 families who 
hadn't b~n warned in time, and the population 
of a large Jewish home. for the aged), remained 
to a considerab le degree under the watchful 
protection of Danes: all but 60 of lhem returned 
safely by the end of the war. The Danish 
government and the Resistance organized food 
sltipments; vitamins were smuggled into the 
camp through the mail; release of some prisoners 
was obtained early. Most extraordinary of all, 
the remaining Danes (none of whom had been 
shipped to extermination camps in the East) 
were released in April 1945 as the war drew to a 
close. The Swedish government, using diplomatic· 
and creative means of persuasion, arranged for a 
convoy of 30 buses to bring them north between 
the converging lines of the Allied amries. 

Werner analyzes what made so many 
ordinary people take extraordinary risks to save 
their counttymeo. She argues, from research, 



that long traditi<ius of public tolerance and 
inclusion, intimacy with Jewish people, loving 
falllllY lives, anrl experiences that developed 
psychological strength and maturity had all 
contributed. Of great importance was a 
cultivated quality of Danish society-what 
they call livslamst, the an of Ii ving, "where 
people cared foro11e .another, wllere individual 
differences were respected, and where ulj
re/iance, cooperatio,i, and good Jm,nor were 
highly valued." (Emphasis aiuled.) And if I 
might add my own obsenation: these qualities 
were sustained, and action to rescue the Jews 
made possible, by the /1n:al nature of Danish 
society: Ina small nation many people were 
accustomed to takiug high levels of re.ponsihility 
for themselves and their ~ommuoity. 

1hls saga reminds us of the power of collect
ive action for goodness, and of the rich _ground 
of social well-being ~eeded to sustain it. A 

On Dyeing Naturally 
Review by Arjun.a da Silva 

JOHN & MARGARET 
CANNON 
Dye Plants llwl Dyeing 
Timber Press, 2002. 
$19.95, paper, 128pp, with 44 color plates 
illustrated by Gretel Dalby-Queoet. 

Sure, :you can soal: those faded old shorts in 
hot water and onion slim for a while and 
they'll turn a pale <irange, but with a little 
know-how you could also tum them a brilliant 
gold or a soft, rosy-brown. And you can gather 
pok.e berries in the fall and mash them into 
those greying (fomierly white) linens 
for ... voila!-pink bedsheets! But can :you keep 
the color in? Simply wandering through the 
garden in late summer, myriad flowers abloom, 
you 're S\ll'C to delight in the spectra] display, 
but can you tell which leave.i, stems, and petals 
would dress up your Vlinter wardrobe and 
which would leave dreadfuJly drab traces on 
your duds? Do )'OU know where blue h.ides or 
where brilliant red is accessible? 

Wender no more! English botanists 
Margm:t and John Cannon have teamed up 
with iJ)ustrator <Jretel Dalby-Quenet to provide 
a beautiful and instructive text about the 
colorful possibilities in the garden and 
gn:enhouse. Each pkuit is given a thorough 
botanical description along wilh its uses in dye
making and basics of cultivation, md each full
page illustration is accompanied by a pair or 
more of little squares showing the colors that 
results from dye baths set with various 
fu:ati ves and "assistants" for stabilizing and 

tinting. The dye guide is made complete with a 
comprehensive instructional chapter covering 
equipment, use of plant parts, dye baths and 
mordants. safe dispos:il. and tips for 
conservation of resources, as well as a 
glossary, reading list, and sources for hard-to
find supplies. (A friend pointed out that a table 
depicting the various results in chrQ,matic order 
with references to the plants that yield them 
night be one more useful stroke the authors 
could consider for yet another edition.) 

J oh11 Cannon was Keeper of Botany at the 

Baptisia austra.lis (Pea family- Leguminosae) 

N"an.ual History Museum, London, until 1990. 
Margaret Cwnon was a botanical researcher in 
the samernuseum, and is also a spinner and 
weaver whose feel for the lights and te~tures of 
fibres and dyes no doubt helps illuminate this 
useful book. From Annatto ("Lipstick Plant") 
to Yew (lhe last entry is actually "Young 
Fustic," but that's a bit of an alphabetical 
cheat), and with the amazingly alive-looking 
illustrations by Ms. Dalby-Quenet, they've 
provided enough infonnation about dyeing 
with plants that grow in temperate climates to 
last a lifetime. It should also be fun to discover 
how techniques recommended by the Cannons 
for working with WI)()] can be adjusted for 
dyei11g bast (plant stem) fibers such as nettles 
or flax. And, quite frankly, their visual and 
literary styles captured my heart and mind so 
thoroughly that altltough I haven't yet taken ilp 
spinning and dyeing, I leave the book out on 
my table and look it over from time to time the 
way my friends pore over their art books! 

Let me share the opening words of the 

introduction with you, just to whet your 
appetite. The Cannons write: 

"At some time in the distant past, 
early man [or, of course, woman] 
found that plant pigments could 
make textiles more colourful and 
enliven a somewhat drab existence. 
This discovery may not have been as 
importaQt as those concerned with 
the development of agriculture, or the , 
knowledge of plant drugs to combat 
sickness, but it played a significant 
part in the development of human 
relationships with the natural world." 

Dye Plallls and Dyeing may not be as 
important a volume as "the bible by Bill" or 
even Gaia's Garden, but it definitely will play 
a significant role in the lives of plant lovers, 
fiber artists, and connoisseurs of botanical 
illustration for years to come. A 

A Feast of Microbes 
Review by Peter Bane 

SANDOR ELLIX KATZ 
Wild Fermentation 
The flavor, nutrition, and craft 
of live-culture foods 
Chelsea Green Publishing. 
White River Jct., Vt. 2003. 

180 pp+ xviii. paper. illustrated. $25. 

With the publication of this attractive, 
articulate, and well-researched book, Sandor 
Katz has expanded the slender offering of 
popular literature on fermented foods. As 
conventional agriculture continues to degrade 
the quality both of soil and of the food grown 
in it, more and more people have turned their 
attention to traditional methods of cultivation 
and food processing. Universally these involve 
fennentation, a biological process, largely 
unseen, that takes place in the dark, in the 
cellar, under the earth. 

Readers of this magazine may recognize the 
title of this hook from the small pamphlet of 
the same name offered through our catalog 
over the past year. Expanding the set of 
recipes, documenting methods and references 
more carefully, and especially extending his 
basic thesis linking fermentation both with 
health and with cultural renewal, the author 
delivers an inspiring paean to the wonders of 

wild microbial life. 
Growing out of Sandy's own struggle with 

AIDS, this book documents in a most practical 
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way a personal journey through those unseen 
realms of the dark and bubbling world. Coming 
to terms with the imminent prosp ect of death 
by m.ici;obes, and foll owing leading s from his 
own life path and the inspiratio n of friends, he 
began experimenting with fermented foods. 
Part hoped -for cure. part metaphy~ical 
pilgrimage, the work of fermenting various 
foods and drinks became its own reward and 
source of renewal. The book on the other side 
of that river of spiritual death and rebirth is an 
invitation to others to take the transformative 
power of microbes into their own hands and to 
learn, as the author did, just how easy it is to 
shape cultur e in this most essential way. The 
reader is often remind ed that "anylhing can be 
fermented.'' and that success. if not guaranteed. 
is relatively easy, its measure accessible to the 
senses. 

Sandy's graceful and reflective style of 
writing is a pleasure to read. At once erudite 
and personal, his measured voice is both 
respectful to the intelli gen t reade r and 
bemused al the mysterious, sometimes messy 
alchemy of ferme nt. Ha ving shared his coffee 
wine and fruit kimch.i in the kitchen of Short 
Mountain Sanctuary, a queer community in 
Middle Tennessee, I can attest that the 99 
recipes in the book bear the stamp of the 
author's earnest scientific method : each was 
researched and tried on the willing palates of 
a lively and supportive community, nurtured 
on novelty, and dedicated to the joys of 
inherent nature. 

The book's recipes are cosmopolitan, 
hailing from many cultural sources and regions 
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of the world, and represent 3 smorgasbord of 
traditional ferment~: major chapters ue 
devoted to vegetables, beans , dairy, breads, 
grain s. wines, beers, and vinegars. The 
descriptions are clear, leavened by personal 
anecdote; each includes a tirneframe to 
compl etion of the fenn ent. a list of ingredients 
with measurements in both English and Metric 
units. and a careful, step-by-step description of 
the process with suggestions for easy ways to 
save effort and tips to likely sources of error. 
Extensive endnotes and five pnges of 
bib)iographic entries will help the serious 

and the Rise of Globalization 

©2003 Sandor Ellix Katz 

student pursu.e further resea:rch into 
fermentation. An appendix of sources for 
cultures and equipment should help the 
motivated reader get started. 

Though he describes his own experiments 
in fermenting meat and refers to the llbiqltity of 
fennented fish pilStes in Asian cuisine, recipes 
for tltese delicacies have been omitted, perhap s 
at the urging of the publisher's lawyers. 
perhaps because the traditions of fennenred 
meat and fish are more remote from our 
sanitized modern life and would pose too great 
a cultural leap for most readers . Lament nol 
What we have here is rich, and enough for 
many season s of culinary delight. 

Certainly this is a cookbook, but of a most 
unusual sort. Placing fermentation at the center 
of culture. the author develops a very broad 
perspective on why we eat, cook, and feJ1J1~nt. 
He wcites of the health aspects of fennents md 
of their-unique role in helping to maintain our 
link with the soil at a time when many modern 
people could not be more remote from the 
source of life. And be deals openly with death, 
a subject Americans in paiticufar push far out 
of sight. At a time when the body social is 
undergoing dr.unatic and often painful changes, 
Sandor Katz argues for ferment as a metaphor 
of coutinuous wd gradual evolution: linlced to 
the superior wisdom of the ancient life forms 
on which we are, today , still utterly dependent. 

An elegant contribut .ion towards culture 
that embraces the wisdom of the body and of 
nature. this book provide s a touchstone for 
the next generation of cultur al and 
gastronomic innovators. /l 

Chocolate is made from the seeds of a tree native to the 
Amazon rain forest, Theobroma cacao (theobroma is Greek for 
"food of god,.). After the ripe seedpods are harvested, they are 
allowed to ferment spontaneously. with organisms naturally 
present, for up to 12 days befor e further processing. The 
fermentation digests the pulp of the pod and alters the color, 
flavor, aroma, and chemistry of the cacao beans. The unique, 
compelling flavor of chocolate, so universally beloved, is only 
achieved through fermentation . After fermentation, the cacao 
beans are removed from their pods, allowed to dry, then roasted, 
peeled, and finely ground. 

Humans have enjoyed 
cacao for at least 2,600 
years. Amazonian people s, 
and the Mayan and Azte c 
cul ti.Ires, that brought the 
cacao tree to Central 

Cacao 
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America and Mexico, used ground roasted cacao as the basis for 
stimulant drinks rather than for solid foods. Cacao is extremely 
bitter without sugar; in these cultures it was consumed 
unsweetened, often mixed with hot chili peppers, as thick, frothy 
beverages. The word "chocolate" is derived from the Aztec word 



xocolatl. a compounding of ~ococ (bitter) and atl (water) . Cacao 
was an important sacrament in Mayan and Aztec religious 
ceremonies. Cacao beans were also used as a form of currency. 

As soon a s the Spanish encountered cacao , in 1519, they 
began exporting it to Spain. In Europe, too, cacao was consumed 
exclusively as a drink until the 19th cemtury. Today, chocolate 
production is a $60 billion per year global industry. The major 
growing regions are in Africa, Southeast Asia, and :Brazil.( 1) 
Some of the cacao growers I encountered in Africa had never 
tasted chocolate. Tall:: about the alienation oflabor! 

Though cacao is a rainforest tree, it is genenlly grown 
commercially with "2ero shading" and heavy chemical spraying, 
and the indus1ry is in crisis. · 
Cacao trees grown in this 

established an opium production industry in India and introduced 
opium into China in exchange for tea, thus initiating the global 
drug trade, which has grown and flourished ever since. Only m 
the 19th century did the British learn the techniqu es of tea 
cultivation and begin to grow it in India, East Africa, and other 
colonies. (6) Today India is the world's largest tea producer, 
followed by China , Sri Lanka, Kenya , and Indone sia. (7) 

Coffee, tea, or . .. 
The enormity of the economi c and cultural changes wrought 

to the entire world by the mass production and global trade of 
chocolate, coffee, and tea cannot be overstated. These stimulants, 

recognized today as 
addictive substances, were 
"the ideal drugs for the manner are prone to fungal 

diseases, wh.ich have al.ready 
decimated plantations in 
many areas, and threaten 
others . U.S. government 
researchers are mappin,g 
cacao's genome and trying to· 
engineer genetically resistant 
strains of this most cherished 
commodity, likely to appear 
soon at a s tore 11ear you. (2) 

U.S. government researchers are 

mapping cacao's genome and trying to 

Industrial Revolution," 
according to ethnobotanist 
Terence McKenna. "They 
provided an energy lift , 
enabling people to keep 

,working at repetitious tasks 

engineer genetically resistant strains of 

th is most cherished commodity, likely to that demanded 
concentration . Indeed, the 
tea and coffee break is the 

appear soon at a store near you. 

Other globalized Uopical 
stimulants also involve 
fenne11tation: The fresh, ripe, red fruits of the tree Cofjea arabica 
are allowed to ferment spontaneously to digest the pulp and free 
the individual beans. After fermentation, the coffee beans are 
dried and roasted. Chaoces are you already know the. rest of the 
process. 

Coffee is indigenous to Ethiopia. From there it spread across 
the Red"Sea to the Arabian Peninsula, and then throughout the 
Islamic world by the ead of the 15th century. (3) Coffee first 
appeared in Europe in Venice; in Europe coffee was known as 
food and medicine before it became popular as a beverage. 
Coffee drirudng was first introduced in Paris in L643, and within 
30 years there were 250 cafrts there. (4) The leading coffee
producing nations in our time are Brazil, Colombia, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, and Mexico. (5) 

Tea is another stimulaJ1t de)lCndent upon fennentation. Green 
teas are the unferrnented leaves of Camellia sine nsis. 
Fennentation intensifies the stimulant properties of tl:te tea leaves 
and is used to produce black and oolong-style teas. Tea has been 
used in China for at least 3,000 years. Jt first appeared in Europe 
in Lisbon in the l 55Os and took a hundred years to reach London, 
where it quickly became the rage i11 the 1650s, and ever since. 

All tea de stined for Europe (and North America) was exported 
from the Chinese port of Canton until the early 19th century. 
Traders were not permitted inland, and the techniques of growing 
and fermenting tea were guarded as trade secrets. The Chinese, 
self-sufficient in known resources and advanced in technology, 
wanted nothiog the English bad to offer, except gold , silver, and 
copper, until the British hit upon opium ( another product often 
involving fennentation) as a profitable exchange commodity. The 
East India Company, the British Crown's mercantile franchise, 

modem industrial state . (8) 

only drug ritual that has 
never been criticized by 
those who profit from the 

The other related commodity that rounds out the pictur e is 
sugar . Chocolate, coffee, and tea all made their appearance in 
England almost simultaneously , around 1650. Though all three 
fennented stimulants had been consumed as unsweetened, bitter 
beverages in their original cultural contexts, Europe married them 
to sugar and they became that important new mass commodity's 
marketing partner. This was the birth of marketing, the first 
instance of the manufacture of mass demand for a hitherto 
obscure commodity. Today there appears to be no end to the 
products consumers can be convinced we cannot live without, but 
there was a beginning. 

"The fashion for these hot drinks became a pot ent factor in the 
surge in sugar demand," notes Henry Hobhouse in his book Seeds 
of Change. (9) Between the years 1700 and I 800, per capita 
sugar consumption in Britain increased more than fourfold, from 
an average of four pounds a year to 18 pounds. "Sugar 
surrendered its place as luxury and rarity and became the first 
mass -produced exotic necessity of a proletarian working class," 
writes Sidney W. Mintz in Sweetr1ess and Power. (10) Average 
people used more and more sugar, and desired more of it than 
they could afford, while "producing shipping, refining, and 
taxing sugar became proportionately more effective sources of 
power for the powerful." (1 l) Chocolate, coffee, and tea 
consumption increased similarly. 

Sugarcane, Saccharaum officinarum, is native to New Guinea, 
and spread as long as &,000 years ago to India, the Philippines, 
and other tropical regions of Asia. ( 12) Sugar was long known, 
traded, and used in the Middle East and, to a lesser extent, in 
Europe . Limited supplies were available, it was very expensive, 
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and it was used as a medicine and as a spice, but not as a food as 
it is today. (13) First the Portuguese and then the Spanislji 
established their earliest colonial outposts, beginning in 1418, as 
sugar plantations on Madeira, the Canary Islands, Sao Tome, and 
the Cape Verde Islands. The location of these Atlantic island 
sugar plantations established and institutionalized the west coast 
of Africa as the primary source for slave labor. 

White sugar, black slavery 
As European empires colonized Caribbean and tropical 

American lands, they established 

fuels (for shipping), land {which could be used to grow real food 
to feed people, labor (which would be better directed towaid 
local needs), and global biodiversity. Globalized markets amount 
to cultural decadence. Decadence (from the word "decay") is 
unsustainability: behavior likely to contribute to biological or 
social decline or coll~pse. 

Resisting the commodijication of cultllre 
I have n.o formulaic plan to offer for resisting the insidious 

processes of globalization, commodification, and cultural 
homogenizatio11. The French 

much larger sugar and later other 
plantation economies with 
African slave labor. In the tragic 
coL1Cse of recorded human history, 
it seems clear that slavery has 
existed in many different cultural 
contexts and been practiced in' 
many different ways. Slavic 
people gave their name to the 
ancient insti~tional of slavery,_ 

Food has historically been one of our 
most direct links to the life forces of 

sheep farmer fose Bove, who· 
became an international hero 
after he bulldozed a Mcdonald' s 
in 1999, offers one possible 
model. "McD011ald's is merely a 
symbol of economic • 
imperialism." writes Bove. "It 
represents anonymous 
globalization, with little 

the Earth. Bountiful harvests have 
always been occasions for celebration 

and appreciation of the divine. 

and contemporary accounts allege that slavery persists in the the 
21st century on the cacao plantations of the Ivory Coast. 

But it was the sugar trade that established the systemic global 
racism of African slavery. As innovations in the refinement of 
sugar yielded a whiter and whiter product, the system of its 
production dehumanized people on the basis of dark skin. In 
symbol and in flesh and blood, sugar gave birth to the racist 
world order. Sugar and its associated fermented stimulant 
commodities also gave birth to colonial rule on a global scale. 

It does not make any kind of sense for the people (or the land) 
of any place to grow massive quantities of stimulants for export 
rather than nutritious food for local consumption. It only happens 
by the exercise of force and the alienation of people from the 
land. Initially this was accomplished through slavery and direct 
colonial administration. In our time, the primary mode of 
domination has shifted to subtler instruments of global capital 
such as the lntemational Monetary Fund, the World Bank, Third 
World debt,'transnational corporations (a more descriptive name 
than multinational, I think, because these behemoths have come 
to transcend and supercede nations), and the World Trade 
Organization. If the people who work the fields had any measure 
of control over the land they worked, they would be growing 
food to eat, not luxury stimulants for people on other continents. 

'Toe rust sweetened cup of hot tea to be drunk by an English 
worker was a significant historical event, because it prefigured 
the transfonnation of an entire society, a total remaking of its 
economic and social basis," writes Mintz. "We must struggle to 
understand fully the consequences of that and kindred events, for 
upon them was erected an entirely different conception of tJ:te 
relationship between producers and consumers, of the meaning of 
work, of the definition. of self, of tl).e. nature of things. What 
commodities are, and what commodities mean, would tbereafter 
be forever different." ( 15) 

We consumers of the affluent West have come to take for 
granted a constant flow of pleasure-gratifying products from 
faraway lands, at great cost of pn:cious resources such as fossil 
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relevance to r:-ea1 food ..• Waves of 
opposition to this commodification can be felt in all comers of the 
world." What specifically sparked his McDonald's action were 
the trade sanctions imposed by the United States 011 Europe for its 
ban on the import of hormone-treated beef. ''We reject the global 
trade model dictated by the multinationals," exhorts Bove. "Let's 
go back to agriculture ... People nave the right to be able to feed 
themselves." (16) · 

If you tried an action like Bove' s in the Uruted States these 
days, it \vould probably be branded as. tenorism and land you in 
front of a clandestine military tribunal. We ca.ru1ot resist the 
homogenization of culture by overpowering it. Yet we must not 
resign ourselves to it. Resistanc~ is everywhere at tlie margins. 
This is where tbe poeple who manage to avoid succumbing to 
mainstream cultural currents come together. In the margins, we 
create and support diverse alternative cultures that express onr __ 
various needs and desires. 

Resistance takes place on many planes. Occasionally it can be 
dramatic and public, but most of the -decisions we face are 
mundane and private. What to eat is a choice that we make 
several times a day, if we are lucky. The cumulative choices we 
make about food have profound implications. 

Food offers us many opportunities to resist the culture of mass 
marketing and commodification. Though consumer action can 
take many creative and powerful fonns, we do not have to be 
reduced to the role of consumers selecting from secluctive 
convenience items. We can merge appetite with activism and 
choose to involve ourselves in food as co-creators. Food has 
historically been one of our most direct links to the life forces of 
the Earth. Bountiful harvests have always been occasions for 
celebration and appreciation of the divine. 

In our urbanized society, the vast majority of people are 
completely cut off from the process of growing food, and even 
from the raw products of agriculture. Most Americans are used to 
buying and eating food that bas already been processed in a 
factory. "Both eater and eaten are thus in exile froni: biological 
reality," writes Wendell Berry. "And the result is a kind of 



solitude, unprecede11ted in human experience, in which the eater 
may think of eatmg as first a purely commercial transaction 
between him and a supplier, and then as a purely appetitive 
transaction between him and his food." (17) lndustrially 
produced f(}(ld is dead. It severs our connection to the life forces 
that sustain us, and deprives us of our access to the poweful 
1Dagic so ab,mdantly present in the natural world. 'The time has 
come to reclaim the stolen barvest," writes Indian activist 
V andana Sh.iv a, "and celebrate tlle growing and giving of good 
food as the highest gift and the most revolutionary act. .. ( 18) 

Not everyolle can be a farmer. But that's not the only way to 
cultivate a conJJection to the Earth or to buck the trend toward 
global market uniformity and standardizatioa. One small but 
tangible way to resist the homogenization of culture is to involve 
yourself in tbe harnessing and gentle manipulation of wild 
m.icrohial cultures. Rediscover and reinte,:pret tbe vast array of 
fenneruation tech.niques used by our ancestors. Build your body's 
cultural ecology as :you engage and honor the life forces ail 
around you. 
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Inuit Medicine Helps Preserve Culture 

Neil S. Lewis 
Once we called them Eskimos, from the French e.squimaux, 

"eaters of raw meat.'' Now in more politically correct times they 
are t1ie Inuit, proudl:y meaning "human _beings" in their own 
language, Nunavuk. As a race, they live on the borders of 
existence 011 the edge of the 21st Century in the tundra regions 
that stretch from Russia, through Alaska, to Greenland across the 
northern wilds of Canada's Manitoba. N11navut, and Quebeq 
provinces. They are an Asian people who crossed the Bering 
Straits over 8,000 years ago. As communities today, you'll mostly 
find them where the land meets the sea, but "modernized." 

Since time immemorial they have lived off their environment 
in a yearly cycle. They learned to swvive in a harsh climate. 
Their ocean harvest yielded tbod and lamp oil; they skinned their 
catch for clothing, sprillg and summer housing, and transport, and 
used the plants of the tundra for vitamins aJJd medicine. ht 
swnmertime the women and children gathered wild berries. In all 
these activities, what could not be eaten, used, or stored was 
traded. Their methods and their history have been passed on by 
word of mouth, but throughout the last century it bas all been 
under threat, only maintained by the Elders. 
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The changes began with the 
arrival of the Hudson Bay 
Company of traders. 
missionaries followed, then 
southem policing, and finally 
government administration. 
Gradually their youth were 
drawn away by the lure of 
"civilization," albeit often to 
return, but changed. For the 
Inuit of northern Quebec 
"south" often means the bright 
lights of Montreal. Not for the 
youngsters the way of life of 
their ancestors, which was semi
nomadic until the last war. 
Impact of the modem world 

govetruJJent must assess its 
impact. 

Other key objectives included 
the furtherance of short-tenn 
economic development and to 
support ongoing projects, 
including the establishment of 
native organizations which 
would promote activities such 
as protection of the Inuit 
cultUJ:e and language in 
Nunavik. 

After it, their lands were 
prospected for oil and minerals, 
and in the 197Os their waters 
dammed by the massive James 
Bay hydroelectric project, much 
of the power being destined for 
the United States (with more 
development to come). It's 
probably then that things began 
to really change, as waged work 
within public services became 
the mainstay of the economy, 

Map showing Inuit territory in northern Quebec (shaded) 

In 1980 the Avataq (1) 
Institute was founded with the 
above mandate. Run by a board 
of Inuit directors, it 
immediately recognized the 
importance of the elders in 
Inuit society, and estal>lished 
the Nunavik ]nuit Elders 
Conference for them to provide 
wise counsel. Financed by the 
Maki vile Corporation and other 
bodies, it has as an objective 
the protection of traditional 
Inuit knowledge for future 
generations (language, folklore, 
traditional medicine, food etc.). 

although unemployment remained widespread. Sustainable 
development was needed; hunting and other practices ·could no 
longer generate the standard of living, akin to that of southern 
Canada, that became expected. Although lraditional activities 
could still provide fresh food, their symbolic value weighed in 
more than their economic impact. 

In 1975 the governments of Canada and Quebec, the Cree 
Indians. and a young, educated generation of Inuit of northern 
Quebec. together with the company, Hydro-Quebec, signed the 
groundbreaking James Bay ·and Northern Quebec Agreement 
(JBNQA), settling native land claims, paying compensation for 
land loss, defining native rights, and establishing regimes for 
future relations between Natives and non-natives. A regional 
government sttucture was created and the MaJdvik Corporation 
set up for Inuit concerns to be heard when implementing the 
JBNQA. The agreement introduced the concept of environmental 
and social impact assessment of developments, provided rights 
and quotas for the harvesting of wildlife, and created a regime of 
land classification. The territory was divided into three 
categories, namely: 

I • for the exclusive use and be·oefit of aboriginal people, 
II - land belonging to the province, but with Native 

governments sharing management for hunting, ttapping, tourist 
development, and forestry. The Native people have exclusive 
bunting, fishing, and trapping rights, 

m -hunting and trapping is open to all under regulation. 
Native people have exclusive rights over certain species. JBNQA 
signatories have the right of resource development but the 
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Traditional medicine finds 11ew uses 
The "Northern Delights" Inuit Herbal Tea Project was born 

out of a study into traditional Inuit medicine in the early 1980s. 
Through interviews with elders, Avataq researchers had gathered 
details of how the Inuit used natural materials in their 
environment to c11re various ailments from earache to broken 
bones, nosebleeds to bladder problems. "Seal fat," they heard, "is 
the natural penicillin; try dried loon illtestines for stomach ache; 
lemming skin on a boil; dog fat on warts, and a soak in human 
urine for frostbite." Time and time again they were toid of 
alternative cures, more acceptable to our southem ears. They 
used plants. So for a sore throat, on the outside don't rub on a 
dirty smelling sock, use Labrador Tea, with or without seal fat. 

Since its inception Avalaq has tried to examine every possibi~ 
lity to gain commercial value from its wealth of 1raditior1al know
ledge. In 2000 this led to the formation of A vataq Corporation, 
Inc. to commercialize any suitable initiatives, the profits of which 
would be channelled back to A vataq to fund its mandated work. 

Based on the medicinal research just mentioned, they 
developed five herbal teas and formed one of the first commercial 
ventures, "Northern Delights" Inuit Herbal Teas based around 
tundra plants. Now in its third year of operation, you will find, in 
outle~ across Quebec and eastern Canada, pastel shaded boxes of 
Cloudberry (Arpehutik), Arctic Blend (Ukuirtatuq), Ground 
Juniper (Qisiqtutauyak), Crowberry (Paurngaqutik), and 
Labrador Tea ( Mamaittuqutik). 



A way forward 
Before it could all begin, the institute had to seek pennission 

from the land corporations of the chosen harvesting communities 
under the JBNQA and the rules governing land use. Toe 
agreement also made it necessary to determine whether the 
development had an environmental impact requiring permission 
from an Environmental Quality Commission, also set up under 
the T.BNQA. Bionov, an environment~ consultancy, conducted 
an assessmeot on the potential impact of harvesting on the 
sustainability of the plant resource. Five indicators were used, 
harvest area, plant abundance, re-growth rate. pressure on the 

supplied by Avataq in kits by sea from Montreal. Prior to the 
2001 harvest, an FM regional radio broadcast described what was 
involved in the initiative, and invited people to express their 
interest. This attracted some pickers, but a greater number 
ultimately came from the families of the managers. The overseers 
were paid employees, and A vataq bought what the pickers 
produced, by weight and by type of plant, all wages being paid 
out through accounts set up at the community Cooperative Stores. 

Through sharing information and experience, best practice has 
been developed for all aspects of the harvest and drying for 
shipment, including the development of a harvest manual. The 
manual details the tools and methods for picking either berry, 
stalk, or leaf, emphasizes the need to ensure cleanliness, and 
identifies the plants and their locations. When shipments are 
ready th.ey are air-freighted to Montreal by regional airlines, Air 
Inuit and First Air, who show their continued support by offering 
subsidized service through "as space available" deals. 

A business plan has always been key to the program, and has 

resource, and 
type of 
exploitation. 
They foun.d 
that viith 
harvesting 
activities 
representillg 
only 0.34% of 
the h.abitat, the 
impact would 
be minimal, 
althollgh tl!ey 
recommended 

' driven the level of production and the hunt for funding through 
grants and loans as necessary. At the appropriate time and with 
monies secured, Avataq hired a Montreal-based sales director to 
develop a distribution network, starting in Canada. The teas 
were launched in the fall of 2002 and by December sales 
exceeded expectations. 

a re-assessment 

Great care is required to luJrvest. The 
elder women have the greatest aptitude. 

should the business .-eally take off. 
"North.em Delights" truly does rni:x the traditional with the 

modem. Avataq has offices in remote Nunavik and in vibrant 
Montreal '\Vhece Suzant1e Beaubien acts as project coordinator. ft 
is also engaged on the outskirts oft1te city at Trans-Herbe Inc., a 
majoi packer and blender of herbal teas. Trans-Heibe's tasters 
and chemists worked closely with Avatag during the 
development phase of the project. Blends were created to retain 
the original efficacy of the tundra plants (around l 0% per blend) 
whilst making a palatable product. Final recipes contained no 
sugar, artificial flavors, caffeine, or preservatives, but did include 
a variety of other ingredients depending on the finished tea, such 
as roasted roots, spemmint Lea-ves, red poppy flowers, 
elderflowers, aod coltsfoot. 

During pilot work, test products were made, and the support 
of the Inuit comm.uruties was assured by sending survey samples 
out to them for tasting. ''The response was really excellent," said 
Beaubien. This was foUowed by a limited commercial harvest in 
2000 to determine the interest from potential pickers and driers 
and to create stock for market trials. The best pickecs were elder 
women of 60 years of age and above, since they were careful, 
applied them.selves to the task, accepted the conditions and the 
occasional tedium of the work. and were proud to be earning 
incomes for their families. 

[o 2001 an extended commercial harvest took place in the five 
communities ofKu11jjuaq, Kaogiqsualuijuaq, Umiujaq, lnukjuak 
and Kuujjuaarapik. Typically harvesting runs from July to 
September dependent on the plants and their locations. Each 
community has a manager responsible for employing the pickers, 
and foe overseeing the drying operation in tents. These are 

Challenges to growth 
When investigating how to promote their products, Avataq 

realized they would not be able to gain organic accreditiation 
because of the mountain of red tape, according to Mme. 
Beaubien. They could find no accrediting body able to verify the 
organic status of the wild tundra environment. 

Future plans to open up foreign markets may take time as the 
blending process includes fumigation with methyl bromide. 
Though this is not an environmental issue at ground level, and is 
safe to use, it is classed as an ozone depleter in the Montreal 

Inuit women learn the requirements for picking 
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Protocol, and thus due for phase out (as 
yet without a suitable of the Premier, 
Robert Bourassa, mandated by the PM to 
negotiate a settlement with the Native 
peoples, which became the James Bay 
Agreement, addressing the Canadian 
Parliament. 

Notes 
1. Ask why "Avataq." An avataq is an 
essential implement, traditional 
technology for hunting marine mammals. 
It consists of a seal bladder, inflated and 
closed to make a bag. It is secured to a 
harpoon head by a long cord. When the 

animal is hit, the avataq slows its flight, 
acts as a buoy and prevents it sinking out 
of sight, rather like the Avataq Institute, 
keeping Inuit culture buoyant and afloat. 
Further Information 
• Aboriginal Peoples of Canada-a !iliort 
introduction. Ed. P.R. Magosci. University 
of Toronto Press, Toronto. 2002. ISBN" 0-
8020-3630-9. 
• The Quebec Amerindians and lnuir. 
Ed. S. Harvey. Editions Sylvain Harvey, 
Quebec.1997. ISBN 2-921703-06-8. 
• The James Bay Agreement. (See 
especially Sections 22 & 23) www.ainc-

inac.ic.ca. 
• Avataq Cultunl Institute (including 
"'Traditional Medicine" project report, plus 
information on, and distributors for 
"Northern Delights Herbal Teas"). 
www.avataq.qc.ca. Contact: Avataq 
Cultural Institute, 6700 Park Avenue, 
#400, Montreal, QC CanadaH2V 4H9. A 

Neil Lewis is a British journalist working 
out of Monrreal. This report was prepared 
with a.ssistancefrom the Avataq Institute. 
Contact the a,uthor at · 
nslewi.s I 957@vaheo.ca. 

Cosmology and New Tradinons Apheliot1 

The Helions: 
Celebrating Earth's Orbital Progression 
in the Wild Onion (Chicago) Bioregion 

Rael Bassan 
The seed began to glimmer near the 

end of 1998, when I met Jack and Judy 
Speer at the birthday party of a mutual 
friend. I had remembered their names 
from the list of Illinois attendees at the 
EarthSpirit Rising conference in Ohio the 
previous May, although we hadn't met. 
We shared an affinity for bioregional/ 
pennacultural living and much interest in 
creating eco-spiritual rituals. Could we 
create a meaningful ritual that more and 
more people on our planet could 
appreciate? A tradition, that could be 
shared by any culture possessing 
rudimentary scientific understanding? 
Celebrating the stations of earth's orbit 
around the Sun seemed an appropriate 
candidate for our efforts. 

That meeting was the first of several 
that led to our initial Aphelion Attunement 
Celebration, July 10, 1999. 

The Helions 
The Aphelion, when Earth is farthest 

from the Sun, occurs sometime between 
July 3, 12hr., Universal Time (UT) and 
July 7, OOhr .. UT, during the years 1992-
2020. For the same years, the moment of 
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Perihelion, when Earth and Sun a.re 
closest, varies from January 3, O0br., UT 
to, January 5, 08hr., Uf. Over a period of 
around 20,000 years, due to Earth's top
like precession, these dates slowly rotate 
around the calendar, which is designed to 
keep the solstice days relatively constant. 

In January, around the time of the 
Perihelion, the Earth is about 3,000,000 
miles closer to the sun. This corresponds 
to an orbital eccentricity of about I. 7%, 
a figure which shifts from 0% to about 

· 6% with a major periodicity of about 
100,000 years. 

These cycles, as well as Earth's tilt to 
the ecliptic, change slowly in response to 
gravitational pulls from the other planets. 
When these three cycles synchronize, 
specifically when Aphelion coincides with 
the greatest eccentricity of Earth's orbit 
and extreme of tilt between its axis and the 
ecliptic, much less solar energy reaches 
the great land masses which dominate the 
upper part of the Northern Hemisphere, 
particularly in the winter, and ice begins 
accumulating rapidly there. These times of 
synchrony are thus strongly correlated 
with continental glaciations. 

Relationships ·10 Permaculture 
So we have a cosmic cycle that is 

closely related to planetary climate, which 
almost all authorities think is growing 
wanner. How can a ritual focusing on that 
cycle be relevant to permaculture? In 
discussing design prillciples for creatin.g_ 
sustainable cultwe, rituals are rarely 
addressed in the major publications, even 
though they are generally substantial 
components of e:xistin.g cultuJ:es. Perhaps 
more attention should be devoted to the 
possibilities of perrnaculture-oriented 
ritual design. 

One of the many functions of ritual is to 
collJlect the individual with the rest of the 
universe-linking the personal with the 
political, and the community with the 
cosmos. Ritual can also be a catalyst in 
motivating transformation and 
consequently can be a significant 
instrument for realizing sustainable culture. 

How could we embed more meaning in 
this slowly changing astronomical 
relationship? E.!rth's positional dance 
around the Sun requires close observation 
to register. We are far more aware of the 
changing direction of the poles, as it more 



closely corresponds to seasonal changes. 
Some correspondences are obvious . 

Perihel ion, when Earth and Sun are 
closest, would poiu.t us toward celebrating 
closeness, union, communion-what we 
share with other life and the universe. At 
Aphelion , when Eanh is farthest from the 
Sun, we would correspondingly celebrate 
differentiation, diversity. individuation
our unique capacities and their best use-
being the best we can be. 

The design unf ol6s 
Our first event was 

restoration. Celebrate the period when 
Eas1h and Sun are closest (the Perihelion), 
by communing with nature and joining the 
growiog forces of restoration. 

"Deep stories, songs, games and a 
guided meditative e,cperience will help 
restore integral relationships lo our planet. " 

This eveot was held at Chicago's 
Nature Center, which is situated in a 
Nanue Preserve created from the grounds 
of a defun.ct tuberculosis sanitarium. The 
morning portion of the program included 

especially communion and individuation 
is often considered a part of our spiritual 
capacity. Thus, holism, organicism, and 
sustainability, are often considered part of 
the eco-spiritual domain. 

How could these celebrations be made 
more valuable? Perhaps they could help 
bring greater public attention to permacul 
ture concerns and potential. They can in· 
crease awareness of the looming global 
predicaments-me end of cheap oil, and 
the growing stresses on ecosystem services. 

ln a culture fueled on the 
latest fads, a new tradition 

named an Aphelion 
Attuneme11t Celebration, 
to indicate the need for 
hannoni.zing <JUr 

individual and community 
activities with the 
uni-verse. It was held on. a 

Ritual can be a catalyst in motivating 
transformation and consequently a 
significant instrument for realizing 

sustainable culture. 

may initially attract more 
media interest, with limited 
public relations effort, 
than a design system that 
seems arcane to many. 

The Future 
circular ]lath in a restored 
prairie at Femri National 
Accelerator Laboratory. This was 
followed by a Perillelion Possibilities 
Celebration at the City of Cl:ticago's only 
Nature Center. "Possibilities" refers to 
tbe poleatial for global transfonnation, if 
more and more cultures shared a 
synchronous celebration that focused 
botb on the state of the planet Md the 
possibilities for realizing a desirable 
future. Penna.culture offers a promising 
set of design tools for achieving that 
future, but has rarely addressed th.e 
problems of facilitating the transition. 

The following details of our last 
Perihelion will provide a sense of what we 
have been doing. Over the years, witbout 
deviating fron the central concepts, -we have 
experimented with just about every eleme11t 
of the program. Special effort was invested 
in crafting components to fit local site 
conditions , so that eBch celebration i.Dcluded 
an appropriate action. Art and theatre-like 
activities were often included. Judy Speer 
even created a deligbtful song that include-0 
bacterial voices! Active members of a 
number of religions have enthusiaslically 
participated in these programs. 
A Perihelion Possibilities Celebratic,n 

"Announcing a Perihelion Celebration 
of Restoration: 

"A Spiritual Ecology Experience. 
1 0am-3pm. Potluck lunch. 

"Explore the potential of a shared global 
event to syoergize local and planetary 

a stozy of cosinic origins by an 
astronomer and a discussion of 
restoration by tbe di.Iector of the Institute 
for Natl.Ire and Culture, who is a major 
figure ill Midwest restoration. Lunch was 
preceded by seed sorting (removal of 
ch.aft) to prepare for later distribution. 
Local stories, Ille removing of invasive 
and non-native trees, and seed strewing, 
took up m.ost of the afternoon prior to a 
meditative ending. 

Extensions 
Our initial successes aroused a desire 

for additional related celebrations. These 
cross-quarter events were labeled 
Metahelions an.d Mesohe)ions. although, 
in public notices, they were generally 
called Earth Wisdom Experiences. 
Sometimes tllese were longer events, 
occasionally lasting most of the weekend 
They have focused on balance and on 
choosing our future trajectories. At ooe of 
them., the Chlcago Urban Pennaculture 
group was bom. 

In addition to the numinous aspects of 
experience, spirituality addresses other 
subtle aspects of existence- including the 
deeper dimensions of design that surround 
the core of collective meaning. Our ability 
to resonate with aspects of complex 
abstract relationships, such as sensing a 
balance between simplicity and comprehen
siveness, esthetics with functionality, and 

Join us in exploring the 
mutual creation of a joint 

cross-hemispheric, Internet-linked 
Perihelion Celebrationflext year. Possibly 
labeled a Global Redesign Communion 
(and perhaps subtitled a Perihelion 
Permaculture Possibilities Celebration), it 
would focus on the looming end of the era 
of cheap oil and the possibilities of 
realizing a quality future. 

We are evaluating the potential of 
creating a two-day event on Saturday and 
Sunday, January 3-4, 2004. The longer 
period would make it easier to link with 
other sites across the globe. Australia, the 
seed bed of Pennaculture, would seem 
ripe for this type of design tool extension. 
We are working to develop an affiliated 
celebration there . Other sites would be 
most welcome. 

Global transformation, ctJITently 
dominated by hard technologies and 
imperialist objectives, seems to call for the 
nurturing of equally powerful new fonns 
of softer and more integrative ways to 
restructure our relationships. Regular 
cross-hemispheric linked celebrations 
(perhaps through a quasi-synchronous 
ritualistic exchange-timing pulse, instant 
message, audio, video segment...) may 
hopefully empower the transition to a 
more viable future, which Thomas Berry 

, has called the Ecozoic Age. .d 

Rael Bassan may be contacted at 
rael@riuco.co11L 
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• • • from the Regions 
rains turn it all to mud?" I thought to myself. 
When the fences ended Pedro stopped, and we 
set out on a two-hour hike . 

It was a completely novel experience from 
the start. We encountered a side canyon at lea.st 
30 feet deep that tenninated abruptly in a semi
cin:le. I showed Brian how we might experiment 
by planting deep-rooting trees about 20 feet 
back from the eroding face. We couldn't com
pletely stop the steep-sided bank from co1lap
siog, but we might be able to halt the erosion 
befort it reached the point dictated by the angle 
of repose, some 50 or more feet back from its 
present position. Long-lived, deep.rooted ceibo 
trees in three or four curved rows offser from 
the top of the embankment would fonn-an 
effective barrier against losing more ]:ind. The 
trees would echo the eroding edge at a distance 
halfway to the gully's probable endpoint ·-

Restoration in Coastal Ecuador 
Peter Berg 
Bahia de Caraquez, Ecuador. 
January 2003. 

Bahia de Caraq11-ez 

When contacts are hard to make quickJy 
they often get even harder. Or so it seemed to 
my young assistant Brian as he tried to get in 
touch with Pedro Otero. 

Pedro is a bioJogist and a teacher here in 
Bahia de Caraquez, Ecuador. He has a water 
testing business called "Peters Lab," and he's 
also a founding member of El Centro de Edu
cacion Ambiental Eco-Bahia. All this makes 
him an important local resou.rce for the kind of 
ecological restoration work we are trying to do. 
Bui the clincher is this: Pedro with his four 
brothers, owns a significant parcel of badly 
eroded land in the El Toro Creek watershed 
behind Leonidas Plaza. At 257 hectares (nearly 
700 acres), the parcel is one of the luger 
holdings within the stretch of our proposed 
revegetation corridor. And, Pedro•had 
expressed great interest in showing us his land. 
But over a period of two weeks he seemed to 
be unreachable even though his telephone was 
answered and messages were taken. 

People are often unreachable in Bahia. It 
isn't clear which way an attempt at communi
cation will go until three or four tries have been 
made. After that a certain wariness of the 
inevitable begins to take hold. Five, six, seven 
attempts and the slog is on. You have to weigh 
new factors that come into play: cultural 
differences, language ability, the real possibili
ty offailwe, personal stubbornness: even heat
derived fixation. Trying unsuccessfully to vault 
over obstacles in contacting people can 
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produce the most isolating moments of the 
work here. Locals encounter the same problem, 

but for foreigners the incapacita
tion is worse than loneliness. 

Brian was driven to persist 
because of the site's strategic 
position at the midpoint of the 
proposed corridor and the great 
potential impact of any mud 
flows that m..ight originate there. 
But the situation was becoming 
uncoinfortably familiar, and I 
was anxious that I might have to 
leave in a few days without 
helping him to meet with Pedro 
and llSses s the prospects . 
A breakthrough 

After close 10 a dozen failed 
attempts, Brian-resembling a 
sailor rescued from a 
shipwreck-blurted out to me 

that he had finally reached Pedro himself and 
had arranged a time and place to meet. 

"Where?" I asked. 
"I think it must be at his house. He said 

you'd been there." 
"I never was." 
From the look on his face, Brian 

might have felt that he was going to 
be tossed back into the sea. We 
agreed that, painful as it might be, he 
would have to find out where we wese 
to meet, and get the directions. I 
forget how many more tries it took 
before he established that the meeting 1 

would be at Pedro's house, and 
learned how to find it. Brian is going 
to survive in Bahia 

We found the place at 9 a.m.: 

We dropped down to the creek a:nd found 
some skinny cows staring at us across the 
erosiort-widened creek bed. A slow trickle of 
water meandered between extremely sparse 
vegetation. Cow and burro manure in a.11 stages 
from fresh to dry lay in the water and along the 
muddy flats. I got over my initial revulsion 
when I reco~ized that the manure would be 
useful in a composted. soil mixture for fiUing 
the holes of new plantiT1gs. Special protective 
measures would have to be taken to fence the 
trees, of course. 
Beauty and terror 

Soon Pedro began an informal walking 
lecture. He explained that the creek wa.s highly 

Pedro was expecting us and also 
waiting for his brother Jose. The four 
of us climbed into Pedro's well-used 
jeep with his highly capable, machete
carrying, 13-year old son. "He is my 
partner on an ecological radio 

Los henna.nos Oteros survey erosion g11llies 
· with the author. 

program," Pedro explained. Within a few 
minutes we were jolting along the rutted road 
beside El Toro Creek. We soon fo11nd oW"selves 
hemmed in by the 25-foot, straight-sided banks 
of the appallingly eroded main creek. After a 
few barbed wire gate stops, the road clescended 
into the deeply eroded canyon of a dry 
tributary, "How will anyone get through this 
steep terrain with a vehicle when the winter 

saline. It flowed through salty soils that had 
been elevated from the ocean floor by the 
tectonic uplift resuJting from the Pacific Plate's 
collision with the South American continental 
mass. He pointed at sodium chloride pellets in 
the stream bed and carbonate layers in the mud 
banks derived from ancient colonies of minis
cule shellfish. Then Ile began identifying plants 
whose names I had only beard bt?fore (or had 



never heard): sama,z, jaille, and ba/samo trees 
along with estrel/a grass. The horribly eroded 
canyon walls of tlle tributary creeks took on the 
appearance of a Middle Eastern desert landscape. 
Denuded mud mounds rose -where the water 
courses came together. My senses were 
heightened at viewing this monstrous scene: 
bea11ty and tenor mixed as in Francisco Goya's 
painting "Saturn Devouring His Children," 

Brian separated from us to catch llp with 
the rubber-booted, shotgun-carrying :younger 
brother whom Pedro descril>ed as "verdad 
hombre de campo" (true man of the country· 
side), At a kind of fall line above V1hich the 
cattle were unable to scramble, and where an 
increased uphill grade cawed stream waler to 
run clearer and faster, Pedro and I sat down to 
sketch the whole property and discuss :m 
appropriate reveget~tion process, specific plant 
species, and IJ:ie outlook for future protection. 
He put his hands palm outwards to show it 
w~n 't possible for him to control the future of 
laJJd use on this property inherited from his 
father. Some brother.; wanted ta sell, and no 
om could dictate what new owners might do, 
The five tributaries that entered the main creek 
course through their holdings roughly defined a 
sub.parcel for each brother, but they Jmdn't 

been assigned yet. Having said tltis, he 
brightened, adding that he wouldn't sell; be 
wanted to hold onto his fifth, Jose wanted to 
farm fruit trees but was conservation-minded 
about tlle remainder of his piece. Most of the area 
in sob-parcels 2 and 3 could be guarnnteed safe. 

There is a precedent for land preservation 
in the Otero famil:y. The ridge line zone around 

the entire watershec h. as 
never been cut; it re
mains an intact indige
nol1S forest. Pedro's 
father pla.JJted dry trop
ical hardwoods in' a 
fairly wide seni-circle 
below this forest about 
25 years ago. Much of 
tltis plantation vias cut 
seven years later but it 
was rephrnted, and 
those trees were still 
there. Al the core of 
the propeny near the 

main creek there h.ad 
been widesprea.<1 de
foreslatiou, burning. 
and different types of 
row farming. This 

Seventh Generation Well11ess Site Takes .Shape Near Ottawa 

tvlonica 'Kali star 
Early in 2001 I took over manage1ne11t of 

Sevenlh Geperation Co=unity f>rojects when 
K.a1herine Willow ( a11thor of "lntegrated 
Comnumity Health", PcA #45) was n.o longer 
able to contimie due ro her husband's serious 
illness, I refocused the organization so that we 
now educate on sustainable living topics, 
formed a 11ew Board of Directors, worked with 
a shoe-string budget, and started earning us a 
good, solid reputation in our local Ottawa 
community, The response has been great, we 
have 150 members now (and rising) and cover 
a wide variety of topics from strawba]e 
building, permaculture, ecological and heal thy 
building, composting toilets. urban gardening. 
green energy and fuels, etc. We certainly fill a 
much needed niche in our acea. , 

We have started working with Oil[' local 
college (Interior Designers) and university 
(Architeets) in offering lectures, tours, and. 
workshops. lo September. 2002 Rona, Fraser 
(editor of The Swale) ci\Jlle on board as the 
second staff person. In the stLmner of 2003 we 
are partnering with Richard Griffith's 
Permaculture Community Action Worknet to 
offer the Fundamentals of Pc Design, which is 
quite ex:citing. Gregoire LamolllCIU came ilere 
last year to do a weekend Pc workshop. I even 
teach an evening lecture and slide show on 
Introduction to PC! 

Just over a year ago Paul Battle (au,hor of 
"Your Rome i.r Your Castle," PcA/145) and I 
moved out to the Seventll Generation property 
at Carp., west of the capital. as caretakers and 
overseers of the renovation. We did major 

upgndes to the large house on site, mid it is 
looking great, especially inside. All last year 
we cleaned ap, removing six construction-sized 
dwnpsters of pure 'J11nk" off the property. This 
was after a big auction to get rid of tons of 
mostly usable stuff, includiJJg six decrepit 
vehicles~ It boggles ITTY mind how much clean
llJl had to be rlone. The property is looking 
excellent and many areas are healing. 

We erected two stiaw bale cabi.Q.<l last 
summer with earthen plasters and floon and 

started a large permacu\ture garden with a pond 
in the centre. I divide my time between the 
organization Se-venth Generation CommUJ1ity 
Projects and caretaking the property. Palll has 
expanded his home inspection business to 
include ecological building/renovation 
consultations and solar site assessments for 
passive solar and photovoltaic systems. We 
l>oth act as consult.ants for anything that 
happens OD the Carp site and with the buildings 
(health., ecological. and environment.a.I}. Both 
of us have also been working on straw bale 
b.ouse building sites as well as on plastering 
crews (now that is a dirty and caustic job!). 

After a hiatus of over a year, oUI 
"community meetings" started up again here 

zone was the most badly eroded. 
We hit the jackpot 

As beautiful tropical birds and butterflies 
stirred the air, I began to feel inspired about 
what lay before us, This land was the main 

source of water and mud flows through the 
developed zone below, with its farms, buildings, 
and the main highway into Bahia de Caraquez. 

last summer. Besides Paul, Katherine, and 
myself at first, two others have joined us. We 
have formed the first Board of Directors for the 
Carp Ridge EcoWellness Centre, and we are 
working out the whole structure of the place 
(naturopathic clinic, education building, 
school, information centre, community, 
gardens, site plan). By the end of the year the 
property ownership will be transferred from 
Katherine to the Carp Ridge F.coWellness 
Centre, a non-profit. The new Naturopathic 

Clinic is nearing completion (in an old house 
that was moved onto the site), and it looks 
amazing. The Education Building is almost 
complete and we have lieen renting out space 
in it for a while now. The private school that 
had used it before doesn't exist anymore, but 
will start up again sometime in the future in a 
new building. Unfortunately there have been 
lots of hoops to jump through to make it all 
legal, and the neighbours have been difficult. 
Katherine hired a manager, who is helping to 
mend community connections. We are focusing 
on completion this year--completion of 
existing buildings, clean-up, gardens, etc.
before tackling anything new. . 

If all continues to go well, Paul and I will 
be building our house next year (straw bale, 
passive solar, earthen floor and walls, off-grid, 

salvaged materials). ti. 

Monica Kalistar, heymon@qyberus,ca. writes 
from Ottawa, Canada. 
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Those lowland areas received l -2 meters (3-6') 
of mud flows during the 1998 El Nino rains. 

Two types of erosion-conlrolling plantings 
would be needed: the extension of existing . 
forests downslope toward the creek, and 
plantings along water courses to shore them up. 
It would take thousands of trees and months of 
labor, W1told kilometers of fenci[lg, and 
hundreds of gallons of hard-to-carry water 
dwing the dry season (probably using burros). 
The harder the work seemed, the more I felt 
certain about doing it. A rising wave of elation 
brought an imbecilic grin to my face. Working 
here would have the biggest payoff in the entire 
strip. We Were ecological lottery winners! 

Steep terrain pases great challenges to 
the work of restoring tree cover. 

Walking back with the brolher Jose, I was 
shown an oven bird's nest sculpted from mud, 
told about a bird whose loud predictable song 
at 5: 30 a.m. was a fanner' s alarm clock, and 
another that didn't sing but barked like a dog. 

"No one has mentioned snakes to me," I 
commented pointing at his shotgun. 

"The worst is mata cabalw (horse killer). It 
doesn't go after people but can drop a horse." 

"'How big is itT' 
.. I saw one five meters (16') long and this 

wide." He depicted the diameter of a small pie. 
As Brian and I walked back to town, I said 

"Can you believe what we just did? I'm too 
high, I've got to come down. I can't thin..k 
straight if I stay like this the rest of the day.'' ..1 

Peter Berg is the Director of Planet Drum Fdn. 
in San Francisco, CA. This repon is based on 
the second in a series of dispatches from 
Ecuador that have appeared in the pages of the 
foundation's publications. Used by pennission 
of the author. Visit www.planetdrum.011. 
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The Kansas City Region 
Through the Eyes of a Pioneer 
The Kaw bioregion occupies that part of Turtle Island (North America) 
where the prairie dances with the deciduo11-s eastern forest on rolling hills 
near the confluence of the Kaw and Missouri rivers. To understand the 
ecology of the area we take an historical look through the eyes of an 
early resident of Kansas City. 

1bis excerpt of f?eminisc~nces of Pioneer 
Days by Nelly McCoy Hanis, a memoir 
sbe began in 1891, was published in the 
Kansas City Star about 1912. 

How the Forests Fed Our Fathers 
Mis. Emmelin Heiskell, a niece of Dr. 

Jolwston Lykins, the first mayor of !Cansas 
City, came Jo this area in 1852. She said in an 
interview recently it Wal a mistaken idea that 
pioneers hereabouts were entitled to any 
sympathy, ~'They had an abundance of Nature's 
food supply and kind neighbors, and were 
content and happy." 

At the hazard of being called a N' ature 
faker by those unfamiliar with primitive 
conditions and the bounteous supply of wild 
foods that the woods and prairies yielded, I will 
revie_w the edible products pioneers found in 
this favored corner of the world. 

Actua.Lly we would not have suffered nor 
felt greatly inconveniencro in earliest times if 
we could not have had a dust of flour or a 
pound of store sugar. 

In our list of indigenous food were walnuts 
in superabundance, a few butternuts, hazelnuts 
in plenty, hickory nuts-the mammoth variety 
and the plump little shellbark.s-to say nothing 
of chinquapin and other acorns. These Inst were 
abundant and nourishing enough to fitten our 
hogs until the hardening of the flesh necessary 
before 'killing time' when some coru was 
given them. Wagon loads of all these native 
nuts were to be had for the mere .gathering. 
Wild fruits by the uncounted bushels 

Wild fruits were quite as plenteous as the 
nuts. Almost anywhere. but more especially 
along the edge of the timber around prairies, 
the wild goose plums, yellow and red, large, 
juicy, and sweet, we gathered by bushes. No 
dirtkey little baskets were carried to bring them 
home. Tubs were Uike11 in wagons and 
carriages and quickly filled. Progress-the 
insatiate iconoclast-long since destroyed 
these numero11s plwn thickets. Housewives had 
barrels in cellars filled with plums-rainwater 
poured in to fill the inlerstices-and they made 
pies from the supply throughout the winter. By 
the following fall the water remaining in the 
barrel was the finest kind of vinegar. 

You remember what Thomas Benton said 
in his report of his visit to Kansas City and 
vicinity about 1853: "In driving over the flower
bedecked prairies the hones' hoofs were 
crimson-dyed with the juice of wild straw
berrics, which aim ost covered the surface of 
the ground beneath the varied blossoms al.one." 

Blackberries were in such profusion that 
llalf were not gathered by us or lhe birds and 
the same can be said of 'Wild goosebernes. 
Raspberries were not so abundant, but plentiful 
in some localities. A few serviceberries, black 
and red haws, sweet and succ11lent-oot the 
dry, lll.steless variety we find here now. Groves 
and clumpsofwildcraba[Jple trees, those 
pretty pink bJossoms filled ihe air with sweet 
odors for rods around, furnished an excellent 
fruit for making jelly. Slough grapes-the 
sweet, almost seedless fruit-whose vines 
festooned every bush and lree in the island off 
the coast bottoms and along the Kaw and 
Missouri River Jowlands, were us.¢ fresh and 
preserved in syrup for pies--md pawerful 
good ones they rnade. 

The "winter gr.apes" so abundant, so sour 
before frost, it was said the pigs squealed in 
merely passing beneath the vines, yet so fine 
after being slightly frozen, were not only mighty 
good for food but considered a specific for chills 
and fever, so_prevalent in newlY. opened sections. 
What was cal1cd the sumrner grape (why, I lcnow 
not, for neither was it good until after frost) was 
a mosl delicious variety, almost as large as Con
cords md a lot superior. These grew in abun
dance hereabouts, especially on high.er land. 
Occasionally we would find, trailing along a 
rail fence, vines of the fox grape, the fntit nearly 
as large as partridge eggs, somewhat pleasant 
to eat, but as we had such an abundance of better, 
we rarely robbed the foxes of their favorite food. 

Persimmons enough and more for 'possums 
and people we had here. A fine grove of unusu
ally Jarge persimmon trees, which bore an abun
dance of fine fruit, grew near (now) Thirty-third 
and Harrison Streets. One large tree that stood 
alone near (now) Thirty-fifth and Locust streets, 
bore incomparable per:simmons, so large, so 
finely flavored, were they. If eaten at the pro~r 
stage, persimmons are as delicious as any pre
pared conserve. Mushrooms were abundant in 



rich timbered land and along the bluff sides. And 
pawpaws----Missouri bananas, they are sometimes 
sacrilegiously called------this juicy, sweet-scented, 
abundant fruit of the forests, could be eaten all 
day by their admirers, witho11t producing a 
sensation of surfeit, so digestible and wholesornc 
are tliey. But. lilce persi1TUt1ons, these must be 
eaten at the proper stage of ripeness. 
Meats of the wild , 

Then meat eats! What dido 't ,ve ha -ve in 
abundance, and the choicest? Buffalo, to begin 
with, because it ·was our biggest game. We 
hung hindquarters of the young buffalo in the 
cool smoke house or other protected places
we scorned the other portions-and cut from 
thelll while they lasted the sweetest, juicy 
stew and roasts. We also prepared or bough.ta 
goodly supply of jerked (dried) buffalo meat, 
which we sha.-vers carried in ow lunch baskets 
to school a:nd in packets. A group of 
youngsters in playtime, and suneptitiously in 
study hours, gnawing 2way on the delicious, 

This is My Nati'7e Soil 

Kathleen O':Brie11 :Blair · 
I live in Kan:;as City,\u.ssouri at the 

convergence of tluee rivers, in three patterns of 
three. It i3 what the Gaelic ancients wed to call 
Trisce/e A,tJior-the Great Three. 

At the Kansas City nioregion, the mighty 
Missouri River drops s011th off the northern 
plains esca.1prnent, down through the rolling 
hills of nc,rthem Missouri, md, at the 
confluence of the !Caw River, turns sharply east 
and runs to St. l.011is, '-Vhere She joins the even 
mightier Mississippi. If you look at an aerial 
view of Kansru City or a large map, the rivers 
form a Great 'Triscellion where they conjoin. 
The south-flowing Nissouri is a different river 
from the east flowing :Misso11ri, even lh<iugh 
they are of one Water. The>Kawrivennoves in 
from the west to mingle her waters with the 
Missouri, and at this sacred place of 
Watersmeet-where tbree riven join, the city 
of Kansas City grew up. 

Anove Kansas City, the waters of the Little 
Platte and the Platte join witb the Nissouri in 
another triscellion of smaller size, and, below 
Kansas City the waters of the Big Blue and the 
Osage join with the Missouri again in triscellion 
patterns ... Wheels and wheels and wheels. 

Now, in ancient Gaelic and Brythonic 
tradition, the place wbere three rivers meet is a 
powerful place of deep nwninosity. In tbe 
Gaelic tradition, this is where the great Bri.ghid 

is to be found. 
In my hometown of Parkville, Missouri, 

above Kansas City and nelow the Platte River, 
the valley opens west and south down to the 
Missouri River and moves up north and east 

handy, edible accessory, resemnled the gum
ch.cwing friends of later years. 

Deer, though not often seen in our 
immediate neighborhood, were nu:nerous 
nearby, and the finest venison hams could be 
bought for five cents a pound, ,ometimes less. 
Wild turkeys trotted in the timber, and we had 
about all we cared for of this superior fowl. 
Wild dllcks, geese, and prairie chickens were 
almost as numerous as blacknirds. We only 
used the young, tender squirrels and rabbits, as 
the ample supply permitted picking and 
choosing. "Possum and sweet tater, prime and 
cook:ed to a tum, could be had any time during 
the winter. And groundhog-why, even this 
vanninf of ill omen is edible, but a little goes a 
long way. Quail-no partridge-we called, and 
_sti11 call, that perfection of game birds-it 
seemed almost blasphemy to designate this 
piece de resi:;tance by so suggestive an epithet 
as quail-were so numerous that we actually 
tired of them al times. I remember when one 

into the hills which form a three-sided bowl. 
The Feng Shuimasters call this '-'The Pearl in 
the Mouth of the Dragon." 

In this valley there were many deep artesian 
springs, singing burns and rills, and, in and 
upon the hills, one of the most diverse 
ecosystems iq_ Missouri-mixed forest, rich 
orchard soil, mushrooms of every kind, 
bluebirds, hawthorns and dogwoods, lady 
slipper orchids aTid dogtoothed violets, bobcats 
and deer, red-tailed hawks, kestrels, and an 
occasional peregrine in off the plains to the 
wesL High Bethany limestone cliffs in many 
places were graced with waterfalls and deep 
caves, full of the artifacts of the Indians who 
lived there, and later, of the French fur traders. 

A.nd here in this valley, the Kansa Indians 
would come in the spring months when 
tornadoes whipped their lands to the west. They 
crossed the Missouri River in their canoes and 
settled in this valley for the storm season. Here 
in this valley, they knew the twisters never 
came b11t rather bounced off the surrounding 
hills on their careening paths back to the sky, 
screaming like the bean sidhe in frustration. 

It was a l>eautiful green cocoon, full of . 
magic, Manitou, and delight, now degraded 
beyond recogriition by development and 
tourism-tbe children of greed and 
opportunism. Her singing waters now stilled, 
her hilltops blasted off and dead ... 

This is where I'm from, this is where four 
generations of my people lie buried. This is my 
native soil. 

Brighid Dhuit. 

/[athleen O'Brien-Blair 
<ktho@kc n: fOW> liws in Kansas City, MO. 

could buy all he wanted for 25 cents a dozen. 
Our turbid old Missouri River furnished 

oodles of fish-th.e best in the world we then 
thought. An old-time lady said when salmon, 
I ake trout, and 0th.er varieties were brought to 
her: "I wouldn't give a good steak: from a 
young hen catfish for all these pale, sickly 
looking things brought from the l«kes and 
elsewhere." I have not quite 
finished the list of native foods 
found here by pioneers. 
Groves of sugar maples 

Few know that there 
was a grove of sugar 
maples about (now) 
Cleveland A venue 
and Ninth Street to 
Twelfth Street and 
eastward on the 
Daniel Stone 
plantation. From 
these Judge 
Carey's family 
procured 
sufficient syrup 
and sugar for 
family use. There 
were other sugar 
trees scattered about this 
section, but too "in sunders" (Joe in Great 
E.xpectations) to pay for sapping. Then I 
wonder how many know that the common 
h.ickory tree contai~s saccharine sap-not so 
sweet as the sugat maple, but abun-dant and 
deliciously flavored. When the big lqgs of this 
wood were burning in our wide fireplaces we 
children gathered in spoons the sweet sap 
which oozed from the cut end of the logs. 

The Rev. J. T. Peery, a grand and honored 
old-timer, whose home was at (now) St. John 
Avenue and Spruce Street, one evening laid a 
huge green hickory log on the broad stone hearth 
to dry out for the morning fire, when he arose 
and went to place the log on the hod of live 
coals he found beneath each end a little cake of 
sugar. The heat had started the flow of sap, and 
the same influence caused evaporation and left 
the pure sugar on the stone. The good preacher 
told this himself, so we know it is gospel truth. 

I trust I have not been so unmindful or 
ungrateful for our blessings to omit any item
I know I have not exaggerated. Mrs. Heiskell 
will doubtless bear me out in my statements as 
I can bear her out in hers 1ouching our need of 
sympathy or commiseration in pioneer times. 
Happily we were not forced to subsist 
altogether on the food supply fumish.ed by 
Mother Nature, but we could have done so if 
there h.ad been need. - N.M.H. t,,. 

Research for this essay was done l,y Marty 
Kroft <martyk@allspedes,o".i> in the Missouri 
Valley Room of the main Kansas City Library. 
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Austin's Rhizome Collective Combines Vision with Action 

Scott Kellogg & Stacy Pettigrew 

Rhizome: a lateral u11derground root 
system1 sending up above-ground shoots 
to forni a vast network. Difficult to uproot. 

Imagine a future where cities are not 
seething megalopoli of pollution and alienated 
living. Imagine mosaics of interconnected 
neighborhoods where citizens have turned 
concrete canyons and blighted brownfie\ds into 
lush zones of vitality and living gardens; where 
people have taken control of food production 
and other essential life processes; and where 
communities provide mutual aid to each other, 
working for social justice and sustainability. 

At the Rhizome Collective in Austin, Texas, 
we are sprouting a seed of this hopeful vision. 

The Rhizome Collective, a non-profit 
corporation, has been donated loug-tenn use of 
a 9,400 sq. ft. warehouse in the industrial 
conidor on the city's east side. Our nine
member collective makes decisions by 
consensus (everyone must agree). For the past 
two years, we have been working to create a 
center for community organizing and action as 
well as an educational center for skill sh.uing 
and a demonstration model for urban 
sustainability. It is our goal lo empower people 
to live autonomously, having con.trol over the 
reso\ll'Ces and skills to (lleet their basic needs 
for food and energy production, water security, 
waste management, transportation, health care, 
and education. 
Outreach to the oppressed 

The center for community organizing 
includes: Food Not Bombs' community kitchen 
(Food not Bombs prepares free meals for the 
city's homeless population), the Juniper 
Holistic Health Care Resource Center, an A.rt 
and Revolution area for making puppets and 
banners for political demonstrations, a 
children's space, a stage for benefits and 
fundraisers, and a clothing and goods exchange 
caJJed the Free Store. 

The Rhizome Collective also houses the 
Inside Books Pr9ject, which distributes free 
literature to Texas's incarcerated population, 
and Bikes Across Borders, which maintains a 
community bike shop and sends repaired 
bicycles to Cuba and to maqui/adora workers 
in factories on the U.SJMexico border. 

As an educational facility, we encourage 
members of the community to host fr~ skill
sharing classes in the center. We hope this will 
empower both teachers and students, and break 
down typical barriers between teacher, student, 
and administrator. This year, we received 
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funding from the city of Austin forour Free 
Skool for the Arts program. Free, volunteer
taught art classes will be offered. 

As part of the educational center, the 
Rhizome Collective hru; begun to builq a model 
of urban sustainability to demonstrate systems, . 
techniques, and tools that redacc people's 
ecological impact. Replicable wban sustainable 
design necessitates a unique approach to 

our first S!eps was to teaz up the asphalt. It had 
created all impermeable barrier be11veen !he 
subsoil aJ1d the air and moisture above. A 
mattock and a rockbar tore it up much easier thllII 
we had thought. Undemeath was a rock:.-hard 
layer oflimestone roadbase. lnstead of removing 
it, we opted to create soil on top ofit. Luckily, 
one block aw&y ls a tree trimmi11g business, an 
endless source of mulch.. Several dump bUck 

---_,.,,.,----· 

Using an old warehouse as a base, Rhizome actMsts bring permacult11re to Austin 

planning. Limiting factors i11clude shortage of 
horizontal space and low income levels. 
Emphasis is placed on developing techniques 
that can be applied at low or no cost with 
minimal technical expertise. Using "waste" 
material-a city's most abundant local 
resource-is important. 
Applying permaculture 

Some of the techniques we feature and ace 
developing include: rainwater collection 
systems, miniature constructed wetlands for 
wastewater treatment, raised bed organic 
gwdening, wonn composting, passive solar 
water heating, chicken raising, degraded soil 
remediation and rebuilding, native herbal 
medicinal gardens, building ~ith earth and 
salvaged materials, edible landscaping, sma!J 
pond construction, aquatic polyculturc, md 
windmill-powered water pumps. 

When we first acquired the property, it was a 
bumt-0111 shell. What is now our courtyard was 
an asphalt parking lot. Many doubted we could 
tum this degraded space into an active 
community space and gardens designed with 
permaculture principles. After two years of hard 
work we are visibly closer to ow goals. Oue of 

loads of mulch have turned into inches of 
courtyard soil. The summer heat. which bad been 
trapped by the pavement, now dissipates much 
more quickly. We then began planting fIUit trees 

and building raised garden beds. 
Technical Innovation ln wa~te 

AJternative"construction and living 
possibilities are often greatly limited in cities 
by strict zoning regulations. For instance, 
zoning regulations prohibit the use of any but 
the most expen si vc composting toilets. T o use 
a sim.ple humanwe sawdust toilet would bring 
the wrath of the health department down upon 
us. In order to create a closed loop on a piece 
of Jaod, it is essential to return the nutrients 
derived from the land back to it in the fonn of 
composted wastes. It is a continual and ironic 
frustration that so much nutrient and biomass 
are lost from our system to the sewer lines. We 
are attempting to engineer a low-cost, code
approved composting toilet which could do 
this, not only to serve us, but to create a 
replicable precedent for olher cities. 

Rainwater harvesting is an essential 
component to any permacu!ture system, 
especially an urban one. Cities compete with 



fal"JTlers for water rights while millions of 
gallons wash off parking lots and rooftops. This 
water, which would normally infiltrate slowly 
into aquifers is instead mixed with spilled 
gasoline, sewage effl.nent, and garbage, ending 
up either in the sewer systern or polluting 
waterways. If people collected rainwater off 
their rooftops they would have a ~ source of 
non-chlorinated water. Low-cost rah1water 
collection systems can be mnde by recycli.JJg 
food-grade barrels from bakeries or 
home brewing supply stores. City rain may 
potentially cmitain higher levels of some 
pollutants, but is still safer then many cities' 
tapwater. Collecting water cm also combat the 
growing practice ofwaterprivatization. ln some 
developing co11ntries, privatized water prices are 
beyond what many could afford. Uprisings have 
rm.died. Many U.S. cities have already so1d or 
are in the process of se 11 ing !heir wa ttr sy sterns 
to private corpora tiom. 

Our chickens are one of the most 
productive and multi-functional systems we 
have. They serve as free-roaming protein 
conversion m11chines. They are efficiellt 
huntei:-foragers of iRsects and seeds. T'he:y 
collect those nutrients and transform them into 

a neatly packaged and digestible egg. Cities are 
fuie places forraising chickens. Many 
predators fo11J1d in the IVild are not so prevaler1t 
in cities, although we do have a higher ' 
concentration of opossums. Neighbors upset by 
noise can be easily placated 'Kith fresh eggs. 
Bllildlng \'fealth ror the long term 

Our property is bordered by two unused 
lots. One is a field covered with a nearly 
impervious hardpan. The so·il quality itself is 
questionable. It borders an auto salvage lot and 
may be contaminated. In response, we are 
building a lleallhy layer of soil on top of it. We 
regularly i[Jtertept curbside bags of leaves and 
spread their c:ontents across the field. Slowly, 
combined with tlie constant scratching and 
tilling of 01.lr free range chicken friends and 
occasional watering, this has created several 
inches of s<Ji! in a section of !lie qeld. Our 
dream is to revitalize these fields. In the place 
of abandoned, degraded lands, we see 
community-supported agriculture projects, 
ecovillage and appropriate technology training 
centeis, green playgrounds, and community 
congregation sites. We are forming a coalition 
to begin a capital campaign to realize this 

Polyculture in the :Brazilian Drylands 
Planting Agroforests, · Growing Hope 
Marsha Hanzi 

Although lcnown for its rainforests. Bnzil 
also contains a large semi-arid region kno\\'.11 as . 
the Sertiio, 900,000 square kilometres (360,000 
sq. mi.)and growing! (Ed.: This is abou1 the 
size of Egypt or of the U.S. states of Arizona. 
New Mexico, and Coloradocomhint!d.)Much 
of thi:. is severely degra.ded, due to large-fca1e 
defores,tation, ploughing, amd goat-herding 
beyond the support capacity of the land. It is 
home to 10 'million people, a mosaic of small
noldings with large ranches. 

Rain in this region is emtic, often corning -
in downpours followed by long dry periods 
even in the rainy season.. In spite of this, the 
farmers plant com and beans, wb.ich depend on 
rain, practically programming themselves for 
agricultural failure. Worse, they clean-till and 
hoe the land, leaving it open and exposed 10 the 
sun and drying winds. 1n the 400 yea111 of 
occupation of this land-as far as we lcnow, the 
Indians only passed through on h.unting trips
there has yet to be developed a sustainable 
form of cultivation adapted to the climate. 
However, theolderloca.l m.ode\offannlng was 
far more appropriate thlUl the present "modern" 
version base<I on large-scale deforestation, 
irrigation. and chemicals. 

Agriculture in the Sertao is collapsing: 
Many of the able-bodied men and women 

migrate to Sao P.aulo (60% of its 15 million 
inllabiurnts live in slums) to look for job11 as 
construction workers and maids. The pbysical 
and economic collapse is accompanied by a 
general depression and disbelief in the potential 
of the region. Without sophisticated irrigation 
equipment, which is also unsustainable because 
of the cost and dwindling water reserves, 
fanning has seemed to be a hopeless pursuit. 

In this context, the Po\yculture Project, 
which began in 1999, showed an alternative to 
dependence on irrigation and chemical inputs, 
an agiicultura1 system that most farmers 
,believed was failing. Today the project boasts 
of 47 demonstration plots on fanners' fields 
and works directly with 1,000 farmers. 
Brlefhlstory and background 

In late 1999 I travelled out to the drylands 
of Bahia to see the castor plantations. I had 
been invited l>y the managers of a local factory 
to discover how the:y might avoid dramatic 
fluctwti. on s of this crop due to erratic rainfall. 
The castor beans were grown at very large 
spaciDg-3.5to4metres (IU-13 ft.)--with 
nothillg in bctvieen. The constant diy winds 
blew llllimpeded down wide corridors. On the 
same trip, tile managers observed other fields 
with pigeon peas, cassava, elephant grass (for 
fodder), and local fruit trees surviving under the 

dream. In order to bring food production back 
into the cities, we must devise inexpensive 
means of remediating contaminated and 
damaged soils. We are researching and 
developing those skills here. 

II is projected that the world' s population 
will become 51 % urban in the next 20 years. 
City populations are often blind to their 
ecological impact Food and water just appears, 
and the effects of over-consumption are hidden. 
We need to develop methods for sustainable 
urban dwelling. If not, we will find ourselves in 
a future where short-sighted. profit-minded 
officials have made all the decisions with little 
regard to community and ecological health. It is 
our responsibility and obligation to shape our 
communities in ways that will benefit us and 
numerous future generations. ad 

Scott Kellogg and Stacy Pettigrew are both 
members of the Rhizome Collective and reside 
there as well. They are both involved in 
sustainable design and activism. The Rhizome 
Collective 300 Allen St., Austin, TX 78702. 
rhizamecollective@earthlink.net 
www,rhiwmecollective,org (512) 385-3695. 

Sisal 
(Agave 
sisalana) 

extreme conditions. It appeared the problem of 
crop failure was not lack of rain bul rather lack 
of strategies to retain water on the land. 

The solution we came up with was to put 
all these crops together in one field, taking 
maximum advantage of space while improving 
castor's perfonnance. The new design would 
provide better moisture conservation and 
improved soil fertility, both from increased 
organic matter and from nitrogen fixation by 
the leguminous plants. All soil was to be 
covered with a living mulch, combining tall 
and low plants, short- and long-season crops as 
well as trees, which would protect the land 
over the long dry season. 

In November 1999, with seed mon~y from 
the castor industry-which was interested in a 
more reliable source of raw material-Henrique 
Souza was contracted to plant the first 15 
experimental polyculture fields on farmers' 
lands. Henrique is an agronomist who had 
worked with Ernst Gotscb, and was well-versed 
in the latter's famollS agroforcstry system-
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which Ernst had adapted for dryland conditions. 
The early results far exceeded expectations: 

castor production doubled in the first year, as 
compared to neighboring fields, while the system 
provided a number of products for the farmer's 
table from space that had previously been empty. 
That was the binh of the Polyc1dture Project, 
which 18 months later employed two agrono
mists and one agricultural technician directing 47 
demonstration fields on fanners' luds in various 
regions of Bahia. Each plot, of 1/4 to I hectare 
in siie, is being monitored by a small group of 
farmers, about a thousand all 
told, some of whom are 
women. Groups visit on 
moolh.ly field days to view the 
process through-out the year. 
The trials will continue for 
three years, to demonstrate the 
evolution of the system. 

Besides the field 
observations, a theme is 
developed every month with 
the groups. These range fr om 
mulching to budgeting to 
nutrition to food preservation. 
The program has thus become 
a professional course for 
farmers, who will receive a 
certificate at tbe end of the 
year; this is significant for 
many of those who are 
illiterate. Besides rescuing 
degraded lands and guar-
anteeing production, the pro-
ject is thus rescuing the farmers' self-esteem, 
while proving there JS hope for their homeland. 
Socio-economic and ecological context 

In the latest census, Bahia was shown to be 
one of the poorest states of Brazil. The mean 
income is little over USS I 00 per month, which 
falls below survival level. The "Basic Basket," 
a calculation of the cost of the most basic 
foodstuffs and sundries, is close to US$200 per 
month for a family of five. That means that 
even with two members of the family working, 
they earn barely enough to eat. 

In the countryside, income is even more 
fragile, due to crop failure. Many families 
depend on the pension of an elderly relative. 
which is usuaJly a minimum salary of US$90 
per month, or less. When the situation is 
extreme, the govemment-both federal and 
local- supplies food packages and water 
trucks, This extreme dependence of the dry land 
farmer is not without its political implications. 
The polyc:ulture model 

The strategy of the polyculture model is to 
imitate a natural ecosystem, which is resilient in 
the face of climatic variations and improves 
over time, as natural ecosystems do. This model 
integrates low, medium. and tall plants, as well 
as plants of short, medium, and long life cycles, 
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including trees. Thus the field, once established, 
is not left exposed to the sun, but conserves 
water and increases in fertility over lhe years; 
the field will never again need a tractor, which 
is economical for the small landowner. 

Besides food crops, such as com and beans, 
there are two major cash crops in the Bahian 
drylands: the castor bean and sis~. Castor is a 
bushy plant that lives for 2-4 yeass and has been 
a major cash crop in the drylands since the be
ginning of the last century. Its abundant seeds 
are rich in oil, which is used for many purposes, 

Castor bean 
(Ricinus commun.is) 

including 
airplane 
lubricants and 
biodegradable 
plastics. It is 
potentially an 
important 
substi-tute for 
petroleum 
products, with 
a growing 
market. (Until 
now the main 
barrier to new 
technical 
developments 
has been the 
ex1reme 
fluctuation in 
the supply of 
raw material 
due to 

drought.) Al
though it is the mainstay of the dry land 
economy, castor was vir-tually abruidoned in 
the late 80s due to low prices; it is only now 
being revived, with the growing market demand 
and better prices. Though it is relatively 
resistant to drought, production falls 
dramatically in chy years. 

Sisal is a "permanent" plant of the pineapple 
family and very resistant to drought Its leaves 
are rich in fibers, which a.re extracted in the .field 
with very primitive and potentially mutilating 
machines. As the fanners are paid in te1ms of 
production-which is low due to the machine's 
inefficiency-and prices are low, sisal is con
sidered a poor man's crop. Yet ithas tremendous 
potential, as it never fails. Sisal is an excellent 
mulch plant; it remains green when all else fails, 
thus playing an important role in the polycwture 
fields. The green residue from fiber prqductioa 
also makes a good emergency cattle fodder. 

Besides castor and sisal, the polyculture 
fields include the traditional foodstuffs: com, 
beans, sesame, sunflower. To these are added 
short, medium, and tall legumes for nitrogen 
fixation and production of biomass, such as 
jackbeans (Canavalia sp.). pigeon pcas(Cajanus 
cajan), and leucena and gliricidia trees. In the 
beginning even some vegetables are harvested, 

sucn as tomatoes, parsley, and radishes. Finally, 
native and adapted fruits and lumber trees are 
planted iiS wet! as native legumes and fodder 
plants, guaranteeing that even in the worst years 
the farmer will harvest something. ln three years 
time he will have the option of lcavin8 the fruit 
tTees as a dry land agroforest giving a fruit a:nd 
fodder yield. or be may cut all the vegetation 
(which will then resprout) to begin another cycle 
of short-season crops. Typically a fi1flller with 
more land will gradua.lly reforest it through this 
system, whereas a farmer with li ttle land might 
leave trees around the edge but return. to short
cycle crops ic the fields. Even in this case, the 
conditions would he far better, due to imI!foved 
fertility, tilth (soil structure), and wind 
protectiort. 

The key to this model is the right 
combination of plants and pr()J)er rnanagemeot of 
the succession. Vye have observed, for exam(lle, 
that castor does well with short-cycle corn if its 
tassel is cut at the right mo111ent, but poorly with 
sunflowers, which should be planted at a certain 
distance. By contrast, castor and pigeon peas 
make a "!:tappy marriage" provided one chooses a 
tall castor, which needs to be emergent in the 
system, and a snort pigron pea, which belongs to 
the next lowest level. However. castor does not 
mind having a gliricidia tree over it 
Organisation 

Toe Polycu]ture Project is a joint endeavor 
of the Bahian Permaculture Institute and VITA, 
an agronomy finn for sustainable development, 
founded by Heruique Souza and Cinara Del 
Arco San~hes, the two agronomists of the 
projecl Althou.gh the project was begun wilb 
the castor crop, which will always be an 
important element in the dryland system, the 
model is perfectly applicable to regions with 
other cash crops. Finances for an ell.panded 
prognnn are being sought from foundations- • 
that s11pport sustainable development anlf food 
security projects. The Conservation. Food, and 
Health Foundation, as well as Atrofina-a 
French company that buys Brazilian castor 
oil-have already confU111ed their support. 
Obstacles and. challenges 

In Brazil, as in the world over, tJie 
sustainability of agriculture began to coUapse 
when farm products bccwne commodities for 
distant markets. 

In the old days, farmers in the Sertio cut 
small clearings in the local brush. Into these Ibey 
planted a miJtture--an infonnal polyculture-<,f 
plants of various heights. As these were 
protected from the hot winds by the surrounding 
brus h, the crops were more sustainable, even 
though the land degraded under slash-and-bum 
and clear-hoeing. When crops failed, the fanner 
survived. by hunting and gathering in the 
caatinga, as the local ecosystem is called. His 
products were for the iablc and the local market. 

Tractora arrived witb the advent of 



commercial fanning, and made it possible to 
clear much larger areas, virtually destroying 
the caatinga in many regions. Because of the 
increased inputs thus required, the farmer.; 
turned to the banks for financing. 'The banks, 
talcing as their lllodel the American industrial 
system, required that cash crops be planted in 

"modern" monocultures. This in tum meant 
chemicals and m.achines, creating a vicious 
cycle of degradation and inclebtedness. 

The result, as can bl! imagined,' was disas
trous to the fragile soils and equally fragile local 
economy. Even so, most of the banlcs co11.tin1Je 
to insist on the agro-industriaJ model, refusing 
to finance farmen who wished to pnctice 
intercropping. However, this group is growing 
dae to the success of t!J.e polyculture fields. 

Thus we have on one hand the traditional 
small-scale model, cheap and relatively stable, 
though degrading to ihe larnL This rernailled 
feasible as l011g as there was plenty of c!Ulti,iga 
available to open new planting areas. "With eacll 
generation, however, this has been reduced, as 
fanners divide lhe land between their sons. On 
the other hand we have the devastating agro-
industrial model, which has dragged fanners 
everywhere in. 1he world into debt and depend
ence on p11rthased inputs and dista.JJt markets. 

The biggest chaJJmge facing the 
polyculture project is to bring the fil/TJler to a 
completely different strategy of !Ollg-tenn soil 
management, something which bad never been 
done in 400 years of occu.patio11.. rhis includes 
covering the soil insll:ad of\eaving it "clean," 
and admitting tree~ and native pioneer plants 
into a short-tenn cropping system. Altho1Jgh 
superficially similar to the old ways, the 
palyculture system operates in a very different 
time frame. We are deali11g with a profound 
paiadigrn change. ~d this takes perseverance. 

Stakeholders 
The Brazilian goveroment, at all levels, is 

beginning to realize the importance of family 
farms, both to prodace foodstuffs and to stern 
the rural eitodus. The poly culture project is 
·therefore finding support-though oat yet 
financial !-from local agricultural instillltioru 
as well as at the federal level. Local ex: tension 
ageots Qften accompany the staff during field 
visits and are slowly comiIJg to admit the 
viability of lhis mod.el, although it goes against 
everything they learned in the agronomy sch.ool. 

The local castor indusoy is :realizing that 
for it to guarantee a regular supply of raw 
material, the small frumer must be supporte<l. 
Castor harvesting has not yet been mechanized; 
it remains higbly labor-intensive, and thw a 
small-fa.mi product. Today there are two large 
local factories and four smaller ones which buy 
all the castor produced in the Bahian dJy lands. 

Local commerce will also benefit from 
increased adoption oftbc agroforest system, as 
the sustained local supply of foo&tuffs will 

increase, diminishing imports from other regions. 
Most of lhe produce will he sold at the local 
street markets or to local traders. However, two 
large cities nearby provide an important market: 
Feira de Santana, with \.5 million inhabitants 
and Salvador with 3 million inhabitants. An 
added advantage is that the produce is organic. 

Finally, the farmers and their families will 
benefit from increased income, enhanced 
nutritioo, and a growing patrimony, which is 
their soil. 
Su-.ategies £0,r extension 

Farmers like to look over the fence. This 
deinonstration project has the advantage not 
only of being practical but also of occupying a 
long time-frame, giving fanners lbe opportllnity 
to look at the' field time and again, exchanging 
opinions and s11igesting improvements. As a 
consequence of this e:xtensive input, and of the 
large number of'plots, variants of the 
polycu)ture model have arisen in response lo 
different rnicroclimates and soil types. 

'This is a gradual, non-linear,process. Thus 
far, ii seems as if three years will be enough to 
anchor lhe system in an area. As polycultures are 
more complex than monocultures, their 
management is also more complex, though based 
on simple principles. Instead-of being one-on, 
one-off, they are ongoing systems, which in the 
e11d integrate ftuit and forage trees with annual 
crops. As the system matllres, each year's harvest 
arid management requirements wiJ! be different, 
so the farmers need to be clear about the 
management strategies, which entail successive 
p1antin~s when crops are harvested and judicious 
prun.ing of the trees and bushes at the right 
moment. Each group has nvealecl natural leaders 
aniong the fanners, who quickly grasp the 
principles of the• system and are able to explain it 
to othen. 'These will remain as local teachers. 

'The program has moved with surprising 
velocity. Some <Jf the reasons for this may be: 

• The fields are always planted on a 
farmer's land and belong to him. The few 
fields s"own on common land belonging to the 
associatioil have not been so we.I] cared for. It 
is importa:nt that the field belong to someone 
who has a vested interest in the outcome. 

• The rnornent -.vas ripe, as the fanners were 
already convinced that the way thiugs were 
being done had no future. The government and 
the media have, until no-.v, implied that agricul
ture is possible in the dry lands only under irri
gation. This is a depressing situation for millions 
of farmers without access to water. All the tech
nicians involved in the Po\yculture Project are 
profound!)' convinced that the Sertao, as the 
drylands are called, is a wonderful place to live, 
with great abuodance. We must not underesti
mate the power of such personal convictions, 
which strengthen and re-affirm the deep love 
that these farmers have for their homeland. 

• The differences between the polyculture 

field and the control fields, planted by the same 
farmer, are strikingly evident from the first 
month after planting. The polyculture field is 
completely covered with the intense green of 
the plants, whereas the control fields show 
huge bare areas. It is immediately evident that 
with the polycultw-e system the fanner wiJl 
harvest much more from the same area. 
Essential reading 

Until now, very little has been published on 
this model. Ernst Gotsch is preparing a 
definitive work on his system, to be published 
in German in 2005. However, he is also wary 
of publishing it, as his understanding of the 
system is constantly growing and being 
refined. A few small manuals have been 
published in Portuguese, with a larger one 
being prepared by an NGO in Bolivia. (See 
"ecotop" address below). 

This is a system that one learns by doing, 
preferably under the guidance of someone with 
experience. Once the basic principles are 
understood, the possible variations are infinite. 
The Bahian Permac:u\ture Institute offers 
opportunities for hands-on experience in 
various sites in different climates. 
&<.ential browsing 

• The best on-line description of Ernst 
Gotsch's system can be seen at www.ecotop-

consult.de/en~lish/indexhtm. , 
• Marsha Hanzi has published one article 

about the model in the online Arizona Arid 
Lands Newsletter, bm,://ag.arizona.edu/OALS/ 
ALN/ALNHome%20htrnl. 

• For ongoing information about the project, 
see the homepage of the Bahian Permaculture 
Institute www.geocites.com/ipbbr whlch will 
have updates in Portuguese and Eoglish. 

• UNCCD, www.unccd,inL United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification and 
Mitigate the Effects of Drought. 
Essential contacts 

• Marsha Hanzi, lnstituto de Permacultura 
de Bahia, Condominio Aguas Finas, Lauro de 
Freitas, Bahia 42700-000, Brazil. e-mail: 

hanzibra@svn.com.br. 
• Ernst Gotsch lives on a remote fann 

without telephone or electricity. He accepts 
trainees but, due to a full agenda, requires a few 
months notice. He can be contacted (in English, 
German, French, Spanish, or Portuguese} at the 
fax +55-73-254-1776, or by writing to: 
Agrosilvicultura Piraf do Norte, Bahia 45436-
000, Brazil. As he is overloaded with requests, 
he may take some weeks to reply. A quicker 
contact may he had through Marsha Hanzi. 

• Cinara Del Arco Sanches, one of the 
agronomists on the project can be contacted (in 
English) at cinara delarco@hotmai].com. 6. 

Marsha Hanzi is a professional Pennaculture 
teacher and consultant, with kmg experience in 
agroforests. 
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Bootstrapping Urban Permacu]ture 
on the Great Plains 

underplanted with a groundcover of chocolate 
and !em.on mint, :ind surrounded by garlic, 
shallots, walking and multiplying onions ns 
well as King Richard leeks, several kinds of 
lettuce, cabbages {red and green ), blackcyed 
and purple-hulled pens, carrots, hot peppers, 
and lambsquarters. Amidst the salad and 
vegetables, wild geraniums (with beautiful 
long-lasting yellow flowers), a:nnual 
sunnowers, day lilies, comfrey. dandelion, bee 
balm, rue, a'nd bloody sorrel provide a 
constantly changing may of colors and scents. 

Robert Waldrop 
As noted in issue #49 of this magazine, 

there ls a need for more w-ban pennaculture 
demonstrations. I would like people to consider 
that it is poss ible to establish these projects 
with a very smnll investment of money and 
labor, and that it is OK to work without the 
fonnility of design course training. The sooner 
you start the more you can accomplish . 

I live in a small community in a working 
class neighborhood of central Oklahoma City. 
On our comer lot (220' x 90') there is a duplex, 
a small house, and a detached garage, all 1920s
era brick over wood-frame structures with 

plaster and lathe inleriors . The buiJd ings are 
crowded against the adjoining properties, so the 
only open space for gardening is the "front" 
yard. When we moyed in , most of the yard was 
lawri. The landscaping included two large elms, 

~,&8';.! 

Starting small and making do 
We didn't want to till our soil, so we began 

the gardens by sheet mulching parts of the e,cist
ing lawn. The paths betwee11 beds were covered 
with cardboard, then topped with wood chip5. 

The first year we started withjusl three 
small beds, then planted fruit trees, berries and 
canes, and built a trellis alo11g the west wall for 
grapes. (Since we don't use air conditioning, 
we were desperate for fast-growing shade lo 
replace the elms.) This trellis now has four 
varieties of grape over native mint, daylilies, 
and mulberries. This year the grapes are 
growing into the mulberries , and I will let them 
go to learn what happens . 

After this small beginning, we adapted our 
gardens to the remaining space. In a comer of 
the NW 21st St. lawn we built one bed around 

a tree trunk which had fallen after 
~ being hit by lightning . The log had 

been loo big for us to move by 
ourselves. Then we added a bed in 
the opposite cor-ner of the yard for 
balance. With those two in place, we 
built a crescenl moon-shaped bed 
between them, and an oval bed in 
front of that . This year we filled out 
the rest of that section with four 
more beds, planting into them an 
assembly of ran, medium , and short 
pl:mrs: two apples and two peache s, 
sand plums, elderberry and black
berry bushes, dewbeny vines, 
strawberries, multiplying 

. Across the driveway, in fiont of the little 
house , two figs watch over several beds of 
annua ls, mostly green beans , l>lackeyed peas , 
carrots, some lettuce, hot peppers, tomatoes, 
and turnips which we have sown, and lambs
quarters which have introduced themselves. 
Flanking the driveway are t~o clumps of ,. . 
Max.imilia.n sunflower, a perennial. Luffa vines 
there did welJ last yeas , but haven't .eseeded. 

Directly in front of the 1,ous(' are several 
Rose-of-Sharon bushes and some asparagus. 
Between the house and the garage a small be<l 
holds m-0re asparagus, salad bumet, and french 
sorrel. I have planted Good King Henry seed 
there three ye.irs in a row without s11ccess. On 
the other side of !he ho use are tomatoes , garlic 
a:nd onion ch.ives, asparagus, ll.Jld poke sallet. 
The poke sallet was originally planted else
where, but a volunteer sprouted i n the middle 
of the asparagus, so we have left it. Behind 
those beds is a fence witl1 a little side yard 
where we make compost under !he pecan tree. 

The earliest colors of my garden are tl,e 
pink and white blooms of the apple, plum, and 
peach trees, followed by the yellow flowers of 
dandelion and tumip, then white sprays of 
blackberr)' md strawberry, lavender pendants 
of comfrey. crimson clover and purple vetch, 

Apple and peach tree guilds on the front lawtL The 
car is named Motlier of Nations. Abovf! the house, 

you can see rhe top of rhe mature pecan tree. 

onions, garlic, chives, 
j ala pefio, cayenne and 
habailero peppers. apple min~. 
coneflowers, blackeyed and 

a mature pecan, mulberry bushes. daylilies, iris. 
patches of garlic and onion chives, and some 
native mint. Wind stonns soon downed the 
original elms. but we conserved all of their 
remains to we later in the garden. 

I have not attended a permaculture design 
course, but I have studied Mollison' s Penna 
culture Designer's Manual, Toby Hemenway's 
Gaia • .s Garde,1, Whitefield's Permaculture in a . 
Nutshell and How to Make a Forest Garden, 
and Robert Han's Forest Gardening. The easi
est design concept for me to grasp was the "seven 
]ayers of a forest garden." I haven't developed 
the skills to lay out a complete garden on paper, 
so I have concentrated on what I do understand. 
Thus, we have tried to fill each of the layers of 
our forest garden with many elements that will 
support each other and have multiple uses. 
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purple-hulled peas, dock, and gotu kola. 
Diversity, density and wnes 

Along No. McKinley St. lhe lawn 
fonned two rectangles separated by a 
sidewaJk. We laid out the section nearest 
the street in a naturalistic pattern loosely 
based on a ttaditional knot garden, 
malting borders with the branches of the 
fallen elms . Salads and herbs, including 
dill, parsley, sage, rosemary, oregano, 
lovage, winter savory. horehound, 
horseradish, tarragon, l!Dd several kinds 
of thyme, are .closest to the kitchen door, 
while a bit further out we have planted 
the small trees and shrubs: mulberries, 
plums, aronia. boysenberries, clove 
currants, a native rugosa rose. and a 
pretty rose called Erfult. These are 

A view l)j rhe plum guild, with peach tree in the 
background. Around the plum trees are 

blackberries, boysenberries, chocolate mint, 
blooming turnips, and comfrey. Walking onions 

and Iambsquarters in the middle. 



and the most brilliant yellow I have ever seen 
in ~ature on tl!e wild geraniums (they a.re self
s owing). Last fall, yellow was everywhere
among the sunflowers and luffas in particular. 
Doing a lot with a little 

In fow yeu-s we have spent about $700 on 
our forest garden, but besides the pleasure it 
gives us, it has paid handsome dividends iJJ 
goodwill and public visibility. Ow neighbor to 
the south planted garden beds right nex:t to 
ours, and another rieighbor put in strawberries 
this year. Many neighbors have stopped by to 
ask questions. I have posted a seri~s of 
sustainable Ii ving articles on the lntemel, and I 
rece11tly printed several of them into a little 
booklet whicb [ give to people who stop and 
ask about the garden. 0llJ efforts :have been 
featured in tile local alternative weekly 
new.spapei:, a11d as a result of that article I was 
invited to _give a presentation at the Aransas
Oklahoma Horticu1uu-al IndU5t:rie5 Sbow last 

Jant1ary (online at www.oklwmafood.orw. 
Though we began our pennnculture project 

in the garden, we haven't stopped there. We are 
slowly remodeling our buildings to make thelll 

much more thrifty with energy. They date from 
the days before air conditioning, and have 
several important design features to increase 
comfort during tlle hot season. including cross 
veJ1tilating wiJJdows, deep front porches, and 
wide e<1ves, but there is zero"insuiation! ht 
summer we hang mylar shades, which we make 
out of car sunshades (bought for a dollar each 
and duct•taped together; some of them have 
been in use for three yea.rs}, on the outside of 
the wiodows. We then cover them with a white 
rollup shade, mostly for aesthetic reasons. In 
the winter, the sunshades move inside the 
house: we hang them over tbe windows 
sandwicbed between two wool blankets. With a 
r :x 2" strip of wood stapled across the bottom, 
we can roll them up when the sun is shining, 
then lower them at night. Until we get the 
wood stove installed, our heat comes from two 
small cl~tric oil-filled radiators, which we 
move from room to room as needed, thus 
keepitlg our winter heating bill under$ 100/ 
month. Vie have caulked and weatherstripped; 
the house already had double-glazed windows. 

Last Sll11Ul1ef we installed rntary stack 

Plants in the OKC Forest Garden (by layers) 
1. Canopy trees. 

Pecan, one mature. and three seedlings. 
2. Unden.tory trees. 

Semi•dwarf Peach (2), Apple (2), Plum (2), 
Fig (2), Persimmon (2), and Redbud (I mature 
p]us seedlings). 
3. Shrubs and canes, 

Blackberry, 130:ysenberry, Dewberry, Clove 
currants, Siberian pea shrub, Orego11 grape, 
Elderberry, Mul1:ieny, Aronia, Ma.tirnilian 
sunflower. Sand plums, Rose of S baron. 
4. Herbs~ flowers, greem, etc, 

Perennial: horseradish, rhubarb, lovage, 
dock, french sorrel, bloody sorrel, saJad bumet, 
aspangus, purple and pink corieflowers, 
comfrey, poke sal!et, day lilies. Rosa ru1iosa. R. 

Peach and Apple Guild 
semi-dwarf peach and apple trees 
sand plum 
elderbeny 
dewbeny 
blackberry 
purple hulled peas 
purple hyacinth bean 
purple coneflower 
dock 
strawberry 
apple mint 
vetch 
crimson clover 
white clover 
garlic 
multiplying onions 

erfult. tarragon, rosemary, tbyrne, oregano, 
sage, horehmmd, lemon balm, winter savory, 
rue, bee balm, garlic: a.nd onion chives. 
ng:rotriti.cum, iris (pU!ple and yellow), a small' 
native sunf1ower (volunteer, self seeding)." 

Bieunials/llllnuals: sunflowers, blackeyed 
and purple-hlllle<I peas, green beans, pickling 
cucumbers, hot peppers (habanero, cayenne, 
jalapeno }, tomatoes, leeks, cabbage (red and 
green), turnips, dill, parsley, carrots, lettuce 
(several vnrietie.§), wild geraniums, 
snapdngons, poppies, Iambsq:.iarters, 
tJm.arantll, spinach, swiss chard, chickweed, 
Jienbit. (Flants underlined are self-seeding.) 

Plum Tree Guild 
semi-dwarf plum trees 
blackbenies 
boysenberry 
clove currants 
rosarugosa 
comfrey 
horseradish 
cabbage 
pi.up le hulled peas 
black:eyed peas 
sc arl~t rullll.er beans 
ch.ocolate and lemon mint 
vetch 
crimson clover 
white clover 
multiplying onions 
garlic 

ventilators to exhaust heat from the attic, and 
have ·generally been working for three years to 
fine tune our summer cooling, which is a bigger 
issue for us than winter heating. You can al ways 
put on more clothes in the winter, but summer is 
a different story. The idea is to keep the house 
closed up during the day and ventilate it at night, 
using ceiling fans to move air around, but there 
are exceptions depending on the weather. In the 
summer, I generally cook on the porch. If the 
heat gets ''unbearable," we go outside and spray 
everybody with a water hose. Much cheaper 
than air conditioning, and more fun. 
Changing the energy equation 

· The next step is to insulate the walls and 
attic with cellulose, R-50 all around. Though 
this is more than is typically recommended for 
the region, we wanted to achieve the insulating 
value of straw bale walls. We chose cellulose 
after a long and intensive review of the options, 
and are building a new interior frame 12 inches 
inside all of the exterior walls to accommodate 
the insulation. We will also install a low-power 
attic fan to ventilate the house at night. After 
this is done, we will demolish the detached 

S. Ground covers. 
Chocolate, lemon, apple, and native mints, 

catnip, 11ative dandelion, gotu kola, 
strawberries, vetch, crimson and white clovers. 
6. Climbing vines. 

Grapes (Merlot, Fredonia, Niagara, Ries
ling), passionflower, hops, scarlet runner beans. 
7. Roots. 

Garlic, onions, multiplying onions, shallots. 

For trial in the future: 
Apricot ( rather iffy for this zone, but I 

really like apricots) 
'Siberian pea shrub (more) 
Buffaloberry 
Buttedly weed 
Partridge pea 
Collards 
Malabar spinach 
Good King Henry 
Coreopsis 
Gaillardia 
Winecup (perennial and annual) · 
Gayfeather 
Illinois bundleflower 
Mexican hat 
Selfbeal 
Pumpkins and squash (Failure in previous 

years due to pests; I'm thinking to interp J ant 
with buffalo gourd, which supposedly repels 
squash bugs,) 

Jerusalem artichokes 
Ground nuts 
Potatoes 
Sweet potatoes 
Cinnamon yams 
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garage (it is about to fall down) , salvage the 
materials, and build n greenhouse across the 
south side of the house. 

Our unfinished permacul111re agenda 
includes harvesting and storing rainwater, 
building a cellar for tornado refuge, food 
storage, and for aging beer and wine, creating a 
better summer kitchen and an outdoor bread 
oven, adding solar cooking and water heating, 
and making more garden beds. Four-fifths of 
the food we eat comes directly from fanners 
and local processors, or from our own gardens. 
Reaching out 

Our website, www.okJahomafood.oq, is 
dedicated to developing a local food system, 
and we have initiated a project to open retail 

grocery cooperatives selling only Okbhoma
grown and processed foods. We have hosted 
four groups of students from Creighton and 
Regis Univ:ersities, who have spentspring 311d 
fall breaks with us learning about sustainable 
living. We are working with some other folks 
here to bring Jerome Osentowski to Oklahoma 
City for a permaculture weekend workshop, 
raising the funds necessary for this from 
organizations ln the area and individual 
sponsor.; so we c.m offer the event tuition-free 
10 local folks, and thereby begin our own local 
teaching tradition. ( Ed. no1e: This workshop 
was ht ld succtssfully ill November, 2003.) 

It is evident that there are many paths to 
pennacullure, and it isn't necessiuy to attend a 

design couise to do pennaculture, although it 
would undoubtedly be helpful. Reading books is 
important, but you learn the most by simply 
doing and being, and understanding that you will 
make mistakes. I didn't let my inability to see 
how this project would look as a finisheo design 
stop me from getting stilrted. Now that I ha vc this 
experience, I am contemplating the next 
opportunity: Two empty lots in our neighborhood 
we,-e made available to us for gardening. I alJl 
thinkiog a lot these days about what a pemu-
culture community garden would look like. ~ 

Robert Waldrop lives at the Oscar Romer o 
Catholic Worker Rouse in Ok/aluima City. 
Write him at rmwi@sooneniet.coin. 

Quebec's Pork Producers Need a New Deal-

Bringing Home the Bacon \".'AS"f 5Tr.EA !i 

60' , 

Claude William Genest 
The Mega-Pork Industry in Quebec 

stinks .. .literally, and for miles around. It 
destroys land, water, air, and communities. It 
loses money, surviving only th.rough taxpayer 
subsidies. The industry's standard "solution," 
putrid manwe lagoons, creates more problems 
than it solves. The government, meanwhile, is 
paralyzed by uncertainty. Yet there are ways to 
save our water, soil, and noses and tum a profit 
doing so! It's called pennaculture design and the 
solutions, derived from nature-based principles, 
not only tackle pollution problems, but 
regenerate natural capital as well. Because what 
is commonly perceived as an expensive problem 
is in fact a profitable solution in disguise. 
The expensive problem 

Canada is today the world's largest prod~ cr 
of pork. and Quebec, already the largest 
producer in the nation, wants to double 
production by 2005. There's just one problem: 

~ There's already rnore waste than the land can 
absorb. The excess goes into groundwater, lakes, 
ano streams. It 's oo secret that excess animal and 
agricultural wastes devastate waterways 
worldwide. Despite the fact that fresh water is a 
scarce mineral-only 0.007% of water on earth 
is available for direct humm use-we continue 
to squander and pollute this precious reS-Ource. 
There are, at last count, over 7 miJlion pigs being 
churned out in Quebec each. year, and each one 
results in a ton of waste annually. lndusOially 
raised hogs require up to 150 liters of water a 
day, much of which is fouled and flushed to the 
mythical place we call "away." 

In response to this problem, three 
approaches are typical: 

• Tougher rules and regulations 
• Impwved waste disposal technologies 
• Denial, delay, and further study. 
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Regulations require 
regulators, technologies are 
costly, and delay m.ikes a 
bad situation worse
expensive propositions any 
way you go. 

~ SEcC
0

:::,E1 Ut,R[CO\cHA3lE 

~ ~a·. 
Is bigger helter? 

- -
Proponents of 

mega-porkeries axe 
ljlliCk to point out 
that hog revenues in 
Quebec in 1999 were 

What's being done? 
Currently, a host of energy-intensive, 

expensive; and often complicated solutions are 
being "considered." However, by claiming 
these solutions •··unproved," the government 
delays their introduction and maintains instead 
the minimal standards known to result in 
ecological destruction that is literally visible 
from the air. A supposedly exhaustive search. 
by the Federation des Product.curs de Pores du 
Quebec examined over 71 potential solutions 
and concluded, (with a straight face) th:it 
" ... hog farmers be advised to malce do with 
existing methods (removal from storage
transportation-spreading) until an appropriate 
treatment is developed" Perhaps relucu.nce to 
implement solutions has to do with crippling 
costs:" ... According to the figures supplied by 
the promoters, treatment costs (will range to) 
$17 per cubic meter of raw liquid rnanure." 
Can nothing else be done? Or is this just "the 
way it is"? 

Not according to Permaculture co-founder 
Bil! Mollison. As he points out "Pollution is 
just nn unused resource." Pollution, says he, is 
not an problem of intent, but of design. The 
ecological design of Pcrmaculture delivers 1101 

just a greener environment, but greener 
pocketbooks as well. Ecological solutions 
begin by questioning certain pre-suppositions 
of the industrial paradigm, in this case !hat 
bigger is better, and that liquid manure lagoons 
make any sense. 

$7 47 million, 
representing 24% of Quebec's total agricultural 
revenue. How to argue with these kinds of 
nurnbers? Easily. Simply put, the revenues don't 
factor coslS. The hitter evidence reveals 
enonnous environmental, health, and social 
costs, and an industry that wouldn't s111Vi-ve the 
free market without generous government 
support. The bottom Une, in fact, is a dismal 
economic failure. 

• The industrial-strength problems of 
large-scale animal conCmement operations 
require expensive, sophisticated remedies, and 
taxpayer subsidies already represent some 20% 
of producer revenues. · 

• Social, environ.mental, and health costs 
are all ~enemalized" and shifted onto an 
already overbwdeoed tax.payer- just advising 
people to boil their contaminated drinking 
watec, for example, costs Quebecen over $3 
million a year. 

• More ominously, in Walkerton, Ontario, 
in May 2001, manure lagoon overflow d11ring 
heavy rains- an all too common occurrence
conlaminated household drinking water, killing 
six people and sending a third of the town's 
population to hospital emergency wards. 
Small farms outperfonn large ones 

Small farms declaring $50,000-$100,000 in 
yearly revenu.e show a profit margin nearly 
FIVE TIMES greater than that of large farms 
which declare over $500,000, according to lhe 
numerous studies reviewed by Desroches, et al 



in An Analysis of fu1ensive Hog Farms in 
Quebec (McGill U11iversity Press). 
.. Independent hog operators create three limes 
as many jobs. For each l 2,000 hogs raised by 
contract producers, there is a net loss of over 
I 8jobs while independent hog farmers create 
l Oo/o more pennanent'jobs." Why should 
taxpayers subsidize the dest:Iuction of jobs and 
the pollution of land, viater, and air? Subsidie5 
must be redirected away from these calamitous 
large-scale animal factories. and toward small
scale, local, and sustainable family frums. 
Manure lagoons: When the s.il11tion Is the 
problem 

"If you /jvewhere you ran smell 
putrefact/011 ... worry. "-Soi! scientist Elaine 
Ingham 

Aoirnal tmsbaod.ry pra.clices have been 
perfected over the millennia. Pastured hiLppi]y 
according to their evolution, livestock: retum 
valuable nutrients to the soil in the fonn of dung, 
helping to grow the healthy food they consume. 
The iadlJstrial mindset has taken this free an<l 
easy solution and turned it into a monstrous 
problem. When the animaJs are confined to 
colossal concrete factories, manure is tio longer 
seen as resource, but as waste. Enter 
liquefaction, which eases transport and 
spreading, but creates a host of • ew problems. 
Lagoons, even clay-lined ones, leak. Indeed, 
they are legally aJlovied to lose up to 0.036 
inches c,f liquid a day. A three-acre lagoo11 could 
therefore lose more than a millioo gallons of 
sludge-heavy putridness a year. As a liquid the 
manure leaches out and ru:ru off far too easily, as 
even a ct11sory "sniff-test" can reveal. "Worst of 
all, the anaerobic conditions of lagoons create 
potential pathogen problems amt turn the perfecl 
slow-release nitrogen and phospborus content of 

, natural dung, so ideally suited to plant growth, 
into a soil-destroying sludge. "Anaerobic 
condi tio11s result in nitrogen compounds that are 
detrimental to :plants and can cau.se soil structure 
to colfopse," says renowm:d soil scientist Elaine 
Jnghillll. As a result, the structure and fertility of 
the soil degnde, makiog it less absorbent and 
less suited to growing the crops the anilllals 
need. Costs go up, jobs and the environment go 
down, and the insanity continues. This system 
has the agri-science seal of approval. 
Waste I~ a verb 

It's something we do ... williugly, 
knowingly. For every animal qn earth. one's 
waste is another's food. We make ourselves the 
exception, the only animal to foul its own nest. 
The solution begins by imitating nature, which, 
,vith 3 .S billion years of hard-won experience, 
is by f:ir the best designer. The lesson for us is 
clear: "waste" is an unused resource to be put 
to productive and profitable pwpose. 
:Better feed 

The solution begins with a simple 
reduction: Were the hogs to get the enzymes, 

minerals, and amino acids they need from 
healthy pasture, or at least from synthetic 
ve...-sions mlded. to their feed, gross 
consumption, and therefore nitrogen and 
phosphorous loads, would be reduced by 30% 
(Agriculture Canada). And a recent study . 
demomtn.tes that liquid manure volumes can 
be reduced by 35% tltrough the use of systems 
such a5 dnnkers and water-saving 
drinking 1:Jowls (Granger, 
Cournoyer, and Barnett 199&). 
Eedside mamner 

one massive straw nest-snoring. I laughed 
until I cried. Their stress was gone, and so was 
mine. I know I'll never go back to 
confinement. Once you cross that road, there is 
no way you can go back." (Yes! Magazine, 
Summer2000) 

And as a final bonus, in addition to lower 
construction, energy, and maintenance costs, 

the heaJthier product 
(antibiotic-free!) gets 
a market premium 
from discerning 
restauranteurs, 
further shielding the 
farmer from the 
vagaries of the hog 
commodity market. 
Thinking outside ~r 
the box 

So far, the only 

The next level is the simple use 
ofbed<lint;, which can redllce liquid 
rnannre runoff by .50 to 75%. Better 
yet, it results in a safe, stable 
compost-like substance that is ready 
to spread, improves soil, is far less 
odorous, and far less likeiy to leach 
out. Best of all, the bedding 
material can be agricultural wastes 
like straw andcomstalJcs. Why is 
this good idea 1101 widespread, even 
mandatory? Because in the context 
of colossal and inefficient 
confinement ope1atioru, it would 
increase e.:xpenses and labor. This 
makes yet another argument in 
favor of srnaUer farms, which, as in 

Claude Genest sees 

counter-argument 
against deep bedding 
and composting is the 
cost and availability of 
suitable dry and 
absorbent material. 

Can a solution be 
found? Not according solutions wherever he looks. 

the e~amE>k llel<Jw, are already turning this 
environmeot-savint; strategy into profit. 
V\'orking "M'lth nature 

'J'he "Hoop-House" for hogs is a Canadian 
innovatioa already used successfully 
througnout the world, though. it is 
conspicuously absent from the review of 
possiblesoh1tions proposed by Agri-Food 
Canada's ••Agro-Environmental Plan for the 
I-log Industry"-it literally wrum' t considered. 
But that ham '1 stopped fom'ard-thinking 
individual:s from adopting the idea on their 
own. In. hoop stI:uctures happy pigs run around 
freely and nest on deep, absorbent beds of 
straw or com stalks-the residual "waste" 
product of their food. The liglltweight hoop 
houses, a far more b\llllal1e and pleasant 
shelter, cost TEN TIMES LESS to build than 
regular confinement structures. {Hawken 1999) 
Furthenno1e, they're much cheaper to operate. 
They need no e,cpensi ve electricity: Cool 
breezes aerate them in summer, and the 
composting !)edding gives off enough heat for 
evell CanadiaJJ winters, all at NO COST. The 
finished compost renders putrid lagoons 
irrelevant. The pigs are happier and healthier, 
and so is the farmer. 

Iowa fanner Tom Fran~e11 recalls his first 
111orning with the new "hog heaven" hoop 
house: "The pigs ran around all day long, and 
they must have run around all night long, too, 
because when I went out the ne:i:t morning I 
will never forget what I found," he recalls. "I 
peeked into the hoop ho1JSe to see 180 pigs in 

to the Agro
Environmental plan, which goes so far as to 
suggest that composting may involve further 
deforestation! "However, the availability of 
quality inputs at reasonable cost may limit 
widespread use of this process. Depending on 
the techniques used, it may entail environmental 
lorses of varying severity. " (italics added) For 
an answer to this, we must once again think 
ecologically and look to the abundance of 
unused resources we mistakenly can wastes. 
Paper money 

Contrary to popular belief and a 
commendable surge in recyding efforts, 
Canadians are still sending over 60% of paper 
and cardboard to landfill. Given that our 
forestry practices are known to be 
unsustainable, and that landfi.11 space is at a 
premillm, would it not make good economic 
and ecological sense to turn this waste to 
productive purpose? Why not shred it and use 
it in place of straw bedding? The finished 
compost could then help restore and regenerate: 
of our degraded lands, providing further yields 
for generations to come. 
Power to the people 

Another money-making and ecological 
solution is using the "greenhouse gas" · 
methane, a natllral and copious by-product of 
manure, as a valuable energy source. Just ask 
the Foster brothers of Middlebury, Vennont. 
Their dairy operation and three homes are all 
powered with electricity produced from the 
captured methane. And, to make the point even 
more effectively, the digested manure is 
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bagged and sold as a popular organic compost 
called "Moo-Doo." A third and unex.pected 
source of revenue is the regular tours and 
workshops that the hordes of curious visitors 
have forced them to organize. These are 
straight-ahead money makers. But to this must 
be added the savings of not having to dispose 
of the waste, nor pay fines for doing it poorly . 
Net metering 

As an incentive to produce renewable 
power, Vermont, like many other American 
states, now allows "net metering." In this 
fortuitou.s arrangement, excess power 
generated privately is fed back into "the 
grid"-an infrastructure already paid for by 
electricity users. The power companies must 
buy this energy at the same price at which. they 
sell it. In other words, while you're off 
working, your solar panels, wind generators, 
and methme distillers are working for you
your meter literally gets spun backwards. A 
sight sure to melt the hearts of even the most 
skeptical of businessmen. 
Waste management and reforestation 

Finally, any design solution must consider 
the whole, or be trapped in the same 

reductionistic thinking th.at created the problem 
in the first place. 

Years of ignorance, deforestation, soil loss, 
and chemical abuse have left our best soils in 
atrocious condition. As a result, lhey regulu ly 
hemorrhage huge quantities of priceless topsoil 
laced with manure and tainted by chemicals. 
We have discussed where all this goes
straight to our waterways. But how does it get 
there? [t runs off from bamm or poorly 
vegetated soils. There are vast swaths of empty, 
wasted land along virtually every roadside in 
Quebec, and indeed worldwide. We pay to keep 
literally millions of roadside acrtS of perfectly 
good land in neatly mowed-and useless
lawn, exposing uncovered soil to the wind's full 
force and our roads to drifting snows. We also 
line our roads with dead straight ditches, which 
deliver all the silt, sediment, and contamination 
collected from pavement and farms right into 
ow waterways, unfiltered. We can do better. By 
simply digging trenches FROM the ditches 
INTO this neglected land we could tum 
pollution-ladeo runoff into nutrient-rich 
fertilizer, and convert these functionally useless 
lands into productive, profitable,job-creatlng 

Movement Musings 
A Design for Posterity 
13rent Naylor 

The most important thing a person can 
leave to the world is the gift of their life 
and death. Unfortunately, these gifts 
usually go unopened. 

-Rilke 

Well-known permaculture educator, writer, 
and bamboo researcher, Simon Henderson, is 
undergoing test~ QJld medical treatment in 
preparation for a liver ttansplant operation. 

His Liver Transplant Team at the Univ. of 
W ashiogton Medical Or . in Seattle is one of the 
leading hepatology llllits in the world: They 
have done more transplants, with a higher suc• 
cess rate (70%) than any other facility In tb.e U.S. 

He was recently diagnosed with pulmonary 
hypertension and is being treated to lower his 
pulmonary pressure. This procedure includes 
installation of a medication drip into a vein 
below ttie collar bone and a heart catheter into 
his right heart ventricle via the jugular vein. 

Simon has been involved in a variety of 
pioneering Pennaculture projects since 1986. 
Many have heard his rap song, "Pennarap" 
featured in the award-winning Australian video 
production of "In Grave Danger of Falling 
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Food,'. for which he was also North American 
production assistant in 1991, and for which he 
was awarded the Pennaculture Comrnu.nity 
Service Award by the Pc Institute of Australia 

He has organized or participated as a guest 
speaker in more than 30 pennacµlturecourse s 
over the past 17 years. Since I 996 he has taught 
more than 40 work:shops and seminars on bam
boo agroforestry, travelling extensively through 
Vietnll11l, China, Indonesia, Mexico, and the 
U.S. researching and cons1ilting with farmers. 

His Permaculture conceptual design repon, 
"Raising The Dragon," for a 1,000-acre 
bamboo agroforestty complex in Vietnam is a 
humorous, consultation-as-travelogue, detailing 
the cultural anomalies of a visiting American ln 
Vietnam in l 993. ( See PcA #34) 

Simon needs our prayers, emai ls, and 
emotional support at this ti.me of health crisis. 
A website has been established by Friends of 
Simon Suppon Group to give information on 
his current health status, fundraising events, 
and a needs list. He keeps us abreast of his 
protocols, procedures ("Where DID they put 
that camera"?), and status on the liver transplant 
listing with "Simon Updates." For information, 
go to www.mindsparkmedja.com/frlends/. 

One of Simon Henderson's caregivers, Gail 
Sullivan, has written a poignant musing in the 
website section, "On Community," detailing 
the need to begin preparations for the current 

resources. Along the way, we could effortlessly 
begin to restore the forests, wetlands, and 
wildlife habitat upon which we critically 
depend. As a bonus, these new slrip forests 
would form effective willdbreaks, making 
driving safer and loweriog road maintenance 
costs. This gm:nbelt would produce ox.ygen 
while bio-iemediating vehicle exJi3ust. And 
finally, the harvesting of the short-, medium-, 
and long-term yields of food, fiber, and fuel 
would be simple and cost-effective owing to 
their proximity to roads. The multiple benefits 
and yields of this simple design belie its 
efficacy in tuming our present manure 
nigbtmare into a profitable opportunity. A.JI i t 
takes to make this expeDse a revem1e is a 
government brave enough to move away from 
the nanow interests of separate ministries and 
towards a unified, ho1istic govemilllce for the 
benefit of all. 

Vote Cireen! 

Claude William Genest is Vice-President of the 
Green Party of Quebec and a permacu/1ure 
teacher and designer in Quebec ~nd Vem1on1. 
www.clawleee,ust,com 

generation of Pc practioners to circle the 
wagons. She urges that we begin to design the 
infrastructure of care for our permaculture 
elders who do not have blood families or the 
vast financial reserves required by the current 
health care crisis in the U.S.: 

"Simon is our prototype. Like Simon, I too 
have become completely dependent on my . · 
cor:nmullity for support and nurture. Some folks 
are fo:rtullate to nave birth families that provide 
the love and acceptance tllat growing humans 
need. Many of us are not so foitunate. 

We llave fashioned a family from our friends 
and peers and grown lo rely on Community. 
Simon especially has devoted himself to 
working in Community in a number of circles 
for over 35 years. We're all blessed that he's 
spread himself around the world, pollipating 
encouragement with ha.mor and wisdom. 

As l prepare with Simon to enter this 
difficult time during and after his ti ver 
transplant, I'm celebrating the chance to pu.t 
my beliefs about Community into practice. For 
many years I've celebrated weddings, births, 
groundbreakings, and baru raisings . Now it's 
time to celebrate caregiving to the elders, to the 
disabled. Now it's time to take that potluclc 
dish to just one person. Now is the time to s it 
quietly and listen. From this new vantage point, 
I can see the whole cycle of life played out in 
my cmle of friends. 



,, 
Our generation transfonned childbirth prac

tices when we had babies, made up new wo.ys 
to be partnered, lransfonned the crap ui the 
grocery stores into healthier food as 1ve became 
consumers. Now we're takingoneldercare. 
What shall we <lo differently? What humane 
alternatives can replace nursing homes? 

I nope you' II explore these challenJ!es with 
me as we care for Simon. We are the ones 
we've been waiting for." 

When queried by the editor, Simon wanted 
to assure everyone that his head and bean are 
in a very good place. 

"Although I've b~n flying understandably 
ben.eath the radar of Pc notoriety for the past 
folll' years, my kindest thoughts are with you all. 
l have my spies; I know wb.atyou are doing!,. 

"I have bad to come J10me to myself, to IDY 

Finding Allies: A. Word 
in a Well•Placro Ear 

1 just read Michael Kramer's "A Challen,ge 
to the Movement" fro~ PcA#49. Althougb rve 
never found the time to take the basic cow-se, 
I've alwa::ys bad a soft spot for the movement, a 
cousin, so to speak, of the bioregim1al 
moveme11.t. Given my lifelong paJticipation in a 
variety of movements, I was intrigued. It Iools 
like the kind of list every movement I've ever 
participated in has de..,,eloped,one th.at reqllires 
some people to stop doing what tbey really 
want to do, that is, to practice the stuff. and 
tum to the challenging role of spreading tbe 
word. 

My dad was a major force ill establishing 
adult educatiod in Canada ill the 40s and 50s; 
lie worked in movement development all the 
rest of his life. He always said that tbe greatest 
challenge is following up on the early work. 
The second genera.lion has different work than 
the first and the third bas yet a different focus. 
Plus, they often have no more ability to ta1k to 
oIH: another than parents and children do, aod 
they know less about the necessity. They're 
more likely to argue than work. togetller. 

[ suspect that if there bas been any practical 
response to Kramer's challenge you will k:now 
of it. In spite of my lack of credentials I found 
myself intrigued by Zone 4: Spreading the 
Word. I agree with the need for a mainstream. 
permaculture language; l actually find tbe 
prospect somellting I could have fun with. 

So why am I writing you about this? Well, I 
have had good experience in planting a small 
word in a well-placed ear. IF, there is any process 
going forward, and IF, 2.one 4 is an active part of 
it, and IF there is room for someone with my la.ck 
of credentials, let me know. ti 

Alice Kidd, Lillooet, BC 
ravensjster@yalakom.com ' 

own core. I'm now a true Zone O Designer, 
configuring my own interior landscape into a 
place ofhea1Jty and emotional self-support. 
Strike up a love affair with yourself and see how 
Good That Feels. Let us design for posterity". 

Simon would be very pleased to receive 
your emails of support and "good vibrations" at 

simonize45@hotmaiJ.com. 

A boatbuilder, horticulturist, and landscape 
designer, Brent Naylor was been active with 
the Seattle Permacufture Guild/or many years. 
He IIOW lives in Raymond, Washington. 
brentn@willqpabay.org 

PerDlaculture and New Urbanism 
Tra-vis Beck 

American cities a.re big and getting bigger. 
According to U.S. Census Bureau estimates, 
2 l 8 InHlion Americans, 80% of the population, 
li..,,e in metropolitan rueas. A U.S. Dept. of 
flousing and Urban Devi. study found that land 
is being ta.ken for single-family housing at twice 
the rate of population growth. Permaculture
"a design system for creating sustainable human 
environments," (9)-presents a crucial alterna
tive to sprawling url,an development. Yet, as 
Michael Kramer pointed out in PcA #49, perma• 
culnue has gained little momentum in most 
American cities. The most coherent critiques of 
sprawl and the most viable alternatives to it are 
coming from New Urbanism, a revolutionary 
movement in urban design. Though they 
emerged from different backgrounds, New 
Uroa.nism and Permaculture share many values 
and principles. By working together, the two 
movements may be able to develop regenera
tive, commuqity-based alternatives to sprawl. 

N'ew Urbanism, also known as Transit 
Oriented Development or Traditional Neighbor· 
hood Development, began with the work of 
American architects Andres Duany, Elizabeth 
Plater-Zyberk, PeterCalthorpe, Danie! Solomon, 
Elizabeth Moule, and Stefanos Polyzoides. • 
They organized a series of meetings in the early 
1990s from which was born the Congress for 
New Urbanism (CNU). Today CNU represents 
over 2000 professionals and citizens worldwide 
who subscribe to the principles of the Charter 
of the N'ew Urbanism. As stated in its preamble, 
the Cbarter is a practical manifesto for "the 
restoration of existing urban centers and towns 
within coherent metropolitan regions, the recon
figwation of sprawling suburbs into communi
ties of real neighborhoods and diverse districts, 
the conservation of natural environments, and 
the preservation of our built legacy." 
Victims of sprawl 

Demonstrating how sprawl brings about 
serious civic and environmental harm, autbors 
Duany, Plater-Zyberk and Jeff Speck dissect 
the structure of suburbia. (4) Sprawl, they note, 
consists invariably of housing subdivisions, 
shopping centers, office parks, and civic institu
tions, all-strictly segregated into single-use 
areas and connected by a vast and inefficient 
network of roads and parking. By isolating 
uses, sprawl mandates travel by car. And by for-

cing all traffic onto collector roads, it increases 
road congestio11. Consequently, James Howard 
Kunstler notes, Americans use cars for 82% of 
trips, some two triliion vehicle miles per year. 
(8) This national dependence on the auto ensures 
massive expenditure on road building and main
tenance, leads to staggering rates of illness, in• 
jury, and death from accidents and air pollution, 
and demotes those who don't drive to second
class citizenship. Duan y, et al list the vie ti ms of 
sprawl as cul.de.sac kids, soccer moms, bored 
teenagers, stranded elderly, weary commuters, 
bankrupt municipalities, and the immobile poor. 
Furthermore, they link the absence of common 
and particularly walkable public places, where 
people of different backgrounds can meet and 
talk, to a dee line in ci vie life. Kunstler is even 
more blunt, "Eighty percent of everything in 
America has been built in the last 50 years, and 
most of it is depressing, brutal, ugly, unhealthy, 
and spiritually degrading." (7) Duany, et al say 
that failed public housing projects such as 
Chicago's Cabrini Green show how poor phys
ical design can lead to "social meltdown." The 
implication lurks in New Urbanist critiques that 
middle class suburbs are not much different. 
An agenda of urban reform 

New Urbanists lay the blame for sprawl 
clearly in the public realm. The authors of 
Suburban Nation write, ''Far from being an 
inevitable evolution or a historical accident, 
suburban sprawl is the direct result of a number 
of policies that conspired powerfully to encour
age urban dispersal." Among these are federal 
mortgage Joan programs, subsidized road buil
ding at the expense of mass transit. traffic 
safety regulations, and zoning. New Urbanists 
note that policies designed to improve public 
safety and well~being have done such hann. Yet 
if policy and planning created sprawl, they say, 
better policy and planning can reverse it. 

New Urbanism offers alternatives to sprawl 
at every scale from building to metropolis. New 
Urbani st projects include Vermont Village in 
Los Angeles (block scale); Seaside, FL (town 
scale); and the Region 2040 Study for the Port
land Metropolitan Planning Agency (metropolis 
scale). New Urbanism addresses both greenfield 
development and retrofitting of built areas. 
Architect John Dutton describes the features of 
New Urbanist towns; .. They are predominantly 
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composed of walkable neighborhoods of 1/4 to 
1/2 mile in radius; they have a dense mixed-use 
center or multiple centers; their density tends to 
decrease from center to periphery; they are 
knitted by a network of streets designed as 
walkable public spaces; houses and other 
buildings reinforce the space of the street with 
garage and service access typically from alleys; 
multiple housing types are intermixed; civic 
buildings are dispersed on prominent sites; and 
open spaces and parks are distributed within 
walking distance of all residents." (5) 

These developments emphasize connectivity 
with tbe surrounding cityscape by continuing 
adjacent streets, connecting with mass transit. 
and creating inviting public spaces. Community 
participation is also built into New lJrbanist 
planning through organized design charettes. 
Parallel principles: zones and transects 

Many permaculture principles are expressed 
in New Urbanism, which draws its designs from 
observation of existing functional neighborhoods 
and 11 revival of the traditional knowledge they 
embody. Duany. Plaler-Zyberk, and Speck's 
description of the use-segregated suburb in Sub
urban Nation echoes Mollison' s example of the 
needs and yields of a chicken, which reveaJs 
how lack of connection creates work and pollu
tion. The New U rbanist concept of the transect 
is quite similar Lo perrnaculture·s zone analysis. 
The transect establishes zones of development 
(core, center, general, edge, and rural ), and 
assigns different elements to appropriate zones. 
Buildings in the mixed-use center z.one of a 
New Urbanist development are multi-functionnl. 
They might serve as retail stores, homes, offices, 
and public gathering spaces. They could also 
frame views of important civic monuments and. 
with their numerous front windows, provide "eyes 
on the street." By mixing uses and providing 

· housing for a range of incomes, New Urbanisl 
planners aim to increase the functional diversity 
of the sys1ems lhey design. New Urbanism has 
also embraced the idea of the problem being the 
solution by building in-fill neighborhoods on 
the sites of derelict shopping malls (e.g., Eastgate 
Mall. Chattanooga; The Crossings. Mountain 
View, CA; Cinderella City. Englewood, CO). 
Implicit in New Urbanist practice are the. ethics 
of caring for the earth by using land and 
resomces more intelligently and caring for 
people by creating tru~y livable communities. 

New Urbanism offers a viable model for 
the re-design of cities and suburbs whiclt is 
being implemented nationwide, one Pennacul
ture practitioners would likely agree is far super
ior to spiawl. New Urbanist developments, 
however, leave room for improvement. They 
could gain, in particular, from pennaculture's 
focus on en'lironmental sustainability and the 
invisible structures of community. 
New Urbanism needs green design 

Environmental sustainability is a thread of 
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New Urbanist discourse, but one less fully ela
borated than, for ellample, traffic management. 
By cot1trast, environmental sustainability is at 
the core of pennacultllre design. Pennaculturists, 
with experience in green and natural building, 
passive solar design, approprillte technology, 
and decentralized energy production, could 
contribute much to New Urbanist arcbitectwc. 
!dens such as Keyline Planning could infonn the 
siting of buildings and roads. Bringing perrna
cultwe's numerous food production s.trategies 
to New Urbanist designs would enhance their 
sustainability, and arguably their attractiveness. 
V aJle Cielo in Santa Fe {see "Pennaculture 

Goes Suburban'· in PCA #49) and Village 
Homes in Davis, CA stand as pennaculture 
examples of wban development. Melding the 
design ideas behind these projects with the New 
Urbanist program could produce highly livllble, 
e11vironrnentally sustainable communities. 

New Urbanism sets out to provide a physical 
setting in which community can develop. A.s 
Stcfanos Polyzoides put~ it, a goal of New Uroan
ist design is "the making of places where people 
can freely generate a community of neighborly 
interests." Pennaculture goes a. step further 10 

acknowledge the invisible .structures that interacl 
wiih the physical environment to create conunu
nity. Introducing a.ltemative currencies, commu
nity credit wiions, local permaculture guilds, or 
cohousing into New Urbanist developments could 
further the development of community they seek. 
Seekipg allies for Permaculture 

In llis "Challenge to the Movement" (PcA 
#49), Michael Kramer calls on permaculturists 
to "build relationships with other movements 
that share its values, in order to build the health 
and stability of a diverse system." Permaculture 
and New Urban.ism share similar ethics and 
design principles. Both movements envision 
restructuring the built environment. and each 
b.as something to offer the other. If a construc
tive alliance could be fonned, the organiz.ational 
strength of the Congress for New Urbanism 
might benefit Permaculture, which could gain a 
greater presence in the urban and suburban areas 
where it is now largely absent Linking to Perrna
culture, New Urbanism could improve its 
environmental sustainability and be better able 
to create the communities to which it aspires. 

How can such an alliance be fomied? First, 
interested permacuJturists can learn more about 

New Urbanism. Second, New Urbmist practi
tioners could be invited to participate in Pc 
design courses (or an eventual American Pc 
conference), or special symposia. could be 
organized on topics of mutual interest Third, 
permaculture businesses could seek out New 
Urbanist developers and design rums operating 
in their areas to discuss ways to work together. 
Fourth, perrnaculturists working in cities may 
wish to join the Congress for New Urbani sill. 
(See their website, ,vww,cnu,ori.) 

The vast majority of Americans live in 
sprawling inetropolises. We who' en-vision 
sustainable human environments need to create 

real alternatives to sprawhnddcvelop 
strategies for implementi.ng them on a 
n.ational scale. his a monu-mental 
task, and one that permaculture has yet 
to carry out alone. By working in _ 
concert with like-minded people in the 
Congress for New Urbanism, however. 
we rnay yet succeed. 
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Native Awareness: 
A Foundation for 
Permaculture 

Scott Brinton 
For the past ten yean I have follo~ed two 

diverging life. paths: one foot has been in 
indigenous technologies and "primitive skills," 
the other in sust:unable design and 
permacu]tllle principles. The more I work with 
both fields, the more I realize that native 
knowledge needs to be infused into sustainable 
design on a scale not currently offered. 

Native awareness is the ability to glance at 
a landscape and glean volumes of infonnati(ln. 
Jon Young (a well· known naturalist and 
tracker) recently submitted an article to Over 
Story magazine that exhibit~ this quality of 
native awareness. 

"It is not a place of origin, nor skin color, 
nor family tree that m:ikes a mti ve: it is the 
hooding with and having a deep and abiding 
love for the natural world. It is an 
understanding between the natural -world and 
ourselves that ,goes so deep as to approach the 
realm of the spiriwal. It is an attitude of 
thankfulness, and actions taken with 
consideration for their effects on the future 
generations. And most of all, it is the 
willingness to set aside our own preco11ceived 
notions about reality. our tecllnologica.lly 
orientated patterns of thinking, and to see the 
Earth as it really is." 

It is well documente<I that ordinaiy tribal 
citizens from indigen_ous cultures worldwide 
uphold e,i:traordinary knowledge of their 
landscapes. All around the world indigenous 
cultures, wit:Jiout the assistance of modern 
schools, hav-e Ii.anded down native knowledge 
and lore from one generation to tlie next. 

:J'.n a tradi tio11al tribal setting children are 
well versed in hundreds of pla.nts and their uses 
for mwng fire, fibers, medicine, etc. These 
same kids have a finn spatial relationship with 
their landscape extending beyond immediate 
topography and including the movement of 
celestial bodies throughout all four seasons. 
Their knowledge includes deciphering stories 
from tracks on the ground to predicting 
weather from tracks i11 the sky. Many 
ceremonies, customs, and traditions emde 
Earth-based knowledge and teach in visibly to 
the nex:t ge11eration. A deep relatiooship with 
place is cultivated as a necessity for survival. 

Through ages of evolution, our bodies and 
senses have adapted to a life based on observa
tion of the world around us. Until recently, the 
sU1Vival of Homo sapiens depended on our abil
ity to read the patterns of a landscape and em-

ploy cultural knowledge. This blueprint to reach 
out to the natural world is deeply engrained. 
Only in modem times has our knowledge base 
shifted from the natural world to the realm of 
human constJUcl5. As a result, our culture has 
shifted. In 1t1any way_s Permaculture fails to 
compeDsate for the loss of connection to nature. 
Merging science and spirit 

:My personal efforts to compensate for this 
culturaJ loss have revolved around two main 
perspectives: one scieotific, the other spiritual. 
Combined, tltese have rooted me deeply into 
my bioregion My scientific and analytical 
approach to learning nature has largely been 
exercised through the creation of taxonomic 
inventories and through learning the natural his
tory of my region. The backbone to my rese~h 
has been the reading of hundreds of scientific 
journals. I have used do:zem of field guides and 
other natural history resources to compensate 
in part for the loss of local native elders. 

The spiritual fonn ofmy "studying" has 
been througb direct observation while striving 
to "I ose lllY mind and come to my senses." For 
the past six years l have adopted a piece of 
Erutll where l sit for an how at a time, several 
tiJI1es a week to e!lplore uritiiased observation. I 
joWT1al weekly the changes in water, soil, small 
invertebrates, plants, mammals, trees, birds, 
weather patterns, sws, moon, su'n, and 

personal intuitions. In six years, over hundreds 
of visits, I have stretched my senses beyond 
what I used 10 consider possible. My time next 
to a three-hundred-year old Coast Live Oak 
tree has altered my relationship with Earth in 
very profound ways. 

The spiritual and scientific perspectives 
merge into measurable results. I have been 
rigorously tested again and again on my 
knowledge of the subtle tracks and signs of 
several dozens species of local mammals and 
birds. I know close to a hundred local 
medicinal and edible plants and have put my 
skills to the test in several voluntary swvival 
expeditions. l have been similarly tested on my 
ability to decipher the ripples, or concentric 
rings of disturbance that a predator sends out 
when travelling through a forest. For me, the 
jowney towards native awareness has begun. 

Although these studies of native awareness 
have largely been dedicated to one bioregion, I 
find that these skills transfer easily to other 
ecosystems. Even brief visits to new landscapes 
yield enormous insight. The marks of last year's 
rain, materials useful for survival, and the 
"islands and deserts" for wildlife become glar
ingly apparent. And while native awareness is a 
lifelong investment that will travel, the 
groundwork cannot be bypassed. 

Through this grounding, I have come to 
continued, next page-> 

Emilia Hazelip Foundation Proposed 
!Cali o·e Keyser 

Several ofus have the idea of creating a 
foundation to continue the :research and work 
of Emilia Hazelip and to make it available to a 
larger audience. We are· gathering information 
about what that would mean !)ractically. 

F<ir 110w, some of her friends and pupils in 
theana (around Carcassonne and Limoux
Aude, near the Pyren~es) have decided to 
continue the ass.ociation she set up years ago, 
"Las Encantadas." Its activities consist mainly 
of disseminating inforrnafon and publications, 
working on Emilia• s manual of synergistic 
agriculture, and her library project. We have 
decided to concentrate temporarily on the book, 
and to stop giving courses and workshops 
(that is, in France, because in Italy and Spain 
her pupils have taken over, fortunately). 

Emilia had been working on a manual of 
synergistic agriculture for years, but didn't have 
time to finish it. As a group of her friends and 
pupils, we have decided to do so. We have set 
up a yahoogroup in order to work on the project 
jointly but at a distance (we are spread out in 
ltaly. France, and the UK). We are in contact 
-with publishers for the different languages. 

Then there is Emilia's library: She has left 
us an amazing collection of books and maga
zines about sustainability, pennaculture, ecolog-

ical famtlng, appropriate technologies, ecolog
ical housing, renewable energies, and more. 

This is mainly in French and English plus some 
in Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, German, Dutch, 
and other languages. The association "Las 
Encantadas" does not have a space of its own, 
so for the moment the books are in Emilia• s old 
house in the village. We'll have to move things 
out one of these days. 

And here is where I'm looking forward to 
your suggestions and feedback: We need a 
place for this library, help to set it up, and 
funding. I hope the network of friends and 
pupils that Emilia created around her and her 
work will tie creative to find solutions. 

Best wishes. Hope to hear from you soon . .i 

Kali De Keyser i.r a Belgian native who has 
long been active with Pemwculture in Latin 
Europe. She may be contqcted at 
kali@swinde. 

The work of Emilia Hazelip, author of The 
Synergistic Garden, with the self-fertilizing 
soil and garden and principles pioneered by 
Masanobu Fukuoka can tie explored at the 
website: seedba1ls.com. 
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Native Awareness, cont'd 

understllnd that native awaren ess provi des the 
building blo cks, or ABC 's, of our education on 
planet Eartn . Because this knowledge is 
currently absent from many of our life 
expe riences, I believe this education should 
precede training in Pcrmaculture design. By 
learning surv ival skills and "primitive" 
technologies we can develop a sense of self
reliance and resourcefulness that fonns a sound 
basis for practicing Permaculture design. The 
greatest gift of all , thougll, is the humili ty that 
emerg es from living with and learning directly 
from an inta ct ecosystem, without the 
mediation of modem amenities. This is the 
foundation from which I strive to practice 
sustain able design. 

Pennaculnue is bas ed on applying 
observations of the natural environment to the 
creation of productive and sustainable 
cultivated systems. While observation skills are 
often taught in pennaculture courses, these 
units rarely delve deep enough to reach the 
roots of natl ve awareness. Observation skills 
developed by indigenous cultures gave birth to 
many sustainable ways of living. 'How can we 
re.:ich these roots today? Without concerted 
effort and intensive study one CanJlOt gain a 
native persp ective. One does not become nati vc 
to a place by accidenL We must infuse the 

Design Cowse with the spirit of native 
awareness. Without this perspective we are in 
danger of playing God with the landscape, 
falling into the same dominating cultural 
pattern that jeopardizes life on this planet. 

For several years I have worked to unice the 
many schools practicing wilderness skill s with 
the pennacultwe community. I've had the great 
fortune to worl with Penny Livingston, B~k 
Dolman, and the Bullock brothers. We have 
created and implemented a native awareness 
component in a handfu] of Permaculture 
Design Courses, which were well rece ived. We 
have worked out ways to augm ent a Design 
Cours e allowing for nature awareness without 
tllk.ing away from an already packed 
curriculum. I honor these PenuaculLUTe 
pioneers and hope to see the day when this 
emphasi s becomes a standard for all cour ses. 
Likewise. I'm grateful to the Pennaculture 
Activist for seeing the importance in bridging 
this rift and for bringing attenti on to it lhrough 
issues such as this one. 

In tile video, "Grave Dmge r of Falling 
Food" Bill Mollis on states, "If we Jose all of 
the world's universities, then we have lost 
nothing , yet if we lose the last intact natural 
ecosystem we are doom~d." I whole-heartedly 
agree with BilJ and would add that ff we lose 
the ability to see and learn from these 
ecosystems then the se natural teachers will 
have gone m11te. The danger of losing intact 

Eastern Teachers' Guild Launched 
Richard Boylan 

-The 10th A.nnua1 Southeast Penn aculture 
Gathering, held this year, as last, at Earthaven 
Ecovi1lage near Black Mountain, NC, brought 
together 200 people for a weekend of sh ared 
learning and exuberance. But even as the tents 
were coming down and the cars pulling out 
onto Camp Elliot Road , some 30 Pennaculture 
teac hers remained, ridin g the crest of this 
exhilarating event, for the inaugural meeting of 
the (East.em) Permaculture Teachers' Guild. 

Responding to a call from B . Brown Adams 
of Charleston, SC and Selwyn Polit of Austin, 
TX, Permaculture teachers attended fiom as far 
away as New York and Louisiana, with the 
largest contingent hailing from southern 
Appalachia. A spirit of active exchange and the 
hope of interdependent bioregionalism 
permeated all sessions of the Guild . 

Maoy of those attending presented teaching 
modules: We compared notes, offered 
critiques, and e1.cbanged a great deal of 
valuable information. We would have given 
more time to this important activity more time 
had there been any way to stretch the days out! 

The Design Course curriculum received 
attention during the logistical sessions. Toe 
PDC integrates diverse threads of knowledge 
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into a comprehensive , systemic whole, bu t 
there are challenges in how the curriculum is 
taught and who can access it, including le1tgth, 
cost, and cultural and regional relevance. 

As small group s discussed curriculum and 
venues, a consensus emerged that the PDC 
would benefit from being orgaoiud into discreet 
modules, such as energy, green building. invis
tb le (social) structures, site an3l ysis, pattern 
recognition, plants and guilds, etc. With agree
merit about the core, design counes could be 
taught over longer spms or time , by several 
teachers, and even at multiple venues. Modulari
zation of the curriculum could ope n new ave
nues for Pennaculnue education . WW0OPCf s 
and other nomads could complete the course 
during their travels. Courses could span three 
months, meeting one day a week. The 72-hour 
standard would be understood as a baseline. 
with longer study an option. 

The Guild recognized that it could reason
ably serve the eastern US as far as Texas . West 
Coast teachers and those in the Southwest have 
already begun to organize them selves along 
similru lines. We hope to work with teacher s 
throughout the US and the Ame ricas, and es
pecialJy with the Pennaculturc Institute in New 

ecosystems is equal to the inability to see these 
l8Jldscapes with native awareness. 

Only after we establish a strong fouad!j.tion 
of native awareness will the forest once again 
speak volumes about sustainable systems and 
stable human ec-0logies. This jOUOJey requires a 
lifetime of detennined effort. I urge all 
pennaculture practitioners to strengthen th.eir 
coooec tion to place. This commitment of time 
and energy dmcted towards building a strong 
foundation of native knowledge and awareness 
may be the most important contribution that we 
can rnake to the field at this time. a 

A 11aturaliJt with a strong passion for life, Scott 
"Osprey" Brinton has trained with and 
instructed for rhe Wildernt$S Awareness 
Sc/100/ sin ct 1993. He directs an inJensive 
nature-mentoring program for reenagers 
through the Riekes Cemer for R1m1an 
Enhancement in the Bay Areo of California, 
and coordinatts a pennacul111re center at a 
local school sarden. The Riekes Center is 
committtd to training local nuturolists a11d 
sttwards through classroom, ajler-rcltool. 
private, and home-school programs. Contact 
the Riekes Center Nature Study Dept. at 650-
298-3405, or e-mailnarure@riefces.qrz. For 
mare info on The Wilden1ts s Awarems s School 
and the Kamana Naturalist Training Program 
visit hrcp:llwww.natyrtoul{e1.co1l11 or phone 
425-788-] 30}. l 

Mexico and similar groups. Future projects 
proposed included a Guild website, with on
li ne leaching modules for review and shared 
use (muc,h along the lini:,s of open-source soft
ware). The site may someday also include a 
registry of designers, teachers, cours e gradu
ates, and others working in Pell!Lac1dture, all . • 
searchable by specialty, region, etc . While the 
group shied away from certifying Pc teachers 
di rectly, an e-ba)' like ratings system was pro
posed , where c9urse participants could evaluate 
the educational experiences provided by their 
teacher(s). ftue you a five -star Pc educator? 

For now, the group stays in touch through a 
Yah oo group managed by Selwyn Polit and 
others. To join. visit www,yahoogroy11s,com 
and search fc>r "penniesguild." AIJ Permaculture 
leac.:hers are invited to join . Fu.ndraising, future 
meet ing,\. and much else remain to be discussed. 
Where we go l'rom here will depend on the 
i nil i 1111 ve of the teachers who stay involved. 
The niche was vacant, but a Guild is growing, 
ltnd ynu are invited to join us in fillin g it A 

Rirhard Boylan is a market gardener, permllcu/
ture designer, and Extension agent in thr New 
River headwater, <Jj N. Carolina. A grant from 
NC Cooperative Extension's Small Farms Pro
gram enabled him to attend the 2003 
Gathering and Guild meetings. 
rjchgrd boylan@ncsu,edu. 



Networks & Resources 
Indian Tribes S~cure 
Crand()n Site from Mining 

Rick Whaley 
Rural organizing in Wisconsin the last two 

decades has provided inspiration and lessons 
for !he grassroots movements across tbe 
Midwest including cities: Wi toessing against 
racial violence; puttiJ!g in place renewable 
energ:y alternatives and organic farm models 
and products; fighting the power lines. Now 
comes news of the extraordinary victory of 
small Wisconsin Native nations against a series 
of multi-natiollal rnininicompmie:s who had 
pulled out of the Crandon mine site. As of this 
last 1Veek, tile current owners have sold rnineral 
rights to tribes (a stunning irony in view of the 
1854 treaty where tile Anishimbe were forced 
to reliJJquish all minera1 right5 in northern 
Wisconsin and Midtigan). 

A sophisticated coalition of Native 
American nations, sportftshing groups. 
environmentalists, unionists, rural residents, 
and urban students persisted through a 27-year 
struggle to protect tlte headwaters of many 
t1orthem Wiscqnsin streams iUld the region's 

tourist industry, driving out lint the world's 
largest resource corporation (E~xon) aJJd then 
the world's largest mining company (BHP 
Billilon). This uni ikely but potent a]liance not 
onlyd.efe:ated the mine, but has acquired 

control over the ntine site, leaving tile 
international mining industry reeling from the 
shock. 

Now the Mole lake Sokoagon and the 
Forest County Potowatomi own the rights, and 
promise nel'er to mine the wetlands and 
headw.aten. Among the most important lessons 
in al I t:Jiis is the critic al mture of sovereigvty 
riglll.'i: tribes have the right to regulate air and 
water quality, on tlle reservations, with 
standards stricter tban state law; the Anishinabe 
(Chippewa] have the right to protect Off
Reservation resources that they are allowed by 
treaties to harvest; and Native nations have the 
right to spen<l casino rev-enues in wllateve1: 
ways they th.ink best for the su.rvi val of the 
tribes. 

Celebrate tllis victory and remember its 
lessons and_its many decades of hard, amazing 
work by activists, on-reservation (including 
Menominee) and off, and allies, near and far. 

Riclc Whaley, rickwhaley@hotniailcom. For 
funher information, see hJJp;1t 
WJt,W.treatyland, cam, and f111Jdf_ 
www.uwec.edu/grossmzc 

Permaculture Recorded -on Web 

Richard Dent and David .Holmgren have 
assembled a multimedia record of Pennaculture 
acth 1ity and framework building for the 
scientific analysis of Permaculture, which may 

l>e viewed at www.amazinisldes.com. ~ 

A goof orestry, Tree Crops, 
N-Fixing Tree Resources 

Steve Diver, steved@ncat,or~. of ATTRA 
sends us the following "darn good collection 
for The Pennaculturist' s Bookshelf': 

Nitrogen Fixing Tree Assn. was located in 
Hawaii for many years, and published exten
sively on N-fidng tree crops, agroforestry, 
iotercropping, and related topics. Though 
NIT A i~ no longer functioning, the materials 
are rnai ntained online by Wimock Intl The 
following citations should be helpful: 

• Forest, Farm, and Community Tree 
Network/ Fact Net htU, ://ww:w.winrock,org/ 
forestrylfactnet. him 

• Agro forestry for the Pacific Technologies: 

F.ict Sheets http://www.wjnrock.or~forestry/ 
FACTPUBIAIS list,html 
__ Fact sheets on agroforestr:y, N-fix' g trees 

• FAC-T Sheets httJrl/www.winrock,oriv 
r ores!JV/factpub/factsh.htm 
__ Leaflets on tree species and tree crops 

• Researcll Reports http://ytww. wiruock.Ofl~ 
/foresuy/facq-,ubireschrep.hlro 
__ Leucaena reports, NFf A reports, Fact 
Net reports 

• Conference Proceedings and Field Manuals 

http://www.winrock.owforesny/fac1pub/ 
proceed htrn 
__ Table of Conlents to proceeding papers; 
print volumes available for pw-chase. 6. 

ltalia11 Jli(lregional Network 
C()nsiders Economic Sustainability 

Giuseppi Moretti 

The Jtalian Bior-egional Network (la Rete 
Bioregionale Italiana) held its 'annual meeting 
May 9-11, 2003 at the medieval village of 
Calca.ta (Bioregione Tuscia), in the Treja river 
valley near the cities of Rome and Viterbo. 

The meeting theme was ''Economic Sustain
ability and Bioregionalism." A conference on 
the same topic was convened with local digni
taries attending, including the Mayor of Calcata. 

To contact the organi.zeFS: phone (Paolo), 
39+ 761-587·200. www,ve~s,net/calgt.a or 
ca1cata@yegetus net To contact the 11.uthor: 
moretti~@iol.it. A 

Costa Rica Declares 
''Peace for.Nature" 

On his inauguration to the Presidency of 
Costa Rica in May of 2002, newly elected Dr. 
Abel Pacheco de la Espriella, declared Costa 
Rica to be ( de facto) a country free of oil 
exploration and exploitation and free of open 
pit mining. An excerpt of his remarks follows: 

"We will compete without destroying 
Nature because, beyond the events of the , 
moment, our rich bio-diversity will always be a 
great source of wealth, and we will preserve iL 

"Before we become an oil enclave or a land 
of open pit mining, I will launch a sustained 
effort'to transform Costa Rica into an 
ecological power. 

"The true fuel and the true gold of the 
future will be water and oxygen; our true 
wealth will be our aquifers and our forests. 

"Before we can declare peace among 
ourselves or declare peace among all nations, 
we must declare a peace with Nature. 

"Costa Rica does have a future. 
"As part of the effort to guarantee this 

promising future, I have adopted the proposal 
from a group of young environmentalists that 
wa.s transmitted to me by Gabriel Quesada, 
grandson of Victor Quesada, editor of the Social 
Guarantees, and by my son Fabirui, and that I 
will press forward surely and decidedly to 
incorporate in the Constitution of the Republic 
a Chapter on Environmental Guarantees. 

"As part of this new Chapter in the Constitu
tion, we will create absolute protection for pri
mary forests so th at n at a single ·tree there is cut; 
absolute protection for the aquifers and the 
rivers; absolute protection for the coral ecosys
tems, for the mangroves and the wetlands; the 
absolute protection of wild fauna and flora. 

"We will create a legal system so that 
deforested areas will be reforested with native 
species, and to ensure that we won't be an oil 
enclave or land of open pit mining. 

"We will incorporate in this new Chapter of 
the Constitution all that is necessary to ensure 
appropriate treatment of solid waste; to begin 
systematic recycling, and to foster the vigorous 
development of organic agriculture. 

"We will guarantee Costa Ricans that tech
nological developments, including genetic ad
vances, will be made in harmony with Nature. 

"The inclusion of Social Guarantees, moved 
forward by Dr. Calderon Guardia, gave us social 
peace; the inclusion of Environmental Guaran
tees will give us sustainability and survival. 

"I call on all Costa Ricans, especially the 
youngest, to help me with this initiative, to 

contribute with their ideas, to reinforce with 
their proposals their right to make this country 
a sanctuary for Nature and for humanity. 

"Costa Rica has a future. We will assure it." 

h,rp:Uosarerreqt.orglcostarica,html 
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Inter-American Civil Society Organizations Unite to Defend Water Rights 

On August 21-22, 2003 organizations and 
movements from Argentina, Chil e, Uruguay, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, .Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama. 
Mexico, Dominican Repub lic, Canada, and the 
United States gathered in San Salvador to 

exchange strategies and experie nce s in the 
struggle to defend the right to water . 

The conference culminated in the formation 
of an Inter-American network ori the right to 
water, VIDA {Inter-American Vigilance for the 
Defense and Right to Water) Network. 

U.S.-based organ izations seekiDg more 
information about the VIDA netw ork may 
contact Sara Grusky at sgjusky@citizen.org or 
at 202-454-5133. 

Below is the declaration issued at the everlt. 

Declaration of San Salvador for the Defense a11d Ri1;tht to Water 

We, social organizations and movements , 
meeting in the city of San Salvador during 
August 21-22, 200 3, from Argentina, Chile , 
Uruguay, l3olivia, Brazil, Peru, Guatemala, El 
Salvador, Hondur as, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 
Panama, Mexico, Dominican Republic, Canada. 
and United States, wish to make known our 
total rejection of the privati zation of water 
resources and public water services in our 
countries and in the region, and denounce that 
these processes are being encouraged, financed, 
and prom oted by multinational cocpbrations, 
international finan cial institutions , multilateral 
trade organ .izations, and governments. 

Considering th at the problem has deep 
implications and negative effects on the 
environ-ment, hea lth, sovereignty, the 
econo my, and the dignity of our people, WE 
DECLARE THAT : 

1. Man agement of water resour ces should 
be based on fundamental principles such as 
social, sustainable , and universal j ustice. 

2. Wat er is a public good and a fundamental 
and inalienable human right that should be 
protected and prom oted by all of us who inhabit 
the planet, by communiti es and by nations. 

3. Water is not a commodity and no one or 
no entity has the right to profit from it; thus 
water must not be privatized, sold, nor exported. 

4. Wacer conservation is a universal 
responsibility. Wat er must be protected from 
all contaminating human activities , especially 
mining and industrial and agro-industrial 
processes. Protection of ecological systems and 
integral management of water is a must, in order 
to guarantee the right to a healthy e nvironment. 

5. Water must be totally excluded from the 
WTO, FTAA, and FTA negotiations, and must 
not be considered a "commodity," "service," or 
"investment" in any international. regional, or 
bilateral agreement. We therefore denounce, 
reje(;t, md will mobilize against attempts to 
include it in negotiations in the upcoming 
WTO summit at Cancun. 

6. Large-scale water deve lopment projects 
are being implemented, such as mega-dam s, 
which are both ecologically and socially 
unsustainable. Therefore alternatives must be 
sought that respect the rights of persons and 
communities, promote and protect the 

environment, and are undertaken with full 
social participation. 
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7. Recognizing the existing inequality 
between men and women in the access, 
man age men t, and rights with respect to water 
resources and drinling water, palicies and 
practi ces sho uld be developed that elimina te 
these inequities. 

8. A future with a secure access to water 
depends on the recognition, respect, and 
protection of the rights of indi genous. 
campcsino, and fishing peoples, and aJso of 
their traditional knowledge. 

9. We reject the strategy being promoted by 
international financial institutions, multilaternl 
trade organiz3tion.s , and national governments, 
among others, that encourages governments to 
forego their obligation to off er various water 
rela ted servi ces in an efficient manner. We 
demand that public water systems b e protected, 
revitalized., and strengthened so as to improve 
levels of quality and efficiency. The p:1r1icipation 
of workers from the community should be 
promoted, in order 10 democratize the decision
making proce ss, giiaranteeing transparency lllld 
accountability through social control. 

!O. 1n tbe cas e of communal, urban, and 
rural water systems, public policies should b e 
drawn up and enaded tha t support 
development and economic, soci al, and 
environmental sustainability, respecting the 
autonomy and rights of communities. 1 

11. We reject the conditions being imposed 
by international fioancial institutions in order 
to lend funds for water management, violating 
the sovereignty of our peoples. 

Convinced as we are that oruy by soc ial 
organizing and mobilizing will we be able to 
guarantee the effective defense of our right to 
water, in the face of the water-resource 
privatization threal, we commit ourselves to 
strengthe ning and wideni ng social resistance 
against these privatization processes , and for 
which rea.~on WE HEREBY AGREE: 

I. The constitution of the VIDA (Inter
American Vigilance for the Defense and Right 
to Water) Netw ork. and the Darning of a 
Liaison Commission temporarily headed by 
organizations from Brazil, Bolivia, Canada. 
Dominican Republic, United States, Costa 
Rica, and El Salvador . 

2. Among initial activitiesQfVIDA 
Network will be the launching of a continental 
campaign called "No to the Privatization of 

Water. We Want a Public Manage ment 
. Scheme with Social Participa tion." ti 

Nobel Prize in Sustainability 
Urged By a Million Citizens 

Mor e than one million citi ze ns, and 
organizations from over one hundred countries 
support the cal l for a Nobel Pri:ze in 
Sustainability. In early December 200 3, five 
days before the annua l Nobel Prize Ceremony, 
trus international initiative was presented to the 
Nobel Commillee in Stockholm. [nitia tors of 
the campaign believe that a Nobel Prize for 
sustainable development could becorne a 
tremendous encouragement for all those who 
devote themselves to creating a sustain abl e 
society. Sustainable leadership is urgently 
neede d at a time in which pollutio n, climate 
change, and sc arcity of clean wnter are the 
orde r of the day. The initiiltors believ e that the 
Sustainable Priz e can be used to stimulate 
com pan ies and world leaders 10 suppo rt 
innovative, sustainab le technologies and 
international treaties. 

The call for a Nobel Prize on Sustainability 
is already supported by numerous 
organizations and individuals, including l 98~ • 
Nobel Peace Prize winner the Dalai Lama.. The 
plea is reiterated by the World Union for 
Conservatio n of ·Nature (IU CN'), World 
Wildlife Fund (WWF), and the Earth Chart er 
lnitiative . The petition is furthermore signed by 
individuals like Dr Bedrich Moldan, former 
president of the Committee on Sustainable 
Deve lopment (CSD) of the Ullited Na tions, Dr. 
Lester R. Brown, founder of the Worldwatch 
lnstitute, and companies like Body Shop 
International. The international initiative stems 
from Dut c h parliam entarian Boris van der 
Ham, British Euro-MP Chri s Davies, and 
fo1mer UN-Youth Representati ve Ingrid 
Aaldijk. Further information at 

www.sw.t.ajnablecprlze.net. tJ. 

Claims for missing issues should be 
presented to the publisher within six 

months of publication date {nine 
months for foreign subscribers). 



EVENTS 
Permaculture Design Course 
Island of Hawaii 

Dates: February 1-21 
Des«:ription: Our th.ree-w~ek fonnat allows 

plenty of time to explore Permacu!rure 
principles, tile intentional comm11nity setting, 
and th.e natural wonders of Hawai'L 

lnstrudi.rs: Toby l{ernemvay .& others 
Contact: La' akea Gardens 

PO Box 1178 
Paho~ HI 96778 
S0S-965-O178 

http://permaculture-hawaii.com 

Permacllltun Design Course 
& Experience Week 
Island of Kauai, Hawaii 

Date;: May 3-17 PDC 
May 18-25 experience V1eek 

Description: Come learn Fenna.cuture 
Design irt paradise at the Moloain Organk: 
Fam, on the garde11 island of Kauai. This 
certificate course covers su~tainable design 
strategies appropriate for urba11 gardens to rural 
farms frornecosystem.1 to social systems. 
Course topics include, water harvesting. s<>il 
buildi11g, community building. agrofore.,try, 
aquaculture, design methods, n:newable 
energies, consensus process. organic farming, 
eco-base camp fundamentals, tropical 
Perrnacu!ture, a11d much more: 

lmtructon: P'enny Livingston-Stark, John 
Valen7uela, .Ray Mackey, Erilc Ohlsen, Devin 
Stubblefield, Mia Maltz, and more 

Cost: $1500 tuitio11 fortV10 weeks; 
,partial scholarships/work trade avail-able, $100 
for regislnllion before Feb. 14th 

Conlact: Devin Stubblefield 
707-23j-6854 

permacultweiJiparadise20-04 @yahoo.com 

Permaculture Design Co11rse 
Northern New Me:xice 

Dates: February 28-:March.12 
Location: Santa Fe, NM 

Description: 72-hollr certificate cm.me. 
May be taken alone or as part of the B:oversity 
Certificate for Earth-Based Vocations. 

Instructors: Scott Pittman and faculty. 
Contact: Ecoversity, 2639 Agua Fria 

Santa Fe, NM 87505 
505-424-9797, X 10. 
info@ecoversity.or& 
www.ecoyersity,or& 

Pennacnlture Design Courses 
Senoma County, California 

Dates: February 7-20 
September 25-October 8 

Location: Occidental. C.-\ 
'Description: Two certificate claurses 

presented by a wi~ning team of Cahic,mia· ~ 
!llost e~perienced teachers in th<' lush smrng l,f 
the coastal redwood fore,t,;.. OAEC h;l.:, ,c,nu 
of the most diverse 11:arden,; 1n :-.; l'ft h -~meri.:J 
pl us comfortable f;il itie, for , t ,i1M,. 

lnsl1"11ctors: Brnd Doln1an. Penm 
Livingston-Stark. and guern . 

Cost: S 1400 incl. h1dging & meals 
Ccmtact: Occidental Ans & Eo:ology 

152 90 Co le man Valley Rd 
Occidental. CA 95465 
707-874-1557, f:v-1558 
oaec@oaec org, 
www.oaec.org 

Natural Bu.ilding Intensive 
N orthero California 

Dates: June 7-Ju1y 30 
Loation: Boonville, CA 

ne:scrlption: Take your natural building 
education to the ne.xl level! This 8-week 
intensive hands-on training covers many 
building system~. ind uding straw-!lale. cob. 
stnw-d ay. round pole framing, altemati ve 
foundJliorts. nJCural pfasters, adobe floors, and 
how they all work together to create beautiful, 
efficient hybrid homes. The program will be 
he]d at Emerald E.rrth, a growing rurai' 
intentional community, and will also develop 
group process nnd communication skills. Other 
topics i11clude pru;si".e solar design, home 
poweI generation, gray water, sustainable 
materials harvesting, and much more. Space is 
limited and m application is requred. 

Pennaculture Land 
Apprenticeship 
Northern New Mexico 

Dales: May 16-July IO 
Location: nr. Taos, NM 

Description: Hands-on work and class
room discussion will propel the students into 
an in-depth permaculture experience and 
beyond! Sm all class size, fie 1 d trips, indepen
dent proje1;ts. and pennaculture design certifi
cation. An ideal course for those who want to 
use pennaculture in their future livelihood. 
Fil"e days class, two days off each week. 
Includes complete permaculture curriculum 
and course certificate. The Lama Foundation is 
one of the oldest spiritual communities in 
America. Located in a rustic, off-grid setting at 
8600' in the Sangre de Cristo mountains, 20 
mil\':S north of Taos,_it enjoys a breathtaking 
panorama of the Rio Grande valley to the west 
and Carson National Forest to the east. 

Cost: $1800 incl. meals & camping. 
Contact: Lama Foundation 

see below 

Permaculture Design Course 
Northern New Mexico 

Dates: July 31-Augusr 14 
Location: nr. Taos, NM 

Description: Pennaculture design together 
with wide and various applications ia a 
wilderness setting. Regrowth of the Lama 
Foundation since the 1996 fire has created an 
exceplioaal pennaculture classroom. 

Instructors: Rico Zook and guests 
Cost: $750 incl. meals & campiag. 

Contact: Lama Fdn., PO Box 240 
San Cristobal, NM 87564 
registnu:@lamafoundation.org 

Instructors: Michael G. Smith, Darryl Berlin, and guests 
Cost: $2400 incl. camping & meals. 

Contact: Emerald Earth, PO Box 764, Booriville, CA 954 l 5 
707-972-3096. lorax@ap.net, www.emeraldearth.or2 

Permaculture Design Course 
Sierra Nevada Mountains 

Dates: June 4-19 
ucation: nr. Yosemite Natl. Park, CA hydraulically mined slopes, diversifying a 

Descripliort: Come learn Permaculture transitional chaparral plant community, 
Design while redesigning the spiritual conservation and building of damaged soils, 
commu11ity of Kayurnari in the Stanislaus fire safety in a natural fire ecology, an wildJife 
Wilderne.1s. This course is a unique habitat development and management. A week-
opportunity lo learn Pennaculture in a spiritual long natural building course immediately 
setting 011 former ranch and mining land follows this design course. 
without the preconceptions of previous designs, ' Instructors: Dave Blume 
Founded ia 1995, Kayumari is a·160-acre Cost: $1477 incl. meals & camping. 
cent.er for hwing and spiritual seeking. The Contact: Intl. Inst. for Ecological Agric. 
land's challenges lie in bioremediation of 831-688-0338 , 

www .permacu1ture.com 
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Permaculture Design Course 
Puget Sound 

Dates: February 7-21 
Location: nr. Hood Canal, WA 

Description: This rare winter cowse at 
Sahale Retreat Ctr. is for anyone interested in 
sustainable systems design. A special opportu
nity for farmers, restorationists, land mmagers, 
and others who work the growing season. A 
full immersion in pennaculture principles, 
practices, and methodologies for ecosystem 
restoration. Healing the Earth i~ the most 
important task facing humanity in this century! 

Instructors: Michael Pilarski, Christopher 
Mare, and Marisha Auerbach 

Contact: Friends of the Trees 

18th Annual 

PO Box4469 
Bellingham. WA 9&227 
360-676- 7704 
www.friendsofthetrees.net 

Permaculture Design Course 
Colorado Rocky Mountains 

Dates: August 23-September 4 
Location: Basalt, CO 

Description:At 7200 feet above the Roaring 
Fork Valley, CRMPI's 25-year old site features 
maturing forest gardens, commercial green
houses, smal I Ji vestock, and useful plants n ur
sery. Excellent organic food, a superb site, and 
an all-Colorado teaching team make this a 
unique experience. Learn practical pennaculture 
from Colorado· s most experienced designers. 

Instructors: Jerome Osentowski. John 
Cruickshank. Becky Elder, Tom Riesing. 

Cost: $1100 includes meals and 
camping. $ I 00 discount for early regi~tration 
ot for signing up a friend or partner. 

Contact: Central Rocky Mountain 
Permact1Iture Institute 
PO Bx 631, Basalt, CO 81621 
970-927-4158, www.cnnpi,or~ 
jerome@crrnpi .or~ 

Permaculture Fundamentals 
Texas HiD Country 

Oates: March 26-April 4 
Location: nr. Austin, TX 

Description: Learn to heal damaged 
cultural infrastructure in your community, heal 
the land, use economic strategies in rural md 
urban settings, and to garden and farm to feed 
your family. with lots of hands-on activities. 

Instructors: Patricia Allison, Dick Pierce 
Cost: $600 tuition; discounts for 

early sign-up and payment 
Contact: Selwyn Polit, 512-926-7876 

selwyn@austintx.com 
www austinpromssivecalendar.com/ 

permaculture.htm 
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Permaculture Fundamentals 
Lake Champlain Islands 

Dates: May 28-June 5 
L-Ocation: Isle LaMotte, VT 

Descriptioll:First half of the design course 
curriculum emphasizing principles and · 
examples. Second half will be offered here in 
late summer. Join us in an intimate setting on 
the shores of Lake Champlain in Vermont's 
oldest village. The island settlement has a 340-
year history and the finest climate in lhe state. 
Only a hour from Burlington or Montreal, 
accessible by rail, canoe, or bicycle. the site 
offers a young forest garden, chickens on 
range, and splendid views of the Adirondacks. 
Camp under the wild apples, on the private 
beach, or select rooms in a charming l 50-year 
old farmhouse. Organic gourmet food, an 
international atmosphere, glorious sunsets, a.nd 
top-notch instructors. C' est bonne! 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Claude Genest, 
and guests 

Cost: $800-1000 sliding scale 
Contact: Green Mountain Permaculture 

see listing at right-> 

Permacolture Design Course 
Northwestern Pennsylvania 

Dates: August &-22 
Location: Sandy Liue, PA 

Description: Three Sisters Farm is a 
bioshelter md market garden fann in rural 
western Pennsylvania. Students participate in 
planning and design to bring our site closer to 
the ideal of sustainability. This certifi_cate 
course uses hands-on training and team 

learning. 
Instructors: Course leader Darrell Frey is 

joined by Daninne Egizio-Hughes, Jeanine 
Jenkins, Chris Leininger, Christine McHenry
Glenn, and othelS. 

Cost: $950 includes food, camping, 

course materials. 

, 

Contact: 'Three Sisters Farm 
134 Obit.z Rd. 
Sandy Lake, PA 16145 
724-376-2797 
Defr~y@bioshelter.com. 
www.bioshelter.com 

Permaculture Design Practicum 
Lake Champlaill Islands 

Dates: August 27-September 4 
Location: Isle LaMotte, VT 

Descrlption:Second half of the design 
certificate course emphasizes team design, 
pattern languages, and broadscale subjects. 
Fundamentals course or full-imrnenion 
equivalent is required to register. This course 
will be as much fun as the first half, but ,vit?i 
the added pleasure that the waters of Lake 
Champlain will be at a superb temperature for 
swinuniJJg. Graduates of both courses will 
receive the design certificate. 

Instructors: Peter Bane, Cfaude Genest, 

ondguests 
Cost: $800-1000 sliding scale 

Contact: Green Mou.ntain Pennaciilture 
949 West Shore Road 
Isle LaMofte VT 05463 USA 
802-928-3648 

claude@claude~enesLcom 
www. f:(Cenrnountajnpermaculture,corn 

Resiliency in Perma~u.lture 
& Sustainable Living 
New Zealand South Island 

Dates: March 27-December I 0 
~tion: nr. Takaka, New l.eala.nd 

Description: Ten short courses comprising 
a complete cwriculum in design for human 
settlements and sustainable culture: Organic 
Gardening, Deep Ecology, Permaculture, 
Urban and Rural Property Design (2 sessions). 
Compassionate Culture, Workshop Facilitatio1t, 
Alternative Economics, Community Plil.Illling 
and Action, Ecovillage Design. Se(;tions may 
be taken independently or in blocs. 

Cost: Please contact the organizers. 
Contact: PLANET Organic 

POBo:<. 130 
Takaka, New Zealand 
+64-03-525-8334 
irtfo@planetorganic.or11.nz 
www.planetocL1vJic or2 oz 

Visit us on the Web
www.PermacultureAcnvist.net 
for more li~ks and resource so 



Permaculture Fundamentals 
North Carolina lllue Eidge Mtlls . 

Dates: Ju1y 23-31 
Loution: Earthaven Ecovillage 

or. Black Mountain, NC 
Description: An 8-day inteosivc prese11tin,g 

the principles. elements, and e.-<amples of 
permaculture design. Enjoy the setling of N ortb 
Alllerica's first permaculture desigiied 
ccovillage. Systems are irt place demonstrating 
natural building, ecological site design, 
cooperative business, renewable ene1gy, 
sustainable forestry, cohousing. intensive 
animal grazing, wastewater treatment, useful 
plants nursery, and rnucb rnore. Our team of 
intern ationally experienced instructors has 
tlugllt dozens of successful courses sirice 1992. 
Completion of this course and a desig11 
practicum I eaw to the Penna.culture Certificate. 

Instructors: Peter Barte, Andrew 
Ooodheart :Brown. Ch11ck .Marsh, uid guests 

C«>st: $675 tuition includes 
camping, i11struction, all meals, and mat~rials. 
Ten percent discount for registration before 
June 23 , or for double registration ( two pellons 
or two courses). Scholuships available for 
groups of comDllmity activists. h1door 
accommodations mailable at extra cba.rge: for 
Jod_girig please call A.. •A House, 828-664-0067. 

Contact: Cultu re's f.dge 
102 5 Camp Elliott Rd. 
Bia.ck Mountain, N C 28711 
s2g-669-3937 (voicernail) 
workshops@carthaven.org 

www. eartha, ven,oq/workshops.l 

Village Design Practkum 
N()'rth Carolina Blue Ridge Ml:JIS. 

Dates : Septeinber 24-0ttober 2 
LO(ation: Eart:have11 Ecovillage 

nr. Black :Mountain, N'C 
I>es~ripli~n: In-depth practice of 

permacu\ture desig n with explora.ti-011 of 
community and soc ial design iss11es, iovisible 
;tructtlres, broadscalc landscape systeats, amt 
pattem Ja.ngoages. Studmts will devel op 
mapping, design, and presentation skills, learn 
design rnethc:><h and p~css, md develop 
detai led reporu. Our team of international I y 
experienced instructors iricl udes the I ead 
systems designers for Earthavcn Eco"\'illage. 
Prerequisite foe this course is Pc Fundamentals 
or equivalent. 

Instnictors: Peter Bane, Keith Johnson, 
Chuck Manh, and guests 

Cost: $675 tuition includes 
camping. instruction, all meals, md materials. 
Ten perwnt discouEt for .registration before 
August 24, or:-for double .rcgistntion (two 
persons or twocourses). 

Contact: Culture• s Edge 
Detail s as above. 

Permacwture Design Courses 
& Ecovillage Internships 
Queensland, Awtralia 

l>ales: April 5-29 
September 20-0ctober 15 

Locatl()n: Crystal Waters Village 
nr. Maleny, Queensland 

DescriptiC>n: Experience one of the world's 
rmt pennarulturc designed ecovillages, now 
fuUy occupied and more than 15 yeru-s on the 
groUJid-This program includes the 
pemiaculture certificate course and extra tim to 
absorb practical nspectofvillage living. 

Contact: EcoLogical Solutions & 
Global Ecov illageNe twork (Oceania/Asia), Inc. 

Consultan cy 11c. Educ'n. Svcs. 
59 Crystal Waters, 65 ~ilcoy 
Conondale Qld 4552, 
Australia 
~61-7-5494-474[. fx/-4578 

info@ccoloi:icalso]utions,com.au 
www.ecoJowcalsolutions.com,au 
and http://genoaecoyjlla~e.ori 

Ecovillage Design Courses 
& Conference 
Queensland, Australia 

Dates: June 21-26 & 28-July IEDC 
November 1-6 & 8-11 EDC 
November 13-15 Conference 

Location: Crystal Water Village 
nr. Maleny, Queensland 

Description: Taught in two modules, the 
second being a practicum, this course offers 
train ing and key insights into the design of 
successful village-scale communities. 
International Ecovillage Designer's Conference 
follows the November course. The Eco village 
Design Cow-se is eligible for credit towa,d a 
Masters in Sustainable Development at 
Stellenbosch University, South Africa. 

Instructors: Max Lindegger, a designer of 
Crystal Waters, and celebrated international 
pennaculture teacher, was re~ntly awarded the 
Prime Minister's Centenary Medal for 
"distinguished achievement in the field of 
developing sustainable communiti es." 

Contact: Ecological Solutions 
see detai ls at left. 

Diversity in Permaculture Design Courses 

Michael Pilarski 
I tool. my first permaculture design course 

in 1982 and have completed 21 since (most of 
them as.a co-teacher and 31ways as a student) . 
ln addition. I have attended portions of many 
other design courses and have experienced 
dozens of perrnnculture teach ers in action. 

Every course is different. Even if you tried 
to rnal<e two courses identical it would be 
imposS1ble. Every teacher has different 
experiences and different teachin g styles. Even 
~ith tile .same teacher, the same curriculum, 
.and tlle sa,ne venue, the student bodies will be 
diffcrenL 
J,engtli of courses 

The first pennaculture courses (in the early 
80s) ran three weeks (with two days off during 
the time), i.e . l 9 days . Ove r time, rnost courses 
wen t to a twerweek format (l 2-14 days). a 
cha.J1ge which was widely discussed at the 1984 
Intl. Convergen ce in Australia. I know of 
COWlesthat were as shon as 10 days. The 
curren t mioimum class time for an accredited 
coune is 72 hours. Most are longer. l do not 
believe 72 hour s is adequate. My Tierra 
pennaculture design course in May, 2003 was 
over J()() bouts . 

Other course formats have evolved from 
this. 

• Hands-on courses. These are often three 
weeks or even longer with extra time devoted 
to activities. They appeal strongly to people 

who leam best by doilfg. A longer schedule 
usuall y means a higher price. 

• Weekend courses . Some cours es are 
held over a series of weekends, often spread 
over several months. My experience and the 
general opinion is that weekend courses lack 
the power of residential course s. 

• Correspondence courses . There are a 
growing number of conespondence or on-line 
courses. I don't imagine they can turn out the 
quality of graduates that come from working 
with a group of people and teachers directly. 
The cultural component of the course should 
not be disregarded. 

• Pennaculture fundamentals and 
practi cums. This divides the course into two 
different sections, each taught at different 
times, usually about 7-9 days each . Students 
thus have to allot two different periods of 
learning to receive their course certification. It 
supposedly makes it easier for students to 
afford the time and money to complete the 
course . For many it allows better absorption of 
the material without sacrificing the vitality of 
the residential format. 
Course Prices 

The cost of courses varies, but continues to 
rise with general prices. Weekend collil!es 
without lodging or meals are generally less 
then residential courses with meals. Most two
wcelc courses in the US with accomodation and 
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meals cost $1,000-1,400. Three-week courses 
are often in the $1,500-1,800 range. A few 
courses may be relatively ine,.pensive for 
various reasons such as low overhead due to 
low-cost venues or a small teaching staff, or 
may be offered by instructors willing to teach 
for less money. Cheaper courses often u.,;e 
more rustic facilities or more inexperienced 
teachers. In my opinion, the most important 
thing is the quality of the teachers, with venue 
and price being secondary considerations. Even 
in the higher price courses, teachers and 
organizers are not making very much money. 
Numbers of instructors 

Most courses have one or more teachers 
give the whole course. In the early days, 
courses often had but one instructor. Nowadays 
in the US, most have two, three, or four. The 
largest number of fully qualified teachers I 
have ever seen teaching the length of a Pc 
course is five. I prefer two or three full-time 
course instructors. I have always worked with 
co-teachers. 
Instnactor experience 

Each instructor brings different levels of 
ex:pertise. Some people have decades of 
practical experience in implementation or in 
design. Others start teaching after a few years 
of work. Some i:!structors have decades of 
experience in leaching. Others have taught very 
little. Teaching styles and efficacies vary 
widely. I would advise apyone shopping 
around for a course to check into the teacher's 
credentials and reputation before signing on . 
All cot.mes and teachers are not the same. 
Buyer beware! 
Time of year 

Some people find it easier to attend courses 
in the winter, others in the summer, spring, or 
fall . Though courses are offered throughout the 
year, in temperate North America most are 
sche<lu]ed for the wanner seasons. Winter 
courses are primarily held in tropical or sub
tropical regions such as the Caribbean, Central 
America, California, Rorida, and Hawai 'i. 
BJoregion 

I recommend that students take a course in 
the bioregion where they expect to apply perma
culture. I have also found it useful and 
stimulating to take courses in other bioregions. 
cultures, and countries. Some students like the 
Idea of taking a course in an exotic: place such 
as Hawai'i, Chile, Belize, France, or New 
Zealand. Permaculture is very much an 
international movement, and some very 
powerful links can be made in these settings. 
Course styles 

Course styles vary widely. Some are 
focused strongly on lectures, others more on 
hands-on. I have heard of courses where the 
lead instructor encouraged the student body to 
do much of the teaching. I have heard of 
courses where there was a continual stream of 
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gues1 speakers and no one really tying it all 
together. Some courses are very methodica l 
and scientific. Others are very touchy-feely and 
focus on the human aspecr. Some are more 
internctive than others. There have been 
courses that ended up in big blow-out fights 
between teachers and organizers or between 
teachers and studenrs. Most courses are of good 
quality. but there have been disasters. 
Hands-on activities 

Most perma.cuJture design courses have a 
hands-on component to a lesseror greater 
degree, but l have heard of some with hardly 
any, or none. Bill Mollison bas a reputation for 
courses like that. Altemately, some are billed 
as hands-on courses. I have heard of students 
dropping out of design courses because "they 
were mostly lecture and not enough hands-on." 
I would caution people that the hands-on 
component of a design course is not the most 
important. Rands-on, by definition, is almost 
always a "technique," and techniques will be 
appropriate or inappropriate according to 
climate, culture, and other local conditions. 

Hands-on techniques commonly done at 
courses include such things as digging a pond, 
sheet mulching a garden, making a compost 
pile, planting trees, making a spiral herb · 
garden, digging n swale, building a strawbale 
or cob wall, etc. Tliese are useful. A good 
pennaculturist has to know hundnds or even 
thousands of techniques-they are phrai;es in 
the language of design. But the core of 
permaculture is not techniques; it is the 
principles, design methodologies, inter
relationships, and ecology-these are the 
grammar and syntax of Pennaculture, even its 
poetry. These core things cannot be learned just 
by doing hands-on activities. This is why I 
believe that a successful design course cannot 
place undue time on technique-oriented 
projects. 

I believe hands-on is an important part of 
the pennaculture design course. and I include 
exercises in all my courses, but always in 
balance with the other aspects which typically 
include lectures, small group sessions, design 
teams, field trips, slide shows, and one-on-one 
c_lialogue. Hands-on work allows students to 
learn some practical skills and see some 
techniques in action. It also helps meet our 
need for physical activity and working with 011r 

hands. Activities provide a break from the huge 
amount of infonnation delivered at COUises. 
Hands-on projects build teamwork, 
community. and should be fun. But teaching 
techniques is not my main goal. Rather it is to 
teach Pc principles, design methodology, and 
ecosystem analysis, which graduates can use 
on any site, anywhere in the world. 
Curriculwn 

The order in which we address the course 
topics is somewhat arbitracy. I have seen many 

approaches. Some teachers organize topics by 
zones; (Some courses start at zone l and go to 
zone 5. Others start at zone 5 and work in). 
Some courses are organized by major climates 
and ecosystem types (Tropical and Subtropical, 
Temperate, Arid, Maritime, etc,). Many 
teachers follow oue or another variant of Bill 
Mollison 's standard design course cunicu lurn, 
which presents Ethics and Principles, followed 
by Natural Systems, then Elements or rhe 
Cultivated System. and concludes with 
Invisible Structures. 

Currently Bill Molli~on says accredited 
couises should follow his Pennaculture 
Designers Manual as the cuniculurn . In truth, 
there are probably almost as many different 
curricula ns there are teachers. 
Design Tean,s 

Design teams have been a component of. 
every permaculture course I have been a part 
of, though there are differences in the amount 
of emphasis this receive., or how it is 
conducted. Usually design teams work together 
throughout the course to devise and present a 
design for some aspect of the courses ite (or 
nearby sites). Sometime~ the design problem is 
rral , sometimes it is very make-believe. S0111~ 

courses keep re-forming team~, in others the 
teams hand off their designs to other tcan1s to 
finish. In some courses students work. 
individually rather than in group s. 

At some courses, individu.t l s may do a 
design for their own land or yard . Each gives a 
presentation. and the group comments md 
contributes ideas. We hnve dune thi s at some 
courses. It can take quite a bit of time, but it is. 
useful for those who already own land. 

Some teachers ask each participant to 
research a plant species list, such as windbreak 
species for cold temperate climat.:.s, medicinal 
herbs for cash crops, insectary plants. chicken· 
forage species, etc. They may or mny not mak.e 
a presentatilln to the group. The lists are often 
included in final des ign report s. 

This diversity in permaculture. courses 
offers a wide range of lea.ming styles, tirne 
frames, and bioregions to tit the varying needs 
of the people interested. No one type of course 
will fit everybody. The diversity of penna
culture courses is one of the reasons the perma
culture movement has grown and thci ved. We 
actually need more diversity, not less. 6. 

Michael PiJarski will be teaching a 
Pennaculture Design Courses in Washingtoo 
state in February. See the Calendar, pg. 84 for 
det:uls. friendsofthe1rees@yahoo.com or 
www.friendsofthetrees.net 

Send Your Calendar Items to 
pcactivist@mindspring.com with 

"Calendar" in the subject line. 



LETTERBOX 
La11d Owning Must Go 

}folio Peter, 
I also want to thank you for 
prinlillg 'Toe Road to 
Globalii.ation" by Shirley·Ann 
Hanly. The concept of private 
ownership of land is a lynchpi n in 
the systems of domination that we 
are attempting to live with. If we 
want to live in a collaborative. 
"power-1vith" system, we will 
need to fi11d creative ways to 
restructure or eliminate the 
concept of ownership of land. Her 
article is a good start lo a re al 
conversation on that topic. 
Blessings. 
Re11ee Wade 
North San. Juan, CA 

Remember the Chestnut! 

Peter, 
Your article on the Chestnut/ 

Passenger Pigeon was tenific. 
Probably the best thing in the 
Activist in years. Bravo! Well
crafted piece of work. 

I ha. ve re-told the story a 
couple of times already. Imagine 
my shock to discover that nearly 
no 011e remembered the Che:stnu1! 

I brought the story into a discus
sion among a group of Naturo
patllic Medical st11dents and maybe 
2 out of 40 remem.bered the story 
of the death of that mighty forest 
being. I was so saddened by that. 
How can we learn from history 
when the histol)' isn't even taught? 
Thanks for being one voice that is 
keeping the story alive. 
TedButchan 
Seattle. Wasliington 

Ar111enia1JS Clear~ut Forests 
for Fo()d and Fuel 

DearP~ter Bane. 
I really want tn ttl~mk )'l'U for 

sending issues of P,•1·111<1<"11//llrt' 

Activist lo us in Armenia. My 
students and other teach~rs also 
send tneir thanks a.nd regards. 

Altliougll rnruiy principles of 
Permaculture are practiced here by 
people. it is out of 11eces sity or 
lack of money rather than a direct 
choice. As I virite, the snow melt 
'h~ ca11sed tremendous mud runoff 
into the stceets. The trees. that once 
covered the mountains have all 
been cll.opped down for fuel or lo 
make room for gilfderu. Thus, one 
can literally see mud travel down 
tile mountain. And so the city 
planners are trying to work out the 
probJem. Perhaps some of our 

Ecoversity Founder Fi.z H~rwoocl Passes 

Dr. Frances ••Fiz" Harwood. a 
leadillg Bioregional supporter and 
Pennaculture educator died July 9, 
2003 al the age of 61. A 
distinguish.ed anthropo logi.,t. 
known among friends and 
co Ile agues ai; "Fi z" for her 
effervescence.and joyful approach 
to life, was until shortly before her 
death, at work to establish 
Ecoversity at Santa Fe, New 
Me~ico, where she Jived for many 
years. Intended as an institutio11 to 
provide pennaculture and 
bioregional education and training 
in ecosocial activism and the arts 
in the broadest serue, the school 
has just acquired 16 acres for its 
campus, and ha.1 launched its 
inaugural season. 

Fiz was a powerful advocate, 
regular attendee, and financial 
supporter of the Continental 

Binregional Con_gres.1es. She al ~o 
played key rol~s in sustaining 
Tewa Wornen Uriited, La 
Caravarta Arco Iris, All Species 
ProjecL,, Permaculturn. Arnerim 
Latina, Whole Earth Magazine, 
The Bioiegional Congress · 
Organizing Office, the BR 
Congress S ile-cnmrnittet, and the 
Owks Le:tmi ng c~ nler. 
accnrdir1g t., 11<'.r n,! l,·.ii:u.: 
Chnstu1-,hr,. W di,.; 111 · ·au i11w1..-ur .. 

with E-.,l'l' nit~-
T, ,g,·1h,·r wil I I h~·r )!Oild rri~l lU 

Chdl is C.:kmlirn1i11ic:. Fizgave a 
lmgthy ~ulli light-hearted 
inteNiew on the crossing of 
ecopsychology, a.nthropology. and 
bioregionalism, "BioregioJ1al 
Escapades,"' that appeared in the 
Jlages of this magazine (PcA #19/ 
30) in July, 1993. I.\ 

EcoVersity Certificate for Earth-based Vocations 

Term 1 : Febr. 28 - May 7 
includes Permaculture Design Course. (Permacullure 
graduates welcome; weeks I & II waived, tuition adjusted.) 

8-week Skill-Based Practicums: 
• Land & Garden Design 
• Natural Building 
• Renewable Energies 
• Community Arts & Ecology 
• Earth-Based Vocations Seminar 
• Electives (see Spring Catalog for elective courses) 

Term 2: 10-week Mentored Internship 

Join the fast-growing field of professionals using whole 
systems approaches for designing human environments. 
Graduates will leave with livelihood skills for living on the land, 
and for employment with earth-based enterprises, which 
regenerate the earth and revitalize the spirit. Applications 
available atwww.ecoversity.org or 

1 
Ecoversity, 2639 Agua Fria, Santa Fe, NM 87505 

505/4;24-9797, x10.info@ecoversity.org 

English club participants who will 
discuss the topics covered in your 
.. Knowledge, Pattem, Design'' 
issue (PCA #39) can pass the word 
on to others in the community. 

Thank you also for mentioning 
our need in your letters section. 
Our parti cu I nrs will not be 
changing any time soon. In 
August, my wife and I will be 
moving to Scotland to study at the 

Centre for Human Ecology. 
However, all the literature sent to 
the Peace Corps Office in my 
name will be forwarded to the 
right people in our city, Vanadzor. 

Once again, huge thanks and 
keep up the fantastic work. 
Peter Wardrip 
Peace Corps Armenia 
33Charents St. 
375025 Yerevan, Armenia 

rhe Shape of the Future-
PARTY'S 
OVER 

11.1,1w.,i.,.,.,du, ~.,, 
nf:1,dl tr,i l '.,.i,( ,.._•t,r' 

The age of oil is ending, and the 
consequences will come sooner than 
we thought. Heinberg pulls the wool 
off our eyes about politics, war, and 
the American hegemon. The basic 
case for permaculture NOW. Sobering 
and well-researched. 
275 pp. paper. iUus. $18.00 

Both books for $30. Please include shipping. 

A delightful classic on the politic$ of 
scale. Kohr is a 20th Centwy father 
of the bioregional and decentralist 

movements. Celebrating the genius of 
the srnatl, this book illustrates why 
the little nations of the world will 

!ise from the rubble of empire. 
256 pp. paper. illus. $15.00 

shipping-
arid 10% USA, 15%Canada, 20% other 

Permaculture Activist • PO Box 1209 
Black Mountain, NC 28711 USA 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified Ad Rates: 40¢/word, 
$8.00 minimum , advanc e payment 
required. Seud ad copy and, 
payment to: 

The Permaculture Activist 
POBox 1209 
Black Molllltain NC 2871 l 

One free 20..word ad with 
subscription. 

Books & PubUcatiom 

Portable Dwelling Info-letter, about 
living in tents, ywts, domes, trailers, 
boats, remole cabins, other mobile or 
quickly-made shelten plus plans foI 

simple low-cost, low-impact comforts 
and conveniences. Sample $1. 6/$5. 
Box 190-pa, Philomath OR S\7370. ·99 

Seeds ad Plants 

Organically-produced (but not 
certified) fruit and bcny plants shipped 
Nov.-April. See catalog on 
www.catalogs.google.com or send $1 

to Hidden Springs Nursery, 170 Hidden 
Springs Ln, Cookeville, TN 38501 . . ., 

SHAMANSGARDEN.COM. Since 
'97. Legal, mind-expBJ1ding hems: 
Salvia dlvlnorum, organic kava kava. 
white sage, palo santo, maca, more. 
Wholesale prices. 1-877-886-7407 .. ., 

Contacts 

Where is Pennaculwre in Wisconsin~ 
Is ANYEODY out there? Cootad: 
BIRD. Fond du Lac. 920-921-2462.' . ., 

IJlternshlps 

Summer/Fall In1ernships available al 
Mountain Home Community. Evol
ving 4-year Pc design. Off-grid. 
Natu.ral building, F.cofon:stry, 
Gardeni.Dg. Clara Boggs, 95245 Rink 
Creek Lo, Coqu~e, OR, 97423. (541) 

396-4764. ChipnC1ara@aol.co111. -51 

Hidden Spriogs N=eiy (TN) offers 
training ill p!Op~gatioo, pl1u1ti.ng, and 
care or fiui.t trees. Space available mid
Oct. to mid-Dec. and March lo May. 
Rustic rooms, food, small stipend. 
931-268-2592. -$1 

Intern JXJSitioru avll.ilable for develop
ing Pc site. Room, board, and stipend. 
2004 projocts include building. p.nleu
ing, ccofon:stry, wateuystems, and 
further Pc design. Contact Clara Bojlgs, 
541-396-4764. chipnclan@ool.com:" 

'The Permacultll!C Acti'o<ist seeks moti
vated, mature. detail-oricuted h1di vi
duals for living-learning ex.pcrience of 
applied Pennaculture, A.pril-Oct. at 
EarthAven F.covillage. Variea work in 
publishing, landscape design & culti
vation, constructicn. R11stic fllc::iUties. 
food&: expenses, small stipend, and 
edu!=alional allowance provided. _,, 

Help Wanted 

~ your dream! Hardwortring 
individuals needed to turn lbjs newly 
pwchescd 75 ac imto a retre.at-rclldy, 
self-sufficieot community . .rockriver@ 
swvanet. 540-789-7897. •5 1 

Experienced Farmer Needed; M1111age 
and operate 20ac certified orga..nic 
land. 100 shareholder ex.isting 
sustaiilable CSA at Heifer Rao.ch in 

for Library Service 
Please contact our agents: 

Swets lllaclcwell 
+3 J-252-435111 

EBSCO Subscription Services 
205-991-Il24 

W.T. Cox Subscriptions, lnc. 
919-735-1001 

We also accept direct orders". 

Back Issues of The Permaculture Activist 
I. l July '85 Permaculture In Oz 
a, l Feb. '86 Garden Design 
a, 3 Aug. '86 2nd Int') PC Conf. 

I, 2 Nov. '85Fruit&NutTrees 
II, 2 May '86 IPC-2 & Pc Courses 

U. 4 Nov. '86 Fakuoka., Keyline, Genetic Cons'vn, City Fanns, Oceanic PC 
m. I Feb. '87 Netwocking, Natural Farming, D-Q Umv .• Children's PC 
m, 2 May '87 PC Restoration of Wild Lands. Design ror Sacramento Fann 
m, 3 Aug. '87 Allllllal Planting Cycle m. 4 Nov. '87 Tn!tS for Lile 
IV, 1 Feb. '88 Marketim& PC Products, Bamboo , Hotlle Wastewater Treatment 
rv. 2 May '83 Urban-Rural Links: Economics & COl1ll1lnnity ~Velf?pment 
IV, 3 Aug. '88 Sod.al Forestry, Gabions, Jap. Org. Ag., Prodc/Coos. Coops 
rv, 4 Nov. '88 Multi-Story Tree Crops, Greening Domin. Repb, Runoff Gardens 
V, 1 Feb. '89 Pennaculture:A. Designer's Manual, Tne Bank, Water in PC 
V, 2 May '89 Plant GD()ds, Roof Gardens, SmalJ Llvestodc 
V, 3 Aug . '89 Rainforest Conservation in Ecuador, Gaia, Weed Gardms 
V, 4 Nov. '89 PC Defs, Water Conservation, Small Dams, Ponds, Keylille 
VI, l Feb. '90 Eousebold Greywater Systems, Soil IID.printin,g 
YI. 1 ~'.211 In.,ectan Plant,,. more Gn;ywatet Land use for PwJile 
Vl,3 Aug. '90 Water: Forests &Abnosphere. Catclnn~nt. Nepal, Pond Design 
VJ,4 Nov. '90 Urban PftlllaC1llture: Ecocity Coof., Soil Deto~, Subdrbs & Pc. 
#'l3 Ma.y '91 PollticsofDlveJSity: Gn:enhouse Marte1Gdn; PC in Nepal. 
#'l4 Oct. '91 Creativity iD Design: Examples; Index Is.mes #1-23; 
#25 Dec. '91 Design for Community: CSA.s. Restoring Forest; Garden Ecol. 
#'l6* May '92 Soll: Our Past, Our Future: Fertility, Worms, Cover Crops 
#27* Aug '92 Jntqradllg Pc: Decoostructing Utopia, Grassroots Organizing, 

Garden Polyculture. Pattern Leamiog, Living Fences 
#28* Feb. '93 Structures: Comn'ty Dsgn. LETS, Industry, Strawbalc/Timber-ftamc Bldg.s. 
129130• July '93 Networla: Special Media R vw, Rural Rcconslr'o. Ltaf Cooc., Cornn 'ty 

Food Initiatives, Pc in Palestine. Do-Nodung FJ!uc., Ftng Shti, Pc Atad. 
iV3 I• May '94 Forest Gdng: Energy & Pc. Mushrm Cultvn, Robt.Hart's F.G .• S pp for 

N. Cal., Alden, Agrofoccsliy in Belize&. China, Hooey locust, N-futers. 
IV32 April '95 Animals & Aq1Jacalture: Animal Polycultare. Small-scale Cattle, 

Goat Dairy, Key line, Feral Chickens, lice Plants, Constructc:d Wetlands 
IV33 Dec. '9S Cities & Their Redoas: Green Cities, btdependt Regions, [AF.co

Vil!age, MAGIC Gardens, CoHousing, City M.rkets, City Animals, 
Micro-Enterprise Lending, Suburban con version. Rails-to-Tnlls. 

#34 June '96 UscfuJ Plats: Bamboo Polyculture. Medicinl!I,, Pest Control. RoOI 
Crops., Oaks, R. Hart's For. Gdn, Russian Plants. Reg). l'IIID5, Sowtes 

IVJ.5 Nov, '96 VIHage Design: Pattern Language, COllSCllSUS Democracy, Conflict, 
Historic & New Villages, PIIIDDing for Tribe, ViU. F.conomics 

#36 MaI. '97 Climate & Mlcrodimate: Climate Change, ·Microclimate Primer, 
Weather, Windbreaks, Low-Tech Sun Locator, Diylaods, Cool Slopes, 
Subtropic Forest Gdn. Straw-Clay Bldg. Round Beehive, Water Cal.ch. 

IV37 Sept '97 Tools & Apr;,roprialt l'ecbnology: Dowsing, Work.bikes, Ne~ Energy. 
Scythes, Japanese Saws, Nll!"iery, furocelllCII~ Greywatcr, A-frame&. 
Bunyip Levels, Ram Pump. Solar Toilet, Log Yoke, Cookstoves ... 

IV38* Feb. '98 EconomkTransformalton: Speculative Eoonomy, No Middle CIUI 
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Worker-Owned Coops, WWOOF,N"oMooey!, Gloml Warming. Wh111 
Profits?, Jiolistic Financial Plaoaing. Land Use, Adopt-A-Hive 

#39 July '98 Knowledge, Pattem & Design: Fe: A Way ofScci~ . Sand Dunes, 
Native Conservation~ t'anguage World view & Gender, Pmem ing as 
Procas, Land-Use Planning, Teaching Pc, Vietnam. Jlolmgrni on Pc 

#40 Dec. '98 Nniv Forestry: Reg!. Devlpm!.. Ho15Clogging, Menominee Reser/n, 
Forest Invesling, Restoration, OJd Growth, Homestead Temre, Forest 
Soils, F<mSI Farming, Woody Agric .• Rainrorcsu, Windbreaks, Coppice 

#41 • May. '99 Natural Bulld.mg: OJtgoo Cob, Coidwood, Bamboo, lbatcb, Ethics, 
l-ligh Winds, Origins of C011fliC1, Gc=ihouscs, Funds, Adobe, Road• 
Building, MicroHydro. Bldp. That Live, Under $20K H011scs, Drerum 

#42 'Dec. '99 Self-Reliance & ~ommun.ily Coopention: Ci>•Intellig~ce 8delr -
Orgn , Archetype Dcsiw. Sovereignly. Samoa. Mondragon, N' atunl 
lfou.sing, Comm Gins., Zooe Zero, Solar El«uic Tnctoc. Beckreping 

#43 JUDe '00 Food & Fiber: Hunger, Faments, Se.so!ll Salads, Heirlooms, Feodng, 
Self-Fertile Odns, Rice Revolw011, Cold-climate Food, Edible lnstets, 
OUics. Food Origim, Garlic. Elhnobotany, Wild Food, Bamboo, Eemp 

#44 Nov . '00 Eaniwurks & Eaergy: SJ)(Cader Dram. Hone Swales, f.a.rtli Duns, 
Machinery, Carpet-lined fonds, Consu. Wetlands, Biogn , Windmills ... 

#45 Mar. '01 Medicine & Heallll: World&: Self.Healthy Hom~. ~igning C¥"e, 
A)'U1"ed.a; Agena of Decay, Comm. Health Centres, W0111en Trad. Med 
4th WorldApothecacy, Healing IVecds,Medicinal Crops, Hawaiiaa Bot'k 

#46 July 'OJ Good Work & RlgbtLiveliliood: Pc GolfCow-se, DoW11.1i.uCost of 
Living, New Fmst Economy, Energy Currency, Buddhist Mlctlng .• End 
Wage Slnveiy, Whal's Surplw?, Urban Community, Enterprise Facil'n. 

1147 June '02 Watersheds: Wata as Commodity, Basins of Relalioos, Beaven 
Watershed Devclopmen~ Skywater Center, Urban Stormwatcr 
Gabiom, Conservatioo lnvestrnents, Peat Bogs, Rabbits. 

#48 Sept. '02 Maldog Chances: Co-Jnlelligent Activism. Webs of P01Ver, Urban 
Food, How to Change, Teaching for Change, Global TraDSfo1111alion, 
City Repair, Esaping the Jcb Trap. Argemine Recovery, Costa Ric; Pt 

#49 Dtc. '02 ,Vbere I.! Per:maculture? und-Reot Reform; lO N. American sites 
plus Cuoon A.gric.; Beauty+Sustainability in NZ; Cacti/Succulen1 
Plants: Animal Self-Medication; Oiallenge to P, Movcumlt 

#50 May '03 Ecosystnm: Holmgren oa Pc Mvmt; E. Hmelip & S}'llrg. Agri c. 
Chestnuts/Pigeom; Oak Savanaa..s; Root Crop Polymltrs. ; Alders 
Fungal Ecos.; HumallS & Wlldn; Indoor &os.; Humid Tropics. 

$6 each ppd• • 20% discount eo S+ • Complete Set $195 
The Permaculture Activist 

PO Box 1209 •· Black MollDtain NC 28711 USA 
except for the followiog: VoL 1,1 •VI. 2 & 32-36 - $5.00 eac::b, 

•#26 -31, #38.-141- $1.50 each 



Arkansas . Three years experience in 
vegetable, herb, and flower production. 
Marketing, management , and ability to 
work with youth essential. Heated 
greenhouse, barns, tractors . equipment 
provided. Housing, noon meal. 
stipend/profit sharing possibilities. 
Contact Chuck Crimmin s: 501-889-

5124. chuck.c rimmins@heifer.org. ·51 

Hard-work ing, ecologically conscious 
coup le is seeking like-minded coup le 
familiar with off-grid living/home
steading and who are committed to a 
sustainable planet. Long-term. Work 
(homestead chores)/trade. Big Island 
Hawaii beach front. 808-896-0118 or 
DRR IMERD.O. @yahoo.com -51 

Seeking wilderne ss/permaculture 
couple and natural builder to help 
build intentional community and 
wilderness education center at 300ac 
organic wild farm set in a wildernes s 
conservation corr idor in Adirondack 
Champlain Valley, NY. Email 
blackkettle@ccologyfuncl.net or call 
5 18-962-2795. ll 

Editor ial assistant needed for 
Per111acu/111re Actil'isr magazine. Mac 
computer skills. English proficiency. 
Permacultur e certificate , good work 
habits required. Stipend and other 
benefits based on experience . Resume 
and letter of intent to PO Box 1209, 
Black Mountain. NC 2871 1 or 
pcactivist@minclspring.com -51 

Education 

Patagonia Playground: foot access only. 
Experience year-round extreme living 
on I 00.000ac estancia (see www .jaguar 
girl.com) in Argentina. Garden/ 
Spanish playshop I April ·04 , 10 clays
$700. ashleykentc@hotmail.com ·" 

Education 

RECLAlM ING ECONOMICS: Local 
Strategies for Promoting Communit y, 
Ecology and Self-Reliance. June I 8-
20 . Participant -led workshops in local 
cmTencies, barter systems, LETS , the 
gift economy . and more. At Earthaven 
Ecovillage, Black Mountain , NC (Ah, 
Solstice in the Southern Appalachians!) 

$95 includes camping. local entertain
ment. and great food. Register online 
at www reclaim ingecono mics .org or 
call 828-669-0 114. ·51 

Communities 

Actua lize your dream. Hardworking 
individuals needed to turn this newly 
purchased 75ac into retreat-ready, self
sufficient community. 540-789-7897 . 
rockriver@swva.net. -l l 

Live a cooperative lifesty le with others 
who value equality. feminism. and 
freedom of choice. Rural and urban 
communitie s welcome visitors and 
potential members. Write FEC, HC3. 
Box 3370-PA. Tec umseh. MO 65760 
for booklet. $3 appreciated. 
fec.@ic.org. www.thefec.org/tr/pa. ·51 

Land Access 

. Brisbane. Australia. Ten-acre 

Subscribe to : 

Subscribe to-

AG RO FORESTRY NEWS 
High-quality information on temperate climate tree 

crops and forest gardening, 40-page s quarterly. Issue 
12,1 (#45) feature s Salad Plants, Sustainable Orchard 
Floor Mgmt , Walnut Variety Trials, Design of Forest 

Garde n Clearings (revisited) , plus book reviews. 

$28/yr, $53/2 yrs. Use form below. All back issues availab le, 
$7.50 each postpaid. 10% discount on 5+. Wr ite us for back 
issue contents or see our website: Permacu ltureActivist.net. 

Shipped by air post to USA, Canada , Mexico. 

Permaculwre property: AU$380.000. 
Cob Earth House under completio n, 
many varieties fruit trees, classic 
Queensland House, clam, scrumptious 
soil. Close to Sunshine Coast. 
malmckenna@hotmail.com. ·51 

Secluded Vintage Farmhouse. 7 BR, 2 
kitchens. 2 baths. 20ac, creek . beaver 
ponds, orchard ancient trees, log cabin. 
ceda r sauna, sheds , excellen t water. 
Near Corvall is. OR. $400k. Creative 
financing for eco families. Contact: 

John. 54 1-687-0438. -ll 

For Sale: House. apartment. workshop 
in 49 ac community near Earthavcn 
Ecovillage . $ I 60k. Call 32 1-439-915 1 
or: ss407dv@aol.com . ·51 

Near Corvallis . OR. Secluded vintage 
farmhouse : 7 bedroo ms, 2 kitchens. 2 
baths , 20 acres, orchard, ancient trees, 
creek. beaver ponds. cedar sauna, log 
cabin . sheds. excellent water. $400k. 
Creative financing for eco- families. 
Contact John. 541-687-0438. ·51 

Permaculture Magazine (U.K.) 
-creative , colourful, and rich with resources 

Get the news from Britai n and Europe qtly. Living example s 
of design for cool climates & urban settings. Course listings. 

Issue #38: Walled Gardens • Paint from Plants • Ecovill age 
in Hungary • Biodiese l • A Shower in the Garden • Crystal 
Waters at 15 Yrs • Bees in a Pc System • Herba l Compresses 

Available from Permaculture Acti vist 
Back issues $6.50 each (#4-6 , 22-25 , misc. ) 

Subscription : $24/y r, $45/2 yrs. Use form below. 

r----. ----------- - -------- - --------------7 
I Free Classified Ad for Sub sc ribe rs. SUBSCRIPTION FORM Issue HSI I 

A bonu s to subs cnber s : one free 20 -word 
I cla ss ified ad (or $8 .00 off any ad). Send I want to sub sc rib e to The Permaculture Activ ist and work to deve lop an ecologically I 
I your ad with sub sc ription pa yment or use sustainable land use and cult ure . I w ill cont rib ute as fo llows (plea se c heck one ): I 

bonu s later. Add 40¢/wo rd over 20 words. D I Use thi s form to send in a class ified ad even if $23 - I yea r / 4 iss ue s D $5 5 - 3 yrs/12 issues (U .S., Canada. Mexi co onl y) I 
I yo u are not a sub sc riber. Write yo ur ad here: D $ 18 - I yea r g ift sub sc ripti on with regula r sub sc ripti on e ntry or renewal I 
I C $36 - I yea r over sea s airmail [l $ 96 - 3 yrs over seas a irma il I 
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D $4 00 Acti v ist Lif etime Subscr iption ($600 overseas) I 
I .. * ENTER G I FT S U BSCRIPTION H E R E• •• • • $22 - I year/4 iss ues Permaculture Magazine (U.K.) $4 1 - 2 yrs/8 iss ues I 
1----- --- -----
1 ____________ _ 

I 
1----------- --
1-------------
I 1-- - - ---------

D $28 - I year/4 issue s Agroforestry News D $53 - 2 yrs/8 iss ue s I 
One do llar of each Activist sub sc ripti on -year goes to a Tr ee Tax fund fo r new for est ry 

projec ts. Plea se print in ink the inform ation req ues ted be low. 
Send thi s form with yo ur check or money ord er paya ble in US dollar s to: 

The Permaculture Activist, Subscriptions, PO Box 1209, Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 

NAME PHONE 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1----- - - - ----- ADDRF.SS 

I_ - - - - - - - - - - - - CITY STATE / PROVINCE POSTALC ODE COUNTRY L ____ _ __ __ ______ __ ____ __ ___________ _ _____ J 
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CALENDAR 
Janu ary 21-24. Pacific Grove, CA. Ecological 
Farmin g Conf. EFA. 406 Main St., Ste. 3 13, Watson
ville. CA 95076. 83 1-763-2 111. fx/-2 112. cco-farm.org 
February 1-21. Pahoa, HI. Permaculture Design 
Co u rse . La'akea. permacu lture-hawai i.com. 

Febru ary 7-20 . Occi dent a l, CA. Perm ac ultur e 
Des ign Co ur se. Occidental Arts & Ecology Center. 
15290 Coleman Valley Rd., Occidental. CA 95465. 
707-874- 1557. fx/- 1558. www oaec org. 
oaec@oaec org 
February 7-21. nr. Hood Canal, Western WA. 
Perm ac ultur e Design Co ur se. Friends of the Tree s 
Soc iety. PO Box 4469. Bellingham. WA 98227. 
360-67 6-7704. friendsofthc1rees@yahoo.com 
www.fr iendsofthetrccs.net 
February 16-21. Rancho Mastatal, COSTA RICA. 
Renewa ble Energy for the Deve loping World 
Hands-On . SEI. 970 -963-88 55. fx/-8866. 
sei@solarcnergy.org www.solarenergy.org 
March 1-10. Navarro, Bs.As. ARGENT INA. 
Learnin g & Exploring Susta inable Life Principles. 
Asoc.GA IA.gaia@gaia.org.ar. gaia.org .ar. Tel: 
(022 72) 492072. (02227 ) I 5552554. 
March 5-7. Occidental, CA. Star ting and 
Sustaining Intentional Communiti es. Occidental 
Arts & Eco logy Ctr. 707-874-1557. oaec@oacc .or~ 
March 26-April 4. nr. Austin, TX. Fundamentals 
of P erm ac ultu re. Selwyn Polit. 512-926-7876. 
sehvyn @austintx .com . 
austjn pro~ressjvecalendar.com/pennacu lture,ht m 
April 5-29. Maleny, Qld. AUSTRALIA. Penn a
cultur e Design Co ur se & Ecovilla ge Int ern sh ips. 
GE OA Consu ltancy & Education Serv ices, 59 
Crystal Water s, 65 Kilcoy Ln. Co nondale , Qld. 4552. 
Australia. jnfo@ecologicalso lutions.com.au, +6 1-7-
5494-4741. fx/-4578. http ://genoa.ecov i))age org and 
www.ecolo 0 icalsolution s.com,au 
May 3-17. lsland of Kauai, HI. Permaculture 
Design Course. Devin Stubblefield . 707-235-6854. 
permacu1turejnparadise200-l@yahoo.com. 
May 8-July 25. Taos, NM. Natural Building 
Internship. Lama Foundation. 505-586- 1269. 
rcgistrar@ lamafoundation.org. lamafound ation.org. 
May 16-July 10. Taos, NM. Land Apprenticeship 
and Permaculture Design Course. Lama Found'n. 
505-586- 1269. regis trar@ lamafoundat ion.org. 
www.lamafoundation.org. 
May 18-25. Isla nd of Kauai, HI. Pernmculture 
Experiential. Devin Stubblefield. 707-235-6854 . 
permacultu reinparadise2004 @yahoo.com. 

(I'he Permaculture Activist I 
I ~ost Off ice Box 1209 I 

Black Mountain NC 28711 USA 
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May 27-29, 2004. University Park, PA. "lndi ge
nous Knowledges : Transforming the Academy." 
Ladislaus Semali. 257 Chambers Bldg , Penn Sta te 
U., (8 14) 865-2246 . lmsl l @psu.edu. or Audrey 
Maretzki. 205 Borland Lab .. Univers ity Park . PA 
16802.(8 14) 863-475 1. anml@ps u.edu. 
May 28-30. Black Mountain, NC. Introduc tion to 

atural Building. Cu lture's Edge. 1025 Camp 
Ell iott Rd. Black Mountain , NC 287 l I. 828-669-

3937. www.eanhavcn org/workshops/ or 
works hops@e;irthaven.org. 
May 28-June 5. Isle LaMotte. VT. Fundame ntals 
of Pcrmaculture. Claude Genest, Gree n Mountain 
Permaculture. 949 West Shore Rd, Isle LaMotte VT 
05463. 802-928-3648 cla ude@claudege nest.com 
www.greenmoumainpermac ulture.com. 
June 4-19. nr. Yosemite Natl. Park, CA. 
Perm ac ullur e Design Co urse. Interna tional. 
Institute for Eco logical Agric ulture. 83 1-688-0338. 
www permacu lture.com. 
June 7-July 30. Boonville, CA. Natu ral Building 
Int ensive. Emera ld Earth. PO Box 764. Boon ville. 
CA 95415, 707-972 -3096, lornx@ap .net. 
www.emcra ldearth.o rg. 
June 11-13. Occidental, CA. Starting and 
Sustaining Intentional Communities. Occidental 
Arts & Ecology Ctr. 707-874-1557.oaec@oaec.org. 
June 13-20. Taos , NM. "Build Here Now" Natural 
Building Convergence. Lama Fdn. 505-586-1269. 
registrar@lamafounda tion org. lamafo unda tion.o rg 
June 14-18. Ma leny, Qld. AUSTRALIA. 
Ecological Architecture. GENOA. Ph.+6 1-7-5494-
4741. fx/--1578. info@ecologicalsolutionscom.a u. 
June 18-20. Black Mountain, NC. "Reclaiming 
Economics" Conference. 
www ,recla imingec onomics.org o r ca ll 828-669-01 14. 
June 21-26 (Module l ) Ecovillagc Design Course 
& Practicum June 28-July 1 (Mod. 2). Malcny, 
Qld. AUSTRALIA. GENOA . Ph .+6 1-7-5494-4741, 

fx/-4578. info @ccolog icalsolut ions,co m.au. 
July 2-11. Black Mountain, NC. Natural Building 
Intensive. Culture's Edge. workshops@ca11havcn org 
or 828-669-393 7. www .e;inhaven ,org/workshops/ 
July 9-12. Occidental, CA. Basins of Relations: 
Starting and Sustaining Community Watershed 
Groups. Occ idental Arts & Ecolog y Ctr. 707-874-
1557.oaec@oacc.org.www.oaec.org. 
July 23-3 1. Black Mtn., NC. Permaculture Funda
ment als. Cult ure· s Edge. workshops@earthaven.org 
or 828-669 -3937. www.canhaven org/workshops/. 
July 3 1-Augusl 14, Taos, NM. Permaculture 
Design Course. Lama Foundat ion. 505-586-1269. 
registrar @lamafoundation.org . lamafoundation.org 

August 5-8. Black Mountain, NC. 11th Annual 
Southeastern Permaculture Gathering. Culture's 
Edge . 828-669-3937. www.earthavcn.org/workshops/ 
or culturesc dgc@e arthaven.o rg. 
August 8-22. Sandy Lake, PA. Permaculture 
Des ign Co ur se. Three Sisters Farm , 134 Obitz Rd. 
Sandy Lake , PA 16145. Ph . 724-376-2797. 
Defrey@biosheher.com. www bio sheller com. 
August 23-September 4. Basalt, CO. 
Perm ac ultur e Design Co ur se . Central Rocky 
Mountain Permac ulture Inst.. PO Box 631 . Basa lt. 
CO 81621. 970-927-4158 . www.crmpi .org. 
jero mc @cn npi .org. 
August 27-Septe mber 4. Isle LaMotte, VT. 
Permaculture Design Practicum. Green Mou ntain 
Permac ulture.clau dc@clau degenest.com or 802-92 8-
3648. www .grcenmountainpermacuJture.com. 
September 8-12. Black Mountain, NC. Starting a 
Successfu l Intentional Community or Ecovillage. 
Culture's Edge. 828-669-3937. www ea rthaven.orgl 
workshops/ or culturesedge@ earthavc n.org. 
Sept. 20-Oct. 15. Maleny, Qld. AUSTRALIA. 
Permaculture Design Course & Ecovillage 
Internships. GENOA. Ph .+61-7-549 4-4741. fx/-
4578. info@ecolo 0 ica1solutions.com au. 
September 24-Oc tobcr 2. Black Mountain, NC. 
Village Design Pract icu m. Culture·s Edge . 828-669-
3937. www.eanhaven .org/wo rkshops/ or 
workshops@earthaven.org. 
Sept. 25-October 8. Occidental, CA. Permaculture 
Design Course. Occ identa l Arts & Eco logy Ctr. 707-
874-1557. oaec@oacc.org. www.oaec.org. 
November 1-6 (Module I ) Ecovillage Design 
Course & Practicum Nov. 8- 11 (Mod. 2). GENOA. 
Ph.+61- 7-5494-474 1, fx/-4578 . 
jnfo @ecolog ica lsolutio ns.com.au . 

ovcmber 13- 15. Maleny, Qld. AUSTRALIA . 
International Ecovillage Designers Conference. 
GENOA . Ph.+6 1-7-5494-474 1. fx/-4578. 

info @ecologicalso lutions com au. 
November 15-December L SRI LANKA. 
Permaculture Design Certificate Course & 
Cu ltur al Imm ersion. GE OA. Ph.+61 -7- 5494-
474 1. fx/-4578. info@ecoJog icalsolut ions.com,au. 
November 19-21. Occide ntal, CA. Democratic 
Decision-Mak ing. Occ idental Arts & Eco logy Ctr . 
707-874-1557.oaec@oaec.org. 
June. 2005. CROATIA. 7th International 
Per m ac ultu re Co n verge nce. Permaculture Institute 
of Europe, lstedgade 79. 1650 Kpbcnha vn V. 
Denma rk. +45-333 1-5694. fx/+45 -3325-7 179. 
vestcrgror@dk-o nline.d k WEB: www .pcrmacu llure
europe .o rg or www ipc7 or:: 

Visit us on the Web-www .PermacultureAc tivist.net 
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